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PREFACE
Although the biblical data presented can be properly assessed only by
a Hebraist/Old Testament exegete, I have attempted to make the work a
little more accessible to linguistic scientists without specialization
in Hebrew through provision of English glosses of Hebrew passages
(rarely of more than a biblical verse in length). Typically these
glosses are from NEB, although where NEB's rendering does not closely
match the Hebrew sequence (e.g., if NEB omits certain Hebrew phrases
because they would be redundant or cumbersome in English, or adopts
substantial emendations of NT, or is, in my opinion, erroneous in
respect of a particular translation) I have utilized JB, or,
occasionally, AV. Italicized sequences (narking expressions not
directly expressed in the Hebrew original) in AV (and in the
translation of Rash!) are not thus distinguished in my quotations, and
I have used 'Lord' for AV and NEB 'LORD'. NEB has been chosen as the
primary source because at a semantic, if not a stylistic, level it
provides an 'idiomatic' translation, and because its emendations are
easy to trace (through Brockington's work). The few tines that I wish
to make a translation point particularly strongly or where I feel none
of the forementioned translations to be adequate I provide my own
glosses. Such renderings, unlike those quoted from other sources, are
not accompanied by a citation of source. Within glosses words
representing a collocation or other expression being discussed are
capitalized.
BHK/S is used as the source of quotations from the Hebrew Bible,
although its division of cola is not displayed; the caesura (athnach)
is sometimes indicated by the use of a new line, or, if only one line
of text is displayed, by a double space within this line. In
'citation-forms' of Hebrew text, we utilize a 'plene' orthography.
Chapter and verse references are always to the Hebrew Bible.
The dissertation was produced via the AMSTRAD PCW 8256, based on
Zilog's Z80 8-bit micro-processor, and its standardly-supplied (8-pin)
dot matrix-printer. Portions of text containing Hebrew sequences were
created through the PCV's dedicated word-processing software package,
LOCOSCRIPT (Version 1.2), but employing a special set of control-
characters to mark letters with diacritics, and beginnings and ends of
sequences of italicized, underscored, superscripted, and Hebrew text.
Hebrew sequences were keyboarded, screen-displayed, and stored in
memory in a simple consonantal transcription. Documents containing
Hebrew text were converted into (simpler) ASCII files through a
LOCOSCRIPT facility. Printing of these documents was controlled from
a PASCAL (Borland's TURBO PASCAL) program compiled and run under CP/X
PLUS, the PCV's operating system. Reading a line at a time from the
source document, the program converted any control-characters into
instruction codes to the printer and any transcribed Hebrew sequences
into numeric codes for printing graphics blocks, each block being a
concaten ation of Hebrew consonantal graphs (plus a few non-Biblical-
Hebrew punctuation marks) from a previously defined array. Control-
characters were removed from the line of text, and, if necessary,
spaces were randomly inserted to compensate for loss of right-
justification. The processed line of text was then sent to the line-
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printer in sections corresponding to text (English) and graphics
(Hebrew) portions. A bold Hebrew type-face was achieved by including
in the program a procedure to reverse the print-head at the end of
every graphics dump and repeat the graphics-printing process.
The few simple graphs in the dissertation were produced from programs
written in Nabitchi Computing's EXBASIC, a version of (interpreted)
BASIC which exploits CP/M's GSX facility.
I owe special debts of gratitude to the following: Prof. V. Johnstone
of the Dept. of Hebrew & Semitic Languages, University of Aberdeen,for
his efforts on my behalf in securing finance for this research at its
initial and closing stages, and to the University of Aberdeen itself
for its generosity in this matter; Dr J.V. Thompson, Head of the Dept.
of Statistics, University of Hull, for his kindness and patience in
assessing the statistical aspects of the thesis throughout its
development; the University of Hull, corporately, for awarding ne a
research scholarship to pursue my studies to doctoral level.
Thanks are also due to Mr G.C. Slater and Dr R. Walker of the
University of Hull's Computer Centre for continuous assistance with
various aspects of computing required to bring the research and this
dissertation to fruition; Dr R. Landau (Bar-Ilan University) and Prof.
C. Rabin (Hebrew University) for encouraging my interest in the study
of collocation and collocations; the staff of the Oriental Reading
Room of the British Library and of Crawley College of Technology
library for providing me with facilities in the final stages of my
work.
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PART I
A DEFENCE OF COLLOCATIONAL ANALYSIS
CHAPTER 1
ENVIRONMENTAL AID CONTEXTUAL MEANING
A fundamental premise of the present work is that semantic analysis
divides naturally into two parts, the study of environmental meaning
and the study of contextual meaning. Environmental meaning is
constructed from evidence obtained through the study of a linguistic
item's environments (in the sense of Harris 1951:15 and Lyons 1969:13,
27f.), that is, the text, written or oral, surrounding each
occurrence, or token, of an item; contextual meaning, on the other
hand, uses evidence from the study of an itenes contexts (in the sense
of Lyons 1969:23ff.), the non-linguistic (referential) data with which
the item is associated.
1
For instance, the environmental meaning of the word red (for an
English speaker) in a given sentence consists, amongst other things,
of the speaker's knowledge that red also occurs in sequences like red
is the colour of blood, a red car, a red pillar box, and that blood is
a more significant collocate than car of red (the speaker has some
awareness of the fact, for example, that whereas yellow is the colour
of blood tends not to occur as frequently as red is the colour of
blood, there is probably little difference in the frequencies of a
yellow car and a red car).
Thus, the primary data of environmental analysis are items in a
syntagmatic, 'pre-paradigmatic', relationship. Environmental analysis
assumes paradigmatic relationships to be in some sense derived from,
and abstractions of, syntagnatic ones. The (contextual) meanings of
taxi and bus can only be seen as or learned to be paradigmatically
related after they have been experienced as sharing similar
environments or syntagms wherein they may be interchanged with a
corresponding change of denotation. Taxis are paradigmatically
related to buses because they are syntagmatically related. Cabbages
are not paradigmatically related to taxis, at a semantic level anyway,
because they do not share '-emically' similar environments. We do not
wish to emphasize the psychological point here (see below), Just the
logical one - paradigms derive from syntagms.
2
Environmental meaning is part of what Halliday (1961:245) calls
"formal meaning":
The formal meaning of an item is its operation in the network of
formal relations.
.... The contextual meaning of an item is its relation to
extratextual features, but this is not a direct relation of the
item as such, but of the item in its place in linguistic form:
contextual meaning is therefore logically dependent on formal
meaning.
Mitchell elaborates on formal meaning thus:
The formal value of an item depends closely on (a) other item
present in the text and the constraints and dependencies
observable between them, (and] (b) the 'transformability' of the
text in terms of the analytical operations of substitution,
expansion Or contraction,... interpolation..., and
transposition.... (A) linguistic item or class of items is
meaningful not because of inherent properties of its own but
because of the contrastive or differential relationships it
develops with other itens and classes. (Mitchell 1971:42)
3
It is clear that the analysis of environmental meaning is grounded in
the study of the degrees to which the occurrence of an item (normally,
a word) is determined by a particular environment (i.e., a particular
sequence of other items). As such, it lends itself to quantification:
"Formal meaning is the 'information' of information theory" (Halliday
1961:244 - cf. Weaver 1959). This quantitative bias means that an
evironmental semantics is geared more toward semantic performance than
competence, toward a theory of what is actually done with language
rather than what can be done. The importance of this distinction will
be seen several times in the present work.
In the past, environmental semantics has aspired to high status. In
1950, Joos (1966:356) was able to claim
Wow the linguist's 'meaning' of a morpheme is by definition the
set of conditional probabilities of its occurrence in context
with all other morphemes - of course without inquiry into the
outside, practical, or sociologist's meaning of any of them.
However, since the 1960s such views have fallen on hard times. For
example, Lyons, whose criticisms of environmental analysis will be
discussed at length in Chapter 3, accepts (Lyons 1966:299) utilization
of "the principles of information-theory" as "profitable for
linguistic analysis" and devotes sections of his 1977 work to
Shannon's model of communication and the quantification of 'signal'
(environmental) and 'semantic' (contextual or propositional)
information, yet nonetheless disparages Joos's
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The practical impossibility of summing over the transitional
probabilities on all levels (even if we do not go higher than the
sentence) is too obvious to need elaboration. (Lyons 1969:6:n.2).
For Lyons, meaning is principally contextual:
[T]he theory of meaning will be more solidly based if the meaning
of a given linguistic unit is defined to be the set of
(paradigmatic) relations that the unit in question contracts with
other units of the language (in the context or contexts in which
it occurs) (Lyons 1969:59).
It has even been claimed that formal aspects of lexical arrangement
fall outside the scope of semantics. For instance:
In listing what the Englishman eats, one should say fish and
chips, roast beef and Yorkshire pudding, not chips and fish,
Yorkshire pudding and roast beef. Here is a rule governing the
use of words that does not bear on their meanings, for fish and
chips surely means the sane as chips and fish. (Fodor 1980:20)
5
In terms of British English at least, Fodor seems to be ignoring the
criterion of 'material adequacy' (see Ch. 3, Sect. D, 1) in her use of
the words "means the same as". Speakers do indeed comprehend fish and
chips differently from chips and fish; this fact might appear odd and
arbitrary, but that is hardly a sufficient reason to exclude it from
the scope of a theory of meaning, and the sort of data to which Fodor
refers is very common (see Ch. 2; cf. Nalkiel 1959). Veinreich
(1966:147) claims that "chains of high associative probability' (like
fish and chips), along with other elements "fail to represent the
language in its full capacity as a semantic instrument", but he still
regards them as being of semantic interest even if they only reflect
the "banality or meaninglessness" of language (Veinreich 1975:28).
Contrast Fodor on fish and chips with Veinreich (1969:43) on bacon and
eggs!
Allerton (1979:35ff.) seems to recognize the semantic effect of formal
features in his discussion of so-called 'determinant meaning',
exhibited in, for example, to introducing infinitive verbs. Xerchuk
(1976:321) distinguishes "syntactic" and "semantic" meaning, and
Coates (1964) enumerates three types of meaning, "differential" (in,
e.g., the de- of deceive: "differential" or "distinctive" meaning
pertains to all 1
-enic' units including the submorphenic - cf.
McIntosh 1966b:98), "functional" (in, e.g., the 
-ice of justice), and
"distributional" (in, e.g., the 
-er of ladder - cf. Nida 1966:264),
alongside "denotational" meaning.
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In principle, any linguistic item can undergo environmental semantic
analysis, because every item exists within an environment at any one
of its occurrences.
Many forms... are significant in biosocial environments [i.e.,
contexts]; but every form has linguistic [i.e., environmental]
meaning as well, since every form occurs in sone linguistic
environment. (Nicht 1966:264)
Environmental (formal) meaning nay, therefore, be regarded as
equivalent to valeur in the sense of Saussure, inasmuch as both terms
refer to the relationships which an item contracts with other items
within a given system, linguistic or other. The fact that every item
has, by definition, a valeur means that Halliday (1966a:6) is wrong to
claim that a word might be "absorbed into" a lexical set "without any
change of meaning in any of the other wards" in the set, unless by
'meaning' it is only reference, or contextual meaning, that is
implied. Some words, of course, have contextual meaning and others do
not - each word, though, must have environmental meaning, and this
should be utilized in the semantic description of the item.
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Ye can give part of the meaning of boy by identifying the
referent... for which this morpheme occurs as a symbol; but
another part of the meaning of boy is the distribution of the
morpheme in particular linguistic situations. The linguistic
meaning of boy includes such facts as the following: bay occurs
as the subject of a sentence, the object of a verb, and the
second member in a prepositional phrase; it combines with
derivative formatives such as -lab (boyish); and it occurs in an
exclamatory phrase Oh bop!. If we disregard entirely the
biosocial distinction in the meanings of boy and girl, we can
still say that the linguistic meanings of these two words differ
in that boy occurs in a type of exclamatory phrase from which
girl is excluded. Gilds 1966:244)
Analysis of "linguistic meaning" (in Hida's sense, i.e., environmental
meaning) alone is, of course, insufficient. Veinreich (1975:30f.)
imagines a thesaurus (a quantitatively-defined variety of which may be
regarded as the end-product of a formal analysis of a language's
vocabulary), the entries of which are not matched to denotata - this
he compares to a nap which the user examines without orienting to the
place it describes. The nap, the thesaurus, is valuable and
interesting in its own right, but to acquire greater significance and
utility it must be matched to real-world data.
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It appears, then, that bath types of semantic analysis are required,
and that even were every item in a language to undergo environnental
analysis, we could conclude nothing thereby of the relationship of any
item to non-linguistic item(s) (context), a point stressed by John
Searle in his 1984 Reith Lectures:
[I]magine that you are locked in a room [containing] several
baskets full of Chinese symbols (and]... that you are given a
rule-book in English for manipulating these Chinese symbols. The
rules specify the manipulations of the symbols purely formally,
in terns of their syntax, not their semantics.... Now suppose
that soma other Chinese symbols are passed into the room, and
that you are given further rules for passing back Chinese symbols
out of the room. Suppose that, unknown to you, the symbols
passed into the room are called 'questions' by the people outside
the room, and the symbols you pass back... are called
'answers...'. Suppose, furthermore, that the progranners are so
good at designing the program, and that you are so good at
manipulating the symbols, that very soon your answers are
indistinguishable from those of a native Chinese speaker.... On
the basis of the situation as I have described it, there's no way
you could learn any Chinese simply by manipulating these formal
symbols.
.... Understanding a language... involves more than having just
formal symbols. It involves having an interpretation, or a
meaning attached to those symbols. (Searle 1984a:15)
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Clearly, environmental meaning is part of what Searle labels "syntax;
and, indeed, we shall argue that rules of syntax, in the sense of
grammar, and rules of lexis (the object of environmental semantic
study) are held together in a probabilistic relationship (see Ch. 4).
On grounds of common sense, one wants to assent to his claim that even
were a purely formal analysis of linguistic items in a corpus capable
of displaying semantic 'insights' about the material, akin to the
native speaker's tacit (contextual) semantic knowledge, all that one
would feel safe to conclude is that the process "mimics, or
simulates,.., formal features of... mental processes" (Searle
1984b:17).
Such a view contrasts with the one that a Turing-machine (as suitably
defined - see Putnam 1969), or any other formal process or the machine
implementing it, may be said to have attained a particular 'mental'
state (in our case, that of semantic understanding) if it exhibits all
the standard 'symptoms' of that state. The fundamental thesis of
proponents of the Turing-position may be characterized thus: "All
brain processes are derived from a computable substrate" (Hofstadter
1980:572; see ibid.:passim for discussion of what we label 'Searle-'
and 'Turing-' type views including the issue of epiphenomena,
mentioned below).
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In broader philosophical terns this view involves a naterialist, or
more precisely an anti-dualist, perspective (the 'minds' of finite
automata are not "ghosts in Turing Machines, they are Turing Machines"
(Putnam:1969:270]). We remain agnostic about both views - Searle
appears to have cannon-sense on his side; on the other hand, if
sufficiently 'syntactically' sophisticated analyses consistently
demonstrated environmental semantic statenents to be similar in result
to their contextual counterparts, the Turing-type position would gain
in credibility. (If this were to happen, then it could argue for an
'epiphenonenonalist' account of semantic interpretation, wherein
contextual neanings, or 'senses', night be regarded simply as habitual
illusions fostered by speakers' more 'semantically' fundanental
facility in the manipulation of formal symbols - this would run
counter to the claim in Searle 1984a:15 that "syntax alone is not
sufficient for semantics".)
Whatever the case, the formal structure of language is an undeniably
essential part of our internalization and comprehension of language:
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If we are reading a technical treatise on a subject we know
little about, we can see that the sentences nake grammatical
sense, but we do not have enough external referents to complete
the operation. Similarly with reading sonething in a language we
Imperfectly know. If, on the other hand, our reading is lazy and
inattentive, we recognize the individual words but are not making
the organized effort, the Gestalt or whatever it is, to unify
them syntactically. One point that is significant here is that
this centripetal organizing effort of the mind is primary. Mere
unfamiliarity with the referents, which can be overcome by
further study, is secondary. Failure to grasp centrifugal
meaning is incomplete reading; failure to grasp centripetal
meaning is incompetent reading. (Frye 1983:58)
(Compare Halliday 1961:245, quoted above: "contextual neaning is...
logically dependent on formal meaning's.)
However, in the present work we do not make any explicit claim to
psychological reality. For instance, even though in the course of our
present work we conduct a statistical analysis of certain data, we
should want to agree with Lyons (1977:46) that this does not tell the
whole story, and that in language "Probabilities of a different, and
perhaps more subjective, kind are also relevant". A non-psychological
orientation is, of course, typical of much work in linguistics,
although studies initially conducted from such a stance may eventually
yield results which are seen to be psychologically valid and
interesting, and perhaps more significant within linguistics for that
reason:
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[A] linguistic theory of semantics will be... more adequate if,
based on operationally definable concepts, it gives results which
are in significant agreement with the native speaker's feelings
about his language. For the native speaker's feelings derive, in
general, from his natural use of the language and rest ultimately
upon some formal properties of the language he speaks. (Lyons
1969:6f.)
Ye also accept that whatever the ultimate psychological and
theoretical status of an environmentally-based theory of meaning, a
full-scale environmental analysis of a corpus would yield many trivial
results that could be of little obvious help in describing or
explaining 'meaning':
[A]ll theories are insights, which are neither true nor false
but, rather, clear in certain domains, and unclear when extended
beyond these domains.
One may indeed compare a theory to a particular view of some
object. Each view gives only an appearance of the object in some
aspect. The whole object is not perceived in any one view but,
rather, it is grasped only ixTdicitly as that single reality
which is Shown in all these views. (Bohm 1980:4,8)
Until we know more about the overall importance of environmental
meaning in (human) semantic analysis, it seems wisest to utilize
techniques of environmental analysis only where there is prime facie
evidence that they can provide significant semantic insights into the
data.
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The specific goals of the present work are (1) to develop and defend
an environmental approach to semantic analysis in general, (2) to
examine the problem of 'idioms' from this perspective (noting,
incidentally, that "figures of speech emphasize the centripetal and
interrelating aspects of words" [Frye 1983:58]), (3) to develop a
hypothesis about an important distributional feature of idioms, and an
associated statistical measure, and (4) to test this hypothesis, and
through it, the thesis as a whole, on some 'idiomatic' data from a
corpus in order to examine to what extent the results yielded
correspond to those obtained by contextual semantic analysis. The
corpus used in this part of the work is the Hebrew Bible and the data
are certain 'collocations', including idioms, that utilize anatomical
terns. These four goals correspond to the four parts (Chs. 1-4, 5-6,
7, 8-10) into which this dissertation is divided.
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CHAPTER 2
ENVIRONMENTAL MEA1ING AND COLLOCATIONAL THEORY
A. THE NEED FOR EBVIRORMENTAL ANALYSIS
In the vast najority of cases, knowledge of an item's environmental
meaning and knowledge of its contextual meaning are intimately
related. To return to our earlier example, we know not only that red
is a more common item than yellow in connection with blood, but also
that 'yellowness' (i.e., the semantic 'concept') is less likely than
'redness' to be attributed to blood. Even though it has been stressed
that "members of the sane lexical set are not necessarily members of
the sane semantic field" (hr 1978:210f.; orig. Hebrew), the ubiquity
of the phenomenon whereby the relations of environmental meaning
appear to match those of contextual meaning has led semanticians to
assume, albeit tacitly, that environmental relations are in some way
Irrelevant or, at best, just trivial restatements in formal terns of
what is already known in conceptual terns (i.e., in terns of context).
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Of course, in certain circumstances the distinction between
environmental and contextual meaning has to be accepted. For example,
in machine-translation, it can only be the 'meaning' borne by "valent"
(i.e., formal-combinatorial) relations of the source language that is
expressed by the resulting translation. "Unvalent" (i.e.,
"contextual") relations are irrelevant (Leykina 1961:34). But outside
such situations, environmental meaning tends to be ignored and
contextual meaning alone is seen as a fit object of semantic study.
This loss of distinction can lead to the sort of argument found in the
following:
The meaning of a word is a reflection of an object, a phenomenon,
or a relation in conception...; it enters the structure of a word
as its so-called internal aspect; with respect to which the sound
of a word emerges as the material shell.... Therefore, if, for
example, a person blind from birth has never seen chalk, milk,
snow, or any other white object in general, then the meaning of
the word "white" will never become fully manifest to him.
(Akhmanova 1963:21)
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Akhnanova (whose statement of 'meaning' here, incidentally shows
little advance on that of John Locke [1974:28ff.l) fails to
distinguish between environmental and contextual meaning. For it is
obvious that, whereas a blind man cannot know the contextual meaning
of white or many other words, for that matter, because he has no
access to some aspect of its reference, the same blind man nay still
be said to know, and to know fully, the environmental meaning of white
or any other word, the truth of this latter statement being proven by
his facility with the standard combinatorial properties of white (its
valeur). And in terms of 'material adequacy' (see Ch. 3, Sect. D, 1),
or respect-for-common-usage, Akhmanova is surely wrong to elevate the
referential/perceptual aspect of 'meaning' in this way. Because
although it has a superficial plausibility in connection with the
extreme case of blindness, Akhmanova's argument would logically lead
her to claim, far less acceptably, that ordinary people are
semantically inept because they do not have as good a grasp of the
conceptual content of white as physicists or artists
But there are other, Bore powerful, examples which do not need to
invoke physical or mental differences amongst speakers in order to
demonstrate the distinction of environmental and contextual meaning.
First, there are items which are intrinsically referential and must be
used with (or 'in') context; for example, indexical expressions like
I, here, and now; which can only be used satisfactorily if the speaker
has access to (non-linguistic) data about time and space. Even these,
though, must possess environmental meaning (see Ch. 1).
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Secondly, and more importantly for our purposes, there exists a number
of items which appear to possess only environmental meaning. This is
admitted by Lyons in the following:
In certain, comparatively rare, instances contrast and having
meaning may coincide. And on this fact depends at the
phonological level the native speaker's learning and subsequent
recognition of the contrast, even where the contrasting items
have no meaning. It is the limiting cases of coincidence between
contrast and having meaning (that is to say, cases where there is
nothing in the context of the occurrent item to increase its
probability of occurrence, and consequently the hearer's
expectation of it, beyond its general probability of occurrence
in the environment) that provide the bridge between the language
as it operates and its description by the linguist. (Lyons
1969:27f.)
Such an instance is provided by quaff. How it seems clear that in so
far as the unsophisticated native speaker has an understanding of this
item, such comprehension is realized either through the speaker's
knowledge of the combination of the items quaff and ale (i.e., through
environmental meaning), or via knowledge of the association of the
item quaff with the referent or 'concept' ale (i.e., through the
semantic content or context of ale). This second type of knowledge
perhaps endows quaff with a shadowy sort of reference in its own right
('drink', maybe). Possibly, of course, in expressions like this, where
only one item is totally bound to an environment, both processes are
involved.
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However, the weight of other evidence, we believe, shifts the balance
in favour of the first option or, possibly, the third. Evidence for
this is provided by, for instance, the expression give short shrift
to. As in the previous example, only one of the constituent items is
referentially problenatic. Yet in this case, it would be even mare of
a distortion of the evidence to claim any sort of shadowy reference
for shrift through the item's association with a sequence of
referentially transparent items. And the fact that shrift has no
contextual meaning is evidenced even nore sharply by our inability not
only to substitute any other lexical item for it in the expression and
'mean' the sane thing, but also to provide any definition of it other
than a 'netalinguistic . one along the lines of 'A word which never
appears except in the sequence Give short - to'.	 Compare Biblical
Hebrew in2 which only occurs, as the second noun, in the sequence
inn 'emptiness and confusion' at Gen. 1.2, Jer. 4.23, and (in
slightly different form) Isaiah 34.11 - the sequence as a whole seems
to mean, as in Modern Hebrew, 'chaos', but only the 'meaning' of the
first word in the sequence is attested independently of this
expression elsewhere in the Bible. This is unlike quaff which could
conceivably be replaced by its hypernym drink. In sum, a word like
or shrift quite clearly has environmental meaning but no
obvious contextual meaning.
19
There are, of course, some expressions which are composed entirely of
quail:- and shrift-like words, the constituents of which on their own
(i.e., isolated from their 'bound' environments) have no contextual
meaning. Such expressions are found, for example, amongst 'foreign'
sequences like hocus pocus. Here it is clear that, though both items
have environmental meaning, only the etymologist trained in mediaeval
leisure pursuits could justifiably claim to know the contextual
meaning of either item. Yet the expression is used with ease and
frequency (perhaps greater than that of quaff ale) by speakers -
indeed it is this very facility with the items in the face of their
non-possession of contextual meaning that evidences the utilization of
environmental meaning in the interpretation of such referentially
opaque sequences.
It might be countered that expressions like the last two examples are
best listed, with their complex sub-categorial features, in the
lexicon as single entries. By doing this with those relatively few
items which do not appear to have a transparent relation to the non-
linguistic world, semantic analysis will be free to concern itself
purely with the world of contexts, that is, the relations of items
with their semantic contents - this type of analysis would treat all
lexicon entries (including multi-item ones) as linguistic primitives
in connection with the non-linguistic data.
20
The problem with this 'solution' is that it simply begs the question
of the extent throughout the language of the phenomenon evidenced most
acutely by short shrift and hocus pocus. Bolinger (1976:5) lists
a number of 'bound' expressions - flurry of snow;	 dash of salt,
inclement weather, signal honour., harbour a grudge, etc.	 Into
this category cone many collective expressions like coven
witches, exaltation of larks, etc. (cf. Kiparsky 1976:75). Each
of these expressions contains a word, the contextual (independent)
meaning of which seems to be, to a large extent, merely a 'ghost' of
the contextual meaning of the most common (or the only) word-
combination in which the word appears. Its paradigmatic or contextual
meaning is parasitic on its syntagmatic or environmental meaning. In
fact, there is a mass of items like quaff, understanding of which
seems to derive more from knowledge of purely linguistic contexts
(i.e., environments) than from knowledge of relations to referents.
Are all such minimally productive units to be accounted for in the
lexicon? How,- if at all, would such a dictionary encode the language-
user's perceptions about the differing degreess of productivity
characterizing different 'bound' units? At the very least it would
require a i lexicalist i framework rather than an earlier, simpler,
style of transformational-generative grammar (see Nagy 1978).
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The evidence we have presented surely indicates that in the name of
descriptive completeness and scientific inquiry we attempt to analyse
both environmental and contextual meaning throughout a language
instead of pretending that the former does not exist or assuming that
it is insignificant. By constructing a theory of environmental
meaning we might well be able to relieve a theory of contextual
meaning of some of its burdens and contradictions. Barris described
the situation thus:
As Leonard Bloomfield pointed out, it frequently happens that
when we do not rest with the explanation that something is due to
meaning, we discover that it has a formal regularity or
'explanation'. It may still be 'due to meaning' in one sense,
but it accords with a distributional regularity. (Barris 1981:13)
22
B. J.R. FIRTH
The reader will probably have realized already that the environmental
aspect of meaning, as described, has a connection with what J.R. Firth
called 'collocation'. In the rest of this chapter we examine Firth's
use of this term and link it to the previous discussion.
The notion of collocation is illustrated in the following passage.
One of the meanings of ass is its habitual collocation with an
immediately preceding you silly, and with other phrases of
personal reference. Even if you said 'An ass has been
frightfully mauled at the Zoo', a possible retort would be 'What
on earth was he doing?'
There are only limited possibilities of collocation with
preceding adjectives, among which the commonest are silly,
obstinate, stupid, awful, occasionally egreg ious. Young is much
more frequently found than old. The plural form is not very
COBIMOn. (Firth 1957b: 194f.)
In the next passage 'collocation' appears, within Firth's theoretical
vision, as a component of linguistic 'appropriateness of use', which
for Firth is effectively equivalent to 'meaning':
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As Wittgenstein says, 'the meaning of words lies in their use.'
The day-to-day practice of playing language games recognizes
customs and rules. It follows that a text in such established
usage may contain sentences such as 'Don't be such an ass!', 'You
silly ass!', 'What an ass he is!' In these examples, the word
ass is in familiar and habitual company, commonly collocated with
you silly ---, he is an ---, don't be such an ---. You shall
know a ward by the company it keeps! One of the meanings of ass
is its habitual collocation with such other words as those above
quoted. (Firth 1968:179)
Major areas of semantic concern can also be couched in terns of
'appropriateness'. Continuing with ass as an example, part of the
referentially appropriate use of this item is in denoting/addressing a
stupid (male) person; part of its socially appropriate use (given
human reference) is that it may only be addressed to a speaker's peers
or social inferiors; part of its stylistically appropriate use is that
it is avoided in writing. Etcetera. Within this pattern, collocation
fits as awareness of the correct, because conventional, lexico-
syntactic environments within which an expression is used. A
foreigner who calls a Nobel-Prize-winning scientist a silly ass
probably appears less foreign than one who calls a stupid friend a
foolish ass. This example indicates that within a 'meaning-as-use'
approach, collocational appropriateness is rather more important than
correct reference. And just as there are differences in speakers'
referential exactness, so there are differences (but not necessarily
corresponding ones) in their collocational sophistication:
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Ye are probably all aware of... collocational constraints as we
search for the the 'right' choice among, say, achieve,
accomplish, effect, execute, implement, realize, etc. to
associate with plan or project or proposal or ambition or object
or objective (Mitchell 1971:54).
Superficially, there is a connection between collocational
restrictions, as outlined, and what a later era labelled (semantic)
selectional restrictions. But for Firth meaning is semantic
performance ("The linguist studies the speaking person in the social
process"; Firth 1957b:190), thus, at least partially thus, his
emphasis on collocations, on how words actually behave, not how they
could behave. Selectional restrictions, however, belong more properly
to a theory of semantic competence, where the difference in
acceptability between foolish ass and silly ass is regarded as outside
the domain of the theory. For Firth, of course, the difference is
important.
The notion of 'collocation' is also used by Firth more generally
within lexis, independently of a theory of 'meaning as use':
It can safely be stated that part of the 'meaning' of cows can be
indicated by such collocations as They are milking- the cows, Cows
give milk The words tigresses or lionesses are not so
collocated and are already clearly separated in meaning at the
collocational level. (Firth 1968:180; cf. Nida 1966:264, quoted
in Ch. 1)
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It is in this 'abstracted' sense that the concept of collocation is
used by 'neo-Firthians' (a term used in, e.g., Mitchell 1971:64):
There is for instance a range, however laborious it may be to
define or describe, which is represented by the fairly strictly
lindted inventory of nouns which may without any question be
qualified by the word molten. The set of alternative available
possibilities which this inventory consists of is Just as much a
part of the form of the language as is a grammatical system, and
a full account of this set goes a long way towards constituting
the meaning of molten. (McIntosh 1966a:189)
Although the fact of collocation is very important to Firth, it is
abundantly evident that he never intended collocational techniques to
provide a complete semantic analysis. "Meaning by collocation" is
simply an abstraction at the syntagmatic level and is not directly
concerned with the conceptual or idea approach to the meanings of
words" (Firth 1957b:196; cf 1968:181) - its limited scope is implied
by Firth's emphasis on the 'context of situation' and by his frequent
claim that meaning by collocation is Just one meaning or part of the
meaning of such and such a word.
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In practice, in the realm of senantic analysis proper, Firth advises
only limited use of collocational techniques - within a "restricted
language" (Firth 1968:180; cf. Firth 1957b:195 on "the language of
Lear's limericks": "One of the 'meanings' of ABD in this language is
to be immediately preceded by old in collocations of the type, There
was an Old Aran of...") or as "a first approach" when "an exhaustive
scheme of situational contexts cannot be set up" (Firth 1968:201).
Collocational analysis was also claimed by Firth to be useful in
analyzing style (see, e.g., Firth 1957b:196). Indeed, Firth's much
maligned statement that "One of the meanings of night is its
collocability with dark, and of dark, of course, collocation with
night" (ibid.) illustrates a specifically literary observation.
As presented, Firth's ideas about meaning by collocation are indeed
similar to the propositions we have expressed about environmental
meaning. In particular, both models are geared toward semantic
perfornance and assume that certain natters of lexical 'use' (e. g.,
the difference in acceptability between fish and chips and chips and
fish) are relevant to a semantic theory, and claim usefulness only
over a United range of linguistic data - neither model pretends to
'tell the whole story' of meaning.
But before developing collocational techniques in connection with
specific data, it is important to defend Firth's theory, at least its
collocational aspect as we have outlined it, from the well-known
attack on it by John Lyons (1966). In the next chapter we shall
examine these criticisms in the light of what we believe collocational
analysis to be capable and incapable of achieving.
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CHAPTER 3
• #
JOHN LYONS'S CRITICISMS OF DISTRIBUTIONAL ANALYSIS
A. INTRODUCTION
Lyons's clearest criticism of the 'distributional theory of meaning'
is the following:
[Firth's] assertion that 'one of the meanings of night is its
collocability with dark and of dark, of course, collocation with
night', would seem to bring 'the statement of meaning by
collocation' in line with the distributional theory of meaning
advocated by Harris and Hoenigswald. And the distributional
theory of meaning is very quickly disposed of on at least three
counts: firstly, it does not satisfy the conditions of material
adequacy governing the use of the term 'meaning'; secondly, it
appears to involve the identification of language and text (or of
'langue' and 'parole'); and, finally, even if it were true that
similarity and difference of distribution could be correlated
with similarity and difference of meaning, there are many other
more important meaning relations [e.g., antonyny, inversion,
inclusion, incompatibility, synonymy]... which must be accounted
for in a theory of meaning, and these relations cannot be derived
by purely distributional, or collocational, criteria unweighted
by concentration upon certain 'diagnostic' frames in which occur
various 'logical constants' such as negative, adversative,
conditional and causal particles. (Lyons 1966:295)
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Lyons presents his argunents as valid and conclusive reasons to
abandon attempts to revive Firth's collocational analysis, and they
clearly need to be rebutted or mollified if the theoretical background
of our subsequent analysis of restricted collocations is to be
acceptable. To this task we now turn.
The first problem facing us when discussing Lyons's case is that in
neither of the two works which Lyons cites as exponents of the alleged
theory, Harris 1951 and Hoenigswald 1960, is adherence to a
'distributional theory of neaning', or indeed a 'theory of meaning' at
all, admitted. So the assumption upon which Lyons bases his attack is
false, at least trivially. However, both works make reference to
meaning and semantics, and it also possible that superficially non-
semantic statements harbour semantic presuppositions or implications.
Thus a brief appraisal of their contribution to semantic analysis
seems in order.
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B. HARRIS 1951
Despite the implication of Lyons's claim, Harris 1951 displays great
respect for context. The meanings of utterances are their
"correlation... with the social situation in which they occur"
(ibid.:187); "The meaning of any domain, whether norphene or larger,
may be defined as the common feature in the social, cultural, and
interpersonal situations in which that interval occurs" (ibid.:347).
It is true that Harris also states:
For the purposes of descriptive linguistics proper,...
suffices to define 'meaning' (mere exactly, 'difference in
meaning') in such a way that utterances which differ in morphemic
constituency will be considered as differing in meaning
(ibid.:189f.; emphasis supplied).
But in this passage, "it suffices to define 'meaning" has two
significant implications; first, that 'meaning' is not a prime concern
of Harris, second, that any 'definition' of meaning provided by him is
partial and provisional, serving only to contribute to the main sins
of Harris's work (which are not semantic).
That there is no distributional theory of meaning in Harris 1951
(because this work includes no theory of meaning at all) and that
meaning is used by Harris at most as a heuristic to (a non-semantic)
distributional analysis is made explicit in the following:
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In exact descriptive linguistic work.., considerations of meaning
can only be used heuristically, as a source of hints, and the
determining criteria will always have to be stated in
distributional terns (Harris 1951:365:n.6).
(In fact, this approach is not inconsistent with Lyons's own:
Senantic 'intuitions' are, as it were, scaffolding which must be
abandoned wherever they are found not to be supported by the
distributional structure constructed on its own firm foundations
[Lyons 1969:23].)
One may argue justifiably like Fowler (1952) that Harris's work fails
because it has na semantic theory (although Harris 1981:12 implies a
rebuttal of Fowler's criticism that 'meaning' is required in order to
establish units of grammatical analysis), but this is far from Lyons's
claim that it suffers from bad semantic theory. In the sane way,
although the question posed by McQuown (1952:501), about whether
knowledge of meaning involves any more than simply knowing differences 
of meaning, is pertinent to a semantic theory, it is irrelevant to
Harris's work, because Harris never claims that meaning and
distribution are identical. The most he claims is that:
Elements having different meanings (different correlations with
social situations) apparently have in general different
environments of other elements, if we go far enough afield and
take enough occurrences (Harris 1951:365:n.6; emphasis supplied).
And even so, Harris concedes, there will remain "morphemes which are
not differentiated from other morphemes by any cannon distinction
except meaning" (ibid.:372).
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C. HOENIGSWALD 1960
Does Hoenigswald furnish more substantial evidence of the theory which
Lyons ascribes to him? An examination of his 1960 work shows that,
like Harris, Hoenigswald views meaning as independent of distribution:
[Mile the change whereby the morph (sequence) avunculus comes
to denote a paternal as well as a maternal uncle may reflect a
'widening" in the relational logic of the denotata, it is not
altogether a widening in linguistic distribution (Hoenigswald
1960:34f.).
Nonetheless, there are passages which seem to back Lyons's claina
Norphs and morph sequences... which.., contrast with each
other... are said to differ in MEANING, the difference in meaning
being related to their respective characteristic environments
(ibid.:16);
Ulf a morph... has changed its morphemic environment.., it is
quite rightly said to have changed its meaning (ibid.:45).
However, it is clear that Hoenigswald's view of meaning is much more
limited than Lyons's because, like Harris, Hoenigswald uses 'meaning'
purely as an aid in the achievement of basically non-semantic goals:
"Meaning CONTENT... is not introduced at all into our picture...[;]
classes.., are defined by one another, not by denotata"
(ibid.:19:n.11).
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In sum, therefore, we may conclude that Lyons ascribes to both Harris
and Hoenigswald a much more complete semantic theory than either
intended. Nonetheless, inasmuch as Harris and Hoenigswald have a
'theory of meaning', regardless of how limited that theory is admitted
to be, we must take seriously the objections which Lyons raises
against it, simply because it is exactly this sort of model of
language and meaning which we propose.
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D. LYONS'S CRITICISMS
To recapitulate, Lyons's objections about collocational theory concern
(1) the theory's material adequacy, (2) the theory's use of a closed
corpus, and (3) the theory's ability to deal with 'meaning-relations'.
Let us treat of each in turn.
1. MATERIAL ADEQUACY
The first criticism apparently implied here is that whatever the
object of collocational and, mere generally, distributional analysis
night be, it is not 'meaning' as the term is connonly understood.
According to Lyons, the linguist:
has inherited.., certain notions about the function of linguistic
units, which he seeks to refine and make operational. He nay
decide that the application of particular terns was previously
too wide and introduce new distinctions; but, unless the terns
used by him cover, at least partially, features which have always
been held to fall within the scope of the terns as previously
used, he should refrain from using the traditional terms. No
matter how satisfactory his theory is from the operational point
of view, no natter how elegant and coherent its internal form,
unless he respects this principle of material, or external,
adequacy he will leave himself open to the criticism that he has
indeed defined something; but not what he set out to define. Not
all that is measurable is meaning! (Lyons 1969:5)
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Not every linguist would put material adequacy on such a high
pedestal. Firth, indeed, appears to reject its importance expressly:
It is especially to be emphasized that 'the meaning of a
technical term in the restricted language of a theory cannot be
derived or guessed at from the meaning of the word in ordinary
language. What in mechanics is called force or work can in no
wise be derived from the meanings these words convey in everyday
language'. (Firth 1968:169, quoting R. von uses - note, however,
Firth 1957a:7: "what is properly, because usually, called
'semantics"!)
Nonetheless, Lyons is convinced of its importance and claims that the
'distributional theory of meaning' fails by this criterion:
The main objection to the theory is that it has not been shown to
be _materially adequate. The examples adduced by Professor
Hoenigswald appear to have been 'devised' rather than 'found'.
It has yet to be demonstrated that the distributional procedures
outlined for the treatment of synonymy and polysemy would, when
applied to the analysis of a real corpus of material, yield
results that show a significant degree of correlation with the
native speaker's 'intuitions' in respect of these notions. (Lyons
1960:621)
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Of course, Lyons would be correct to claim that few speakers would
accept a statement of the kind, The meaning of blood is its differing
sorts of collocability with red, congeal, spill, vein, pump, etc.
Rather, they would prefer the following proposition, Blood means the
sticky red stuff in one's veins. In general, considerations of
context (with which the latter statement is concerned) rank higher in
native-speaker consciousness than do considerations of environment
(from which the former statement was constructed), and, in general,
Lyons's criticism regarding the material adequacy of a
distributionalist's use of the term 'meaning' may be upheld.
But there are exceptions.	 As we have shown, certain formal,
'distributional', features are semantically significant. The
'meaning' of certain items appears to be to a large extent a function
of their 'environment' rather than their 'context' and it is
reasonable to suppose that unsophisticated native-speakers recognize,
albeit in primitive form, this fact. In respect of such items, it is
not materially inadequate to claim that distributional analysis deals
with 'meaning'.
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loreover, the broad thrust of Lyons's objection is only valid in so
far as proponents of collocational analysis claim the theory to offer
a complete account of meaning in Lyons' sense (i.e., one including
context). But that this is not the case in respect of Firth we have
already demonstrated, and, in respect of our own theory, we have been
careful to distinguish environmental from contextual meaning and to
emphasize the limited goals of a theory of the former. The objection
is simply irrelevant to a theory so limited in its semantic
aspirations.
Finally, as Lyons concedes:
Ent cannot be affirmed that the distributional theory of
semantics fails to satisfy the conditions of material adequacy...
since there has been so far no attempt to apply it to a large
corpus of data (Lyons 1969:6:n.2).
(Since Lyons wrote this, there has been a large-scale collocational
analysis reported in Sinclair-Jones-Daley 1970 - see Ch. 7, Sect. A,
1.)
To summarize, Lyons's criticism of distributional analysis on grounds
of its alleged (materially inadequate) misuse of the term 'meaning' is
only valid to the extent that such analysis aspires to the status of a
comprehensive semantic theory - as we have seen it does not. The
particular distributional analysis conducted in the present work is
especially immune to Lyons's objection as it deals with 'idioms' which
clearly require quite specific environmental statements in the
description of their meanings (see Ch. 5, Sect. A).
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2. CORPUS
In certain circumstances, one obviously has no option but to use a
'closed corpus' if any form of linguistic analysis is to be effected
in respect of the language from which the corpus is drawn; this is the
case with our own research into Biblical Hebrew and that of Lyons
(1969) into Plato's Greek. Furthermore, Lyons appears to accept the
nethodological value of using a corpus for semantic analysis:
[T]he linguist investigating aspects of his own language and
drawing theoretical conclusions from his investigations is
tempted to use himself as a machine, as it were, for the
production of 'samples' from [an] indefinitely large body of
material. The danger of this procedure, especially in semantic
analysis needs no emphasizing; it is eliminated by choosing as
the corpus a definite body of material, open to inspection by
all. (Lyons 1969:91; cf. Sawyer 1972:2)
What, then, is the aspect of a corpus-based approach which leads Lyons
to claim that it involves a false identification of 'text' with
'language', 'parole' with Ilangue'?
Lyons could, perhaps, be raising a point about the relationship of a
sample of language data to the totality of the data in the language
concerned. One such problem was pointed out by Garvin:
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The basic difficulty in the use of text for purposes of
linguistic analysis is that large samples are required. This is
understandable if one takes into account the inverse ratio of the
the recurrence of elements to the size of sample: The less
frequently an element recurs, the larger the sample required in
order to study its distributional properties. (Garvin 1963:117)
Nonetheless, Garvin (1978:335) accepts that "The adequacy of [a]
sample is an empirical question which can be answered by empirical
means", a view shared by Harris:
To persons interested in linguistic results, the analysis of a
particular corpus becomes of interest only if it is virtually
identical with the analysis which would be obtained in like
manner from any other sufficiently large corpus of material taken
in the sane dialect. If it is, we can predict the relations of
elements in any other corpus of the language on the basis of the
relations found in our analyzed corpus. When this is the case,
the analyzed corpus can be regarded as a descriptive sample of
the language. How large or variegated a corpus must be in order
to qualify as a sample of the language, is a statistical problem;
it depends on the language and on the relations which are being
investigated. (Harris 1951:13)
(But note that Harris, with whom, as we have seen, Lyons especially
associates the distributional theory of meaning, does not accept that
a closed corpus is in general adequate for even non-semantic analysis
- see Ch. 4.)
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If the problem about the use of a corpus to which Lyons alludes is
simply that of ensuring adequate coverage of a language, it is in
principle patient of solution. Lyons would be right to think that
collocational analysis implicitly acknowledges a sort of identity
between a maximally useful sample and the object, the language, from
which the sample is drawn, but wrong to claim that this identification
is methodologically malign.
But it might be that Lyons is pursuing a different and less easily
refutable case which we can for convenience divide into two. (1)
However 'adequate' the type and size of a sample, a distributional
analysis by itself does not reveal any of the semantic content
(context) of the items within the corpus. (2) It is in the nature of
every kind of linguistic analysis, including the semantic, to
eventually require data for analysis beyond those contained in an
initial corpus. Thus, whereas (1) concerns an alleged (qualitative)
inadequacy of distributional methods for semantic analysis, (2)
concerns an alleged (quantitative) insufficiency of distributional
data. Whilst sympathetic to these criticisms, we believe that neither
should be over-stated.
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(1) The first part of the argument recalls Searle's view (see Ch. 1)
that knowing the rules of a language can never add up to knowing its
'meanings'. Ye have already briefly debated this, but, even if true
in general terms, it cannot detract from the fact (as we see it) of
the ubiquity of items within a language, the meanings of which seem to
be purely or mainly environmental (see Ch. 2), or from the possibility
that environmental meaning night be significant in respect of language
items other than the extreme examples to which we have referred.
(2) The second part of the argument we feel to be again insecure.
Semantic analysis will normally need to increase its data to take
account of material not contained or inadequately contained in the
current corpus. But, in a purely distributional analysis, the goal is
to make accurate measurements of relations amongst items; such
measurement, by definition, requires a corpus which is closed at the
moment that data-collection ceases and data-analysis commences, but
which may be expanded to include more data if the results obtained by
an analysis, or the predictions based on them, do not seem to be borne
out by analysis of data outside of the corpus. In the nature of
things, then, distributional analysis must use a closed corpus. To
complain that this is so is simply to protest against distributional
analysis in general.
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However, a distinction should be made between an irrevocably closed
and a closed but expandable corpus. If the results of an analysis of
a corpus of the former type are semantically invalid or uninteresting,
it is clear that here distributional analysis has little to contribute
to semantic inquiry. On the other hand, if an expandable corpus fails
to yield, on first analysis, sufficiently useful results, it may be
expanded to take account of further data in the hope that results
derived from their analysis will more closely approximate to the
results of a non-distributional (non-corpus-based) semantic analysis
of the language in question. By virtue of the limitless and dynamic
character of language, it is clear that no corpus can be entirely
adequate for distributional or non-distributional types of analysis,
but a good corpus will include a high proportion of relevant data, and
also some data which may well have been overlooked by a linguist who
had chosen not to rely on a corpus. Thus, we can see that, although
he would have good grounds for objecting in principle to the use of an
irrevocably closed corpus for semantic purposes, Lyons's grounds for
objection would be much slighter with regard to the use of a closed
but expandable corpus. The corpus studied in the present work, the
Hebrew Bible, constitutes an irrevocably closed corpus (see Ch. 8),
and, thus, any semantically oriented analysis of it will be more
liable to Lyons's criticisms.
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OTHER DEFENCES OF CORPUS-BASED ANALYSIS
There remains a number of defences available to us in respect of
Lyons's 'corpus' criticism. (1) If we accept that semantically-
oriented analyses of an irrevocably closed corpus are pointless, this
effectively excludes any semantic study of a language instantiated by
such a corpus. Surely a semantic analysis of Biblical Hebrew through
analysis of the closed corpus within which it is contained is better
than no semantic analysis at all? (2) It is precisely the sort of
language contained only in such a corpus that will tend to be the
least amenable to more normal, non-distributional, and non-corpus-
based, semantic analysis, because of the researcher's lack of native-
speaker competence in the semantics and pragmatics of that language
and his or her ignorance about the society within which it was spoken.
(3) It is possible that analysis of such a corpus will yield results
which would remain little altered even if the corpus could be
expanded. As Lyons has pointed out, occasionally an irrevocably
closed corpus possesses a feature which makes it especially amenable
to a particular sort of analysis. For example, in respect of the
Platonic corpus The dialogue-form, in which the majority of the works
are written, makes them especially suitable for semantic analysis"
(Lyons 1969:92). With reference to our own corpus we can point to the
pervasive phenomenon of parallelism as a guide (albeit one to be used
with great care; see Ch. 8, Sect. A) to semantic intent. (4) It is
occasionally possible, although not entirely desirable, to increase
the data-base (expand the corpus) by judicious utilization of an
additional corpus from a later stage of the language or a corpus of a
cognate language. For the biblical corpus possible sources of 'extra
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data' include the Dead Sea Scrolls, early rabbinic literature, and the
Ugaritic Texts. (5) Results obtained by distributional analysis of an
irrevocably closed corpus can be checked for validity against results
obtained by the same methods in respect of an expandable corpus.
Furthermore, in standard semantic analyses, distributional facts are
often taken into account. For example, in connection with words which
seem to refer to the same denotatum, and are therefore conceptually
synonymous, but yet which may not always replace each other, the only
way to avoid using collocational data in semantic description is by
enormously complicating, in a way which breaks principles of good
theory construction, the referential (denotative) description
associated with each word.
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However, this use of distributional facts as such does not require a
'closed-corpus' approach. But where some sort of quantification of
distributional data is required, a closed corpus is necessary. For
example, if we discover that one speaker alone on certain occasions
uses the archaism maugre instead of despite, we should not wish to
claim that Rougre and despite 'mean the same thing' any more than we
should want to claim that German Gesabwister 'means the sane' as
English siblings. (This is especially true if we assume that the
object of senantic analysis is geared toward 'received' rather than
'intended' meaning; see MacKay 1969:84.) And once we perceive a
connection, albeit a not very simple one, between the frequency of an
item and its (contextual) meaning, this relationship must, in the
nature of things, be analyzed within the confines of a closed (though
preferably not an irrevocably closed) corpus. (Cf. Tournier 1970:49:
"Seul un corpus clos peut faire objet d i e-Ludes quantitatives".)
In conclusion, then, we see that Lyons's objections concern not so
much the use of a corpus per se, but, rather, the injudicious and
uncritical application of 'semantic' results obtained through analysis
of a corpus, especially an irrevocably closed corpus. Lyons would, we
believe, agree with us that distributional facts comprise an
unobjectionable and often an unavoidable aspect of a full semantic
analysis. However, whereas Lyons appears sceptical about the semantic
usefulness of a full-scale corpus-based collocational analysis of a
language, we are far more optimistic about this, and the present work
will we hope give further support to the validity of corpus-based
semantic methods.
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3. MEANING-RELATIONS
Lyons criticises collocational analysis because it is unable to
elucidate some or all "meaning-relations". To what extent can this
objection be sustained?
Given that, as we have stated, in collocational analysis an item's
environmental meaning is ascertained by checking its capacities of
combination with other itens, we night find that red could be used in
position x in the following sequences: x trousers/face/house/brick,
The x -mess of the trousers/face/house/brick, The
trousers/face/house/brick looked x. Using similar techniques, we can
demonstrate a number of meaning-relations.
For example, if we find within a corpus an item or item sequence which
shares all the collocational patterns of red, we can state that such
an expression is a 'synonym' of red and whether it is a rare or common
synonym. 'Absolute' synonymy would entail identity of environments
and frequencies - we should expect 'near synonymy' to be the rule.
(This is a stronger condition of distributional synonymy than that of
Harris 1981:14, which does not take account of frequencies.) That
synonymy is affected by collocational restrictions is hardly in doubt.
Berry-Rogghe (1971:15) has suggested that collocational analysis is
better able than componential analysis to demonstrate the apparent
lack of synonymy of, for example, powerful and strong in the
environment '+ tea', and Bolinger points out that:
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mutual and COABOD are synonyms, and you and I may be mutual
enemies or mutual friends; we may also be common enemies, but we
are not apt to be 'common friends, although we may have friends
in =IMOD. (Bolinger 1976:6)
In contrast, sonetines words which in isolation are not synoynous
becone so in specific environments:
[P]ar exenple, les synonymes ((sens p et «raison)), se distinguant
senantiquenent A l'etat isole..., perdront leur differenciation
senique au-dedans des [certaines] expressions figêes [e.g.,
perdre le sens/la raison] (Lipshitz 1981:39).
'Hyponyns' of red could start to be established by checking for items
which have no collocates apart from those also collocating with red,
but which do not share its entire collocational range. Callocational
techniques can also be used to analyze 'polysemy' in a corpus. A
polysemous item would be one which has collocates falling into two or
more classes such that these classes have no collocate in common
except the polysemous item. Here, collocational analysis offers the
possibility of making relatively delicate judgments about the degree
to which an item is polysemous. The term 'homonym' night then be
reserved for an item the collocational classes of which have no
collocate but it in common (cf. Halliday 1966a:157). Sinclair,
Jones, and Daley (1970:98ff.) were relatively successCui in
disambiguating 'homographs' through col locational techniques (although
their success diminished where homographs belonged to the sane part of
speech). Their project is anticipated at Aklmanova 1965:152; Pike
(1960:84) suggests that polysemes will share "a statistically much
greater set of common contexts" than will homonyms.
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Although we have shown that collocational analysis is, at least in
principle, able to construct statements about certain meaning-
relations, the 'meaning-relations' involved are not those with which
Lyons is directly concerned. For Lyons, synonymy, for instance, is
essentially synonymy in context (where 'context' has the same
technical sense that we ascribe it):
If we ask the ordinary native speaker of a language whether a
particular isolated form, a, has the sane meaning as another
Isolated form, b, he will usually qualify his reply, if it is
affirmative, by specifying, at least partially, the contexts in
which the two forms have the same meaning. (Lyons 1969:77)
But to object that environmental analysis leads to types of statement
about meaning different from those of contextual analysis is simply to
state the obvious. As we have stressed, distributional analysis of
meaning does not pretend to the status of a comprehensive semantic
theory. What we claim is that environmental analysis can lead to
statements that reflect a significant aspect of native-speakers' use
of language, including their semantic behaviour. And, as we have
already pointed out, whatever shortcomings may eventually be found in
distributional analysis, contextual semantic analysis tends (at least
covertly) to take into account the distributional, including
quantitative, nature of certain linguistic data.
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There are, as Lyons points out (see also Lyons 1960:621), certain
'meaning-relations' which are impatient of elucidation by purely
distributional means, because such elucidation requires the use of
non-distributional, logical, categories. Thus, for example, with
antonyny, gradable or non-gradable, which cannot be decided without
the use of, at least, the logical operator 'not (equivalent to)'.
Lyons is wrong, however, to use the phenomenon of antonymy as an
argument against collocational analysis,
The identification of likeness of meaning and likeness of
distribution has been criticized on the grounds that the
distribution of any given unit is probably more like that of its
antonym (where it has one) than that of any other unit (Lyons
1969:60:n.3),
for, presumably, antonyms will be 'near in meaning' in any semantic
model, and the adequacy of a distributionally-based analysis of
antonyms or any other type will depend on the sophistication of the
techniques used.
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Statements of semantic incompatibility also seem to be unattainable
via purely distributional means, because collocational analysis can
state only with which items a given item does collocate, and not with
what it could collocate. (We re-iterate here the status of
distributional analysis within a theory of semantic performance rather
than competence.) For example, the semantic deviancy of married
bachelor could not be arrived at by purely distributional means.
However, this criticism requires modification. Within a purely
environmental analysis, if the sequence Aarried bachelor were found
not to appear within the corpus studied, one could not state that the
sequence was impossible, as such a statement would run contrary to the
ethos of inductive and empirical analysis. Nonetheless, its
statistical propensity not to appear could be relatively easily
discovered by distributional means, and any occurrence of the sequence
could be marked as abnormal in the light of this. As Tsevat (1955:29)
points out "a language is characterized by what is not in it as well
as by what is in it". An advantagerosessed by collocational analysis
over contextual analysis, is that the former can lead to statements
about degrees of semantic abnormality, and is, thus, consonant with
some recent discussion of selectional restrictions:
[L]es rêgles de selection.... ont un caractere probabiliste au
fond, parce qu'elles sont deduites de facon enpirique de la
distribution des elements lexicaux dans les enonces qui, en régle
generale, correspondent a la fonction referentielle de la langue.
Leur caractere obligatoire n'est donc que relatif. Elles
constituent, toutefois, une norme (Ostrii 1977:74)
(but see Ch. 2, Sect. B on the theoretical distinction of
collocational and selectional restrictions).
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E. CORCLUSION
In respect of all three of Lyons's criticisms of collocational
analysis, we have found that they are justified only in so far as the
analysis attempts to over-reach its stated goals, the attainment of
which would constitute but part of a total semantic theory of the sort
that interests Lyons. Lyons's objections, we argue, rest on an
overstating of the semantic interests of Harris and Hoenigswald, and
we feel that Lyons's criticisms are better used against Firth's theory
of meaning as a whole rather than its collocational aspect alone. We
have tried to demonstrate that, in principle, semantic analysis may
utilize a closed corpus and that distributional anlysis can lead to
statements about meaning-relations.
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CHAPTER 4
COLLOCATION AND SYNTAX
Semantic theories generally are linked to particular forms of
syntactic theory. Although it is not our purpose in the present work
to develop a comprehensive theory of collocational/distributional
analysis with respect to semantics, let alone syntax, the present
chapter, which outlines a 'syntactic component' of collocational
anlaysis, is included for the sake of completeness.
The syntactic theory with which our form of collocational analysis
most obviously dove-tails is that of Harris 1981:143-210 (originally
published in 1957). There, Harris writes of "individual co-
occurrence". It is our claim that collocational analysis provides a
description of precisely that aspect of Harris's 'theory of co-
occurrence'. (Thus, we do not in principle restrict the term
'collocation' to analysis of items specifically qua lexemes or
dictionary entries, as is frequently done in the collocational
literature; e.g., Mitchell 1971.) The term 'individual co-occurrence'
is introduced at Harris 1981:143f.:
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The range of individual co-occurrence of a morpheme (or word) i
is defined first of all as the environment of morphemes (or
words) which occur in the same sentences with i (in some body of
linguistic material).... Each morpheme has a unique set of co-
occurrents (except for special morphemes such as some
paradignatic affixes [e.g., the past-tense marker -ed7 which all
occur with the sane set of words and in the sane sentences).
However, Harris's interest in "diagnostic" (i.e., syntactic) rather
than individual co-occurrence is also expressed:
[C]lassification is not set up on the basis of relative
similarity of co-occurrents, but rather on the basis of a
particular choice of diagnostic co-occurrents: cloth and paper
both occur, say, in the environment the ( ) is... where diminish
does not appear; we call this class N.... iClloth, paper,
diminish, grow all show some differences in their environments,
so that no simple summary can be made. But in terns of the
classes N and V we can say that every N occurs before some V in
the environment the ( ) V, and every V occurs in the environment
the I ( ) for some N. (Ibid.:144)
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[no describe a language in terns of the co-ocurrences of the
individual morphemes is virtually impossible: almost each
morpheme has a unique set of co-occurrents; the set varies with
individual speakers and with time (whereas the class combinations
are relatively permanent); it is in general impossible to obtain
a complete list of co-occurrents for any morpheme; and in many
cases a speaker is uncertain whether or not he would include some
given morpheme as a co-occurrent of some other one. (Ibid.:146f.)
The difficulties which, Harris claims, face analysis of individual co-
occurrence could, in practice, be alleviated by the choice of an
adequate corpus (see Ch. 3, Sect. D, 2; Harris (1981:52] reJects this
course on grounds of the impracticability of sifting through a vast
body of transcribed oral data). Of course it is much more difficult
to obtain sufficient data for adequate collocational analysis than it
is for co-occurrence (syntactic) analysis, but the difference is one
of degree not of kind. All the points raised by Harris, about
idiolectal and historical variation and lack of completeness, also
apply, less sharply, to syntactic data. Syntactic structures change
over centuries, whereas lexical structures alter over years;
idiolectal variations of vocabulary are vast, but idiolectal
differences of grannar do exist as well. And complete lists of co-
occurrents, diagnostic or individual, are unattainable in any
inductive approach such as Harris's - the researcher always leaves
open the possibility that he or she has missed or nisappropiated
certain data, which may yet have to be added and in the light of which
a description might need to be amended.
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But although Harris appears to be concerned with the lexical aspects
of co-occurrence only in so far as they help to categorize the
grannatical status of an item, in fact he frequently strays into
discussion of individual, or lexical, co-occurrence (collocation), and
evidently has problems upholding a rigid distinction between syntactic
and lexical analysis (diagnostic and individual co-occurrence, in
Harris's terns). For instance, his statement that:
the I co-occurrents of in (as NJ) in Ni is a N nay include
organism, beast, development, searcher, while the I co-occurrents
of man in Ni's N nay include hopes, development, imagination,
etc. (Harris 1981:145)
implies an interdependence between statements of syntactic
combination, or 'co-occurrence' proper, which utilize such terns as
Adjective, Noun, Verb, and statements of lexical combination, or
collocation, which use specific items in a language.
Again, in a brief reference to idioms, Harris nakes data-specific
(collocational) statements, which underline his confusion, or implicit
acceptance of the interdependence, of levels of co-occurrence and
collocational analysis:
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For the 111=A type of Ni 1112... we can often find the same triples
appearing in the construction NI is P 12: The _hopes are for a
settlement; This type is of bacteria, The bacteria are of this
type. However, certain triples cannot be obtained in the latter
construction: point of departure, time of day. These are often
the cases which seem more 'idiomatic'; they may be called
compound N P 1, akin to compound words. A related close-knit
sequence is the Pi 12 Pa 14 in which the Pi 12 Pa occurs
throughout in the same individual sentence environments as a
single P: Be phoned in regard to a job; They won by dint of a
fluke. The 13 P3 14 members of this construction do not occur in
12
 is P3 14, and some do not even occur together except after Pi.
(Ibid.:159)
Despite the final sentence, Harris does not appear to see the
possibility, developed in the present work, that 'idioms' represent a
most extreme form of Item-specific dependency, nor, more generally,
that all 'syntactic' dependency is, in principle, reducible to
lexically-specific combinatorial dependencies in language.
Collocational analysis, that is, the analysis of item-specific
dependency, is the end-point of (syntactic) subcategorization.
The situation in language which gives rise to the problems encountered
by Harris concerning the boundary of syntax and lexis have been
described by Berry-Rogghe (1971:10):
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Grammatical statements are about distributions of CLASSES of
elements; lexical statements are about the co-occurrence of
PARTICULAR members of these classes.
The point where grammar leaves off and lexis starts is located at
that point where a further subclassification would yield no more
CLOSED systens of grammatical classes but lexical sets. It seens
to us, however, that the borderline between grammar and semantics
is not so much dependent on a theoretical distinction - for,
theoretically, regularities of co-occurrence between particular
elements could be considered as distributional relations between
one-member classes - but that the domain of grammar is limited
because of practical restrictions. A grannatical description can
become more and more detailed until it reaches the point where
the principle of 'diminishing returns' starts operating, this
happens when the rules have become so complex that the
generalizability of the description is lost.
Compare:
Grammar is first and foremost generality in relation to lexical
particularity, but this does not imply any denial of the
essential one-ness of grammar, lexis, and meaning. (Mitchell
1971:43)
In Leykina 1961, where categorical and individual "valence" replace
Harris's diagnostic and individual co-occurrence in the context of
machine-translation, a similar point is made:
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For the algorithm of each language one should evidently seek an
optimum balance between categorical and individual valences and
the most rational method of standard use of the valences.
(Ibid.:39)
Compare "minor syntax", that is, "the theory of word combination', and
"major syntax", "the theory of the sentence", in Akhmanova & Mikael'an
1968:84.
Halliday, whilst accepting the practical distinction of grammar and
lexis (Halliday 1961:273), views them as a theoretical unity,
separated by stages of 'delicacy':
The items a and of are structurally restricted, and are uniquely
specified by the grammar in a very few steps in delicacy;
collocationally on the other hand they are largely
unrestricted.... There might then apppear to be a scale on which
items could be ranged from 'most grammatical' to 'most
lexical'.... The 'most grammatical' item is one which is
optimally specifiable grammatically: this can be thought of as
'reducible to a one-member class by the minimum number of steps
in delicacy'. Such an item may or may not be 'least lexical' in
the sense that there is no collocational environment in which its
probability of occurrence deviates significantly from its
unconditioned probability.
Halliday has also noted the fluidity of the boundary of syntax and
lexis in children's language acquisition (Halliday 1975:68; cf.
Blackburn 1984:24).
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Thus, it appears that the nixing of diagnostic and individual co-
occurrence data by Harris reflects, properly, the essential unity of
the two phenomena studied in co-occurrence and collocational analysis,
and the complementary nature of the analyses themselves, even though
Harris does not himself emphasize these features.
In respect of a theory which links individual (lexical) and diagnostic
(syntactic) co-occurrence, we see that the difference between lexis
and syntax involves differing numbers of data (lexical and syntactic)
within a corpus; we believe, therefore, that this difference can best
be characterized by reference to probabilities of combination of items
within each set of data. For example:
In the sentence Pm going to the store to buy a pound of..., the
blank may be filled by nails, sugar, salt, glue, and many other
items. The expectancy for some member of the noun class is very
great, but the particular noun expected cannot be predicted as
well. (Pike 1960:87)
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Rules of syntax, or co-occurrence, can be seen, then, as stating
combinatorial probabilities of minimally differentiated linguistic
data (i.e., linguistic data formed into syntactic classes).
Correspondingly, rules of collocation state combinatorial
probabilities of more or less (depending on the level of lexical
abstraction involved) maximally differentiated linguistic data. Nir
(1978:211) has pointed out that "Regularities of collocation are not
as clear-cut as rules of grammar; but this deficiency is due to the
much greater number of the former than the latter" (orig. Hebrew).
Whereas the probability of following a syntactic rule is very high
(and breaking it, thus, very low), the probability of following any
collocational rule tends to be very low.
	
Considerations of
referential abnormality aside, colorless green ideas sleep furiously
only breaches, albeit rather strikingly, collocational regularities,
and is, hence, more 'acceptable' than furiously sleep ideas green
colorless (cf. Chonsky 1956:110).
Clearly, because collocational relationships are so 'delicate', there
are practical difficulties in 'measuring' the=
[T]he connections among words possess such a strong "distant
action"... that any Narkov model based, for example, on
conditional probabilities of the second order yields a very poor
approximation to the sense-sequences of words in real texts.
(Paducheva 1963:146f.)
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But the fact that the combination (collocation) of lexical items
requires a more sophisticated stochastic model is not an objection in
principle to searching for probabilistic illumination of such
relationships, and, in practice, this type of analysis is increasingly
more possible with advances in computerized string handling.
Thus, from a probabilistic viewpoint, syntax and lexis, or co-
occurrence and collocation, are not radically different aspects of
language, but complementary features of the sane data. Syntax only
appears to be a closed and self-supporting system of analysis because
the classes with which it deals are so much abstracted from item-
specific language data. The claim that "lexical probability is a
purely statistical regularity independent of the grammatical formation
of the language" (Zinder 1958:9) might be valid in practice but not
true in principle. As Saussure pointed out:
EAlbstract entities are always based, in the last analysis, on
concrete entities. No grammatical abstraction is possible
without a series of material elements as a basis, and in the end
we must always cone back to these elements. (Twaddel 1983:36)
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CONCLUSION: COLLOCATION AND EMPIRICISM
All the preceding remarks on the relationship of syntax and lexis
presuppose a "basically inductive approach to language study"
(Mitchell 1971:66), regarded, incidentally, by Mitchell as a "salient
feature" of 'Firthianism'. This is in the nature of a study which
deals with the quantitative (thus, enpirical) description of a large
amount of data about which our intuitions tend to be insecure.
Thus, a syntactic model based on our techniques can never properly be
compared with a 'generativist' syntactic model, because, whereas the
data of the latter will tend to consist, at least in part, of
syntactic intuitions (of the linguist qua 'ideal speaker') about the
language data studied, the former draws its evidence from non-
idealized actual data as manifested in a particular corpus. Most
'generativist' models, being deductive systems, naturally involve the
statement of rules, leading to 'binary', 'yes/no', decisions about
grammaticality, etc., but combinatorial models, being inductive
systems, utilize (graded) probabilities and regularities rather than
rules. And whereas the quality of a 'Chonskyan' model is often
judged, to some extent, on how theoretically 'advanced' (e.g., in
terns of deductive completeness and consistency) it is, a
combinatorial model, such as we propose, is better judged purely on
its descriptive adequacy (including comprehensiveness), even though
this does not permit us to ignore the essentials of good theory
construction.
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Our concentration on semantic performance and our inductive approach
to data reflects to some extent the views of linguists who reject the
current domination of intuitionism and unfettered deduction:
Chonsky is right in his repeated insistence that we must always
go beyond the data. But without sufficient data, the theory has
too much to do; the logical and logistic demands of the theory
tend to supply more of the data than the language itself... When
too much of reality is factored out or ignored,— deductive
methods... become heavily prescriptive and destructive (Ruhl
1978:3811.);
It must be conceded that at mid-century linguistics had in
general incurred a serious risk of having its data outrun theory;
in the intervening quarter-century there is the even more
hazardous reverse situation where theory has outrun data.
(Twaddel 1983:46)
Supporting this view, Garvin clains:
In a behavioral science such as linguistics, the aim of a
particular approach cannot be to make "predictions" in the
natural science sense. Rather, it is to provide a frame of
reference for a description of the object of study, as well as
to provide operational controls for the many variables that must
be manipulated in the course of the analysis. (Garvin 1978:349)
This is because:
In an empirical discipline, everyone knows that there is no proof
- there is only empirical verification. Verification is not as
conclusive as mathematical proof; it is at best a close
approximation. (Garvin & Karush 1963:367)
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Garvin's caution is, perhaps, too emphatic. Where linguistic analysis
examines 'observable' data (speech or writing, for example), there is
no principled reason why predictions, or, at least, statistical
inferences, may not be made. The so-called natural sciences
themselves do not facilitate totally certain predictions, but only
strong probabilities on the basis of data so far examined and results
so far derived. Only in mathematics and logic is total predictability
possible, and even in mathematics we find that complex problems which
at first sight appear patient of purely deductive solution in fact
require the use of massive computer resources to cover sufficient
data.
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PART II
COLLOCATIONAL THEORY AND IDIOMS
CHAPTER 5
ENVIRONMENTAL SEMANTICS AID THE ANALYSIS OF IDIOMS
A. INTRODUCTION: VEINREICH 1969
The subjective and empirically inadequate nature of a semantic
analysis which has no obvious regard for the importance of
'environnent' is demonstrated particularly well in the study of
'idioms' (in a broad sense of the term), and especially when any
attempt is made to classify idioms in such a way that it can be said
that one idiom is more or less 'idiomatic' than another.
We orient our discussion initially to Uriel Weinreich's well-known
paper from 1969 (based on earlier lectures) in which idions and
idionaticity were examined from a variety of angles. Our task is not
so much to criticise Veinreich, who was interested in many aspects of
idioms of little concern to us, as to show the difficulties involved
in effecting a contextual semantic treatment of idioms, and the
suitability of idioms to environmental analysis.
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Veinreich divides 'idiomatic expressions' into two main groups:
[L]et us... call.., any expression in which at least one
constituent is polysemous, and in which a selection of a subsense
is determined by the verbal context a phraseological unit. A
phraseological unit that involves at least two polysemous
constituents, and in which there is a reciprocal contextual
selection of subsenses, will be called an idiom (Veinreich
1969:42)
(At ibid.:25:n.6, the tern 'phraseological unit' is traced to
Vinogradov. It is used as a generally accepted term in Soviet
literature; see, e.g. Alchananova 1965:158. Veinreich's definition of
the term is more restrictive than Vinogradov's.	 See Akhmanova
1965:164 and Veinreich 1969:42:n.12.)
Thus, for example, blind is idiomatic in the 'phraseological unit'
blind alley because here, exceptionally, it bears the sense "without
exit at opposite end" (Veinreich 1969:40f.). And in the 'idiom' red
herring, the meaning of both constituents is idiomatic because red
does not mean 'phony' and herring does not an 'issue' outside of the
expression.
Two related aspects of the contextual semantic analysis of idiomatic
expressions, bring it into disrepute.
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First, there is a problem attaching to the 'location' of meanings, or
*(sub)senses' in Veinreich's terns, within a semantic or lexical
structure resulting from contextual analysis. By this we mean that
the meaning of an idiom often cannot be neatly 'distributed' over the
components of the idiom. In the case of Veinreich's examples, it is
fortuituous that a discrete analysis of sense and item seems to be
available - blind means 'exitless', alley, 'alley', red, 'phony', and
herring, 'issue'. But a simple correspondence between parts of the
collocational sense and formal items does not hold for many, and
perhaps most, 'idiomatic' expressions, in respect of which it seems
particularly true that "senantic components cannot be segmented neatly
with sharp-cut borders" (Pike 1960:89). Such expressions include many
binomial or adjective-noun constructions, especially those with
structurally exocentric paraphrases or deriving from compressed
metaphorical descriptions; e.g., black bottom, (type of dance), rat
race, book worm (from Makkai 1972:321ff.). Of course, in such
instances it is sometimes possible to construct a plausible paraphrase
that is structurally similar to the idiom, but:
Subsense assigning [of this sort] can be done only ex post facto,
after the meaning of the idiom is already known to the analyst.
Jo ordinary subsenses of hot and dog amount to 'frankfurter'; no
ordinary subsenses of red and herring amount to 'phony issue' and
no logical subsenses of white and elephant exist which add up to
'a possession unwanted by the owner but difficult to dispose of'.
(liakkai 1972:49)
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Veinreich was aware of this problem: "I feel that the relation between
idiomatic and literal meanings is so unsystematic as to deserve no
place in the theory" (Veinreich 1969:76). He also accepted, for
example, in relation to the 'idiom' shoot the breeze that: the
segmentation of the paraphrase 'chat/idly' is arbitrary in relation to
the idiom itself. Why not 'chat idly / f'?" (ibid.:56).
The second, more general, problem associated with a purely contextual
semantic approach to idioms concerns its negative consequences for a
theory of meaning, such as that of Lyons.
Assuming a Lyons-type semantic model, we have tried to illustrate in
the following two diagrams something of the network of meaning-
relations contracted by blind, first in an instance of its 'normal'
context, and secondly in an instance of its 'idiomatic' context (in
blind alley).
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'unseeing' lexitless'
la'^t-SEEING	 I
	 laUNINPEDED
Ir'YPURBLINDI
	
I^YP°RESTRICTED-EXITI
IY^SIGHTLESSI 
	
P`YrIESTRUCTED 
BLIND (Bartimaeus)	 BLIND (alley)
On the basis of the first diagram, we can predict, for example, that a
similar network of formal itens and meaning-relations will hold in
further instances of the context, and, indeed, occasionally with
modifications, in additional, different, contexts. But in respect of
the second diagram, there is no such possibility of prediction. Not
only is there no other context in which 'exitless' is or normally
could be expressed by blind (though see Veinreich 1969:41; we discount
as 'abnormal' situations like joke-telling where standard pragmatic
assumptions are suspended - cf. Veinreich 1969:41 on "playful
allusions" and Nakkai 1972:159 on "occurring nonoccurrences"), but
blind cannot be used to nean 'exitless' even in other instances of the
sane context - the association of expression and manning is found only
in the presence of a particular word_ Culler. Ye cannot claim that
blind means 'exitless' in the context of alleys, seeing that we cannot
say, for instance, 'That's a blind unlit back-street', and 'nean' the
idiomatic sense by this.
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Thus, incorporating an idiomatic meaning like this into a contextual
semantic model involves breaching Occam's rule, for, quite clearly,
specifying a 'context' for blind (alley) is superfluous, in terns of
its explanatory and 'prediction-facilitating' value, to a statement of
the environmental restriction of the expression, and merely 'clutters
up' an otherwise quite powerful theory. Used, or abused, in this way,
the notion of context, and its relative, sense, becomes fatuous. And
how much more foolish the notion becomes with Veinreich's 'idioms'
proper, as distinct from 'phraseological units' - at least with blind
alley one sense remains constant, but with Veinreich's example of an
idiom, red herring, even this is untrue.
Ve conclude, then, that whereas the use of the notion of context (and,
consequently, sense) seems useful, reliable, and even objective in
respect of non-idiomatic items, when 'meanings' are restricted to
specific 'idioms', it begins to look foolish. As the only 'context'
of a 'phraseological unit' or 'idiom' is, as Veinreich appears to
concede, a strictly United 'verbal context', the meaning of an idiom
and the components of an idiom must be in large measure a function of
the verbal context or environment.
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rote that we do not necessarily deny the 'existence' of senses or of
contextual meanings in general, nor do we claim that environment
necessarily 'determines' meaning or its perception; rather, we believe
that in respect of 'idiomatic' expressions at least, the notion of
context is liable to be reduced to absurdity because knowledge of
context or sense is indissolubly bound to that of environment - we are
therefore better advised to study such expressions in a formal,
distributional, manner.
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B. XEMCHUK 1960
'Idions', broadly understood, are not only 'environmentally-bounded'
to a high degree, but they also constitute a relatively 'easy target'
for statistical analysis, seeing that the selection of 'collocational'
components of idioms is constrained in a manner far more typical of
relations amongst 'diagnostic co-occurrents' (syntactic constituents)
than of those holding amongst 'individual co-occurrents' (lexical
items, collocates; cf. Harris 1981:159, quoted in Ch. 4). This
conjunction of features suggests the possibility of 'quantifying' the
idionaticity of a combination.
In his remarks about the number of combinations in which blind means
'exitless' (see above) compared to the (lesser) number in which it
means 'unknown' (i.e., blind date), Veinreich already implies a scale
of idiomaticity. But Xerchuk (1960) explicitly affirns the
possibility of a quantitative scale of idionaticity, whereby the
idiomaticity of one expression nay be compared with that of another.
Mel i chuk defines 'idionacy' (referred to henceforth as 'idionaticity',
except when quoting Xel i chuk) thus:
Idiomacy can be measured on the basis of the number of
combinations which have a common word with a single special
translation for the combination, but which are also found (they
must have one or more other translations) elsewhere than in these
combinations. If there is but one such combination, it is 100%
idiomatic. As the number of such combinations increases, the
degree of idionacy drops toward zero. (Xel i chuk 1960:19)
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Note that Xel'chuk's study is within the framework of a polylingual
machine-translation project. However, even though Xel i chuk explicitly
eschews the use of 'senses', his 'objective' alternative of 'mono- or
bi-lingual dictionary entries' is effectively equivalent, seeing that
'dictionary entries' are no more than formal representations of senses
(meanings).
The general thrust of Mel i chuk's position is clear enough; a
combination is more or less idiomatic depending on the number of other
combinations in which one of its components appears in the sane sense.
Yet there are several problems here. First, how precisely is degree
of idiomaticity measured? For example, suppose one word occurs just
five times and in each of its five combinations requires a different
translation. Another word which occurs 1000 tines appears in four
combinations that occur just once each and requires four different
translations for each of the four combinations. Vould the
idiomaticity of each of these nine combinationsbe the same?
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A second difficulty is the use of an 'inter-lingual' as opposed to an
'intra-lingual' definition of 'idiom' (or any other linguistic
phenomenon). Mel'chuk's definition is geared toward maximum
usefulness to those concerned with machine-translation - it is a
practical contribution rather than a primarily theoretical one. And
on theoretical grounds, inter-lingual definitions like those of
Xel i chuk and Bar-Hillel (1955) are unsatisfactory because it is
possible that an idiom, recognized as such by native-speakers and
through the application of formal criteria, may yet not be recognized
by machine-translation criteria because the idiom in the source
language occurs, possibly as a calque, in the receptor language.
Thus, we may envisage a situation where an idiom is recognized by two
language communities, but rejected as an idiom within a machine-
translation project for that very reason! Of course, even if such a
situation were, felicitously, never to arise Merchuk's proposal takes
us no nearer resolving the fundamental issues of the existence,
emergence, and comprehension of idioms in language. Such an
operational definition simply begs the question of the true nature of
idioms.
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Thirdly, going beyond the specific interests of Xel i chuk's study, is
the problem of 'counting' meanings. For Xel'chuk, this is simply a
natter of adding up all the different tines that a word requires a
'special translation' in a dictionary. But the objectivity obtained
is only apparent, for a dictionary derives from an individual's or a
connitteee's perceptions of meaning and, as Makkai (1978:412) points
out: "meaning is not a mathematically divisible, quantifiable
concept". Indeed, Makkai provides relevant evidence of this fact. He
notes 22 'different meanings' including those associated with
idiomatic combinations of dog and calculates from this that each
meaning of dog retains only 1/22 of its basic sense and, hence, is
"highly idionrprone" (Xakkai 1978:412). But clearly (although Makkai
misses this particular point in his own criticism of the measure),
such an analysis involves tendentious and subjective perceptions of
'meaning' and 'different meanings'. Vhy, for example, should the
'meaning' of dog in dog star be considered 'different' from the
'meaning' of dog in dogwood, at least within a monolingual approach?
The 'meanings' in each seem to be 'null', and yet, in terns of
speaker-perceptions of meaning, nay we claim that the 'null' meaning
in dog star is the sane as the 'null' meaning in dogwood (cf.
Bloomfield 1935:227f.)?
Thus, we reject Xel'chuk's proposal of 'idionaticity' as a viable and
objective measure of the idiomatic status of sequences. However, in
the sane paper Xel i chuk introduces a second property of lexical
combinations, namely, 'stability', which we believe to be a more
promising candidate for such a measure:
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The stability of a combination containing a given element is
measured in terms of the degree of certainty with which it is
possible to predict the presence of that particular element in
other combinations (in a given order relative to the predicting
element).
... Stability equals 1 (100%) when the predicting element is not
to be found outside the combination in question.... The stability
of a combination equals 0 if the predicting element has
relation in the combination, as for example... in... meaningless
phrases (Xerchuk 1960:11f.).
(Compare the proposal in
	
Heubert et al.1977:118 to classify
'phraseologisms' "nach dem Grade der morphologisch-syntaktischen
Stabilitdt	 Ifeste,	 halbfeste	 Phraseologisnen,	 und	 freie
VortfUgungenl".)
According to Xerchuk, "From the point of view of the suggested
definition, stability and idionacy are entirely independent
characteristics of a combination" (ibid.:19). However, this is
necessarily so in Xel i chuk's framework seeing that idionaticity is
defined inter-lingually (see above) and stability intra-lingually.
The very fact that the two phenomena are studied together by Mel'chuk
suggests that he views them, from a more general perspective, as
closely related to each other.
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C. NIR 1971, 1978
The possibility of using 'stability' or a similar phenomenon as a
measure of idionaticity has already been explored to some extent by
the Israeli scholar Raphael Nir.
Apart from i idionaticity • (nl l emz1 1 1 1 ), which he defines in a way
similar to Nel i chuk (though from an intra-lingual perspective), Nir
distinguishes three sorts of 'stability' (ropmp) pertaining to
'collocations' (nI , UP1,1p or 0 ,M1% - the latter are defined more
closely at Nir 1971:113 as "set-phrases or formulas"; for the term
'collocation[s]', see below, Sect. D). They are described in the
following passage (which, like subsequent ones, we have translated
from Hebrew):
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There are different types of	 'stability':	 gramnatical 
stability, whereby one cannot alter the components of a
collocation without it losing its [idiomatic] character	 (n5un
1 , , , m pin [lit. 'he lifted a shard with his hands' > 'he failed']
- 1 , , ,m vonn rrnum ['he lifted shards with his hands' (literal
reading only)]); semantic stability which is an indicator of
idiomaticity whereby one cannot exchange one of the components of
the collocation for a near-synonym without altering its idiomatic
properties (11X1X ,U m ,, m , , [lit., 'a millstone round	 one's
neck' > 'married . ] - 1011U 'NJ millstone round one's
neck' (literal reading only, using a word for 'neck' different
from that used in the idiomatic expression)]); and finally -
structural, external, stability which does not necessarily depend
on the meaning of the collocation. The extent of this stability
can be established according to the degree of confidence with
which one can predict the total structure of the collocation when
given a portion of it. 	 In order to distinguish this from
gramnatical and semantic stability we call it compactibility 
[nip , /m]. (hr 1971:112)
On the grammatical stability of idioms, which is similar to the
phenomenon examined in Fraser 1970 (see also Ifir 1978:219), see below,
Sect. E. 'Idionaticity' has already been dealt with in our study of
Xel.chuk.
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The last of hr's three types of 'stability', namely 'compactibility',
hr further defines as "a statistically graded property... expressed
in the tendency of a collocation's components to co-occur and in a
fixed order" (Nir 1978:219). It is, thus, exactly equivalent to
Mel i chuk's 'stability'. Now, as hr points out:
If one can predict the form of the collocation on the basis of
one of its parts then obviously it is not possible to exchange
parts of it for others. [Semantic] stability and conpactibility
are but two different expressions for the sane basic feature: the
strong bond amongst components (ibid.:223f.).
Thus, 'semantic stability', which Hir defines in terms of restriction
on the replacement by synonyms of collocational components can be
viewed as a facet of, and, presumably measured by, the purely formal
criterion of 'conpactibility'.
But if 'compactibility' directly reflects 'semantic stability', it
offers us a formal, observable, measurable, index of 'idionaticity',
because 'semantic stability' itself is a non-trivial aspect of the
frequently noted semantic opacity of idioms. (Reasons why 'idioms' are
prone to 'synonym-substitution-restriction' are advanced in Ch. 6.)
For instance, in the following set of apparently synonymous data from
Landau 1974:83 only the first expression yields the idiomatic sense
'Let justice be done':
nmn-nx 1 1 1n mip4	 'The law pierces the mountain',
Nunrrnx 1 , /N 21;"	 'The law pierces the hill',
nrrn-nx OnWON :IP 	 'Justice pierces the mountain',
Num2N-nx (50WOn ', in , 'Justice bores through the hill'.
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If an 'idiomatic' sequence is one in which a component nay not be
exchanged even for an apparent synonym, then it follows that a
combination the components of which can be freely replaced is
'unidiomatic', and that a sequence which has some restriction on
component-exchange but not a total prohibition has an idiomatic value
lying somewhere between these two extremes. This is, in fact, exactly
what Iir claims, when he writes (fir 1978:226) in respect of 'weak
collocations': "The longer the series, the less the idiomaticity of
its members". "Weak collocations' comprise that class of sequences
mentioned, which lie between completely 'compacted' expressions and
completely 'free' collocations. Statistically, they can be
characterized as expressions:
in which an element with a high degree of probability (close to
100%) suggests not a given element or group of elements used
together, but one of a small number (two, three or four) of
possible elements. (Mel'chuk 1960:21)
For example, in Modern Hebrew, the following set of 'weak
collocations' is presented by Landau (1972:111):
Xt151
	
1:01)15.1 'eyes'
	 (i.e., 'look up'),
('raise')	 co,',1, 'legs' (i.e., 'start running'),
0 , 2M	 'face'
	 (i.e., 'look at'),
W 1	 'head' (e.g., in pride),
▪ P	 'voice' (e.g., in song).
Of these, Landau writes:
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The meaning of the verb Al] here is conditioned by a restricted
context in connection with a specified group of words, the
menbers of which can be exchanged without changing the meaning of
the verb. (ibid.; orig. Hebrew; for the sane items in Biblical
Hebrew, see Reif 1983 - for 0 1 2M MD2 in particular, see Gruber
1983)
Given our belief that Hir's posited relationship between
'compactibility' and 'idionaticity' is plausible, in the present work
we attempt to develop and test this relationship.
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D. IDIOMS AS RESTRICTED COLLOCATIONS: Al ENVIRONMENTAL HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis about 'idiomaticity' we perceive in embryonic form in
hr's work, and which we aim to test, is as follows.
A collocation is any sequence of two or more morpho-syntactically
instantiated lexical units, or collocates, in a given syntactic order
(although 'syntactic order' need not correspond to surface-structure
order). Each collocation is to sone degree a restricted collocation
inasmuch as it is characterized by son level of 'restriction' on the
number of components by which any given collocate or sub-sequence of
collocates within it may be replaced. The level of 'restriction' is
measured statistically as the stability or 'predictability' amongst
collocates within a collocation. The hypothesis we attempt to test is
that the level of idionaticity (which we define for now simply as
'semantic abnormality', but see Ch. 6) of a collocation is reflected
In the degree to which that collocation is 'stable' or 'restricted'.
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In our usage, 'stability' is broadly equivalent to 'conpactibility' in
hr and 'stability' in Mel'chuk. Let us illustrate diagrammatically
what 'stability' is intended to show:
red	 Iher.1 + I	 red	 I 	 herring
blind 	 IaUeyI + 1	 blind I 	 alley
The first of the top diagrams indicates that of all the occurrences of
RED in a particular corpus, a given proportion of these, ranging,
diagrammatically, from bar to bar, are immediately followed by
HERRING. The accompanying top diagram shows, in similar fashion, the
proportion of occurrences of HERRING that are immediately preceded by
RED. The overall stability of the collocation is shown by the line-
segments with intervening '+'. The bottom diagrams show the situation
for BLIND ALLEY. Note that as they stand, the diagrams take no
account of actual frequencies, but merely of frequency-proportions
(this is not true, however, of our eventual analysis). Furthermore,
the diagrams simply indicate the ratio of occurrences 'taken up by' a
particular collocation to the total occurrences of all other
collocations. No 'break-down' of the overall collocational behaviour
of an item is provided. Mel i chuk labels this feature "combinability":
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Ye assume an adjective that can be combined with 100
substantives. Of each 10,000 tines this adjective is used, it
will be found in combinations with a given one of these
(combination Cl) 9,901 tines. The stability of combination Cl
for this adjective is then very high - above 99%! If however,
with the sane degree of combinability, the adjective is found an
equal number of tines with each of the 100 substantives, the
stability of each one will be very low - 1%. (Xel'chuk 1960:21).
For the purposes of the analysis conducted in the present work, we do
not pay attention to 'combinability'.
The hypothesis as we have outlined it, and as illustrated in the
diagrams is very 'strong' in so far as it treats collocates of an item
without respect to their semantic relationship to one another. It
does not claim merely that it is restriction on synonym-substitution
that characterizes idioms, but that in some sense the collocational
attraction between the components of an idiom is so influential that
these items tend to reject association with All collocates other than
those occurring in the idiom. This 'collocational rejection', we
claim is 'intuited' most sharply in respect of synonyms, but is in
fact a phenomenon of much wider scope.
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Restricted collocations, as defined for the purposes of the present
work, comprise a subset of what Firth (1968:180) calls "habitual 
collocations". 'Habitual collocations' of particular words are "the
other word-material in which they are most commonly or most
characteristically embedded" (ibid.). But the collocations we have
defined form only a 'subset' of habitual collocations because they are
also syntactically structured (they are lexico-syntactic units).
Firth (1968:181), however, specifically rejects the requirement for
habitual collocations to be grammatically constrained.
There are two main reasons for restricting our definition of
collocations in this way. First, it is intuitively obvious that
idioms are, typically, 'phrases', that is, sequences of words in a
fixed order. Indeed, as the literature on the subject makes clear,
idioms tend to be exceptionally 'sequenced' or 'structured', so much
so that often they can undergo only a limited number of expected
grammatical manipulations (including 'transformations'). This is the
'grammatical stability' of idioms which Kir mentions (see below, Sect.
E). Secondly, Firth (1968:181) claimed that "The collocation of a
word or a 'piece' is... an order of mutual expectancy'. Ye believe,
by limiting our 'habitual collocation' data in the way proposed, we
can more easily establish simple, easily-checked, statistical measures
of 'mutual expectancy'; as we shall see (Ch. 7, Sect. A), other
researchers of a collocational perspective who have ignored the fact
that idioms are syntactically-structured collocations have found
little success in 'measuring' idionaticity.
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Furthermore, there is some evidence that in native-speaker perception
it is the highly structured internal composition of an expression that
serves as a mark (although by no means the only one) of an
expression's idiomaticity:
[S]peakers tend to allow semantic context to be the major cue for
differentiating idiomatic from literal meanings. However, we
found that under certain conditions, listeners are easily able to
disambiguate ditropic sentence pairs [1. e., sentences that can
yield a literal or an idiomatic meaning] even in the absence of a
semantic context.
[F]or the literal sentences, the acoustic cues serve to separate
and highlight the constituent parts, while for the idiomatic
sentences, acoustic cues tend to signal the melding of
constituents, enveloping them into a seamless whole.
(van Lancker-Canter-Terbeek 1980:357f.,362)
As stated, each collocation that occurs in a language is more or less
'restricted'. By the same token, presuming idiomaticity and stability
to be related features, any collocation is to some extent an 'idiom'.
That is to say, idionaticity is a scalar, not an absolute, phenomenon:
There is no clear boundary between an idiom and a collocation or
between a collocation and a freely generated phrase - only a
continuum with greater density at one end and greater diffusion
at the other. (Bolinger 1977b:168; see also Wood 1981, which
develops the notion of a 'compositional gradience' for idioms)
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Our position contrasts with that of Mitchell (1971:53) who ascribes to
'idioms' a status different from that of 'collocations' and of Leykina
(1961:42) who distinguishes "inclusive" ('idiomatic') and "exclusive"
('compositional') valences.
To test our hypothesis, we have, of course, to formulate a statistic
to measure 'stability'. Although it is easier to establish a measure
of syntactically-constrained stability than of a more general
'stability of lexical association', there are still difficulties in
choosing a 'correct' statistic. We turn to this in Ch. 7, where we
also review other related attempts to 'measure' idionaticity. It
should be borne in mind that any failure to sufficiently 'prove' the
hypothesis might be due, at least in part, to an inadequacy of the
statistic chosen, rather than solely a reflection of the invalidity of
the underlying hypothesis (concerning the relationship of 'stability'
and 'idionaticity').
Once established, we test the hypothesis, via the statistic selected,
on a set of collocational data, drawn from the Hebrew Bible. For the
validity of the hypothesis to be demonstrated requires that we
actually know what it is for a collocation to be more or less
'idiomatic' than another collocation. The semantic analyzability of
the Hebrew Bible, and specifically of the vocabulary from which our
data are drawn, is defended in Chapter 8, Sect. A. More generally,
isolation of an 'idiom' is sometimes facilitated by the presence of
contextual incongruity if the 'idiom' is interpreted literally, and/or
by an oddity in an expression itself, that is, in the concatenation
of its components (see Sect. F, 1).
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It is, of course, possible that the hypothesis will turn out to be
invalid, or only 'weakly' valid (discounting the possibility that the
invalidity resides partly or totally in the choice of statistic
employed). If so, this will indicate that analysis of 'idioms' by
methods, such as Nir's, which are formal but not statistical, is
flawed - a formal technique that is not patient of quantification
falls between two stools, possessing neither the 'common sense' and
analytic ease of an 'intuitional' approach, nor the scientific rigour
of an empirical one. Failure of the hypothesis would also indicate
the inadequacy of collocational-statistical techniques in linguistic
analysis more generally, given that, as we have claimed (see Sect. B),
'idions' appear to form an 'easy target' for collocational analysis;
It should serve to warn off other prospective workers in the field.
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On the other hand, if our results indicate that the hypothesis tends
to be valid, this could be of significant practical benefit to, for
example, the analysis, at least in its initial stages, of 'dead' or
otherwise unknown languages, not only assisting in the isolation,
preliminary classification, and interpretation of 'idioms' but also
helping to show from the outset semantic 'specialization' of words
within 'idioms', and deterring simplistic interpretation of a word
which takes no account of the environmental restriction of certain
meanings attached to that word (cf. Barr 1961:124, 132 on
'gathering', ?'congregation', and :ii 'words', ?'history', in
Biblical Hebrew). Lexicography, especially of ancient languages,
could gain if provided with a secure means of testing for degree of
idiomaticity - the sane is true of machine-translation. Wore
generally, if the hypothesis is proved correct it would provide
impetus to formal analysis of other 'meaning-bearing items' in
language, and to study of the perceptual correlates of 'stability' and
other statistical phenomena of language.
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E. GRANNATICAL STABILITY
In our work we do not exploit 'grammatical stability' (in Nir's terns)
to 'measure' idionaticity. 	 Well-known examples of analyses that
utilize differences in the syntactic, specifically the
transformational, behaviour of idiomatic collocations, though written
from different perspectives, are Veinreich 1969, already discussed in
another context, and Fraser 1970. Veinreich 1969 has been criticized
by Landau (1974:86f.) on the grounds that the transformational
criteria proposed are inapplicable to languages other than English, in
particular Nodern Hebrew, and because it insufficiently distinguishes
syntactic restrictions on idioms from restrictions that apply to a
particular class of words members of which happen to occur in idioms
(though see Veinreich 1969:47: "phraseological units are at best a
subclass of transformationally deficient structures") - the second
criticism is also raised by Wood (1981:24) against Fraser. Fraser's
posited eight levels of transformational defectiveness in idioms has
been criticized, and partially invalidated by IcCawley (Quang Phuc
Dong 1971; although in Nakkai 1972:57 it is pointed out that the
criticism rests on an identification of 'idioms of encoding' and
'idioms of decoding' - see Wood 1981:104ff., however). Nagy
(1978:296) has also pointed out an inconsistency in Fraser's use of
the term 'idiom'. On the other hand, Cutler (1982) found some
diachronic correlates of Fraser's levels.
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In part, our avoidance of 'grammatical stability' simply reflects the
lexical, as opposed to syntactic, overall interests of the present
work. But also we believe that even though grammatical stability is,
as we have already made clear, an important aspect of 'idioms' which
greatly facilitates their isolation, it is not a particularly useful
aid to a scalar classification of 'idioms'.
Syntactically-oriented analysis tends toward the separation of
'idioms' or 'sets of idioms' from one another rather than their
unification in a single classificatory system where each may be
compared with the others, due to the fact that 'idioms' are expressed
in a wide variety of syntactic forms, and that they are often
difficult to identify as 'idioms' in the first place. Broad
structurally-based groupings are established and refined in the hope
that such groups might evidence a set of (deviant) semantic features
cannon to each member of the structural group. The usefulness of this
approach would be proven if it could be demonstrated that structurally
different groups of 'idioms' vary semantically in such a way that the
addition or subtraction of a syntactic or other kind of formal feature
corresponds in an observably consistent way with the gain or loss of a
given semantic feature. But this is evidently not the case.
	 Of
Fraser's analysis, for example, Makkai writes:
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The result is... disappointing, since it turns out that there is
no way in which... particular transformational freedoms or
restrictions.., could be correlated either with... semantic
content or with.., formal structure. (Makkai 1972:150)
Whether or not they [soil., the components of an idiona may be
re-encoded in some alternate way so as to realize the same semene
mast be regarded as an interesting, but essentially gratuitous
fact. (Ibid.:152)
Hence, any attempt to provide a unified description of idiomatic
collocations based on syntactic criteria seems doomed to failure.
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F. OBJECTIONS TO THE HYPOTHESIS
Before proceeding with our own lexically-based analysis it is worth
discussing two apparent difficulties attached to the hypothesis that
formal stability may be regarded as an accurate guide to perceived
idionaticity.
1 NON-IDIOMATIC INTERPRETATION
Most 'idiomatic' expressions are also patient of a 'literal' or
(obviously) compositional interpretation (cf. Veinreich 1969:44,
quoted in part 2 of the present section). But our analysis, because
it utilizes as data only formal items and relationships, will throw
together both idiomatic and literal usages of an expression, and,
moreover, might lead us to claim that the literal ones are in fact
idiomatic, because we will have been deceived by their formal identity
with genuinely idiomatic occurrences. The refutation of this
criticism depends to soma degree on maintaining a distinction between
a theory of semantic competence, of the possibilities of
interpretation (which was what Veinreich was seeking to develop - see,
e.g., Veinreich 1969:43f.), and a theory of semantic performance, of
the actualities of interpretation (to which our study pertains).
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The criticism is answered in two ways. First, in respect of 'weakly'
restricted collocations, our theory claims that the weaker the
collocational bonds within a collocation (the more 'manipulable' its
components), the less likely is that collocation to develop a
consistent specialized, or 'idiomatic', meaning, and the more likely
it is to be employed 'literally', because of the proximity of the
collocational meaning to the compositional meaning - thus, our
hypothesis accommodates the possibility of 'weakly' restricted
collocations being attested in both 'idiomatic' and 'literal' senses.
Secondly, in connection with 'strongly' restricted collocations, it
seems to us, although clearly this a matter for empirical
investigation, that such collocations will tend not to be used with
their literal senses (except in deliberately language-manipulative
situations - Joking, punning, etc.), due, in part, we believe, to
their subjection to a general 'rule' of homonymy. (For a comparison of
'idioms! and homonyms, see Xekkai 1972:122.)
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This 'rule' night be stated loosely as, The most common meaning of a
homonym will tend to suppress less common meanings, at least to the
extent that these latter meanings will usually be realized only in a
limited number of morphological forms of the homonymous lexeme (cf.
Bloomfield 1935:396ff. on French gat 'cock/cat' and English let
'allow/prevent'). In respect of collocations, we might recast this
as, The more stable a collocation the more it is perceived and stored
in the mind as a single, albeit complex, unit with its collocational
or idiomatic meaning (see Ch. 6, Sect. F). In so far as this status
has been attained the more suppressed will be the employment of the
collocation, qua 'free' combination of components, with its
compositional meaning. (However, the 'literal' use of any subsequence
of components should not be affected - if so, this is another reason
to regard the meaning of a collocation as a function of the whole, not
a composite function of its parts; contrast Weinreich 1969.)
Furthermore, the different meanings of a homonym (and of a restricted
collocation) are usually far enough apart to necessitate their
realizations in significantly different distributional environments -
this aids purely formal disambiguation of one meaning from another.
(Note that in the foregoing we have not accepted the validity of the
distinction between 'misinformation' as a property of homonyms and
'disinformation' as a property of 'Idioms'; see Makkai 1972:122.)
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There is another aspect to the 'literal' interpretation of restricted
collocations which night support our view that in practice it rarely
occurs. Regarding the expressions bite the dust, kick the bucket,
take the cake, and rock the boat, Rose (1978:56) claims "there is
nothing terribly unusual about the concatenation of ideas in such
expressions". But is this really true? May bite the dust be said not
to breach any semantic selectional restrictions except after dust has
been understood, by synecdoche, to refer to 'earth, soil'? And in
respect of each example, how may one 'normally' interpret a determiner
that refers to nothing previously signalled in the discourse? Thus,
Rose's evidence points to a conclusion opposite to his own, namely,
that a sign of an expression's idiomaticity may well be the
referential oddity of the components in combination. Therefore, the
idiomatic reading of such a collocation will tend, by its semantic
peculiarity,	 to suppress the 'literal' one for two (possible)
reasons. First, situations ('contexts') suited to the 'idiomatic'
rather than the 'literal' employment of the collocation are the more
likely to occur in discourse. Secondly, the idiomatic reading, qua
oddity, may well be psychologically 'foregrounded' in the language-
user's lexical recall system.
In sum, our reply to the first objection is that although it is indeed
possible that literal uses of a restricted collocation will be
(wrongly) utilized as data alongside idiomatic ones, it is in fact
improbable in the case of very restricted collocations, and in the
case of less restricted expressions the existence of both literal and
idiomatic uses is predicted by the theory anyway.
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2. COUNTER-EXAMPLES
Another difficulty with our hypothesis that idiomaticity and stability
are correlated arises from the apparent existence of non-stable but
idiomatic combinations and stable but non-idiomatic ones. Merchuk
(1960) gives examples of both kinds of situation, but his data are
unusable in view of the nature of his inter-lingual definition of
‘idiomaticity' (see above, sect. B). However, this comment does not
apply to hr who describes the situation in Modern Hebrew (but
applicable elsewhere) thus:
In the majority of cases, we find.., that expressions
characterized by a high degree of idionaticity also possess a
large measure of stability; e.g., 1 N nOW 722 ?Mir) ['freezing over
ones dregs' (cf. Zeph. 1.12), i.e., 'conservative, stick in the
mud'], 11= 'DIN 1 I X ['his inside is not	 like his outside',
i.e., 'he is a hypocrite'].
But there exist as well idiomatic expressions possessing a low
stability - most of them are collocations that can be used either
with their normal sense or metaphorically: 	 [lit.
'work of ants' > 'painstaking work'; cf. 1 702 'assiduous'],
pl:pm nxIlx [lit. 'neck of a bottle' > 'bottleneck'], etc.
Amongst them are many slang expressions... 17 771 X', ['it
didn't go (well) for him'], WX1M	 ,z .tp ['he got it in the
neck (lit., 'head')'], el7p 17it ['the card went for him, he
cane up trumps'], ;111ND ODH ['he snatched rest, he took a
breather'].
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There is another class of expressions, characterized by great
stability although they cannot be viewed as idiomatic
combinations in the sense already suggested. To this category
belong, amongst others, expressions formulated as similes...:
IT no N ,p2 r(thin) as the peel	 of a garlic',	 i.e.,
'worthless'], Ipnwx1 1,WZ ['as (real as) 	 last year's snow'],
1 1291N	 v%xta 12X7 ['like an unturned stone', i.e., 'unwanted,
redundant'], 121 + N / N 2 1011'12 ['like clay in the potter's hand',
i.e., 'easily influenced']. The existence of the sign of
comparison [2] prevents us from seeing an idiomatic use of any
one of the components. Any idiomaticity a simile has derives
from its habitual, fixed, usage.
In other words, it is [simply] established usage that for 	 the
structural link amongst components, which we call 'stability'.
Alongside similes are other 'stable' expressions
	 not
characterized by a high level of idiomaticity, such as 12 TX2
Pas then, so now'], nu, nIznn, x2 , ['he went for an evil
upbringing', i.e., 'he went off the straight and narrow'],
con:/	 N [lit. 'such things never happen';
'nonsense!']. (Bir 1971:112f.)
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In connection with the first two 'unstable idioms' (second paragraph),
in the absence of any objective evidence Mir seems to overstate his
case. It seems likely that pl:p: has a rather high degree of
collocational association with 'WY in Modern Hebrew Just as,
intuition tells us, bottle has with Deck in English - similarly
in] 'ant' and N1123 'work' intuitively comprise a collocational
pair similar to busy and bee in English. Hir seems to assume that
it is necessary for an item to show an exceptionally high degree of
stability in respect of its collocational partner(s) before the
resulting combination may be regarded as idiomatic, and does not
appear to take consider the possibility of a collocation being
idiomatic if all its components show an above-average, albeit not
outstandingly high, degree of stability in respect of one another.
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N11,W onn 'snatch rest' seems, again intuitively, quite stable - it
Is difficult to imagine, for example, upw 'silence' or npmon
'break' being used for the noun or rIP', 'take' for the verb. Clearly
with the collocation of i",m and I, ' to go (well) for (someone)',
which appears in two of Iir's 'slang' expressions, it is more
difficult to 'intuit' stability in view of the very high frequency of
both components; the collocation might have a stability that is lower
than that pertaining to other expressions cited, but still high enough
to yield a distinctly idiomatic flavour. The version of the
expression followed by 1,p 'playing-card', is considerably more
stable - o l onz, for example, a superordinate, 'card', of eTnp could
not replace the latter in this expression and yield the sane meaning.
Furthermore, with this idiom and weln- m  ino lp ' get (it) in the
head', Eir seems to overlook the possibility that a collocation might
be characterized by high stability between sequences of components
rather than between individual components:
The term "stability"... can be applied to such combinations as
crynosit' sor iz izby (to foul one's nest). In this combination
of words, not a single one gives a very probable indication of
the others. But two elements together (117mosit . sor) give a
suggestion of the others. In such a case, one can refer to the
prediction of stability on the basis of two elements. (Mel'chuk
1960:12)
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As for Nir's examples of 'stable non-idioms' (third paragraph), these
are, as Nir admits, only denied the characteristic 'idiomatic' because
of his definition of the term. But Nir refers to these same
expressions as o l : 4 1, the standard Xodern Hebrew term for 'idioms'
in a loose sense ('figures of speech' would be mere accurate in the
context of the work of Nir and Landau), thus implying some degree of
'semantic specialization/oddity'. This is clear enough from the
examples themselves; they are used in referentially abnormal contexts
(e.g., garlic in a political situation), and their scollocational
meaning' is idiosyncratic in respect of their componential meanings -
why should one of the expressions imply 'nonsense!' rather than
'remarkable!' and why should a garlic peel be 'worthless' rather than
'unpleasant'? Compare Veinreich 1969:76. Furthermore, one can easily
imagine situations in which the sign of simile, z, is omitted from
the collocations	 (e.g.; 'maxi 1 1!1) MT, literally, 'That's last
year's snow', meaning 'Tell me something new!').
	 In sum, lir's
alleged 'non-idioms' simply attest the difficulty of noticing
'idiomatic' usages in one's own language. Clearly some of these
collocations are not as 'idiomatic' as some others - but it is
precisely this type of difference in idiomaticity that we are trying
to analyze in the present work.
Regarding hr's claim that it is 'habitual usage' which yields
l idionaticity' in a simile, cf. Pike 1960:87, and see Ch. 7, on the
significance of frequency of occurrence of a collocation and of
unexpectedly high association of collocates in contributing to
idiomaticity.
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Another possible class of 'stable non-idions' are sequences based on
what we shall call 'cranberry collocates', words which occur nowhere
in the language except one particular environment. Veinreich writes:
(Much phrases as luke warm, runcible spoon, spic and span, kith
and kin, hem and haw, cockles of the heart, and so on.... are
hardly ambiguous since the unique occurrence of, say, luke with
warm guarantees that luke has only one subsense - whatever that
may be.... From this point of view, ambiguity is an essential
characteristic of true idioms. (Veinreich 1969:44)
He proceeds to claim that such combinations are 'stable' (in the sense
of Mel'chuk 1960) but not 'idiomatic', and this is the aspect of
Veinreich's case that we shall examine. (Of course, this is not the
main paint of Veinreich's argument here, which is concerned with the
alleged need for 'true' idioms (as opposed to 'pseudo' ones; see
)(akiai 1972:123, cited by Veinreichl to be ambiguous; cf. Wood
1981:72ff.)
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The first two of Veinreich's examples do indeed appear to be 'non-
idiomatic' - warm and spoon exhibit no semantic deviancy, and
_hike and runcible seem to be simply 'shrift-like' words (see Ch.
2), words for which 'meaning' is 'environnentally-bound' to an
abnormally high degree. For our hypothesis, such 'bound-lexenes' do
pose something of a problem because they exhibit total stability.
However, this absolute restriction is only 'one-way' - warm and
spoon are relatively very unconstrained in their collocational
associations. Thus, it would be possible to eliminate such
collocations as 'stable' by specifying that to be classed as 'stable'
a collocation must show 'reciprocal' or 'multilateral' stability
anongst its components. In respect of two-item collocations this
could be checked by comparison of the standard-deviation of the two
stabilities with the mean stability (the closer the two, the less
acceptable the collocation as stable). Clearly, this type of proviso
could only be realistically effected in connection with a very large,
adequately-representative-as-a-sample-of-the-language, corpus; in a
less adequate corpus many lexenes would appear as 'cranberries' simply
because a context in which they would have occured in a different
(collocational) environment was not represented by the corpus.
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Ye agree again with Veinreich that Cockles of the heart is not an
'idiom' (although in conjunction with warm the... it night be);
cockles is interpreted (as originally) as 'symmetrical cockle-shaped
(cardiac) sections'. Thus, cockle(s) is not a 'cranberry collocate'
to begin with. Nor do we believe that cockles of the heart is
highly stable; in terns of the collocational proclivities of
cockles, cockles and mussels is probably more stable. This is
true at least for British English; if Veinreich's comments reflect
American usage, then the natter can be resolved in the manner of luke
warm and runcible spoon.
Kith and kin we regard as 'idiomatic', certainly more so than the
three items already discussed - kin, of course, bears its 'regular'
meaning, but the collocation as a whole has an emphatic connotative
value of 'all ones near- and distant-relations (and friends)' (the
collocation has thus cone to receive an interpretation similar to that
of spic and span - see below). Apart from this 'intuitive'
idionaticity, the collocation would also be judged as 'idiomatic' by
the criteria outlined in Ch. 6. Furthermore, it strikes us that this
idionaticity does indeed correspond with high stability, not simply
'one-way' from the 'cranberry' kith, but also from Ain which is
largely (although not entirely) restricted to this collocation (from a
diachronic perspective, though, the same item is found in the
adjective kind, as well as the suffix -kind: see Trench
1867:72f.).
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By our criteria (see Ch. 6) hem and haw too is idiomatic to the
extent that it now 'directly' or 'idiomatically' means 'dither', and
no longer attains this meaning by compositional interpretation of the
meanings of the components. flaw is probably now a 'cranberry',
although hem as a 'stylized cough' is quite frequent enough outside
the collocation - again, stability and idiomatic value co-incide.
Spic and span contains two 'cranberries', and, thus, has a very high
stability, even when and is taken into account. Intuitively, the
collocations forms an 'absolute idiom' of the kick the bucket type,
even if it is composed of 'cranberry lexemes' - thus, we disagree with
Veinreich on this point. From a diachronic perspective, and judged by
the criteria of Ch. 6, the idionaticity is evident (OED portrays the
historical process as follows: span new 'chip new' > spick and span
new [alliterative emphatic form] > spicIkl and span 'like new');
quite clearly (anticipating the arguments of Ch. 6), spic and span
now 'directly' or 'idiomatically' means 'like new', that is it
signifies 'like new' without 'describing' or 'evoking' this reference
In any way. In fact, although within the present discussion of
Veinreich's claims it is important to point out that spic and span
ia an 'idiom', we shall not in practice be concerned with such
'absolute' idionaticity in our subsequent analysis (see Ch. 6, Sect.
F).
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So far we have found that none of the 'counter-example' data proves a
maJor obstacle to our hypothesis. Tentatively, then, we feel able to
proceed with a more rigorous and extensive formulation and testing of
the hypothesis, although we accept that it is quite likely that
certain modifications will have to be made as other 'difficult' data
are encountered. Before specifying the precise nature of the
hypothesis to be tested (Ch. 7), we attempt in the next chapter to
outline a 'theory' of idioms consonant with the basic forn of the
hypothesis propounded.
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CHAPTER 6
TOWARD A THEORY OF IDIOMS
INTRODUCTION
So far we have used the terns 'idiom' and 'idiomaticity' in an
intuitive, pre-theoretical, way. It is not the purpose of the present
work to offer a comprehensive theory, description, or definition of
idioms. Ye have already stated (Ch. 5, Sect. D) that our theoretical
position dictates that we regard all collocations as 'idiomatic' to
sons degree. In this chapter we try to highlight precisely what this
all-pervasive phenomenon is, and why it night be 'measurable' via
analysis, as we have suggested, of stability or predictability-
amongst-components.
Our analysis is based on the long-established position that
idionaticity and metaphor (in a broad sense) are closely associated,
and we also relate these to the notion, well known in biblical
scholarship, of 'demythologization'.
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A. MYTHOLOGY AND METAPHOR
In tracing the development of a metaphor, of whatever size of unit of
linguistic expression, we often encounter an aspect of the phenomenon
known to biblical circles as demythologization. Although best known
in relation to fairly large, narrative units, demythologization is
also used with regard to lower-level single lexical units:
The notion that creation consisted in an act of procreation has
survived in the P[riestly] account [of creation (Gen. 1.1-2.4)],
In the word 'generations', but has entirely lost its original
meaning; it has been demythologized. (Hooke 1963:119; for the
background 'mythology', see Frankfort et al. 1949:17f.)
The phenomenon mentioned by Hooke is clear enough; certain expressions
'lose' their originally (etymologically) descriptive nature when what
they designate ceases to exist or is perceived as having ceased to
exist or is forgotten. In fact, the Hebrew original of 'generations',
nitnin, was probably rather less 'demythologized' in respect of its
etymological meaning than generations is, because Biblical Hebrew
contains relatively more common words based on root 1-,-1/ 4	 (7',1
'boy', M77 1 , 'girl', niti , o 'midwife') than English possesses based
on stem gen-. The fact that Biblical Hebrew has only a tiny
proportion of non-Semitic lexemes, and the Hebrew speaker's well-
attested proclivity toward etymological and aetiological analysis (see
Caird 1980:45; Sawyer 1972:50) night also have encouraged an awareness
of the relationships of derivational-morphology amongst words.
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Sometines, an original, non-demythologized, signification is only
evidenced in a cognate speech community. For example, Akkadian
Tiamat, the nane of the chaos-dragon in Babylonian mythology, has
been 'demythologized' in Hebrew inn, which signifies the primaeval
abyss (see Hooke 1963:119) over which Tiamat would have ruled but not
the god himself - there is no evidence that the ordinary speaker of
Biblical Hebrew was aware of the fact that crinn was 'originally' a
divine name (though note its general rejection of the article; see
BDB, KB).
Similarly, the average speaker of English is completely unaware of the
relation of gossip to God	 and Europe	 to face	 (Trench
1862:207ff.,231) or of distance to standing, interval	 to hedges,
mass to kneading, and tiAe to stretching (Pumphrey 1953:325). All
these wards may "be truly regarded as buried parables or metaphors or
analogies" (ibid.; cf. Trench 1867:4f., 34f. [quoting Emerson] on
language as "fossil poetry").
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As the quotation from Punphrey suggests, demythologization has close
associations with the ubiquitous phenomenon of 'metaphor-death', the
tendency of all metaphors to lose their 'freshness', within the
speech-community at large or within the perceptions of individual
members of the community. In particular it seems to us that
expressions like 1111,1n, the original descriptive power of which is
in principle cognizable by native-speakers on the basis of their
familiarity with morphological cognates in their own language, are
akin to what Northrop Frye calls 'vestigial metaphors', such as law
of nature, which "carries with it a vestigial sense of a personality
who commands and other personalities (ourselves) who have the option
of obeying or disobeying" (Frye 1983:16).
Thus, a vestigial metaphor is an 'ex-metaphor', a 'demythologized
metaphor', the metaphorical form of which is not recognized by
speakers, unless particular attention is drawn to it. The epithet
'vestigial' implies a previously 'full-bodied' metaphor, which lies
between the 'literal' use of an expression and its 'vestigially
metaphorical' use. Thus, n1,51n shifts its signification from 'acts
of (divine) procreation' through 'stages of (the earth's) development
analagous to acts of (divine) procreation' to 'phases of (the earth's)
development'.
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Vestigial/demythologized metaphors are, effectively, 'dead' metaphors.
Their (protracted) death sometimes coincides with the development of a
progressively more rational and secular society as, perhaps, in the
case of the Hebrew examples (where 'secular' must be interpreted as
'less polytheistic/animistic'), although there will often remain
differences in perceptions of i metaphoricity' within a language-
community - for example, despite acquisition of basic astronomical
facts at school the maJority of English speakers will probably be
found to understand sunrise rather more	 'literally' and less
'vestigially' than the facts dictate. 	 Compare the discussion in
Putnam 1978 of 'expert' and 'stereotype' 	 meanings (strictly,
'extensions').
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Despite the claims of, for example, Kennett (1933:2) that words like
'glory' continued to bear their 'literal' values (in the case
of 11=, 'heaviness'), being "metaphors not as yet completely
crystallized into abstracts", and of Dhorne (1923:163), writing on
"l'emploi metaphorique" of Biblical-Hebrew anatomical terns, that "La
nuance de ces expressions est fournie par le contexte, mais elle
respecte touJours le sens primitif du not employe", it is a fact of
linguistic life that metaphors do die. Biblical Hebrew is no
exception to this, and James Barr (1961, 1983) has inveighed against
the tendency of exegetes to assume mistakenly that most theologically
potent Hebrew words were somehow suspended at a fully metaphorical
stage, never becoming completely 'demythologized'. Even if it were
true that in Biblical Hebrew, or another language, 'Ho word is
metaphysical without having first been physical" (L.H. Grindon quoted
in Brown 1955:17; but see Fohrer 1968:98f. for Biblical-Hebrew
concretes derived from abstracts, e.g., nnix 'splendour, royal
robe', llm 'virility, property'), it would be most unlikely that
this 'physical' basis would somehow persist, whenever an expression
were used 'metaphysically'. (Biblical scholars are not alone in their
error on this point. At Burchfield 1985:105, the following quote from
J.L. Austin is included: "A word never - well hardly ever - shakes off
Its etymology and its formation. In spite of all changes in and
extensions of and addition to its meanings, and indeed pervading and
governing these, there will persist the old idea".)
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B. METAPHOR AS DESCRIPTION
Our position is that for an expression to be a netaphor it Bust refer
to something in terns of sonething else. The object of comparison
need not be formally signalled, but triggered in the hearer's
perception by more subtle neans. Thus, in the original metaphorical
understanding of mtnin, nanely, 'stages similar to a sequence of
divine procreations', the 'similar to...' part of the definition is
evoked by the hearer's familiarity with the morphological relation of
nit,ln to other wards from a semantic field of 'birth'. That is to
say, nrryin did not refer to (the concept) 'generations' by
labelling it, but by describing it. But when the metaphor 'died',
that is, when it was no longer, except vestigially, perceived by
speakers of Biblical Hebrew as a metaphor, it became a mere 'label'
for what it once 'described'.
Clearly we are using 'metaphorical' rather loosely to express simply
that property whereby a phenomenon is signified through designation of
(an)other referent(s), that is, by what we call 'description'. Many
'demythologized' descriptions, that is descriptions-which-have-turned-
to-labels are borrowed from another language-community in this form.
But, within their initial language, it seems likely that the vast
majority of new items of vocabulary are introduced as descriptions 
(trading on their morphological or phonaesthetic relationship with
known items), only subsequently becoming labels, the original
descriptive power of which can be revealed by etymological analysis
alone.
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C. XETAPHORS AND IDIOXS
This account of what a metaphor is applies not only to single words
but also to sequences of words ('metaphors' as generally understood),
Including so-called 'idioms'. Thus, for example, kick the bucket once
described a means of death, but now is simply a label for 'die', its
original descriptive force known only to the etymological elite.
Other word-sequences are 'vestigial' metaphors - their descriptive
origins are synchronically cognizable, but in practice rarely
perceived. The only obvious difference between 'idioms' (in a broad
sense) and other 'demythologized' expressions is that idioms are
combinations, strictly, 'collocations', of other expressions (which
possibly have undergone demythologization independently). Why is it,
then, that speakers prefer to reserve the term 'idioms' to the
category of demythologized collocations?
One obvious reason is that if every demythologized expression were to
be classified as an idiom, languages would be found to consist largely
of idioms - the term 'idiom', would then be vacuous as well as
etymologically inappropriate. Thus, the idiosyncratic definition of
idiom in Hackett 1956 is usually discounted; see, for example, Xakkai
1972:33.
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A more fundanental reason seems to be the following.
Demythologization, as we have seen, destroys the original
(metaphorical) description-evoking force of a lexical expression, and
turns that expression into a nere label of what it once described. If
the expression is a single word, even though its referential power is
greatly diminished by demythologization, the word does not change its
essential semantic function - the lack of syntactic structure of a
word ensures that this function can only ever be nominative or
labelling. The original descriptive force of the word was only ever
evoked, not explicit. But in the case of an expression of more than
one word, the original descriptive force is explicit, residing in the
structure, albeit compressed, of the expression. The whole point of
the move from the use of words on their own to the use of words in
combination is to enable the expression of propositions, the making of
statements. A statement speaks 'about' a referent, and to speak about
a referent can only be to speak about it in terns of another referent.
Yet the semantic function of a demythologized collocation is
nominative or labelling inasmuch as what was once metaphorically
described/evoked by the collocation is now directly signified by the
collocation - this is indicated most extremely by the tendency to
gloss idioms, especially semantically exocentric ones (for our use of
'endo/exocentric' in this section, cf. Bloomfield 1935:235f.), by one-
word equivalents: e.g., kick the bucket means 'die'.
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Thus, when a collocation. (as opposed to a word) is demythologized it
changes its semantic function from descriptive to, or at least toward,
nominative whilst retaining its syntactic structure as a descriptive
(proposition-expressing) combination. It masquerades as a description
but is used more like a label.
This kind of relationship between level of semantic deviancy and type
of syntactic structure is attested elsewhere in language. Commenting
on des nuages essouffles and le chenil volt le garcon, Ostrá (1977:71)
clains that, although the same sort of breach of selectional
restrictions and semantic deviation occurs in both, the latter
expression is more difficult to comprehend probably because "la
deviation senantique se realise idi sous forme du predicat explicite,
ce qui la fait sentir comma noins admissible." Similarly, idiomatic
collocations are (perceived as) idions because their semantic function
is disconsonant with their syntactic form - further, semantically
exocentric idioms like kick the bucket and bite the dust seen more
'idiomatic' than endocentric structures like black as the ace of
spades and blind alley:
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D. IDIOMS AND CONPOSITIONALITY
At first sight, certain idiomatic collocations speak against what we
we have claimed. Take as an example, sweet Fanny Adams. Now,
inasmuch as the original collocation is composed of a modified noun-
phrase and a 'translation' like 'absolutely nothing' realizes this
same structure, there is no difference in 'structural perception'
between the original and the contemporary usage of the collocation.
But this is to miss the point that the collocation as originally used
described 'absolutely nothing' by evoking a 'myth' (of sailors' meat
and Victorian infanticide; for a detailed account see Annette Booth's
article on p.14 of the Sunday Times, 22 August, 1982) - it was not
directly interpreted in some word-for-word manner as 'absolutely
nothing'. How could it be! Clearly, now, the collocation labels what
it once described/evoked, and is, thus, according to our analysis an
idiom, even though for the purposes of perceiving its idiomaticity,
the native-speaker is more aware of its lack of compositional
semantics than the discrepancy of descriptive and labelling
structures.
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Of course, lack of compositional semantics has traditionally been
presented as the in criterion of idionaticity, and there are indeed
many collocations of the sweet Fanny Adans type in respect of which
speakers are alerted to the presence of idiomaticity more by semantic
than by structural mismatch. Nonetheless, we argue that it is the
occurrence, and perception, of structural incongruity at some point in
the history of the development of a collocation that turns it into an
'idiom'. Any subsequent loss of mismatch, so that the idiom appears
idiomatic only because of a lack of compositionality, is the result of
conceptual simplification and re-ordering of the reference of the
collocation to better fit the structure of the collocation. (This
process is encouraged by the fundamental psychological tendency to
reduce referentially complex structures into conceptual simples ready
for linguistic encoding [which encoding subsequently tends to confirm
the psychological reality of the concept rather than the referent
Itself]. A table, for example, is conceptualized, and lexicalized, as
a single unit, table, rather than as a more complex relationship of
legs to surface.) In the case of a 'simplified' collocational
reference, the 'meaning' assigned to each component can be extremely
vague, but as long as its referential function, say, attribute or
object, matches the syntactic function of its appertaining
collocational component, this is sufficient to ensure that the only
perceptual index of the collocation's idiomatic status is its non-
compositionality.
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Clearly, then, non-conpositionality can be utilized as an important
sign of idionaticity, even though, as we have explained, we do not
believe it to be the major criterion. Our rejection of an 'idioms-as-
non-compositional' approach is also valid for the following reason.
Suppose that nowadays most speakers of English understand bite the
dust as 'die', but do not in interpreting the expression thus mentally
participate in the (Vild Vest?) 'myth' behind the meaning 'die'. The
collocation is, then, today, by our criterion, an 'idiom', even though
once, undoubtedly, it was a vivid metaphor. But as far as a
s compositionalist s approach is concerned, bite the dust does not
'compositionally mean' 'die' today
when first introduced into the
approach, that is to say, does not
any less or any more than it did
language. A 'conpositionalist'
cater for degrees of idiomaticity;
it fails to appreciate the dynamic character of language. To be sure,
a 'compositionalist' approach can discriminate between literal and
non-literal applications of a collocation. But this facility is
almost valueless if we assume that collocations of words become
'buried metaphors' (see above, Sect. A) as frequently as individual
words. A 'compositionalist' approach to idioms reflects the more
general errors of compositional analysis, for example, in viewing
'meanings' as discretely distributable over specific lexical items and
the syntactic bonds amongst them, and in regarding relations between
words and objects as predominantly 'literal', thus doing no justice to
the fact that language does not, cannot, mirror reality but merely
offers tokens and structures as perceptual markers to assist in the
analysis and communication of an infinite and ever-changing state.
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E. EVIDENCE FOR IDIONATICITY AS A CHANGE IN TYPE OF REFERENCE
What we have so far claimed is that the more 'idiomatic' a collocation
is (the more its explicit structure as figurative description or
proposition is ignored), the more the collocation will be used in, and
perceived as possessing, a labelling semantic function and the less
relevant (the more 'forgotten') will be the means (expressed in the
syntactic form of the collocation) by which this function is, or
rather was, achieved. This process of idiomatization may be called
the function-endorsing tendency. But language only unwillingly
accepts 'meaninglessness' of any kind, including the loss of the
actively perceived meanings of components in a restricted
collocation. This unwillingness is manifested in a second, opposing,
structure-preserving, tendency. Both tendencies can be especially
well illuminated by examining archaic and related components that
the speaker feels possess no meaning, either because the referent no
longer occurs in the speaker's perceived world or because it is now
expressed by a different lexical item
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1. THE STRUCTURE-PRESERVING TENDENCY
Occasionally, archaisms and their kin witness to the awareness within
a language of a break-down in the relationship between the (apparent)
descriptive reference of a collocation and its (actual) labelling
reference and to the language's efforts to restore that relationship.
Often by slight phonetic adjustment of a (no longer understood)
component collocational (and compositional) meaning is regained
through a different figure (although this different figure nay in turn
eventually lead to a different collocational meaning or to a loss of
'idionaticity'). For example:
spoil a ship for	 a ha'p'orth of tar< sheep (facilitated by
dialect variation);
plain as a pikestaff < packstaff
	
(of pedlar) (Smith
1943:187:n.1);
on the right/wrong track (New Generation Dictionary) ?<
tack (OED; which also attests the track version, at least in
embryonic form, s.v. track, 9 [on the false trac13);
rule the roost (New Generation Dictionary) < roast (OED
Dr Johnson, under roast, suggests derivation from 	 roist
'tumult');
bride-soma	 < bryd-guna	 'bride's	 man')	 (Bloomfield
1935:423);
shame-faced < sham(e)-fast 'Rudest' (ibid.);
tamber dans les poxilas 'faint' < Rama	 'swoon'	 (archaic)
(Baisset 1978:59).
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Occasionally, if a component is homonymous, an obsolete meaning may be
exchanged for a current one with no change in the collocational
meaning.	 Thus, for example, with call a	 spade a spade where
sixteenth-century spade meant 'prostitute' (Wescott 1981:219).
	 On
the other hand, the meaning might change drastically.
	 For example
Modern Hebrew has the expression m ,, n1101 nlort, interpreted as 'ass
of two she-asses', i.e., 'complete idiot'.	 However, the 'idiom'
apparently derives from Judges 15.16 where, in a complex paronomasia,
nion means not (or, at least, not only) 'ass', but, given context
and parallelism, 'pile', the meaning of a homonym not extant in Modern
Hebrew - see Ballinger 1898:288; Landau 1974:97f.; Segert 1984:456.
(Landau's claim that association of the ass with stupidity is absent
from earlier Hebrew-speaking communities [cf. Brown 1954:55] is
uncertain in view of Psalms 32.9. For the form of the expression
compare onicern mil, "one,	 two wombs = one, two (captured)
concubines (soldier's slang)" (KB, s. v. cirm) at line	 7 of the
Xesha Inscription.)
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2. THE FUNCTION-ENDORSIEG TENDENCY
The preceding examples attest the structure-preserving tendency which
facilitates alteration of the sense of a component in order to
naintain descriptive, hence, 'non-idiomatic s , collocational meaning.
However, even they witness to the function-endorsing tendency in two
ways. First, the very fact that a component needs to be adjusted
indicates the degree to which the descriptive meaning of a collocation
has been superseded by its idiomatic, labelling, function. Secondly,
the actual (idiomatic) reference of a collocation thus altered tends
not to change.	 If Dr Johnson's suggestion about roist is correct,
the 'rationalization' of the idiom concerned into a significantly
different figurative	 description with roost, has changed the
effective, idiomatic, neaning of the idiom hardly at all.
	
Similarly
with sheep and ship, two very different pictures lead to an
identical idiomatic meaning. Vhy? Because the picture, the syntactic
structure of either form of the collocation as descriptive expression,
is simply (increasingly) irrelevant. This is most strikingly
evidenced by those 're-analyzed' components the meanings of which have
subsequently become obsolescent again (e.g., the noun in plain as a
pikestaff).
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That structure-preservation is subordinate to the function-endorsing
tendency is evidenced by collocations which continue to retain
unaltered archaisms despite their 'meaninglessness'. The very
presence of a (synchronically) 'meaningless' word in a collocation
evidences that collocation's loss of the proposition- or description-
expressing referential power that one would predict it to have on the
basis of its external form. How can the collocation 'describe'
anything when it lacks formal elements with which to describe!
Sometimes such an expression disappears, as in the case of the
proverbial collocation When bale is hext, boot is next "Caen
melancholy (cf. baleful) is highest, good fortune (cf. booty)	 is
nearest' (Wescott 1981:219). But frequently archaic or obscure
vocabulary is retained in semantically vacuous expansions of
collocations which must, therefore, function purely as labels.
Examples are (with) might and .min, time and	 tide, Alta and
kin (see Ch. 5, Sect. F, 2), rain cats and dogs, bile and cry,
chop and change, rack and ruin.
It night be argued that these data do not assist in confirming our
hypothesis about the semantic function of idiomatic collocations -
archaic components ensure such an impoverished, merely labelling,
semantic function for any combinations within which they occur simply
because they cannot, qua archaisms, make a contribution to the
meaning of these combinations.
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But what we claim is that the semantic function of idioms, as
outlined, encourages the semantic obsolescence of components
because the reference of an idiom is reduced from descriptive to
'nominative', the meaning or lack of it of one or more of its
components is simply not noticed. Put differently, speakers are too
busy using an idiom in its idiomatic meaning to concern themselves
with what it should mean (in terns of its components).
There is, in fact, independent evidence at a purely synchronic level
which supports our stance on why collocations attract archaisms. For
instance, Sinclair (1966:424) points out that certain collocations
exist in longer and shorter form; his exanple is fed up (to the back
teeth). Don't count your chickens (before they've hatched) would
be another. Clearly, the fuller structure of such expressions is
being brought into line with their reduced or reducing referential
function - the two examples are at different stages of transformation;
speakers would probably regard the longer version of the first case as
a non-standard redundant expansion and the shorter version of the
second as a non-standard contraction. But in both cases what is of
primary importance is that the (formal) contraction should happen at
all. We also believe that the presence of many proverb-derived
collocations in English and other languages (for Modern Hebrew, see
Mir 1971:115) results from a progressive reduction in the perceived
reference of the longer form. The shorter forms should not be
explained merely as 'abbreviated reference' to the longer forms (cf.
Cram 1980:15, Green 1975, Wescott 1981:215).
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Further support for our position is provided by Nir (1975 16,n.10):
The phenomenon of ascribing the meaning of the whole expression
to one of its components is rather common; cf., the [Hebrew] word
sa l ad [which] acquired the meaning of the
	 idiom sa'ad ii ho
('ate'), its original meaning being 'supported'.
(The literal meaning of the 'idiom' is 'he supported his heart'.) The
sane situation is reflected, temporarily, in connection with the
biblical expression zrr-nx 221 'steal the heart'	 meaning
'deceive', it occurs twice in Gen. 31 (vv. 20,26) in connection with
Jacob's deception of Laban (elsewhere the expression is found at
2 Samuel 15.6). However, at v. 27 ::a alone is used to convey the
meaning of the whole expression.
Finally, we note collocations like dog-rougli and plain as a
pikestaff, where each expression as a whole has exactly the sane
ambiguity of the underlined word used independently (respectively,
'uncouth' and 'exhausted'; 'obvious' and 'not good-looking') - the
non-underlined words to be referentially valid in both interpretations
must have 'meanings' generalized to the point of senantic vacuity (in
spite of the fact that the second collocation has undergone
'structure-preservation' - see above).
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The loss of connection between idionatic labelling function and
originally descriptive structure is evidenced as well in collocations
the structures of which have been changed for no apparent good
semantic reason by, for instance, syntactic re-analysis. An English
example is fine tooth comb which has undergone the structural change
[A+1U+N > A+EN+H) (Wood 1981:83). From an early interpretation of
Isaiah 40.3 cones A voice crying in the wilderness, which has
passed via the New Testament into European languages and indeed 'back'
into Modern Hebrew (Landau 1974:96), even though the context and
punctuation (see GK 15f, 4a-b; 146b; Shohet 1968:57) of the Xasoretic
Text supports the
	 interpretation A voice crying 'In the
wilderness...' .
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The pre-eminence of the labelling function of an idiom and the
complete loss of its descriptive structure reaches its apogee in
those cases where a collocation cones to be analyzed as a
syntactically simple lexical item (albeit with a complex morphology).
Temporarily this occurs in, for example, he Ir.o.'d him for he
_knocked him out, and at the phonological level, there is the well-
known propensity of English 'idiomatic' compounds to adopt the stress
pattern of a single word. But a total, morpho-syntactic, change may
also occur. English examples are handicap (from hand in cap, an
epithet of races in which competitors deposited forfeit money in a
hat: the resulting formation is similar to non-contracted handiwork
< Old English handgewearc; OED), handkerchief (from hand cover
chief, where chief means modern French chef - OED), and the
pronunciation 'fond' for fore-head (Bloomfield 1935:416: see also
ibid.:148 on "shortened by-forms [of]... common formulas of social
intercourse"). 'Condensed collocations' like these subsequently
behave as normal lexical items - handicap, for example, developed a
secondary meaning (originally metaphorical) of 'disability', and
handkerchief was further contracted to hanky. Contraction of a
more syntactic (less morphological) nature is seen in the following
data from Canadian French provided at Boisset 1978:24:
Paul est tin m'as-tu-vu 'Paul is a bragger',
Patrick et Bernard sont des m'as-tu-vu
'Patrick and Bernard are braggers',
*Patrick et Bernard sent des nous-avez-vous-vu.
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A related, although more artificial, synchronically observable,
process is that of 'blending', resulting in 'portmanteau' words. This
is especially prevalent in later forms of Hebrew (Kir 1980; cf.
Bloomfield 1935:488 on a similar phenomenon in Russian), where it is
sometimes associated with obvious 'idionatization' of the resulting
expression: e.g., 710ff (tapu:z) 'orange' from ZNT-M1017	 (111:11:ax
Zabav) 'apple of gold'	 and ftil (du:a2) 'report' from 112=1 111
(Di:n V-Xesbbon) 'trial and calculation'.	 In	 English,	 compare
pelican crossing, now understood almost exclusively in paradigmatic
relationship with zebra crossing- few speakers seem consciously
aware of the originally acronymdc structure, namely pedestrian light-
control crossing.
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F. THE RECOVERY OF IDIOMATIC MEANING
Thus, our task is to analyze exactly how far the reference expressed
by the labelling function of a collocation has superseded the
reference expressed by its descriptive form, to what degree the
descriptive form is still 'meaningful' or 'perceptually relevant'.
Figurative relations of every kind present themselves to the native
speaker who needs to create a compositional interpretation for an
idiomatic meaning. 	 Boisset (1978:135) claims the existence of an
infinite number of metaphorical processes. Even an idiom as
recalcitrant as kick the bucket has been known to undergo re-analysis
(Jakkai 1975:22f.). Of course historical genuineness of reference and
logical coherence of explanation are only incidental here. For
Xakkai's informants who understand kick the bucket as referring to
old-style execution in which a pail is kicked from under the feet of a
suspended malefactor, this expression is no longer an idiom, at least
not a strong idiom, even though the explanation has been invented not
resurrected, and in spite of the fact that one should expect this
explanation to yield the meaning 	 not 'die'.
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Such re-analysis prevents the evolution of the vast maJority of a
language's collocations into 'absolute' idioms, in the sense of
collocations for which there is no possibility evident of explaining
their actual idiomatic meanings in terns of any literal or figurative
description conveyed (including 'evoked') by them. But they may
Justly be labelled as 'idiomatic' to a large extent. For even though
their meanings are cognizable by native-speakers in terns of the
description/evocation conveyed by the form of the collocation, they
are only actively known by him or her on reflection, if asked directly
about the 'literal' or 'original' meaning of such expressions, or if
(deliberately) presented with a situation that forces a re-thinking
and a semantic re-enriching of them (Caird 1980:153 has examples from
"theolcgical jargon"). Normally, though, "Ve no longer think of cars
running or legs of triangles or catching colds as metaphors" (Ortony-
Reynolds-Arter 1978:925)
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The situation is represented, in a crude fashion, in the following
diagrams. The first shows a compositional or 'literal' reading of
bite the dust, such as one night encounter in connection with a
conversation about things children put in their nouths. The second
relates to an 'early collocational' (the temporal term should not be
taken to imply that lack of tine within the language is the nost
relevant correlate of this type of expression) reading ('die') of the
sane expression such that the expression is actively perceived as a
'netaphor'. The third diagram compares this situation with that which
pertains to a 'late collocational' or 'idiomatic' collocation, where
the expression is perceived as a label, even though the
'propositional' derivation of this 'labelling' sense is synchronically
cognizable. This differs from the situation illustrated by kick the
bucket in the final diagram where no propositional derivation is
(normally) synchronically cognizable. In the diagrans, w means 'word'
or component of an expression, d represents the i designatune or
referent signified by a word or a combination, and p ('proposition')
shows how the 'meanings' of the designata are combined into a
proposition.
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1. <- 	 	 p(dl+d2+d3+d4+d5)-
	 >
dl	 d2	 d3	 d4	 d5
wl	 w2	 w3	 w4	 w5
JOHN	 BIT	 THE	 DUST	 YESTERDAY
2. <-	
	
p(d1+Ed2+d3+d43+d5)--------------->
<------p(d2+d3+d4) 	 >
dl	 d2	 d3	 d4	 d5
wl	 w2	 w3	 w4	 w5
JOHN	 BIT	 THE	 DUST	 YESTERDAY
3. <---------------p(d1+Ed2+d3+d47+d5) 	 ->
I< - - - -p(d2+d3+d4)
	 >3
dl	 d2	 d3	 d4	 d5
wl	 w2	 w3	 w4	 w5
JOHN	 BIT	 THE	 DUST	 YESTERDAY
4. 	 p(d1+(d2+d3+d4l+d5) 	
dl	 d2	 d3	 d4	 d5
wl	 w2	 wO	 w4	 w5
JOHN	 KICKED	 THE	 BUCKET YESTERDAY
Long ago, Dean Trench outlined the sane situation with reference to
individual words most lucidly:
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[A] word will travel on by slow and regularly progressive courses
of change, itself a faithful index of changes going on in society
and in the minds of men, till at length everything is changed
about it.... There may be said to be three leading phases which
the word successively presents.... At first it grows naturally
out of its own root, is filled with its own natural meaning.
Presently the word allows another meaning, one superinduced on
the former, and foreign to its etymology, to share with the other
in the possession of it, on the ground that where the former
exists, the latter commonly co-exists with it. At the third
step, the newly introduced meaning.., has thrust out the
original.., possessor altogether.... The three successive stages
may be represented by a, ab, b....
Ye are not to suppose that in actual fact the transitions from
one signification to another are so strongly and distinctly
marked, as I have found it convenient to mark them here. Indeed
it is hard to imagine anything more gradual, more subtle and
imperceptible, than the process of change. The manner in which
the new meaning first insinuates itself into the old, and then
drives out the old, can only be compared to the process of
petrifaction... - the water... successively displacing each
several particle of that which is brought within its power, and
depositing a stony particle in its stead, till, in the end, while
all appears to continue the sane, all has in fact been thoroughly
changed. (Trench 1862:205f.)
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Although such 'petrifaction' (represented by the fourth of our
diagrans) is relatively conmon in respect of individual words, we
believe it to be very rare in any language for collocations. One
token of this rarity is the monotonous re-appearance of kick the
bucket in analyses of idions. Language tolerates utter arbitrariness
of signification only in respect of minimal signs, up to the level of
the word. Such arbitrary signs cannot themselves combine to
constitute arbitrary units, and, as we have seen, language has many
means not so much to prevent the emergence of this type of arbitrary
structure as to adjust itself so that the anomaly is no longer felt to
be such. The persistence in languages of the occasional absolute
idiom is itself an object of interesting study, which we believe must
concern itself with the lexical and referential reasons for the
absolute loss of a synchronically cognizable compositional or
'propositional' reading of a collocation, in view of the fact, as we
see it, that the primitive antecedent of any 'pure' idiom must have
been introduced into its very first dialect not as an idiom but as a
fully and actively comprehended 'descriptive' expression (cf. Sect.
B). Pure idions, that is, are deviant adults, not nalformed infants.
However, for the purposes of the present work, our main interest is in
collocations exemplifying the second and third situations represented
in the diagrams.
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An explanation of why there should be so many collocations, especially
of the second and third kinds, is not attempted in the present work.
That they should then become 'restricted', that is, perceived as
single wholes rather than as lexical composites, seems to relate, at
least in part, to ease of perception. A collocation that replaces or
exists alongside a simple 'label', will tend to lose, in the language-
user's perception its internal 'descriptive' semantic structure as its
'labelling' function comes to be perceived as paranount, partly
because the area of reference now expressed in 'descriptive' manner by
the collocation has already been encoded for the speaker by means of a
structurally simple nominative sign. The nominative function also
tends to dominate because, in the terms of our diagrams, it is easier
to interpret at the s topnost' level, treating collocations as
equivalent to lexical simples, without continually 'descending' to
interpret the propositional content of a collocation in its own right.
Bolinger has expressed the same thought thus:
The landscape of frozen forms is a jagged one, here and there
rising to great heights of morphemes piled on norphemes, in
between sinking to levels only one or two morphenes deep.
Disambiguation follows a course that skins the top. At no time
does it go morpheme by morpheme. (Bolinger 1965:571)
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Interpretative 'laziness' like this serves to re-inforce the
perception of the collocation as such (i.e., as a syntactically
complex expression being oddly used as a 'label') without removing the
possibility of retrieving its internal propositional relationships.
Our stance here is consistent with experimental psychological evidence
which suggests that the 'neanings' of 'idioms' are accessed directly,
without first 'composing' a literal meaning and that the idiomatic
meaning of an idiom is accessed faster than its compositional one
(see, e.g., Ortony-Reynolds-Antos 1978; Swinney & Cutler 1979).
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Between the situations illustrated in the second and third diagrams
lies an infinity of degrees of active or merely latent cognizability,
of 'freshness of metaphor'. Unlike 'pure' idioms, for which there is
no longer a 'cognitive bridge' between the actual idiomatic meaning
and the apparent compositional meaning, in the case of collocations
possessing a lesser degree of idionaticity there is indeed such a
'cognitive bridge', but this bridge is rarely used; speakers simply
stay on the side of the actual idiomatic meaning, only crossing back
and forth when explicitly required. In the naive native-speaker
perception the differing lengths of bridges to different collocations
is only of significance when the native-speaker is asked to cross it;
hence, he or she possesses only a fairly crude idea of differing
degrees of idioraticity - an idiom is an idiom is an idiom. But for
the purposes of scientific inquiry, the length of the bridge, as
demonstrated by the difficulty experienced in crossing it, that is,
the perceived obviousness or lack of obviousness of the answer to the
question 'Why does collocation x mean so-and-so", is the key to the
attempt to assign each 'non-absolutely idiomatic' collocation to its
place on a scale of yarying degrees of idionaticity.
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G. FRO* THEORY TO ANALYSIS
The preceding 'theory of idioms' relates to our proposed study of the
substitutional restrictions of collocations in the following, rather
obvious, way. A commonly accepted index of a collocation's semantic
specialization or i denotivation' is its apparent inability to retain
its meaning when a standard synonym of one its components is
substituted for that component, or to change its meaning in the
expected way if the component is replaced by a lexical item with which
it shares a standard semantic relationship (such as antonymy). Given
our account of the semantic structure of an idiomatic collocation this
feature is obvious. If no mismatch between syntactic form and
semantic function were present, there would be no problem in
manipulating the components to alter or retain the meaning of the
collocation in a predictable manner. This meaning would be a logical
consequence of the syntactico-semantic relationship of the meanings of
the components, instead of being, as in the case of 'idiomatic'
collocations discussed, more or less divorced from it.
Following the same argument, we hypothesize, as outlined in Ch. 5,
that the extent of this divorce can be measured as a function of the
degree to which the components of a collocation are or are not
amenable to lexical manipulation. In the following chapter, we
develop a simple means of examining the permitted degree of lexical
substitution.
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PART III
A STATISTICAL HYPOTHESIS
CHAPTER 7
MEASURING IDIOMS
A. PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT COLLOCATIONAL-STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF IDIOMS
INTRODUCTION
Up to this point we have established, broadly, a feature of many
collocations, 'stability', which we believe can be measured and
utilized as a criterion of degree of idionaticity. Not only have we
shown the desirability of accounting for aspects of meaning 'formally'
both in general terns and specifically in connection with idioms, but
we have also suggested a 'theory of idions' that is compatible with
our emphasis on stability. In Sect. B of this chapter, we outline the
measure of stability to be used in our analysis. Before turning to
this task we examine three other formal and statistical approaches to
Idiom analysis.
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1. SINCLAIR-JONES-DALEY 1970
Within a report of various collocational analyses presented by
Sinclair, Jones, and Daley in 1970 is a section devoted to idioms.
Here and elsewhere we find a number of measures of relevance to a
scalar classification and measurement of idioms, although these are
rarely developed by Sinclair, Jones, and Daley.
Sinclair, Jones, and Daley first try to exploit a possible definition
of idioms as "A sequence of words in a fixed order, occurring very
commonly in the language" (Sinclair-Jones-Daley 1970:90). However,
the formula they employ to measure statistically significant
association of components proved impractical, consuming large amounts
of computer time (ibid.:91) - it is not specified whether the time
mentioned is cpu, punch-card-operator tine, etc. Sinclair, Jones, and
Daley also complain that the method produces a large number of
obviously unidiomatic data (ibid.), but this criticism night derive
simply from their (non-scalar) assumption that an expression must be
either an idiom or a non-idiom.
In the end, they decided to collect
fifty examples of the idiom [red lerrlDe.., with fifty examples
each of the two [component] words occurring separately. The
contexts in which they occurred were recorded up to a span of tit.
(Ibid.:94)
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The results of this method, detailed at Sinclair-Jones-Daley
1970:245ff. (Appendix 6v1), cast light on both positive and negative
features of collocational method in general. For example, in one
group (1) red herring appears twice under herring as a culinary item,
because the span includes the word fish. In another group (3), under
the influence of the word communist/A the idiom appears with red in a
political sense. Another, "unclassified" list groups together 29
Instances of the idiom, eleven of red in its basic, colour, sense, and
four of herring(s) in its literal sense. More positively, another
group (10) consists of all and only the non-idiomatic occurrences of
red herring thus vindicating to some extent the claim that:
it is to be expected that the collocational pattern of a word
when it is part of an idiom will be quite different from that of
the sane word used independently. (Ibid.: 91).
Compare:
In essence we pick out a polynorphemic item when its cluster
[i.e., the words with which it significantly collocates] cannot
be predicted from the clusters of its components (Sinclair
1966:423);
[T]he composite element can exhibit its own distribution qua
compositum (Mitchell 1971:50)
Although the method of Sinclair, Jones, and Daley in itself is of
little practical relevance to our own analysis, this is not true of
the following passage which develops their insight about the
collocational peculiarity of an idiom in the context of a discussion
of (the disambiguation of) homographs:
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Given sufficient data... they [sail. idioms] night be found by a
two stage procedure. Stage one would consist of the splitting of
ambiguous words into homographs according to their collocational
patterns. In stage two, the interaction between homographs would
be examined. If two homographs were mutually defining, e.g. word
A was a strong discriminator of a homograph of 14 and the word B
a strong discriminator of a homograph of A, it would be a good
objective indication that they constituted an idiom. (Sinclair-
Jones-Daley 1970:109)
By "strong discriminator", Sinclair, Jones, and Daley seem to mean an
item which collocates with another relatively frequently. They do not
provide any measure of such 'relative frequency' in connection with
their discussion of idioms. However, they do mention, in another
context, a property of idioms which suggests that it can be assessed.
The relevant property is what Sinclair, Jones, and Daley call
'position-dependence'. Position-dependence of a word within a 'span'
(an 'environment') of other words is most obviously associated with
'grammatical words', but "lexical items" may also "enter into
position-dependent collocations when they form either an idiomatic
phrase or a very common grammatical construction" (ibid.:80).
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The position-dependence of idioms is implied by the first definition
of Sinclair, Jones, and Daley ("words in a fixed order"; see above),
and it is this feature which, as we pointed out in Ch. 5, Sect. D,
makes idioms in some ways rather easy to analyze in terms of both
computerization and statistical quantification - had Sinclair, Jones,
and Daley paid more attention to this fact they night have chosen a
substantially simpler metric for their initial attempt to identify
idioms. (The one chosen had been previously used for the analysis of
more complex 'position-independent' collocational relationships.)
'Positionally-dependent strong discrimination' would seen to be a
close relative of the property of 'stability' which we have already
claimed is a basic characteristic of idioms.
In fact, Sinclair, Jones, and Daley actually provide a measure of
position-dependence, although it is not presented as such:
[A]lthough there is only one measure of association between the
two words the and cathode, the degree of prediction exercised by
each word is very different. Given the word the, the likelihood
that it will be followed by cathode on any one occasion is small,
whereas the likelihood that an occurrence of cathode will be
preceded by the is much higher. The probability that a
particular collocate will follow the node can be calculated by
dividing the total number of node occurrences into the number of
intercollocations; no account is taken of the text length or the
frequency of the collocate. The resulting figure will always be
a fraction of 1.0 but the closer it is to the whole number, the
greater is the probability. (Ibid.:61)
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As will be seen in Sect. B, this asure forms the basis of our own
techniques to measure 'stability'.
2. BERRY-ROGGHE 1973, 1974
Four years later Godelieve Berry-Rogghe had published two papers about
the statistical analysis of collocations which touch upon our proposed
study. For example, in the second paper, Berry-Rogghe describes:
a way of automatically constructing a lexicon of phrasal verbs
given a vast amount of... data and adequate statistical
procedures (Berry-Rogghe 1974:18).
The variables she enumerates in both papers are as follows:
Z: Total number of wards (i.e., tokens) in the text;
A: A given node occurring in the text Fn times;
B: A collocate of A occurring in the text Fc tines;
I: lumber of co-occurrences of B and A;
S: Span size, "that is, the number of items on either side of the
node considered as its environment." (see Berry-Rogghe
1973:104).
From these may be calculated:
p: "The probability of Itoccurring at any place where A does not
occur"; p=Fc/(Z-Fn);
E: "The expected number of co-occurrences"; E=p x Fn x S;
z: The 'z-score' which measures to what extent "the difference
between observed and expected frequencies is statistically
significant" - z=(K-E)+N/Eq (where q=1-p) (ibid.).
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There are a number of superficial flaws in Berry-Rogghe's
presentation. (1) The formula for E is incorrect and should read
E=p.Fn.2S (see Sinclair 1966a:418). (2) Berry-Rogghe appears to use
neither the corrected nor the uncorrected version of the formula. For
example, in the following data presented in Berry-Rogghe 1973:106,
according to Berry-Rogghe's statements elsewhere Z=71595, Fn=83, and
2S=6:
Collocate g. F_Q E. z -score
THE 35 2368 20.6315 3.2978
THIS 22 252 2.1955 13.3937
15 1358 11.5661 0.9316
But if we assume the figures for Z, Fn, and 2S to be as stated, the E
and z-score figures should be for THE 16.4904 and 4.6355, for THIS
1.7549 and 15.3095, and for A 9.4569 and 1.8199. Assuming that only Z
and Fn are correct, Berry-Rogghe's figures can only be achieved by
using a 25 of approximately 7.4 (i.e., 3.2 words on either side!).
Nor is this an isolated example. Of all the tables of data supplied
by Berry-Rogghe, only the one at Berry-Rogghe 1974:22 seems to tally
precisely with the figures already supplied. (3) No special treatment
is reserved for an item occurring in such a position that it falls
within the span of two occurrences of a single node or for a collocate
that occurs more than once within a single span (see, e.g., the
figures for SOLD at Berry-Rogghe 1973:110). ([4] There is an apparent
confusion in the 1973 data between WHERE and THERE and between A and
OR and with the figures for BEFORE and SOMETHING.)
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On more general grounds there are reasons for questioning Berry-
Rogghe's methods. It seems to us that she has attached too great a
significance to the probability of each item within the corpus as a
whole, namely Fc/(Z-Fn). High-frequency words will, as a natter of
course, tend to associate with nodes, especially where a span is large
('function words' in particular may even occur more than once within a
span). Thus they tend to acquire high z-scores even though their
attraction to the node is of little significance (cf. Haskell
1971:162; Sinclair 1966:417). (Moreover, because the z-scores of high-
frequency items are exaggerated those of low-frequency items are
unduly diminished.) Thus, despite the high degree of probability of
statistical association (z ) 2.58; see Berry-Rogghe 1973:107), several
of the z-score-significant collocates of HOUSE (using a span of 3;
2S=6) listed below (from Berry-Rogghe 1973:109) do not form obvious
syntagnatic ties with HOUSE.
Colic :te z-score
SOLD 24.0500
COMMONS 21.2416
DECORATE 19.9000
THIS 13.3937
EMPTY 11.9090
BUYING 10.5970
PAINTING 10.5970
OPPOSITE 8.5192
LOVES 6.4811
OUTSIDE 5.8626LIVED
FAMILY
REMEMBER
FULL
AT
INTO
THE
HAS
5.6067
4.3744
3.9425
3.8209
3.6780
3.5792
3.2978
2.9359
14?
'ore significantly for our own intended analysis, Berry-Rogghe's model
takes no account of the fixed order of components within idioms (see
part 1 of this section). If a span of one (25=2) is chosen, the
results of an operation utilizing it will be valid equally for items
occurring imnediately before the node as for those occurring
imnediately after it. If the span is increased to two (25=4), results
will be valid equally for each of any four items surrounding the node.
Nor does the model pay attention to the proximity of a collocate to a
node. A collocate that enters the span when this is set at one is
accorded an evaluation no different from that of a collocate that
enters when the span is set at four (see, e. g., the entrance with
fourth-ranking z-score of FRONTS when the span from the node HOUSE was
increased; Berry-Rogghe 1973:110).
Such a model is useful for indicating the mere presence of
association, but it is insensitive to the type of collocational
relationship involved. FYI.= facie it is unlikely to be successful in
the study of that aspect of lexis which is characterized by
relationships of a highly stable nature.
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Thus, in respect of idiom-identification and -classification, Berry-
Rogghe's method, like that of Sinclair, Jones, and Daley, fails to
exploit the generally high levels of position-dependence and
structural invariability characterizing idioms. Moreover, the method
she employs is not only unduly complicated (for our purposes), but
also gives too much significance to absolute frequency within a corpus
rather than concentrating on the statistical relationships amongst the
components of collocations.
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The two computer-generated graphs at the end of Sect. A of this
chapter, which relate to data in, respectively, Berry-Rogghe 1973 and
Berry-Rogghe 1974, plot, in a very simple fashion, rank of z-score
against rank of K/Fc (the number of collocations divided by the
frequency of the collocate). Rote that this second variable is
similar to the one which Sinclair, Jones, and Daley (1970:61; see
above, Sect. A, 1) call "degree of prediction", and which we have
related to 'stability', although it does not utilize as data only
spans of 1 item Ranking by z-score is represented by the bisecting
straight line x=y; the jagged line indicates deviation from this of
ranking by K/Fc (for more information on how this type of graph is to
be read, see Ch. 10, Sect. C). Although there is no question of
identity, the degree of deviation is usually quite small, indicating
the possibility that K/Fc provides a simpler alternative to the z-
score as a means of ranking collocations in order of significance.
Moreover, it is less susceptible to the fault of Berry-Rogghe's metric
In that it is not so greatly influenced by frequency of occurrence.
For instance, THE (HOUSE) is ranked seventeenth in Berry-Rogghe's
figures (Berry-Rogghe 1973:108; see above) but only thirty-seventh on
ours. There thus seems to be good reason to explore the
'predictability' measure of Sinclair, Jones, and Daley (and Rir; see
above, Ch. 5, Sect. C), and to attach only with care importance to
measures of the sort proposed by Berry-Rogghe (and initially Sinclair,
Jones, and Daley) connecting degree of idiomaticity with statistical
significance of (unordered) co-occurrence.
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3. CHOJEKA-KLEII-IEUVITZ 1983
More recently, Choueka, Klein, and Heuwitz have published an
"algorithm" (Choueka-Klein-Ieuwitz 1983:34) for collecting "as a by-
product of the automatic processing of a large corpus... a list of
common... idioms... that occur frequently enough in that corpus"
(ibid.). This was to be achieved purely on the basis of "the
statistical aspects and the combinatorial properties of the words'
distributions in the text" (ibid.). Although their avowed intent is
simply to Identify rather than to classify or compare expressions,
Choueka, Klein, and Neuwitz do in fact utilize a scalar measure (see
below). Their approach has prim facie interest for our research as
well for the following reasons.
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First, the corpus utilized is Hebrew - "the RESPOISA database... of
the full and unaltered text of 176 volumes of Rabbinical documents"
(ibid.). Secondly, it exploits the general nature of idioms as "two
or more consecutive words" (ibid.; emphasis in original), a point we
have already stressed. Thirdly, it is 'inclusivist'; it is not
concerned solely with 'Fore idioms' (ibid.), thus allowing, as we
suggest, for 'degrees of idiomaticity'. Fourthly, a criterion that
Choueka, Klein, and Heuwitz offer for deciding that an expression is
'idiomatic' in this broad sense is 'whether a learned informant can
guess (knowing that he is dealing with an [idiomatic] expression) the
entire sequence once he has read (or heard) its beginning" (ibid.).
Although one might question the necessity of telling informants in
advance that the data are idiomatic, the criterion as a whole clearly
exploits "degree of prediction" (Sinclair, Jones, and Daley) or
'stability'. (That informants be "learned" is, of course, demanded by
the nature of the corpus.)
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Due to lack of computing resources Choueka, Klein, and Neuwitz only
examine expressions of two collocates in length. They also defend
this restriction because "most... longer expressions would be
identifiable.., by their beginnings" (ibid.) and because of the
relatively rich synthetic nature of Hebrew morphology which means that
two Hebrew words are often equivalent to a good deal more English
words. Clearly, this 'defence' implies a non-morphologically-
segmented and, presumably, non-lemmatized text and a definition of
'word' as 'word-form' rather than 'lexeme' or 'lemma'. Although the
use of such 'raw' text would produce poor results in our own analysis
(cf. Ch. 8, Sect. E), it is more justified for Choueka, Klein, and
Ieuwitz given the much larger size of their corpus (28,000,000 words).
Choueka, Klein, and Neuwitz discovered that a measure based on or
heavily influenced by the frequency of a collocate or of collocates
yields poor results noting that the most frequent pairs are formed by
'accidental concatenation', so to speak, of the most frequent words"
(Choueka-Klein-Ieuwitz 1983:35; see part 2 of this section). However,
they also admit that it cannot be completely discounted observing that
when such high-frequency collocates combine there is a narked and
statistically unexpected difference between the occurrences of the
combination in one order (AB) and the other (BA).
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Instead of concentrating, then, on frequency or significance of co-
occurrence, Choueka,' Klein, and leuwitz turn to what they call a
'neighbour-selectivity index' (NSI) which would reach a peak in the
case, for example, of "a word wl [which] occurs 50 tines in a given
corpus, and is invariably followed in all its occurrences there by the
sane word w2" (ibid.).
The formula that Choueka, Klein, and Neuwitz eventually utilize for
the ISI is as follows:
1 f(w)-d(w)	 1	 m(w)-n'<w)
_
2 f(w) -1	 2 f'(w) (1+SD'(w).4-n-(w)l
Definitions: - f(w): frequency of a given word, w. d(w): number
of different word-types immediately following w. m(w): frequency
after w of the comnonest item to follow w. n'(w): mean of
frequencies of all other collocates of w. SW(w): standard
deviation about n'(w). Note that primed (') variables involve
the use of pseudo-collocates in place of several low-frequency
(below 10 in the data analysed) ones.
Choueka-Klein-Neuwitz 1983 supplies few of the explicit data required
to check results and contains a number. of apparently erroneous
calculations. However, right at the end of this section, we provide a
computer-produced tabulation of data supplied or implied at Cho ueka-
Klein-Neuwitz 1983:38. ISIa represents the result of the first part
of the formula given, NSIb, the second.
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Choueka, Klein, and Heuwitz report a good correlation between success
in 'guessing' collocations by informants and degree of HSI. The equal
weighting of ASIa and HSIb is questionable, as it appears from our
data to be much more difficult to score a high HSIb than to score a
high ISIa. Also open to doubt is the value of combining a measure of
a set of collocational relationships (NSIa) with a measure of a
specific collocational relationship (ISIb) in this may.
ISla is a measure merely of what Xel i chuk (1960:20f.) calls the
'combinability' of a word w occurring f(w) tines (see Ch. 5, Sect. D).
As such it yields no explicit information about any specific 'idiom'
in which w occurs, but simply measures the number of different item-
types with which an item collocates. It could assist us in
determining the 'idiom-forming tendency' of a Nora (cf. Makkai 1978,
briefly discussed in Ch. 5, Sect. B), but is of less immediate use in
our present task of trying to establish whether one collocation is
more or less 'idiomatic' than another.
ISIb is a fairly sophisticated measure of the proportion of
collocations with w in which w's most frequent collocate participates.
However, this proportion is unduly elevated - as it stands, the
measure seens to assume that only one, the most frequent, collocate of
a particular item will form an 'idiomatic' collocation of any
significance with that item. Furthermore, two features of HSIb lead
to counter-intuitive results, if we regard HSIb as a potential measure
of differing degrees of idionaticity attaching to collocations.
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The first of these features is the employment of the mean and the
standard deviation about the mean of the frequencies of the collocates
occurring less than the most frequent collocate. In principle, this
element of the calculation allows the overall 'combinability' of an
item to be taken into account. In practice, it can lead to anomalous
results. For example, the formula for NSIb using the seventh item
from the data at the end of this chapter is filled out as follows:
286 - (11+6)/2	 277.50
ISIb-	 - 0.71/2 = 0.35.
303 x (1 + 2.5/8.5)	 392.12
However, let us now suppose a situation where four rather than two
collocates exist in addition to the most frequent collocate, occurring
in total the same number of times as before (17) and with a virtually
identical standard deviation (2.5). The formula will appear thus:
286 - (2+8+5+2)/4	 281.75
ISIb-	 = 0.58/2 = 0.26.
303 x (1 + 2.49/4.25)	 481.77
What is demonstrated here is that, in certain circumstances, NSIb
assigns a higher score to a collocate which has to 'compete' against
relatively few collocates to attain its supremacy than to a collocate
which has to 'compete' against relatively many. Yet we should surely
wish to claim the opposite, that the greater the number of words with
which a collocate can combine, the more remarkable it is that a single
one of these collocates takes up a high proportion of collocations of
the item.
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The second counter-intuitive feature of NSIb as a measure of
idionaticity concerns its utilization of only the 'frequency-within-a-
collocation' of a collocate rather than its overall frequency in the
corpus. Suppose, for exanple, that f(w) of a particular w is 100 and
m(w) of its most frequent collocate x is 50. Now x might occur so
frequently in the corpus that its appearance in this collocation 50
times is statistically completely expected. Yet Choueka, Klein, and
Neuwitz's measure assigns greater weight to this purely 'accidental'
collocation than it does to a collocate y which occurs 49 tines in the
corpus each time after the sane w with which x occurs.
The first criticism of NSIb suggests that we should not try to get a
single idiom-measuring formula to account for too many aspects of the
collocational attraction of a particular pair of items. Obviously, in
the long term, it is desirable to isolate and measure as many
variables as possible which might affect idionaticity, but initially
only what is considered to be the most fundamental aspect, should be
measured, lest the precise object of calculation becomes obscured
along with the exact significance of any results. In respect of the
second criticism, it seems that whereas Berry-Rogghe over-emphasizes
the overall frequency of collocates, Choueka, Klein, and Neuwitz have
Ignored it to the detriment of the usefulness of their measure beyond
their own immediate needs.
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DATA FROM BERRY -ROGGHE 1973:108
DATA FROM BURY-MCAFEE 1974:20
Deviation of M/Fc rank from 3-score rankin g (x=g) of 69 items
Deviation of Mac rank from 3-score ranking (x =g) of 23 items
DATA FROM OMURA -KLEIN -MINIM 1983:3a
f'60 MSIa MST]) HSI
564.00 .4991 .4982 .9973
248.00 .4980 .4919 .9899
116.50 .4915 .4871 .9786
116.00 .4957 .4655 .9612
328.62 .4635 .4951 .9586
204.00 .4975 .4167 .9142
303.00 .4967 .3538 .8505
110.00 .4954 .3636 .8590
639.71 .4746 .2797 .7543
1158.62 .4792 .2591 .7383
730.76 .4794 .2338 .7132
:1111 .141i
1460.67 .4891 .1420 .6311
97.04 .4069 .0974 .5043
67.76 .4300 .0626 .4926
273.95 .4265 .0287 .4552
499.69 .3791 .0670 .4461
f(w)	 cl(w) m(w) nqw) 9'(w)
564 2 563 1.0000 0.0000
248 2 246 2.0000 0.0000
118 3 115 1.5000 0.0000
116 2 112 4.0000 0.0000
371 28 327 1.6300 0.0000
204 2 187 17.0000 0.0000
303 3 286 8.5000 2.5000
110 2 95 15.0000 0.0000
689 36 586 13.3975 8.0398
1229 52 1013 29.1060 18.5933
776 33 614 20.5480 15.1323
2111 4/ 1761 511:1:
1512 34 955 126.4425 126.0420
146 28 51 15.3467 13.5843
101 15 33 17.3850 14.6150
375 56 60 34.6300 21.191?
787 191 201 55.3140 65.1111
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B. A MEASURE OF STABILITY
Exandnation of the previous analyses suggests that in approaching the
particular sort of collocational stability in which we are interested
we are best advised to concentrate not on statistical association as
such but, rather, on the position-dependent predictability of words in 
particular environments, that is the degree to which the presence of
word or words x entails the presence in a particular position of word
or words y. This approach, unlike Berry-Rogghe's, should have the
effect of including in the data collocations consisting wholly or in
part of low-frequency itens, and of excluding high-frequency
collocations which, nonetheless, do not possess the sort of
predictability with which we are concerned.
A first approxination to 'stability' is provided by analysis of
transition-probabilities. Suppose in a corpus x occurs 100 tines, y 3
times, and xy (in that order) 3 tines. The forward transition-
probability of x to y ( x4y) will be 3+100 or .03 whereas the backward
transition-probability of y to x (311-x) will be 3+3 or 1.0. An average 
transition-probability (xey) of (.03+1)+2 or .65 can then be stated.
Notice that the measure utilizes the total frequency of collocates,
not simply frequency within a collocation (as Choueka, Klein, and
Neuwitz), but ignores the corpus-probability of an item.
As we have seen (Sect. A, 1) transition-probability as a possible
measure of 'collocability' is implied in Sinclair-Jones-Daley 1970.
The significance of transition-probabilities within idioms was
explictly suggested, although not developed, by Damerau (1971:58f.):
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[O]tie expects idiom structures of the type 'immediate
constituent' to be characterized, in linguistic texts, by very
high forward transitions from IMMEDIATE to CONSTITUENT, and high
backward transitions from CONSTITUENT to IMMEDIATE. In lexical
analysis of linguistic texts, this word pair should be treated as
a unit and the transition probabilities may help us to isolate
such units.
Furthermore, a version of this measure has been utilized in a
Biblical-Hebrew study (Kaddari 1966) where it was found that the
ratio of the total frequency throughout the Bible of a component [of a
particular combination] to its frequency in close proximity to a
second (or subsequent) component [of that conbinationl a
 (ibid.:117;
orig. Hebrew) provided a good general indicator of the
compositionality or, alternatively, compounding of certain
collocations of nouns joined (sometimes) by 'and' or 'or'. (Note that
Kaddari measures this ratio only in respect of the least frequent,
hence, most 'favourable' component, and that the frequency of the
'combination' to which the ratio relates is the total of all
collocational associations amongst the components in question, not, as
in our analysis [see above, Ch. 5, Sect. D], just one, grammatically-
structured, sequence.)
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However, (average) transition-probability scores give no weight to
differing frequencies. Thus, 20y will always be .5 if the frequency
of x is exactly twice the frequency of xy regardless of the actual
frequencies involved. One way of overcoming this problem night be to
grade scores of equal transition-probability according to descending
frequency of occurrence of collocation. But, prima facie, this is
rather crude as it would still class a collocation that occurred 45
out of 100 times lower than one that occurred five out of ten times.
Intuition suggests that although transition-probability, the ratio of
collocation-occurrences to collocate-occurrences, is of fundamental
significance, this has to be weighed against the need to take into
account substantially different frequencies of collocations.
We decided to resolve the problem of balancing the collocation-
collocate ratio and collocation-frequency through the information
(specifically communication) theory neasure known as 'redundancy',
which seens particularly well-suited to our needs as it utilizes both
aspects and places resulting scores along a single scale between 1%
and 100%.
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To convert a transition probability into a redundancy percentage
requires the calculation of entropy (H), maximum entropy (Hmax), and
relative entropy (Hrel), all expressed in binary digits or bits (u.).
The relevant formulae in full are as follows:
xy	 1
p=-- ; H=logz - ; Hmax=logz xy ; Hr-el =	 ; R = 100 x (1-HRel).
Hmax
(p: transition-probability; xy: frequency of collocation; x: frequency
of component of collocation.)
We utilize a binary system in our calculations for the sake of
continuity with previous studies which chose a binary base because of
its significance in relation to decision-making procedures and its
seeming compatibility with electronic, computational, and neurological
systems. Notice that our application of entropy (and hence of
redundancy) differs from that of other linguistic and information
theory studies which usually use H in relation to the entropy of a
system (e.g., a corpus) as a whole where H = -X(p.i)x(log 2p.i). Both
the application and the symbolism of entropy in information theory and
linguistics are rather diffferent from those of their thermodynamic
origins, a point sometimes criticized (see, e.g., Bruneaux 1984:10).
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To illustrate the application of the formulae, we use as examples the
two instances already mentioned. In the first, the collocation xy
occurs 5 tines and the collocate x ten times. In the second xy occurs
45 times and x 100 tines.
1
1.	 H(x4y) = log2	= lu.
.5
Hmax(x4y) = log210 = 3.322u.;
1
Hrel(x4y) =	 = 0.301u.;
3.322
R(x4y) = 1-0.301 = 0.699x100 = 69.9%.
1
2.	 H(x4y) = log2	= 1.152u.;
.45
Hmax(x4y) = log2100 = 6.644u.;
1.152
Hrel(x4y) =	 = 0.173u.;
6.644
R(x4y) = 1-0.173 = 0.826x100 = 82.7%.
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Backward (R x4-y) and average (R xey) redundancies can easily be
established. Redundancy nay be regarded as a neasure of the degree of
'expectedness' or 'predictability' of an item in a particular
environnent, given the frequencies of the terns involved. The measure
is extremely simple to use and the validity of results can easily be
checked, using the formulas provided above. Unlike simple transition-
probability, its application neatly coincides with the statistical
principle that the strength of a conclusion increases with an increase
in data leading to that conclusion.
Rote that redundancy will not distinguish collocations with a
transition-probability of 1; for each of these R = 100%. Thus, as a
natter of practicality as well as of linguistic and statistical
connon-sense, only collocations the components of which each occur at
least twice should be assessed, because, by definition, any item
occurring just once will have a redundancy of 100%, seeing that it can
and must only collocate with just one other item. Remaining 100%
redundant collocations must be graded according to frequency of each
collocation as a whole.
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As a statistical measure, redundancy has the disadvantage that as
corpus-size increases so the redundancy of any collocation, including
a statistically expected one (i.e., a collocation of statistically
independent itens), also increases. Although this flaw is probably
not especially relevant to the present work (it is unlikely that many
of the collocations we examine are statistically 'expected'), it
suggests that we should pay attention more to the relative position of
a collocation on a scale of redundancy than to its absolute redundancy
value.
Redundancy attempts to capture the fact that we can 'predict' the
elements of certain sequences on the basis of exposure to just a part
of it, this predictive facility being a result both of strength of
collocational association between components (transition-probability)
and frequency of occurrence of sequences. Moreover, to some extent at
least, redundant statistical 'information' seems to coincide with
redundant semantic 'information':
It is clear that a high level of redundancy in, say, the works of
an individual author is an indication of the excessive repetition
by him of various words and expressions, i.e., of "poor" literary
style; in contrast thereto, the low redundancy in the works of
certain great authors can characterize the brilliance and
unconventionality of their language. (Yaglomr-Dobrushin-Yaglom
1960:27).
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Following the recommendation of Xel s chuk 1960:12 (quoted in a
different context in Ch. 5, Sect. F), we have chosen to utilize only
one point of transition in each collocation, treating multiple
components of relatively long collocations as single units. This
means that in a three-item collocation xyz, we shall be measuring the
relationship xyaz or xeyz, but not xoyaz. Partly this is because it
greatly facilitates analysis and comparison of results if a five-item
collocation can be treated like a two-item one, but also, if this
procedure is not adopted (as Mel'chuk's analysis implies),
collocations containing a lower number of components will be unfairly
advantaged against those with a higher number, as the collocation of w
items is, in a corpus of n items, approximately n times less probable
than that of a collocation of w-1 items. In fact, however, we
discovered (see Ch. 10, Sect. B, 2; fi) that longer collocations tended
to 'overscore' by this process, because, as they are (again out of
statistical necessity) likely to occur less often in a corpus than
shorter collocations, the transition probability of xy-m or xf-yz is
likely to approach 1.
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As stated in Chapter 1, we are not overtly concerned with the
'psychological reality' of the units and processes that we examine.
But it seems likely that the recognition and comprehension of 'idions'
is significantly aided by high levels of transition-probability.
Taylor (1953:419) claims that high transition-probabilities influence
'readability', as measured by 'cloze procedure', allowing one "to
complete a familiar but not-quite-finished pattern.., by nentally
closing up the gaps" (ibid.:415). On the other hand, Swinney and
Cutler (1979) tested the significance of transition-probabilities for
the recognition of idioms, and found that in a phrase-completion
experiment involving (possible) idioms, Just under half the phrases
were completed as idioms by subjects; they concluded that the results
did not favour the influence of transition-probability. But the
phrases they used in the experiment (Swinney & Cutler 1979:533f.) have
markedly different levels of idionaticity (compare, e.g., hold on and
lost his marbles), and we should predict these to have correspondingly
different transition-probabilities.
	 Swinney and Cutler seem to
assume, like nany others, that an expression is either an idiom or a
non-idiom, but this is both counter-intuitive and runs against our own
thesis.
	 Suinney and Cutler's evidence against the psychological
influence of transition-probability in idiom-recognition would have
been definitive only if tested against a group of expressions which
had been shown independently to have been 'equally idiomatic'. As no
break-down of their evidence is provided, we cannot check to what
extent decrease in transition-probability relates to decrease in
'idionaticity'. This, of course, is part of the goal of the analysis
that we can now begin.
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PART IV
TESTING THE HYPOTHESIS
CHAPTER 8
CORPUS AND DATA
A. THE CORPUS
The corpus which forms the object of inquiry of the analysis used to
test the statistical hypothesis outlined is the complete Masoretic
Text (MT) of the Hebrew Bible, from which certain anatomical terns and
their collocational environments are extracted as data.
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Our hypothesis predicts that the statistical isolation and grading of
'idioms' proposed will be consonant with linguistic intuitions on
these matters. Although it is true in general that our semantic
Intuitions about a dead language are less trustworthy than those of a
modern one, in the case of the biblical corpus we can test our views
against the (published) fruits of the intuitions and analyses of
generations of Christian, Jewish, and secular biblical scholars
developed by them as by modern scholars through exposure to 'good',
'bad', 'standard', and 'odd' features of Biblical Hebrew (cf. Sawyer
1972:34). It is likely in the case of Biblical Hebrew (or any other
language) that these intuitions are more valid in in connection with
syntactic and morphological features than with semantic ones. However
for Biblical Hebrew the stylized nature of parallelism in much of the
literature can assist our intuitions about simple semantic
relationships like antonymy and synonymy (but Barr [1983:279] rightly
urges caution in its use). And in respect of the data of the present
analysis, we possess a relatively rich scholarly literature on
anatomical terns in Semitic languages from a philological/literary
perspective (see below for some examples) or as part of an essentially
non-language-oriented analysis (e.g., the analaysis of Akkadian
medical terns in Adamson 1974-84, a biblical i nateria medica' in
Schmidt 1743, and an attempt to enumerate a complete Hebrew medical
vocabulary in Malchi 1928).
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The AT constitutes a 'closed corpus', but this is not in itself an
obstacle to linguistic inquiry (see Ch. 3, Sect. D, 2). Neither, in
respect of the very limited collocational analysis that we propose, is
it a substantial problem that the contents of the corpus are
heterogenous in terms of, for example, subject-matter and style (see,
e.g., Frye 1983:206) and date and dialect of composition (see, e.g.,
brag 1974), nor that the corpus as a whole reflects literature rather
than 'transcribed speech' (and a rather artificial literature to boot
given the fact that it was consciously composed and/or edited as
sacred literature probably leading to the favouring of certain
linguistic forms and the rejection of others - see, e.g., Abranson
1971:1). This is because the anatomical terms at the heart of our
data are in any language 'essential' or 'basic' expressions that will
tend to occur regardless of style, register, or date of composition.
The United data and goals of the analysis also means that it should
be possible to use the AT as a corpus for the analysis, even though
its 304,901 words (according to Masoretic calculation; the number
would be greater were bound morphemes reckoned separately) falls well
short of the "twenty million running words" that Halliday (1966b:159)•
thinks necessary for a full-scale collocational analysis (of English).
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B. THE VOCABULARY
One reason for selecting anatomical terms in particular as the data
for testing our hypothesis is that there is likely to be extant in
Biblical Hebrew a substantial number of restricted collocations built
around terns that otherwise refer to parts of the body. Partly this
is due to the antiquity of Semitic anatomical vocabulary. (See Makkai
1972:200 for the relationship of idiomaticity and antiquity of idiom-
components in English; see Bergstrasser 1928:183ff. for the Proto-
Semitic status of certain antomical terns, Holna 1911:x and Lacau 1970
for their presence in Egyptian, and Greenberg 1966 for their presence
in 'Afroasiatic' more generally; see Lacau 1970:147 for the primitive
norphology of anatomical terns in Hanito-Semitic, and ibid.:3 et
passim for their continued existence over millenia within a language-
family [although the reference of a particular term will sonetimes
shift to a different part of the body; for an Indo-European example of
the same phenonenon, see Bloomfield 1935:425] - Kovacs [1961:405]
believes this stability derives from the fact that, with certain other
vocabularies, body-part terns "se trouvent en relation avec la realite
la plus concrete".) Also, the evidence of other languages leads us to
expect that 'body-part idioms' will be well-attested in Biblical
Hebrew as well. Holma (1911:viii) writes of
die alien Sprachen gemeinsame Beigung, die Jain der Virperteile
auf leblose Dinge der umgebenden Hatur zu Ubertragen (cf. Caird
1980:172f.)
(connected, presumably, to 'pre-scientific' man's personalizing of
natural phenomena; see Frankfort et al. 1949:24,49), and his claim is
borne out by Pearsall Smith's discovery that:
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The first... great source... of idiom is nothing less than the
human body itself. About almost every external, and many of the
internal parts of the human body, are clustered whole
constellations of phrases and figures of speech of extraordinary
vividness and variety. (Smith 1925:249; cf. Bloomfield 1935:149)
Smith actually lists approximately one thousand such expressions. For
a more recent statement of the substantial proportion of English
idioms involving parts of the body see Wright 1978. Dhorme
1923:161ff. is a detailed summary of the situation in Biblical Hebrew.
The ubiquity of anatomical idioms is to soma extent a function of the
high frequencies of anatomical terms (see Xakkai 1972:202; 1978:421),
but it is likely that the perceptual innediacy of the body and its
parts is also relevant. In Biblical Hebrew at least, terns for the
non-exposed organs do not participate to such an extent in body-part
idioms:
En dehors du coeur, les parties (du corps] internes ne figurent
que trés rarement A l'etat de metaphores. La chose se comprend
d'elle-mene si Pon songe que l'assimilation d'un objet a une
partie du corps suppose que cette partie est constamnent sous les
yeux et fournit le terme de conparaison. (Dhorne 1923:109)
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A particular reason why a large number of anatomical terns night be
expected in the Bible concerns its general reference, namely God,
especially a God who intervenes in the everyday lives and concerns of
humanity. It is probably due in part to the Old Testament restriction
on direct representations of God that we have such an extensive
written relic of the community under Him, but for men to even write
about God leads almost inevitably to the use of anthroponarphic/phatic
language (see Robinson 1913:65), especially given the anthropocentric
nature of divine activity. Amongst instances of this language are
itens referring to the most basic elements of a person, namely the
bodily organs:
[S]criptural references to God are in form highly
anthropomorphic. God is constantly spoken of as possessing human
features, qualities, and feelings. There is reference to His
face, eyes, ears, hands, arms, heart, 'bowels' (of compassion),
feet and footsteps. He is said to see, hear, snell, speak,
descend, renenber and forget, grieve, and so forth. (Brown
1955:79)
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The existence of Hebrew body-part idions has long been recognized
implicitly or explicitly. Several collocations involving an
anatomical term are translated by 'exegetical' (i.e., non-literal)
compound words in the LII (see Toy 1977; e.g., oNsw-710
'uncircumcised of lips' is alogos 'speechless' or isznopho:nos
'thin-voiced, shrill voiced'; O l rOW-WX 'man of lips' is eulalos
'sweetly-speaking'). Jones (1983:130f.) notes that the translators of
the Geneva Bible (1560) version of Ezekiel provided idiomatic
renderings in the text and 'word-for-word' equivalents in the margin.
Examples given are 'impudent', hard of face (2.4, 	 1:410-nwp); 'of
an unknown tongue', with deep lips (3.5, Nnw-poU);	 'consecrate',
fill the hand (43.26, 1 1 Xio); 'nark well', set the heart
(44.5, 27 OiW). Large-scale studies of anatomical terms, including
collocations, such as Dhorne 1923 and XcCurley 1968 utilize, as their
titles imply, a comparative approach, and tend to stress the
similarities rather than the differences amongst the languages
analyzed. Substantial, comparative, analyses are also found in Gruber
1980 which deals with ancient Semitic 'body language', and a similar
approach characterizes studies which only incidentally contain
analyses of body-part data; for example, Greenfield 1965 and
Greenstein 1979, etc. Analysis of a variety of anatomical expressions
is available to the non-linguistic-specialist via Wolff 1974a.
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C. THE USE OF COMPUTERS
Computerized techniques are generally advocated for collocational work
(see, e.g., Berry-Rogghe 1974:17; Sinclair-Jones-Daley 1970; Nir
1978:211; Sinclair 1966:410,428), and we decided to use this approach
in the pursuit of the hypothesis outlined. Ye acquired from Oxford
University Computer Services for a notional charge a computer-readable
magnetic tape of the BUS standard edition of MT, prepared at the
University of Michigan. (An apparently far superior version of the MT
was available from the Centre Infornatique et Bible, Maredsous,
Belgium, but the cost was beyond the project's neans; other superior
versions, produced by Gerard Veil (Lyons) and by Enanuel Toy
(Jerusalem), night be ready in 1987, and an excellent version of the
Pentateuch and Former Prophets produced by Peter Morris at Lanpeter
and Edward Janes at Imperial College, London, is already available.)
It was on (a corrected version of) the text encoded there that our
analysis was conducted.
The principle of using a computer even for relatively small amounts of
data is to be strongly defended, as computerized listings, once
established, provide an easier and securer source of collocational
data than traditional published concordances for the following reasons
(amongst others).
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First, published concordances do not systematically 'centre' items,
making it difficult to establish both pre- and post-collocations
(see below, Sect. E) of an item at a given verse. Vhere an item is
'centred', the length of 'span' on either side of it is likely to be
less than can be achieved with a computerized concordance. Secondly,
concordance entries are listed according to, first, morphological
form, and, secondly, order of appearance in the Bible. Both features
tend to split up collocational units over the listing, rather than
presenting them together. Thirdly, where concordances and lexica,
give explicit collocational information, this is done in an
unsystematic way, covering only those combinations that the compilers
feel to be semantically or theologically 'interesting'. Furthermore,
even the information that is provided is not necessarily accurate.
For example, ES claims that the collocation mx-iwz occurs at Psalms
71.6, but the entry in ES supporting this does not correspond to the
text of BHK/S.	 Again, in its collocational information for lu: ES
cites just two instances of IL= W, n al, only noting a further
occurrence at Job 15.2 under X,O. Fourthly, once created, a
computerized concordance data-base can be manipulated to yield
linguistic information of a different nature, which night be far less
easy to inspect in a published concordance or lexicon.
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However, as indicated in the next section, an account of how data to
test the statistical hypothesis of Ch. 7 were chosen and collected,
reliance on computational techniques can hinder early analysis of the
subject matter, and falsely encourage expectations of the amount of
data that it is feasible to analyze. Our experiences should serve as
a warning to other linguists not to embark on this type of work unless
they have substantial experience in using a mainframe and a good
awareness of 'systems analysis'.
As explained below, the amount of data originally intended for
analysis, was sharply reduced. Of course, statistical theses are
served better by more rather than less data. However, it should be
borne in mind that our analysis of Biblical Hebrew anatomical terns
is intended simply to function as a test of a particular statistical
hypothesis, and this hypothesis is in a sense only an adjunct, albeit
a significant one, to the overall thesis pursued in the present work,
namely, that collocational techniques supplemented by statistical
analysis serve a valid and useful role in the study of meaning in
general, and of the meaning of 'idioms' in particular. The thorough
proving/disproving of our hypothesis would require a major work in its
own right; the most to be expected within the confines of the present
study, where the hypothesis forms but a component of a more general
analysis, is that it provides sufficient data and analysis to indicate
whether or not the hypothesis is on the right lines. As Ch. 10 shows,
the evidence collected was enough to start to demonstrate the validity
of the hypothesis; the limited analysis, of course, also lays the
foundations for future more rigorous testing.
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D. THE NETHOD AND EXTENT OF DATA COLLECTION
We isolated, mainly on the basis of information in McCurley 1968, 116
Hebrew lexemes each of which it was claimed referred at least
sometimes to a part of the human body. We decided to ignore the 57
items occurring ten times or less, as being probably of insufficient
value to the statistical analysis. Several hapax- and dis-legomena
could only tentatively be identified as anatomical terms in any case.
Eventually, though, only thirteen of this revised inventory of 59
items were analyzed. The reduction was due in large part to computer-
related difficulties.
During the period that most of our data-collection was due to take
place, the University of Hull's ICL 2960 operating under GEORGE3 was
continually 'crashing'. As the jobs submitted were necessarily
particularly long (see below), our data-collection especially suffered
from this. Eventually the 2960 was replaced by a 3980 operating under
VXE. Transfer of files from the 2960 to the 3980 and installation and
'teething-troubles' of the new machine added to the delays. On top of
this, a new version of OCP (see below) for WM took a long time
arriving and yet longer to install to even a minimum standard of
acceptability.
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The hardware problens were exacerbated by poor quality software. The
biblical text as encoded on our magnetic tape represented a completely
uncoded (in terns of syntax, morphology, or lemmatization) version of
BHS, having only the minimum of morphological segmentation. As we did
not have the time to develop prograns to achieve such analysis (and
were unaware of any computer implementation of the method described in
Price 1969), the data, once obtained from the computer, had to undergo
a thorough non-computer-aided inspection. To make natters worse, the
'Michigan' text is replete with errors and these had to be isolated.
Both factors diverted considerable time away from the collection and
examination of collocational data.
An even more important software problem related to the concordance-
making package used, namely, the 'Word Concordance Program (0CP).
The mainframe version (one for microcomputer is planned for 1987),
written in FORTRAN, employs a laborious sorting strategy which
requires a massive amount of computer central processing unit (cpu)
time and space for the work-files that it creates during analysis.
However, it was not only OCP's lack of speed that delayed us but also
a 'bug' in (the implementation of) OCP 1.0 running under GEORGE3 which
effectively reduced OCP's speed by at least half (and, of course,
doubled the time in which it could abort because of a computer 'crash'
- see above).
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As a general rule we should expect that for any language, and
particularly for a relatively agglutinating language like Biblical
Hebrew, as a. lexeme increases in frequency, the number of different
mrplmaogical forms realizing the lexene will also rise, and so will
the number of selection commands required by OCP (at least in the
'bugged' version) to isolate all the occurrences of the lexene. In
view of this, it was decided to ignore all lexenes occurring more than
.200 tines.--
A centred concordance utilizing as large a span as possible was then
produced through OCP and other means (e. g., by use of a mainframe
editor) for-the 45 selected items (59 items of frequency greater than
ten minus fourteen of frequency greater than 200). Thjs concordance
was itself fed through CCP to produce two concordances, one according
to the alphabetical order of collocates to the left of the item, and
the other according to the alphabetical order of collocates to the
right of the item
However, another factor now contributed to the contraction of these 45
items to the thirteen actually analyzed in Ch. 9. As we commenced
'manual' identification and study of the collocations from the
concordance listings (no further mechanized techniques were used in
the data-collection and -analysis procedures), it became clear that
because collocations usually occured infrequently (a frequency of four
or above is not common), analysis of the idionaticity attaching to
such collocations necessitated detailed study of the immediate
narrative context of each occurrence - any idionaticity, that is, had
to be denonstrated, it was in no way self-evident.
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In retrospect, because of the limited number of data we were
eventually able to analyze, our aims would probably have been better
served had we analysed either very few (three or four) of the highest
frequency anatomical terms (those occurring more than 500 tines in
Biblical Hebrew and Biblical Aramaic in descending order of frequency
are :ono, -rt, l ly , wm,	 ri,m),	 [excluding	 M2n,	 and
MO) or a subset of closely related anatomical terns (e.g.,
expressions for the hand/arm); either of these approaches night well
have produced a good number of superficially 'synonymous',
'antonymous', etc. collocations, the actual, idiomatic, meanings of
which could have been neatly compared.
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E. OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS
The following descriptions and definitions are operational for the
purposes of the analysis in Chs. 9-10.
A collocation is a syntactically 	 instantiated combination of a
stable collocate (or 'node') and an unstable collocate. A stable
collocate consists of an anatomical tern in isolation or a sequence of
words which include an anatomical term. An unstable collocate is the
(syntactically structured) lexical material remaining in a restricted
collocation when the stable collocate is removed. A pre-collocation
is formed when a stable collocate appears at the end of a collocation.
A post-collocation is formed when a stable collocate begins a
collocation.
Generally speaking, in the present work we ignore collocations of
prepositions and anatomical terns - such prepositional phrases are
Instead treated as (parts of) stable collocates. Because
prepositional phrases are so common, our analysis would have run the
risk of becoming bogged down in discussion of prepositional vagaries,
rather than examining lexical association on a larger scale. But this
does not mean that we (operationally) consider as identical an
anatomical term in isolation and an anatomical tern following a
preposition.
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Pronominal suffixes, object-narke% and definite articlerare ignored
for the purposes of isolating collocations, although their presence,
if relevant, nay be discussed in analysis of a collocation. This is
for ease of analysis, it does not imply a denial of the fact that many
'idions' critically involve 'grammatical words', pronouns, etc.
Compare make up 'compose', make it up with, 'be reconciled', Bake up
to 'flatter', and Bake it up to 'compensate' (data from Mitchell
1971:57).
To be included in our analysis, a collocation must occur in the sane
form at least twice. By 'form', we mean the form of the deep-
structure syntactic unit realized by the surface combination of stable
and unstable collocate. Surface-structure differences in themselves
are not critical in distinguishing collocations. For example,
surface-structure variations in the inflection of a noun, an
adjective, or a verb (of a given conjugation - see below) are not
considered significant. (This is not without danger - see Sinclair-
Jones-Daley 1970:118; Firth 1968:181.)
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Conversely, mere formal juxtaposition of items does not of itself
render a sequence a further instance of a particular collocation of
these items, even if the order of the items is the sane both tines.
For example, lomi WO2 'soul and body' (7) is not reckoned as a
collocation, because in one occurrence, at Psalms 31.10,
	 the
conjunction 1 links the two	 nouns within a single noun-phrase
whereas at its other occurrence, at Prov.	 13.25, 1 conjoins two
sentences each of which contains one of the nouns. This is not to
deny that viD1 and 1f.D2 constitute a significant association (cf.
Psalms 44.26), but they do not represent a collocation in the sense
with which we are concerned in this work.
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Because a collocation is defined in terms of syntactic as well as
lexical bonding, no item within a collocation is conflated with
another item of the sane stem but a different morphological category.
For example, a collocation in which a consonantal stem (root) is
realized as a noun is not identified with a collocation which is
similar except that the root is there realized as an adjective
(indicated by its morphology or by its syntactic function as an
adjective - though formally it night be a participle). Similarly,
verb conjugations (0 + 1 1 22) are not conflated unless they represent
active and passive variants - intensive and causative (typically, piel
and hiphil) forms are not accepted, for present purposes at least, as
'transforms' of simple-declaratives (gal). For instance, 102 1112X
(gal) 'the womb swells' (Num. 5.27), um nimz, (hiphil, although
this is disputed - see Rashi in loc., BEER, and BDB) 'to make the
womb swell' (Num. 5.22), and N22 102 'swelling/swollen belly'
(adjective) (Num. 5.21), does not constitute a single collocation, for
the reasons outlined.
Collocations are always cited as (Verb-phrase +) Noun-phrase (or
[Verb-Object-] Subject), even if this order is not nanifested in the
surface-structure occurrences of a given collocation. 	 For example,
the surface-structure form c lo mnbm m IlDnm at Ezk 7.17; 21.12 is
presented as ivi l n-a-,m o lo lmtvi 'runs (with) water all knees' (Ch.
9; 10:01).
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F. KETEOD OF PRESENTATION
The thirteen anatomical terms selected from the original list of 116,
preceded by the number of its position on that list and followed by a
common translation, are as follows: 09, 10: 'stomach, womb';
10, 7n2 'knee'; 25, 'PT	 'beard';	 26, 2311T
	 'arm'; 28,
'chest'; 29, 111 'palate';
	 40,	 11p1 'right	 hand';	 41, Ill
'thigh'; 44, rri n 'm 'kidneys'; 46, Elm	 'palm'; 49, El= 'shoulder';
53, 1M7 'jaw, cheek'; 55, liw, 'tongue'.
The in heading for the collocations attaching to each of these
thirteen items, consists of (1) the number of the item (09, 10, 25,
etc.), (2), the item itself, (3) in brackets the frequency of the item
in the Hebrew part of the Bible (based on ES).
This is followed by a list of parallel verses (narked by 'II') if any
exist. A 'parallel' verse must occur in what is generally accepted to
be a 'duplicate passage' of some length. Typically, parallels occur
between Kings and Chronicles. Prov. 18.8 and 26.22, for example, are
not reckoned as parallel verses, because they do not occur in a
context of more substantial duplication. If a pair of generally
accepted parallel verses do not realize in identical fashion the
clause containing the relevant anatomical term, the verses are not
'parallel' for our purposes (e.g., for rai l , 1 Kings 22.19 and 2
Chr. 18.18). The number of parallel verses is subtracted from the
total in the main heading and the revised figure is given, in
brackets, at the end of the list of parallel verses.
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Following the list of parallels is a list of 'recapitulations' (marked
by 1= ') if any. 'Recapitulation' is the term we give to an instance
of a sequence, usually of at least half a verse in length, which
repeats an earlier occurrence simply to 'foreground' it in the
discourse structure. A verse containing a recapitulation is often a
near-duplication of the verse in which the expression originally
ocurred, but it does not constitute a 'parallel' verse - it is a
deliberate repetition within a single narrative framework, and is not
'gratuitous' in the way that the Chronicler's duplication of DtrG
night be said to be. An example of a large-scale recapitulation is
the 'repetition' of Exodus 29 in Lev. 8 in order to show that the
instructions of Exodus 29 were actually carried out. 	 Similarly, at
Judges 13.7 a formula from v. 5 is recapitulated. However, although
recapitulations have a narrative significance greater than that of
'parallel verse' repetitions, they are like 'parallel passages'
inasmuch as the new occurrence adds nothing to our knowledge of the
semantics of any collocation (or word) found there - to repeat what
one has just said does not improve an interlocutor's understanding of
what was said, but simply draws his or her attention more strongly to
the fact that it was said. The adjusted total, minus parallels if
any and minus recapitulations, follows any statement 	 of
recapitulations in brackets.
After the main heading and lists of parallels and recapitulations is a
statement and analysis of all pre-collocations based on the anatomical
term studied, and this is followed by a similar description of all
post-collocations.
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Every pre-collocation attaching to an anatomical tern is assigned a
number of the form xx:yy where xx is the number of the anatomical term
and yy is the position of the unstable collocate in an alphabetic -
ordering, starting from 01 (numbers 1-9 are listed as 01-09 to-
facilitate the programming described in Ch. 10, Sect. A).
	
Post-
collocations of the anatomical tern are then numbered according to the
sane pattern, with the yy numbers connencing at one plus the yy number
of the final pre-collocation.
The first line or first few lines of an entry for a collocation
consists of (1) the number (xx:yy) of the collocation, (2) the form or
forns of the collocation occasionally interrupted by '/' to indicate
the point of transition between stable and unstable collocates
(normally this type of slash will have a space either side of it; a
slash without surrounding spaces usually marks alternative for - the
collocation at Ch. 9, 41:04 is an exception), (3) the frequency of the
collocation followed by a '/' followed by the frequency of the form of
the stable collocate that appears in the collocation, (4) the
frequency of the collocation followed by '/' followed by the frequency
of the unstable collocate (again, as specified in the particular
collocation), (5) a simple, 'shorthand', statement of the
morphological type of nouns within the collocation arranged in the
order that the nouns occur in the collocation (see below), (6) a list
of passages in which the collocation occurs, and, sometimes (7),
citation of passages of some relevance to the collocation, which are
not necessarily discussed in the analysis that follows.
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Regarding (2), if no transition-marker (usually ' / ') is present, the
point of transition in a pre-collocation cones immediately before the
anatomical term or before a preposition immediately preceding it - in
a post-collocation the point of transition comes immediately after the
anatomical term. Rote the significance of space between naqeph and a
following noun in the given form(s) of a collocation; this indicates
that suffixed material irrelevant to the collocation (see above, Sect.
E) intervenes between the two collocates; of course, maqep without
space links two components as construct and absolute.
Regarding (3)-(4), statistics for the absolute frequency of a stable
or an unstable collocate are usually based on inspection of the
entries in ES, including explicit collocational data provided there.
Figures for unstable collocates do not take into account any
'parallel' and 'recapitulating' occurrences of the unstable collocate,
although, except in the case of very-high-frequency unstable
collocates, they are reduced by the number of any 'recapitulating' and
'parallel' occurrences of the collocation. In line with our
definition of (restricted) collocations, in calculating the
occurrences of a multi-word stable or unstable collocate, it is
instances of the realization of the deep-structure form instantiated
by the collocate with which we are concerned, not simply formal
orthographic 'copies' of the collocate.
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1PT I Dr1T, and 11W7 are registered by BDB as masculine and
feminine (although one gender tends to predominate), and the
statistics for verbs in collocations based on these terns reflect
this. Otherwise, the figures for nouns and verbs represent the total
occurrences of the form or forms of a stable or unstable collocate as
given in the heading. Where a noun functions as a subject of a verb,
the only occurrences of the verb selected are those corresponding to
the number and gender of the noun. Where a noun functions as an
object, figures for the verb are for all realizations of a particular
conjugation regardless of number and gender. For the purposes of this
study dual and plural forme were conflated as 'plurals'.
The figures yielded in (3)-(4) assume just one 'point of transition'
in a collocation, between stable and unstable collocate. As we shall
see (Ch. 10, Sects. B, 2; E), this arrangement is not really adequate
as it tends to create 'cranberry collocates', which automatically
receive high redundancy scores. However, the method allows for simple
calculation, and has been suggested before (see Ch. 5, Sect. F, 2).
Regarding (5), two examples illustrate what is meant. 'S+C; P+A' means
that the first noun is only attested within the collocation in
singular-construct form, and the second only in plural/dual-absolute
form. 'ES+EA+C]]+[P+C]. means that a particular noun-collocate is
attested in singular-absolute, singular-construct, and plural/dual-
construct forms (i.e., it is unattested only as a plural/dual-
absolute). The information makes explicit what is generally conveyed
implicitly by the form of the collocation given in (2). Only the four
categories (S, P, A, C) mentioned are used.
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Following the heading for each collocation is a short study of the
occurrences of the collocation. As stated above this was necessitated
by the relatively low frequencies of collocations and the ensuing
uncertainty about the status of their 'idionaticity'. We stress that
the analyses provided do not aim at comprehensive description of
collocations or analysis of passages, merely at provision of
sufficient information to decide to what extent they are idiomatic.
Any collocation which has all its tokens within a very few verses of
each other, is narked as 'Data restricted'. Results from these data
are not included in the main tabulations of results in Ch. 10 (Sects.
B, D).
For the remaining collocations, objective judgement in the matter of
idiomaticity is very difficult, especially when data are so limited.
Certainly, we do not assume that our intuitions alone are a safe guide
to idiomatic values, even of expressions as universally attested as
anatomical idioms (see above, Sect. B) - Bloomfield (1935:150) urges
caution in this respect. To help alleviate the problem, we have tried
to use in a fairly consistent way three terns, operationally related
for present purposes, namely, 'association', 'symbol', and 'index'.
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'Association' is used in an everyday way - a collocation forms an
association with a particular meaning not directly expressed by the
collocation if in the immediate environment (i.e., within a verse or
two) of the collocation this meaning is expressed literally. 	 An
English example would be Be was white as a sheet, frightened out of
his wits, where from the evidence presented we cannot say that white
as a sheet 'means" frightened', merely that it is associated with it.
Clearly an association can become so strong that the meaning
previously associated with a collocation can become directly expressed
by the collocation. If so the collocation then becomes either an
index or a symbol of the meaning with which it was once only
associated.
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Symbol and index are adopted from traditional semiotics; the former
refers, in our usage, to a collocation that directly (i.e., non-
'associatively') expresses a meaning which, if it can be inferred at
all from the compositional meaning of the collocation, represents an
idiosyncratic, 'not innediately obvious', 	 implication of or
association with the literal meaning of the collocation. An index
differs from a symbol in that the meaning conveyed, even though this
is not the meaning literally expressed by the collocation, is an
obvious, self-evident, implication of or association with the literal
meaning of the collocation. For example, in respect of Nn, rizn
'strike the cheek' (Ch. 9, 53:01) it is unclear at times whether the
meaning conveyed is 'humiliate' (symbolic) or 'attack, hurt'
(indexical). The distinction between symbolic and indexical is rarely
clear-cut and presupposes an analysis of 'natural' as opposed to
'conventional' signs and of universal versus culturally-conditioned
perceptions of obviousness. Nevertheless, it is usually clear enough
that a particular collocation is 'more' symbolic than indexical or
vice-versa, and the distinction seems particularly useful for the
purposes of analyzing idiomaticity.
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Of course it is to be expected that nany of the collocations will
possess an insubstantial level of idiomaticity (they would not be
classed as 'idions' by a native-speaker). Often, however, although a
collocation as such is not idiomatic (i.e., the relationships anongst
the collocates are fully regular), it will contain one or more
collocates that express a 'figurative' meaning of some sort (cf. Ch.
10, Sect E). In describing this (as well as in describing idionatic
collocations), we utilize traditional terminology, in particular,
metaphor, metonymy, and synecdoche. The last two features are very
comnon in Biblical Hebrew, perhaps reflecting what Wolff (1974a:8)
calls 'synthetic thinking' - whereby an anatomical term refers both to
the actual body part and at the same tine, through a sort of
synecdoche, to the person to whom the body part belongs (leading
eventually to their use as reflexive pronouns or incorporation within
'compound
	 prepositions';	 see,	 e.g.,	 icCurley	 1968:7,2301 f.).
(Frankfort et al. [1949:21] regard the process as an aspect of
specifically 'mythopoeic' speculation.) For example, at Job 4.4, where
the first colon has, 'Your words strengthened the faltering', the
parallel colon should perhaps be rendered not so much 'And the weak
knees you supported' as 'And the weak-kneed you supported'. It should
be emphasized that by the use of these terns from traditional
rhetoric, we do not mean to imply that biblical writers always or even
usually consciously nanipulated the meanings of anatomical, or any
other, terns for a particular aesthetic or stylistic effect. Rather,
we assume that these figurative processes are inherent in the natural
development of any comnunicative system, and are quite uncontrived.
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Alongside the three terns mentioned we also occasionally use the
expression 'hypostasis'. By this we refer to those occasions where a
part of the body is presented as acting independently of the person to
whom it belongs (contrast the use of the sane term in Bloomfield
1935:148). The phenomenon is common in the Bible (see Bullinger
1898:861ff. for Old and Hew Testament examples, presented as instances
of 'personification'). Contrast, for example, non-hypostatic
1w"n 'I spoke with my tongue' (Psalms 39.4) and ,D 1:1 'my mouth
spoke' (Psalms 66.14); an English example of the sane phenomenon is
the ear of the musician discerns many sounds.	 It is sometimes
unclear whether such usages are intended literally, or whether they
represent synecdoches of the person to whom the anatomical term
belongs. This is especially true in respect of poetic diction where
fluidity of images, hypostatic and syndecdochical, night be intended
or at least catered for by the author - thus, for example, at Psalms
73.0, ynxm 7,nn 021W,1 permits an image both of a tongue stretching
out across the land, communicating evil, and of evil people wandering
from place to place to pervert God's will (cf. de Boer 1968:264: "The
commanding tongue of the wicked is proceeding over the earth").
The evidence of this analysis is presented in the next chapter. In Ch.
10, we describe how statistics about the collocations examined were
produced, and present the results of, and some conclusions arising
from, the statistical analysis.
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G. INDEX OF COLLOCATIONS SELECTED
Notes: D after frequency indicates 'data restricted'; brackets
indicate that entry is duplicated, and has already been listed under a
different number. Translations are only of literal readings. Glosses
in quotation-marks are from NEB.
NUMBER	 HEBREV FORM	 ENGLISH GLOSS	 FREQUENCY
09:01	 =-12	 Son of the womb	 02
09:02	 Icaz-inin Chambers of the stomach	 04
09:03 IWZO XX I Cone out from the womb	 04
09:04 luzoim	 Fashion in the womb
	
04
09:05	 1W2 X 1, 1 0 	 Fill the stomach
	
03
09:06	 luz-Inm	 Fruit of the womb
	
11
09:07 1022 Waln	 Twins in the womb
	 02
09:08	 MX-1WMO/2	 In/from the womb of the mother
	 06
10:01 m liznz-,m p io 1:7N	 All knees run with water 02
10:02	 milvim-,1; T2 1 Give birth on the knees	 02
	
10:03	 712-'2	 Every knee	 04
	
10:04	 7-1z-',m NW=	 Every knee bends	 02
	
10:05	 mil:12-,u 2717 Bow down upon the knee 	 05
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25:01	 lp7 n'ia	 Shave the beard	 02
25:02 ipt-'n ull Cut off every beard	 02
25:03	 lpr-nxm Edge of the beard	 02
25:04 lpY 1X WW1	 Head or beard	 02D
25:05	 lpT, wx,	 Head and beard	 03
26:01	 2311T2 ',X2 Redeem with the arm	 02
26:02	 1,11T-'7112	 Great of arm	 02
26:03 1311T	 nuiwin	 His arm saved him 	 05
	
26:04	 WrIT prim Strengthen the arm	 02
	
26:05	 331,T1 1+0 1	 Right hand and arm 	 03
	
26:06	 1,11T 12W	 Break the arm	 07
	
26:07	 Nlrrk-UVIT	 Arm of Yahweh	 02
	
26:08	 1727-rm,-urIT	 Arm of the king of Babylon 02 D
	
26:09	 •1102 UllT	 Extended arm	 14
	
26:10	 710-2711T	 Arm of strength	 03
	
26:11	 N13310-1311T	 Arm of Pharoah 	 03 D
	
26:12	 w/ip-wrIT	 Arm of holiness	 02
	
26:13	 uurruInT	 Arm of the wicked	 02
	
28:01	 pin-nwx Vile of the bosom	 02
	
28:02 pin-I2x :ion Return to the bosom	 02
28:03 P N I72 24DWN	 Lay in the bosom	 02 D
	
28:04	 pino np, Take from the bosom	 02
	
28:05	 pin: mal Lift into the bosom	 03
	
28:06	 pin: =a	 Lie in the bosom	 02
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29:01	 71 WWW	 The palate tastes 02
29:02
	 7m, pino	 Sweet to the palate 02
29:03	 11W7 7175 npmr The tongue sticks to the palate 03
40:01	 11010 MIX	 One from the right side 02
40:02	 l i oi-ri nwiR Blocked of the hand of the right side 02
40:031r0+ V, nuNirm	 His right hand saved him 03
40:04	 1101 : 1 W1	 Return the right hand 02
40:05	 ,1X0W01	 roil: noir A wall on the r.s. and left s. 02 D
40:06	 lioi npoir	 The right hand embraces 02
40:07	 11010 WT 	 Five from the right side 04
40:08	 1101-71	 Hand of the right side 09
40:09	 1101	 1101	 The right hand is a r.h. 	 of 02 D
40:10	 1101 -71".	 Thigh of the right side 02 D
40:11	 11015 ZW 1	Sit at the right side 02
40:12	 '71X0W1	 1 1 0 1 Nal 2	 Turn right side and left side 03
40:13	 ,1X0W1	 1 1 0 1 10	 Turn right side and left side 09
40:14	 1101-1,:i	 Eye of the right side 03
40:15	 l'Ol-nJ IOU	 Stand at the right side 04
40:16	 1101-P1W	 Leg of the right side 07
40:17	 71XOW IX 1 1 0 1	Right side or left side 02
[40:18	 1711T1	 1 1 0 i 	 Right hand and arm 03]
40:19	 51X0W1	 1 1 0 1	Right side and left s. 13
40:20	 N1M1-1101	 Right hand of Yahweh 04
40:21	 1101W1-1%0J	 Right side of Jeshimon 02 D
40:22	 nimmiloi	 Right hand of falsehood 02 D
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41:01 7-1 1 -5u mnm	 Gird a sword on the thigh 02
41:02	 Outgoings of the thigh 03
41:03	 711-nZ	 Palm of the thigh 04 D
41:04	 71 5 -nDM D12	 Touch the palm of the thigh 02 D
41:05	 7n 1 -5u pno	 Slap against the thigh 02
41:06	 1-1 1 -mmn 1 1 ma	 Place a hand under the thigh 02
[41:07	 1101..1'1'1	 Thigh of the right side 02]
41:08	 Thigh of Jacob 03
41:09	 11270-1-1,	 Thigh of the altar 02
41:10	 =um	 Thigh of the Tabernacle 04
44:01	 [11452-1m1m Examiner of the kidneys 03
44:02	 n1152-25m	 Fat of the kidneys 02
44:03 Mi l 50-fu	 mnrro 'Remnant' upon liver upon k: 05
44:04	 111 1 5O =IMO	 The two kidneys 07
44: 05	 251 111,5:	 K. and heart 03
46:01	 Elmo ultrin	 Save from the hand 04
46:02	 no =1	 Strike the hand 04
46:03	 EIDO 71D1	 Save from the hand 08
46:04	 0%iMDM DOM	 Wrong in the hands 03
46:05	 C11102-1)+2i	 Toil of the hands 04
46:06	 no-5u px l	 Pour over the hand 02 D
46:07 olpo-5m
511-no lm N:17 -MX Wherever the sole of the foot treads 02
46:08 nlool nInoTo "Snuffers and saucers" 02
46:09 nm xmo Strike the hand 02
46:10 no x5lo Fill the hand 02
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46:11
	 elp-X17o	 Fulness of hand	 02
46:12	 ,11-nD, Ml2O Rest for the sole of the foot	 02
[46:13	 7-11-elM2 33,A	 Touch the palm of the thigh	 02]
46:14	 ollon xw:	 Raise the hands	 03
46:15	 rimm In,	 Give into the hand 	 02
46:16	 oNinm pno	 Clap hands	 03
46:17	 EIM NMI	 Work the hand	 02
46:18	 01',DZ tirin	 Extend the palms	 09
46:19 oi l nm 11 5p2m yrn Wash the hands in innocence 	 02
46:20	 ElD DW	 Place the hand	 02
46:21 Elmm WO2 OW Place the soul in the hand 	 04
46:22 elm-,u-nwx low Oil that is upon the hand	 06 D
46:23	 ',2 -1-nInm RRR Under the sole of the foot	 02
46:24	 rim upn	 Strike the hand	 05
46:25	 milx -qmoim In/from the hand of the enemy	 06
46:26	 rnwu MR qm	 "One saucer weighing ten gold
1111Up 1X,0 :NT	 shekels, full of incense" 12 D
46:27	 W5X-M:	 hand of a man	 02
46:28	 rlrl -,x o ll nm W1T
	Extend the palms to Yahweh	 02
46:29	 elm-,x rim mmr	 Strike hand on hand	 02 D
46:30	 Cron, R1DD	 "Saucers and vessels" 	 02
46:31	 nr.plol R1DD	 "Saucers and flagons" 	 03
46:32 Inwu-o l nw M1T-R1DM "Twelve golden saucers"	 02 D
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46:33 051/1-nlmn Palms of the hands 03
[46:34 71""ID Palm of the thigh 04]
46:35 inlm-nm Palm of the priest 04 D
46:36 1110-nm Hand of Midian 02 D
46:37 Tm-nmo From the hand of the king 05
46:38 nUin-c1M-,3,5 Upon the hand of Pharoah 02 D
46:39 ,an-qm Sole of the foot 18
46:40 Iplp-Iv, ln-i-nmo From the sole of the foot to the pate 03
46:41	 1117MOW rip	 Left hand	 04 D
46:42	 rtOlOW 0 11 11: Unn Extend the palms to heaven 	 02D
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	49:01	 014onz i l m	 Between the shoulders
	
02
49:02 5 012 1 - ETM-,M ml,n-n
Valley of Hinnom to the Jebusite slope 	 02
	
49:03	 nlmn-cinm-,m won Five at the side of the house 	 02 D
	
49:04	 elliZ-In	 Every shoulder	 02
	
49:05	 ETD-nu RW2	 Carry on the shoulder	 06
	
49:06	 111110 el/I: 1R, Present a rebellious shoulder	 02
	
49:07	 elITZ-,17 1R)	 Place on the shoulder	 03
	
49:08	 elt1V-7X "MU	 Cross to the slope	 03
	
49:09	 aNlmnm-',), ow Place on the shoulders	 02
	
49:10	 wilemm-Inw	 Two shoulders	 03 D
	
49:11	 710X—M10117	 S.s of the ephod 	 03 D
	
49:12	 nlm-nrIM	 Side of the house 	 07
	
49:13	 1”)al einm	 Right side	 05
	
49:14	 "Ww-rinM	 Side of the gate	 05
53:01	 In rml	 Strike the cheek	 04
53:02 coin': m I rm in) Put hooks in the jaws 	 02
53:03	 1n5 in)	 Present the cheek	 03
53:04	 nion-lni,	 Jaw of	 an ass	 03 D
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	(55:01	 11w, 7m5 mpmm The tongue sticks to the palate 03)
	
55:02
	 11w, nnz‘m	 The tongue speaks 05
	
55:03	 11W, Nr1N	 The tongue nurnurs 04
	
55:04	 i1w p limm	 Snooth the tongue	 02
	
55:05	 llten-7=	 Heaviness of tongue 	 03
	
55:06	 11Wn1 211=
According to writing and according to speech 	 04
	
55:07	 Every tongue
	 03
55:08 11W,	 ymm-x, None sharpened a tongue towards
the Sons of Israel	 02
	
55:09	 RIMMWO5 By clan and by tongue	 02 D
	
55:10	 11= M 1, 1 0	 A word in the tongue	 02
	
55:11	 R551	 The tongue shouts for joy 02
	
55:12	 ilw, 12w	 Sharpen the tongue	 02
	
55:13	 11w, nmn	 Under the tongue	 04
	
55:14	 mmr-llten	 Tongue of gold 02 D
	
55:15	 01077-11w5	 T. of the wise 02
	
55:16	 M1-11W7	 T. of the sea 03
	
55:17	 01,1 cu-11w5m
According to the speech of each people 03
	
55:18	 N501 11w1	 beceitful tongue	 02 D
55:19	 npw-11w,	 T. of falsehood 05
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CHAPTER 9
ANALYSIS OF BIBLICAL DATA
9. 10: (72)
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
09:01. -102—i):/-12. 2/46 2/4602 (IS+119+C; S+C). Isaiah 49.15; Job
19.17. Cf. Prov. 31.2.
At Isaiah 49.15a 102 is synecdochical of the mother (thus, 'her
son'), and the collocation as a whole has an intensifying value Cher
own son'):
MW2-1:rT	 r0,127 rTWX =WTI
"Does a woman forget her baby at the breast,
or fail to cherish the SON OF HER VOXB?" (JB)
(retaining la's pointing of :r110 as an infinitive construct contra
BHK/S and NEB). The use in the sane colon of the root MT% yielding
words to do with 'womb' as well as with 'compassion', adds an extra
stylistic flavour to 10: here. A similar (synecdochical/intensive)
value is attached to the Aranaizing version of the collocation at
Prov. 31.2:
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1 711-nm no, 1 )om—a-nol Inm-no
a Ndbat, my son! What, SON OF MY WOMB!
What, son of my vows!" (JB).
( 1 =-12 is here used as a 'term of endearment' Enn-Iln]
according to ESD.) In both instances the collocation night have a
specialized ('idionatic') indexical value of, say, 'natural (as
opposed to adopted) child', but there is insufficient evidence to
confirm this.
The interpretation of the whole of Job 19.17,
.+202tTM	 ox, M1T
is uncertain. KB explains our collocation here as "the sons of the
womb which has carried ne = my own brothers", and this indexical value
seens to be favoured on grounds of narrative consistency by Rowley
(1980:136); for the same reason, it is unlikely that 1 2U2 refers by
synecdoche to Job's wife (mentioned in the first half of the verse) or
one of his concubines (see III). Note also another instance of IN:
meaning 'my mother's womb' or 'the womb that enclosed me', at Job
3.10a, quoted at 09:03.
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09:02. WIM—inIri. 4/26 4/12 (P+C; S+A). Prov. 18.8; 20.27,30; 26.22.
At Prov. 18.8 (if original; cf. LID and its duplicate at 26.22 our
collocation seems to refer to the mind under an image of the stomach,
where gossip is pondered like food that is enjoyably digested:
lom- i nnn 111 1 col m l on,/alm 12n2 Inzn,
°A gossips words are savoury morsels,
gulped down into the INNER MAP (NEB).
NEB's rendering of the collocation here does insufficient justice to
the gastronomic figure. For lom as 'mind, memory' cf. Prov. 22.18.
At Prov. 20.27 the lom- I nnr refers to a person's hidden character:
10m-I nnn-,m con MIX NOW] n11 1 12
"Man's spirit is the lamp of Yahweh,
searching his DEEPEST SELF" (JB).
For the imagery, compare Yahweh as cztv13	 111 1 ',2 lni2 (44:01); see
Loewenstamm 1987 (where n2 in the first colon is rendered 'one who
digs/searches'). Three verses later, the sane value of 'secret
thoughts' is represented by our collocation in parallelism with 131
'evil' or 'intention' (see BHS; KB; NEB).
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Thus, although at Prov. 18.8 and 26.22 we may claim that lom-ilim
metaphorically represents mental digestion by physical (cf. 09:05),
the contexts of the uses of the collocation in Proverbs 20 suggest
that there 102 expresses a reasonably well-established metonymic
sense of 'mind' (cf. Pray. 22.18; see Dhorne 1923:133f. and Bullinger
1898:582, where John 7.38 is also noted), or, simply, 'innermost part'
(as in Xodern Hebrew, e.g., M I MM 1U2 "bowels" of the ship'; ESD) -
see KB and compare Holna (1911:94) on Akkadian bur.= (?budnu)
'inside (of a mine)' and Dhorne (1923:134) on 'In 10: at Jonah 2.3b
cf. m lp i v. 4a; a compressed allegorical detail, 'the belly of
the whale which is the sane as Sheol', is perhaps intended - cf.
Sawyer 1972:13f.).
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09:03. -luaciplacc ?wt . 4/23 4/785 (S44A+Cl).	 Job	 1.21;
	 3.11;
38.29; Qoh. 5.14.
The relevant passages (with translations from NEB) are given below.
The second passage night be dependent on the first (but see Gordis
1968:253):
NOW M1WX WW1 l ox 1=0 itTni
"Naked I CANE FROM THE YOKE,
naked I shall return whence I cane" (Job 1.21aQ);
/Mt= PD,7 :W I 011U 1OX 1OZO	 numm
As he CAME FROM THE VOMB of mother earth, so 'oust he return,
naked as he cane" (Qoh. 5.14a);
: N 2 1 170 'nou nna 9 1 1 2w: I n,1 11D X, 5n
5511X1 1 AXY 5 1020 • lox mmno R, pro,
"[B]ecause it did not shut the doors of the womb that bore me
and keep trouble way from my sight.
Why was I not still-born,
why did I not die when I CAME OUT OF THE WOMB?" (Job 3.10-11);
:N2- 9 7ax 	 r Ix mx noo,-wIN
177+ l o p9 ow	 mnpN	 lo 10:0
"Has the rain a father?
Who sired the drops of dew?
'Whose WOMB GAVE BIRTH TO the ice,
and who was the mother of the frost from heaven (?]"
(job 38.28-29).
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In each instance, it can be seen that the collocation is used as part
of a longer stretch of poetic metaphor concerned with birth (including
generation of natural phenomena). In respect of the first two
passages, the metaphor is specifically of birth as a sort of reverse
death. In the light of the poetic or 'extended metaphorical'
environnents of the collocation, we cannot claim that the expression
is 'indexical' of be born. The evidence we have allows us to claim
only a vividly metaphorical figure, not an expression which has been
in any way 'lexicalized' (for the latter claim, we should reqire usage
in more prosaic contexts).
That the expression is, thus, 'unidiomatic' is indicated too by the
occurrence of a synonymous variant with orm, which is restricted to
an obviously 'poetic' context at Job 38.8, (cf. vv. 28f.; 3.10) and
Jer. 20.17f. (cf. Job 3.10-11), and at both Jer. 1.5 (quoted in 09:04)
and Rum 12.12,
Int= I ltrr ,DX N , lox mrrno 117=2	 noz I rrn X5-,X
"I entreat you, do not let her be like a monster,
coning from its mother's womb with flesh half corrupted" (JB),
the collocation is best understood as a literal expression within
vivid descriptions of activity in the womb. (Rashi's understanding of
10X --am at Hum. 12.12, "since he [the only person who could
declare her clean] has cone out of the sane womb", also requires a
'literal' reading.)
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As BDB points out, mo alone (without 11=0 or MR-61.) is used in
connection with birth at Gen. 25.25f. and 38.28ff. (both J); again,
though, the contexts make it clear that 'cone out, one before another
(from the womb)' is intended rather than simply 'be born'. That xxi
in isolation was no mere used as a (lexicalized) index of 'be born'
than was onno/lomo is probably indicated as well by Exodus
21.21 (E), where .1 1 1, 1
 1= 1 , ' so her children go forth' clearly,
from context, refers to premature/still-birth - it seems unlikely that
XY 4 would be used with such a negative meaning, if it existed as a
fixed, lexicalized, metaphor of successful birth, especially within
the context of legal regulations where gross ambiguity, presumably,
would generally be avoided.
09:04. 1020/2	 4/14	 4/37 (S+A). Isaiah
	 44.2,24; 49.5; Jer.
1.5Q.
For God as 'potter' (n1) in the creation of humanity, see Gen. 2.7
(J) and Psalms 139.16 (MT is difficult here). Isaiah 49.5a,
1 /223, 1020 1 -a l M17ti
"[T]he Lord who FORMED ME II THE WOMB to be his servant" (NEB),
and Jer. 1.5,
 11 wI n 7 % nwipm mrio XY.11 mnon l I nv/ 1 om2 7-ax On=
"Before I FORMED YOU IN THE WOMB I knew you for my own; before
you were born I consecrated you, I appointed you a prophet to the
nations" (NEB),
occur in a Call to the Prophet - the similarity in diction is a result
of this shared Gattung% Similarly, in Isaiah 44,
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1U:O 71V1 IWU Ilmi
"[Ilhe Lord your maker,— who FASHIONED YOU FROM BIRTH"
(v. 2a; NEB)
and
lumG ni 1",X1
"[Ti he Lord, your ransomer, who FASHIONED YOU FROM BIRTH"
(v. 24a; NEB),
the use of the collocation is associated with Yahweh's declaration of
Jacob as his /mv - vv. la , 2b, 21a,b, 26; note especially v.
	
21a:
MIX v7-12V Its employment is, thus, consistent with
Deutero-Isaiah's overall message, which casts Israel corporately in
the role of 'prophet' (to the Gentiles).
Although we have no evidence that the collocation actually symbolized
'declare someone a prophet', it is clear that the expression was
strongly associated with a call to the prophetic order, and could have
developed into a symbol for it. The semantic specialization of our
collocation is indic ated, indirectly, by the absence of any
'prophetic' context for the superficially synonymous 102: MUW at Job
31.15.
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09:05. -1;.53 WY+0. 3/46 3/111 (S+C). Psalms 17.14; Job 15.2; 20.23.
Cf. Ezek. 3.3; Job 32.18ff.; Qoh. 11.5.
On the assumption that the 'literal meaning' of the collocation is
'fill the stomach', thus, indexically, 'eat to satisfaction', its use
in the following two passages seems to be symbolic, expressing greedy
acquisition of material wealth - Psalms 17.14a (Q):
M i n =M I M2WM N'ON •21DY1
"CRAM THEIR BELLIES from your stores,
give them all the sons they could wish for" (JB),
"GORGED AS THEY ARE with thy good things, blest with many sons"
(NEB, which reads X,ON, with LXI, as a niphal);
Job 20.23a:
inx linm	 X,O, 'trri
"When he is about to FILL HIS BELLY,
God shall cast the fury of his wrath upon hie (AV).
(NEB, with the Hexaplar text, omits this instance of the collocation;
for our interpretation, note =1: , I M 'gulp down wealth' at v. 15a).
But at Job 15.2 the collocation seems to have a more literal
reference:
1)02 0 1 77 X,0 1 1 min-nu, nnr. m:r1
"Does a wise man answer with airy reasonings,
or FEED HIMSELF on an east wind?" (JB).
Wind here is metaphorical of vain thoughts and words - the image of
the flatulent stomach impatiently storing things to say is found also
at Job 32.18-20 (see Dhorme 1923:134; cf. 09:02).
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It is not certain, though, even in the first two passages, that the
collocation as such is indeed symbolic. The expression night be
better regarded as exhibiting a particular, natural, use of M5 10 as
'satisfy' (isolated by BDB), with which we may compare UmW at
Prov. 18.20, and a particular, again natural, use of T.= as '(the
seat of) desire' (compare the transition of WO, from 'throat', i.e.,
organ of thirst, to 'desire'; see Wolff 1974a:15ff.).
	 At Ezek. 3.3
both the physical stonach and its 'mental' associations seem to be
implied; Ezekiel makes his 102 not only 'eat' ( 1 :X.1) the scroll
but also 'inwardly digest' its message (see Bullinger 1898:826, where
Jer. 15.16a, m,mx1 7 1 -12/ 1XN0] 'I heard your words and devoured
them', is also noted).
09:06. -lom/lum- I nm. 11/72 11/103 (S+C; S+[A+C]). Gen. 30.2; Deut.
7.13; 28.4,11,18,53; 30.9; Isaiah 13.18; Micah 6.7; Psalms 127.3;
132.11.
The original context of this collocation might have been as it is in
its modern reflex in the Ave .Karla (see Luke 1.42) as well as in
Deuteronomy that of a blessing/curse formula.
Although Gen. 30.2 and Micah 6.7 (11,122) allow the more specific
meaning 'firstborn' (cf. the Ave "aria), the clear normal sense of
the collocation is (singular) 'child' or (collective) 'children'
this is indicated by the parallelism of, e.g., Isaiah 13.18b,
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on l u	 1:022-'n lorro-x7 loz-Ino,
"[W]ho have no pity on LITTLE CHILDREN
and spare no mother's son" (NEB)
(LXX renders teAma both times), and Deut. 28.53a,
7 5 =1 7 5 22 1W2 7=2- 5 10 n,;x1
"Then you will eat YOUR OWN CHILDREN, the flesh of your sons and
daughters" (WEB)
(where the 'sex-inclusiveness' of the collocation is demonstrated).
Fruit of the womb means 'what is produced by/in the womb' as -1nm
1E121 'fruit of the vine' in the Sabbath Kiddush means 'what is
produced by the vine' (grapes). The naturalness of relationship
between the literal and 'idiomatic' senses here means that the
relationship is indexical rather than symbolic.
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According to KB, the collocation is conveyed in contracted form at
Lam. 2.20 by m I nn "fruit of their wombs" (NEB), indicating that the
idiomatic value of the collocation was well-established. Certainly
this indexical meaning had so suppressed the independent/original
senses of its constituents that the BR writers found no difficulty in
applying the collocation to the children of males or groups of persons
including males (although this night simply echo pre-scientific
beliefs - compare the story, ridiculed by Lucian, of the transfer of
the embryonic Dionysus from the womb of Semele to the thigh of Zeus).
Contrast this Old Testament usage with the unease about the meaning of
the collocation when applied to David which Luke betrays at Acts 2.30
where he renders Aarpos te:s Aoilias 'fruit of the womb/body' in the
LI% of Psalms 132.11 (and standardly) as karpos te:s osfuos 'fruit
of the loins'. Note, though, that for the Deuteronomist the
compositional, 'de-indexicalized', value of the collocation was
sufficiently transparent to allow the expression to be associated with
the formally similar phrases rtill:/NO7X-1 10 (Deut. 28.4,11; 30.9).
09:07. -loz: cooluon. 2/7 2/2 (P+A; S+C). Gen. 25.24; 38.27.
(Rashi records a fanciful explanation for the variation in spelling of
the first component.) No idionaticity evident. J describes the labour
of Rebecca and Tamar in very similar terns.
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
09:08. 
-mx-lozo/m. 6/17
	 6/201 (S+C; S+C). Judges	 16.17; Psalms
22.11; 139.13; Job 1.21; 31.18; Qoh. 5.14.
For Job 1.21 and Qoh 5.14 (-mx-lomo ?a l ), see 09:03. Here MX-10:0
is to be interpreted literally. Elsewhere, the collocation introduced
by -10 appears to have an indexical value of 'from the time of birth
of', or as suggested by Rowley (1980:202) in connection with Job
31.18, 'always, all my life':
nrm l ox lomat, .1xm 1 ),/1 1 1111;o qn
'Since I can remember I have brought him up like a father,
ALL MY LIFE I have given her guidance'
(reading piel for MT's gal of '11; NEB makes more changes - in our
interpretation, the pronouns refer to, respectively, the orphan of v.
17b and the widow of v. 16b).
This interpretation, 'always', is well-suited also at Judges 16.17a,
1 0X WIMO 1 2X M I N,X 1 1 T2- 1 Z 	 mnlo
"No razor has touched my head... because I am a Nazirite,
consecrated to God FROM THE DAY OF MY BIRTH" (NEB)
and night be appropriate at Psalms 22.11,
rnx	 +ox lumo a • no I nDtNor 71n,
'From the womb I was thrust upon you,
You have ALVAYS been my God'.
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At first sight, it night appear that the collocation is merely a
pleonastic version (cf. ESD) of 10:0, for which BDB notes the same
indexical sense of 'from the time of birth, always' - e.g., Judges
13.5a,
1=N-la nnM m l n i m l m,x 1 1 T; —I m lumn-.1 :5 m,11 1 -x, mnlol
"[A]nd no razor shall touch his head, for the boy is to be a
Nazirite consecrated to God FRO' THE DAY OF HIS BIRTH" (NEB)
(cf. 16.17, above), and Psalns 58.4b.
	 Thus, in isolation, 1020
shares this indexical sense with mmno as indicated by the
parallelism of the two forns at Psalms 22.11 (see above) and 58.4.
Moreover, Targum Yerus halni's 1imm1 1 ,0 10 'from their youth' and
Peshitta's men Ayonhu:n 'by their nature' for NT mI l mnDO at Gen.
49.5, night indicate a further member, 11D0 (n1D 'fenale
pudenda'), of the 'from the womb' > 'always' colligation (although the
indexical value of the colligation seen s to vary slightly from context
to context). However, in view of the fact that 1020 is the only
member of the colligation to occur with ox in this indexical sense
(MX-Cinno's only occurrence is literal: see 09:03 on Num. 12.12), it
is possible that Mit-lOZO has a specifically emphatic/intensive value
('from the very start of my life').
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Our collocation is introduced by m rather than 0 only at Psalns
139.13b,
1 0X WM: 12m0R
'You covered ne with/knitted ne into my mother's womb',
reflecting a theme also found at Job 10.11.	 The indexical meaning
which we have seen to be associated with corlomo is not natural
here, and the versional evidence for emending the preposition to 3
is not very strong - LXI's antelabou nou ek gastros ne:tros nou 'You
helped me out of my mother's womb' (7) appears to represent an
expositional paraphrase or a Hebrew text substantially different from
NT.
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10. 7-0 (25)
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
10:01. m l mnz-tim / coo 1m7n. 2/3 2/2 (P+A; P-I-A). Ezek. 7.17; 21.12.
The two passages from Ezekiel are as follows:
0 1 0 112Zt71 17 c l m-o- 17:1 	(7.17);
"[V]hile their hands hang limp and THEIR KNEES RUN WITH URINE"
(7.17; NEB);
rvo 12m,n comnm-,m, nin-,z rummi 0 + 1 1 -'7m l rini	 D021
(21.12b).
"[A]ll hearts melt, all courage fails, all hands fall limp, ALL
XEN'S KNEES RUN WITH URINE" (21.12; NEB).
AV's rendering, "all knees shall be weak as water", assumes the
imagery here to be similar to that of 0, 001 'the heart melts' also
at Ezek. 21.12 (cf. Joshua 7.5b:
0 1 0, -q7i1 mum-mm, cal,
"At this the COURAGE of the people XELTED and flowed away like
water" [NEB]).
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Dhorme (1923:156) renders "Et tous les genoux s'en iront en eau", but
on the basis of the use of 75R in
0 1 0 15 1 111N 1 	 VPM N2D,R 1111=M
[Mud the hills [shall] FLOW WITH milk.
All the streams of Judah shall BE FULL OF water"
(Joel 4.18a; FEB)
and of	 in
M=1 1: 1 7 1 11 M57,111
"[Mat our eyes may RUN WITH tears" (Jer. 9,17; NEB)
(cf. 14.17; see Driver 1953:260:n.1), we prefer to interpret 7,n in
the collocation, not as 'turn into', but 'run down, run with', thus,
'all knees run with water' (i.e., 'water runs down the knees').
NEB's rendering of the collocation does Justice to the syntactic
facts, and the meaning is consistent with LIX's 'all thighs shall be
dirtied with moisture' (see also 10:02 for LIZ's use of Ae:ros
'thigh' for IT 7-1:). Probably the collocation gained an additional
stylistic flavour through association with the 	 well-known
'euphemistic' use of inm discussed in,
	 e.g., Driver 1953; Holna
1911:96; XcCurley 1968:205,224; Toll 1982. Driver (1953) notes a
similar Akkadian idiom of extreme fear, shina:tesbum uzarrabu: 'and
they released their urine', and a different Biblical Hebrew expression
of the sane image at Job 18.11:
Vo,a15 1 • Y 1 011 N11,2 lrnum mIzo
"The terrors of death suddenly beset him
and make him piss over his feet" (NEB)
(but cf. Rowley 1980:129).
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For Biblical Hebrew, our evidence is that the collocation represents a
vivid metaphor (not an idiom), 'explained' by its association with
commoner figurative expressions of panic, which is peculiar to Ezekiel
in the same way that 0 4 0-10 ;50 'shaking of knees' is a special figure
of lahum (2.11Y; however, both prophets draw on the standard Israelite
symbolism of the knee as a point at which weakness is most obviously
or critically displayed.
In view of the obscene connotations of this collocation as a whole and
of its components, 0 44 710 ('genitals')	 and 0 40	 ('urine'),
Individually, it is surprising that in iodern Hebrew we should find
the expression m N =-12- lo 'water of the knees' in a quite neutral
sense of 1 s-hallow water' (i.e., 'water up to the knees', derived from
Ezek. 47.4; ESD).
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10:02. - 1 =- 171: 7'7E13 1 . 2/10 2/241 (P+C). Gen. 30.3; 50.23.
The expression is difficult; we have chosen to approach its analysis
through its actual (albeit figurative) meaning(s) in context. The two
verses in which it occurs are as follows:
mao , mlx-ma 122X1	 1,N1	 711172 5 110X mn noun
'So she (scil., Rachel) said, Look, here is Bilhah, my servant.
Make love to her. Then she can GIVE BIRTH ON MY KNEES so that I
too will be 'be-sonned' - from her' (Gen. 30.3);
COW,W I lm connx, qp1,
, m,m-71; 11 .7 , mul p-im n , mo '22 01
'And Joseph lived to see Ephraim's great-grandchildren;
Even the children of Makir (the son of Manasseh) WERE BORN ON
Joseph's KNEES' (Gen. 50.23).
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Gen. 30.3 could be seen to involve the collocation in an idiomatic
expression of adoption of a child.	 But this interpretation is
difficult to square with the context of Gen. 50.23, where, if Joseph
is 'adopting' Machir's sons, the 'adoption' is very different from
that of Gen. 30.3 - there is no transfer of responsibility or
ownership from the children's natural parents to Joseph, rather,
Joseph simply accepts them as legitimate descendants. A tradition
represented by Targum Onkelos and Rashi understands both instances of
the collocation to refer to the rearing of a child (as Bullinger
1898:61). But why should Machir or Joseph wish the latter to bring up
the former's children? Finally, it has been argued that the
significance of the expression differs from passage to passage. Thus,
Dhorne (1923:156f.) believes that the use of the collocation at Gen.
30.3 simply implies the longevity of Joseph. Compare Samaritan 'ico2
'(they were born) in the days of (Joseph)'.
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On the assumption that the figure is of adoption, many commentators
believe the underlying image here to be of a birth taking place on the
knees of a midwife (cf. Job 3.12a: M 55 D12 5 3 .1o/p ullo 'Why did knees
ever first greet me'); thus, it is possible that Gen. 30.3 refers to a
contract whereby the adoptive mother acts as midwife to the natural
mother. If so, then at Gen. 30.3, the collocation has quite literal
value, although referring to an action of symbolic significance. The
problem with this interpretation is that, unless we assume that the
collocation at Gen. 50.3 has nothing to do with the expression at Gen.
30.3, it requires an almost incredible change in contextual
restrictions enabling the expression to be applied not just to a man
but to a great-grandfather, and to signify 'legitimize' rather than
'adopt'.
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An alternative view of the origins of the expression is that it is, to
some degree, figurative or 'stereotyped' from the start, that it
actually means 'bear a child for someone to set it on his or her
knees' (cf. NEB at Gen. 30.3). This has the advantage that it
requires no major shift in significance from Gen. 30.3 to Gen. 50.23,
and that it facilitates a variety of implications from context to
context - for example, adopting, suckling, cherishing. Sitting on the
knees in order to suckle or to be comforted is a conmon image in the
Old Testament and elsewhere (Dhorme 1923:1561. - cf. Judges 16.19; 2
Kings 4.20; Isaiah 66.12; Job 3.12 [but see above]), and this image
might in turn be connected with adoption/recognition. It might be
that this simple symbolism (of an 'adoptive' parent tenderly holding
the child on its knee) developed into a specific ritual whereby an
adoptive child touched or passed through the knees of its new parent -
see Selman 1980:127 and Nargalith 1986:402f. for sumnaries of
parallels from the Ancient Near-East and beyond. Compare Gen. 48.12,
MVIX ' l ox, =ta l l l l mnm muo anx
'And Joseph moved them from where they were standing by his
knees, and they bowed each of them with his face to the ground',
which perhaps refers to acceptance of grandchildren, although the
details of the cerenony are unclear (see von Rad 1972:415). The
ritual night have in its background the sense 712 'genitals' and the
notion of the solemnly binding nature of a contract ratified by
touching the genitals (cf. 41:06; note LII's rendering of a ii712 at
Gen. 50.23 by ne:roi 'thighs', perhaps euphemistic for 'genitals').
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The safest conclusion about this collocation, in view of the limited
data for the expression as such, is, we believe, that it is
'idiomatic' only to the extent that its reference is compressed, only
insofar as it means 'bear a child to set on the knees of someone'.
The precise implication of such knee-setting varies from context to
context, but probably has a loose connection with adoption/recognition
of a child.
10:03. 1: 11 7,2/712-,Z. 4/11 4/5290 (S+C; (S+1:9+A). 1 Kings	 19.18;
Isaiah 45.23; Ezek. 7.17; 21.12.
For the texts, see 10:01,04. 	 Notice that each instance of the
collocation is closely associated with another anatomical term 	 The
collocation itself is not idiomatic. In the Ezekiel passages,
although the expression constitutes part of a metaphor, its reference
is to the knee (perhaps used euphemistically) as such (see 10:01). On
the other hand, at Isaiah 45.23, 7,2 night be synecdochical for the
person qua worshipper (although NEB prefers to render literally) and
is almost certainly so at 1 Kings 19.18 (cf. NEB).
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10:04. mIlmn2/7-m-,m	 / 1/rTun2. 2/4 2/13 (=10:03). 1 Kings 19.18;
Isaiah 45.23.
The relevant verses are as follows:
m l n,X 7=0 "x-lw 4 : Irnutall
1, pw:-x,
	
1n1-'21 "22, 12-12-x, num corm:1-'2
"But I will leave seven thousand in Israel, ALL VHO have not BEIT
THE KNEE to Baal, all whose lips have not kissed hie
(1 Kings 19.18; NEB);
11w,-"m umwn 7n2-": VIDP Itrip
"[T]hat to me EVERY KNEE SHALL BEND,
every tongue shall swear" (Isaiah 45.23b; NEB).
In both instances the action described is symbolic of worship and
specifically of professing subservience to a divinity. In connection
with Baal, obedience is also expressed by kissing him, presumably in
the form of his idol (compare a similar gesture in the context of a
royal investiture at Psalms 2.12); in contrast, confession of Yahweh,
who, at least in the orthodox Judaean cult, had no cultic
representation, required the devotee to signify his acceptance of
Yahweh's rule in binding words (11(c-fm 2:2Wil; Isaiah 45.23b) - a
linguistic and literal affirmation rather than, or at least alongside,
a gestural and symbolic one.
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10:05. -+nns-'7u unn. 5/10 5/30 (P+C). Judges 7.5,6; 1 Kings 8.54;
2 Kings 1.13; Ezra 9.5. Cf. Job 4.4.
At a compositional level the collocation night appear to be
pleonastic. However, instances of un2 independent of 712 indicate
that its original central meaning was not 'kneel', but 'bend down,
crouch' (cf. Gen. 49.9: N I nxn yr, unn "crouch and stretch like a
lion"; HEE), applied mainly to animals (cf. mlunn as a non-hunan
anatomical term); the original significance of -,U in the
collocation night then be 'against', thus, 'bend against the knee',
i.e., 'kneel'.	 When 712 is the subject of WID, the verb can nean
'kneel' (1 Kings 19.17; Isaiah 45.23h, both quoted in 10:04) or
'shake' (Job 4.4b: yowl n1U12 connzi 'and [people with] knees that
shake you strengthen'; cf. Isaiah 35.3, where ,W2 'stumble' is used
for U12).
At Judges 7.5f. the collocation has a literal, compositional, value:
mio ninu, aninnm -7u lunn nun nni ,m1 (7. 6h)
"[B]ut all the rest of the people BOWED DOWN UPON THEIR KNEES to
drink water" (AV).
But in the Old Testament kneeling is frequently associated with
religious contexts (cf. unn at Psalms 22.30; 72.9; Esther 3.2,5; 2
Chr. 7.3; UT 76.11.18), and the use of our collocation reflects this.
At 2 Kings 1.13b the gesture is clearly associated with intercession:
1 1 '7X 121711 % 1 1N 5 ,x 1A2	 1 1 2-12-,1 unni,
"[Mild [he] KIELT DOWN before [Elijah] and pleaded with hie
(NEB).
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And at 1 Kings 8.54 and Ezra 9.5, the collocation is conjoined with
W1D, also associated with/symbolic of intercession (see
46.18):
ITXM rmnrri rr innnn-,z ITX M1M 1 -,X	 r7V7W	 INI1
m l ocoN	 ilomi	 unmo nin l rt:TO N 1D!O cp
'When Solomon had finished this prayer and supplication to the
Lord, he arose from before the altar of the Lord, where HE HAD
BEEN KNEELING with HIS HANDS SPREAD OUT to heaven"
(1 Kings 8.54; NEB);
1,001 l ia: l unr:1 I n n 2uno	 :man 1712021
I rrNt N11 1 -tM 1 SD manoxi	 rfiraX1
'Then, at the evening sacrifice, I rose from my humiliation and,
in my rent robe and mantle, I KNELT DOWN and SPREAD OUT MY HANDS
to the Lord my God" (Ezra 9.5; NEB)
(cf. Ezra 9.8, which makes it clear that Ezra's prayer is
intercessory).
Hence, we see that our collocation develops in its association with
intercession, from supplication to a human (albeit someone having a
special relationship with God) to supplication to God. At Daniel
6.11, an Aramaic version of our collocation seems to be associated
with praying in general, rather than intercession in particular, thus
evidencing a further, natural, semantic transition.
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25. lpT (19)
PARALLELS: 2 Samuel 10.5111 Chr. 19.5 (18).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
25:01. 
-IpT r' l l. 2/12 2/18 (S+C). Lev. 14.9;	 2	 Samuel 10.4. Cf.
Lev. 21.5; Jer. 41.5.
2 Samuel 10.4 concerns the humiliation of David's envoys:
07PT	 rt-PX 17,1 1 1 717 *012.25-Mt 11T 7.5%1
cin n num 71; l 'amm mN 1 17o-nx nnmll
"So Hanun took David's servants, and he SHAVED OFF half THEIR
BEARDS, cut off half their garments up to the buttocks, and
dismissed them" (NEB).
The collocation here is not itself symbolic, but a literal description
of a symbolic act. In view of Hanun's information that David's envoys
were actually spies (v.3), the act night well have had symbolic value
beyond that of shaming (see NcCurley 1968:176f.) - Greengus
(1969:43:n.28) notes that in Mesopotamia "occurrences of facial
mutilation.., all derive from situations where individuals were
punished for breaking or contesting agreements".
At Lev. 14.9a the collocation has no symbolic value beyond its
function within a context of ritual cleanliness:
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lnana-,m-mt r5a l l o n mum 01 5 m rmil
m71 4 l'am-52-rmi 1 1 1 4 1, ma Mil 12PT-PX1 iwernx
'On the seventh day, he is to shave off all his hair. The hair
of his head, of HIS BEARD, his eyebrows - all his hair HE IS TO
SHAVE'.
Lev. 21.5a,
1M,2 1 	 mapT RX01 awn2 nrrip mirri-x5
"Priests shall not make bald patches on their heads as a sign of
mourning nor cut the edges of their beards" (NEB),
presumably prohibits a type of mourning mutilation, as does Lev.
19.27:
71PT FOIM IT 11 4 11WP W51 cmconrr	 impn ?r,
"You shall not round off your hair from side to side,
and you shall not shave the edge of your beards" (NEB).
A quite specific, cultically objectionable, form of shaving appears to
be meant, for at other passages there is evidence that disfiguring the
beard was an acceptable token of bereavement in Israel as well as her
neighbours (see, e.g., Jer. 41.5; Micah 1.16, quoted below, 25:02);
Holma (1911:37) notes tearing out of the beard as a sign of mourning
in Babylon (cf. Ezra 9.3, quoted below, 25:05).
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25:02. ipr-,n
	 una. 2/2 2/14 (S+C; S+A). Isaiah 15.2; Jer. 48.37.
The form of the collocation presented and the associated figures
assume, with BDB, KB, and Mandelkern, that ruina is a qal passive
participle employed predicatively, thus, 'every beard will be cut
off'; we reject ES's understanding of nulni as a noun, mIrrn 0170M
1200 ritl.la Ipme (the collocation would thus translate as 'every
beard becomes a bare chin').
On the literary relationship of the two passages, see, e.g., Kaiser
1974:60f. and Driver 1909:214. The context clearly indicates, that
the collocation expresses a symbolic act of mourning for the defeat of
a nation:
:mulna ipr—an rullp i l wxn-,mm	 :X10 X:7 1 0	 1:5It5D
n mz: nni 1,7 11 rraz rprznnzitn 	 )53 pw IIAR INpuins
'Over Nebo, over Medeba, Moab will weep.
On every head baldness - EVERY BEARD, SHORN.
In his squares they wear sackcloth.
Up on his rooves and down in his streets the whole land wails,
Prostrate with grief'. (Isaiah 15.2b-3).
(Compare Micah 1.16:
7 1112Un2 2 	 tal Innp
71:4 ',a 1 :	 7nrinp 5211nm
"Shave the hair from your head in mourning
for the children of your delight;
make yourself bald as a vulture,
for they have left you and gone into exile" [NEB],
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and, as Bullinger [1898:604], Jer. 47.5a: MTU-,X nrrip nxm.) Note
that 175 T here means 'beard' and does not bear a synecdochical value
Ca person with a beard'); cf. • -12 in 7nm-',2 (10:03).
un). is only definitely used of 'shaving' in this collocation
(although KB finds the sane usage in the difficult text of Ezek.
5.11), adding strength to the argument for amending MT.
	 Many
manuscripts have 2771 'hew down/off' at the two passages -
appears to have also read 'E1T for lpT (cf. 26:06 on 1 Samuel
2.31).
25:03. -lpT-nizs. 2/11 2179 (S+C S+C). Lev. 19.27; 21.5.
For texts, see above, 25:01. According to Rashi, at Lev. 19.27 on our
collocation, the 'corners of the beard' are "the tip of the beard and
its sides, these making together five corners: two on each cheek,
above near the head (the temples) - where it (the cheek) is broad and
has therefore two corners (thus four on the two sides) and one at the
bottom., on the chin, on that spot where is the Junction of the two
cheeks". Cf. 0 1 2n-nn 'edge of the face' at Lev. 13.41a and -nxo
WM 'fringe, temple' at 19.27a. Both tines our collocation occurs in
relation to an attempt to make oneself unrecognizable in face of the
dangers emanating from the 'soul' of a dead person" (Moth 1977:143).
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25:04. T7T 1x / Wri. 2/2 2/99 (S+A; S+A). Lev. 13.29,30.
Data restricted. However, we examine the collocation in view of its
connection with 25:05. Lev 13.29-30 reads as follows:
:17T: 1x WX12 U12 12 n1 1 .1 1 - 1 2 MWM lx trim,
pi :IX 1= 121 nium-la pau lnxna n2n, ua2m-nx inmn
?.!ii ipTn ix tux= runu xln pn2 inmn irx xawl
"When a man, or woman, has a sore on the HEAD OR CHIN, the priest
shall examine it; and if it seems deeper than the skin and the
hair is yellow and sparse, the priest shall pronounce him
ritually unclean; it is a scurf, a malignant skin-disease of the
HEAD OR CHIN" (NEB).
NEB, like BDB and JB, renders 'pi' 'chin' here.
	 Marcus (1977:54)
disputes the validity of this:
In Lev 13:29,30 [17T] appears in hendiadys with Lx] "head,'
and therefore it night be argued that the chin is indicated,
although in Ezek 5:1 the sane pair occurs in a context of hair
being shaven. However, the entire section (vv 29-37) has to do
with recognizing leprous afflictions in areas of hair, while a
later section (vv 40-44) has to do with afflictions of the scalp.
Since v 33 indicates that the patient shall shave in the vicinity
of the scab ([r5112]),	 said to	 be on the [I,Tl, and the
following verse mentions that the scab has not spread to the
skin, it is clear that hair (of the head) and beard are mentioned
here as the areas of diagnosis and not the scalp or chin.
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If Marcus's arguments are accepted, then it seens likely that ix wx1
lpT is a meristic 'idiom' meaning 'hair', in view of the fact,
ignored by Marcus, that the woman (NWX) of v. 29 can hardly have a
beard. Of course, this fact could also be used as an argument in
favour of rendering 17T 'chin' here; however, Marcus's
interpretation, and our development of it are consistent with an
idionatic value which we shall see (25:05) to be associated with the
conjunctive form of this collocation.
25:05. -17T1 -WW1. 3/3 3/350 (S+C; S+C). Lev. 14.9; Ezek. 5.1;
	
Ezra
9.3.
Collocations 25:04 and 25:05 are disjunctive and conjunctive
realizations of the word-pair wX1 - 177, the components of which
complement each other by parallelism at Lev. 19.27 and 21.5a (quoted
above, 25:01) and Isaiah 7.20; Psalns 133.2. 	 We have already
suggested that the disjunctive collocation has a neristic value of
'hair'.	 This can hardly be true, though, for the conjunctive
collocation at Lev. 14.9a (quoted at 25:01), where our expression,
with 1 1 ) 1 U R121 'his eyebrows', spells out what the preceding 	 and
succeeding 1115W-,M	 'all his hair' means - it 	 has literal,
'enumerative', reference, and cannot be meristic. At Ezek. 5.1a,
where the collocation occurs in the context of a symbolic gesture, a
meristic value is possible, although the repetition of the preposition
seems to serve to isolate 'head' and 'beard':
7npT-t/m1 wx,
	 .. .:lrT	 rT'
'Take a sword and run it over your HEAD and over your BEARD'.
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However, at Ezra 9.3 the form of the collocation is that of a
'compound noun' (see below), 'the hair of my-head-and--my-beard', and
here a merisnus, 'my hair', is quite likely:
n In-nx I nunp riTN nym-nx luzwni
oolwo	 tintn iU M.510X1
'When I heard this I tore all my clothes.
I pulled at MY HAIR and sat down dumb-founded'.
Note that this 'idiomatic' meaning, if such it be, of the conjunctive
collocation is associated with the only instance of -771
without material intervening between the conjunction 1 and the
second noun (-rx at Lev. 14.9; -,W at Ezek. 5.1).
Thus, we believe that the collocation 7T 1X/1 WX1 constitutes a
merismus, 'hair (of all the head)', when no material intervenes
between the con/disjunctive marker and the second noun. This
conclusion is consistent with that of Kaddari (1966), who also finds
in our collocation a "composite semantic unit" (n101010rrnrn
rzznlo) meaning 'hair'. Possibly at the level of the word-pair,
WW1 - lpT, always occurring in that order, has a semantic
specialization as well - note that its use seems to be particularly
associated with 'cultic' life - leprosy at Lev. 13-14; mourning at
Ezra 9.3; anointing at Psalms 133.2; ritual mutilation at Lev. 19.27;
21.5.
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26. 1,11T (91)
PARALLELS: 2 Samuel 22.3511Psalms 18.35; 1 Kings 8.42112 Chr. 6.32
(89).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
26:01. 2.11-a2 17X1. 2/11 2/51 (S+A). Exodus	 6.6; Psalms	 77.16. Cf.
Lev. 25.49.
The collocation is presumably used as a covenant-tradition formula at
Psalms 77.16a,
7ou uinTm ("MA
"WITH thy STRONG ARX THOU DIDST REDEEX thy people" (FEB),
recalling specifically Exodus 6.6,
r1 1 11112 UllT: manx , n,x11	 11,20 mum CDPX ntxxln,
N I will release you from your labours in Egypt.... I will REDEEX
you WITH AR]( outstretched" (NEB).
IT of Psalms 77.16 in its present form (DrIT for 7U117) might then
be defended on the grounds that it (unconsciously) recalls the longer
form of the Exodus collocation (r7 , 114: U11T2 17X1; for the rarity of
'MA in the exodus tradition, see Hyatt 1980:166). The collocation
as such is not idiomatic, even though U1-1T might have a metonymic
sense of 'strength' - cf. 26:09.
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26:02. 
-1,111-"P711/,11). 2/45 2/18 (S+C; S+C). Exodus 15.16;
	 Psalms
79.11. Cf. Deut. 11.2.
The collocation is not idionatic. At Exodus 15.16a, in view of the
mythological nature of the surrounding narrative , the actual 'arm' of
God night be intended (as NEB; compare the hypostasis of the -1101
at v. 6; see 40:20); otherwise, U11T is metonymic, 'through
your great power' - this is perhaps nore likely in view of the
abstract nouns that precede the collocation:
12= 107 1
 W11T ,712. 7701 nra , x orron tinn
"[T]error and dread fell upon them:
through the NIGHT OF THY ARX they stayed stone-still" (NEB).
At Psalms 79.11 NEB interprets 3111T netonymically:
Irv= , 22 nniN mori ma ,71D -ow! nplx 7 , )v, ximn
"Let the groaning of the captives reach thy presence
and in thy GREAT NIGHT set free death's prisoners".
JB, however, interprets anatomically - "by your NIGHTY AR]( rescue
those doomed to die!". Possibly the verse is meant to recall the Song
of Noses.
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26:03. 
-111-IT /	 rrulW11. 5/45 5/20 (S+C). 	 Isaiah 59.16;	 63.5;
Psalms 44•42 ; 98.1. Cf. Judges 7.2; 1 Samuel 25.26,33; Job 40.14.
Isaiah 59:16 and 63.5 represent 'formula variants' of the sane notif.
U l ADO	 1M =WW1 W 1 X ilx-52
irrnmoo xin lnplx, 11,17 1, mial
"[He] saw that there was no man to help
and was outraged that no one intervened;
so HIS OWN ARM BROUGHT HIM VICTORY
and his own integrity upheld him" (59.16; FEB);
70115 rx1 colnwx, 1711 riX1 U12X1
immoo x l n tTfT	 nr	 uwIni
"I looked for a helper but found no one,
I was amazed that there was no one to support ne;
yet my OVN ARM BROUGHT ME VICTORY,
alone my anger supported me" (63.5; NEB).
The parallelism in both instances with an abstract object (ir./2,
NOn) suggests that 2511T here has netonymic force, 	 'strength' (cf.
Bullinger 1898:877).
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At Psalms 44.4 the collocation occurs twice (in deep structure):
107 MD I VI-X5 OD11T1 ynx 1W1 1 021172 X, ID
011 , x1 'D	 11X1 Winn 7,10"'D
u [I]t was not our fathers' swords won them the land,
nor THEIR ARX THAT GAVE THEX THE VICTORY,
but thy right hand and THY ARX and the light of thy presence;
such was thy favour to thee (NEB).
NEB's literal, anatomical, rendering of :WIT is probably justified
in view of the association with 'right hand'; however, the third
salvatory item, 0 1 2M niX, night suggest a more abstract, metonymic
sense. In poetic diction, of course, ambiguity of interpretation is
not unexpected. 'Whatever the precise meaning, the passage illustrates
three points about our collocation. First, although 17117 is the
subject of the collocation, and is, therefore, 'hypostatic' in form,
the parallelism with OTIM indicates that it is 'instrumental' in
semantic effect: 'his arm/strength saved him' means 'he saved himself
by using his arm/strength'. Secondly, the collocation is semantically
'analyzable', transparent, as Shown by the adversative construction,
'not their 1,11T but his uinT saved them'. Thirdly, the noun of
the collocation is substitutable, 'your right hand saved them' - see
below.
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The collocation occurs again (if we reject BEK's proposal) in
conjunction with 'p i: 9 at Psalns 98.1b. Vv. lb-2 read:
:1Wip 231171 1, 1 1:0 1,-nu9win
Irum Ti colan 5 ) 9 u, inDiv T 	 1N
"MIS right hand and holy ARM have WON HIX VICTORY.
The Lord has made his victory known;
he has displayed his righteousness to all the nations" (NEB).
As before it is uncertain whether 1311T has netonymic or anatomical
value here, in view of the more abstract referents that follow (also
Icrt and mlom in v. 3).
Evidence from 'colligational' variants of the collocation, using
1,p9 CIT	 1 %	 for 55117	 (see	 Dhorme	 1923:138ff.	 for	 the
interchangeability of band and arm in Hebrew and Akkadian),
suggests that the colligation as a whole was developing an idiomatic
value. This value night be characterized as 'behaving presumptuously,
as though God'. For example, in each of the following passages, a
human party is represented (by God) as believing itself worthy of an
acclamation applicable to Yahweh alone:
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72 1 0 1 7', Duri p-m 711x 12X-021
"Then I in my turn will acknowledge
that YOUR OWN RIGHT HAND CAN SAVE YOU" (Job 40.14; NEB);
ma l umn	 ,xncr,	 nxsrl-lo
"Israel will claim the glory for thenselves and say that it is
THEIR OWN STRENGTH THAT HAS GIVEN THEM THE VICTORY"
(Judges 7.2b; NEB).
(With the second passage compare Judges 6.36f.) In the light of this
understanding, at 1 Samuel 25.26, 17 i
 1, IPW11 refers to 'high-
handed, presumptuous, behaviour' - Yahweh has intervened to stop David
behaving outside the law, as though he were God:
77 1 DW1r11 17 1 072. X1:0 rrin l 7u2o
'Yahweh has restrained you from committing murder and LETTING
YOUR OWN HAND SAVE YOU'.
Cf. Smith 1899:226 on v. 31 (where LXI assumes our collocition - MT's
omission of 71 here merely emphasizes its synecdochical value, as
standing for the possessor of the hand): "David will be happier in
future days, if he now restrains himself from taking vengeance on
Jabal... instead of waiting for the deliverance promised by God".
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In these passages, then, we see evidence for a development in the
meaning of the collocation, or, better the colligation 15
	 mlum
11 1 0 1 /17 1 /13311T. First, with 321-1T the expression is used in the
cult, perhaps as a cultic cry of triumph, to describe Yahweh's defence
of himself and bis people. On the one occasion that it is applied to
human beings (Psalms 44.4), this is merely to deny that they could
make the sane claim. Secondly, with 1 1 0 1 , it is used alongside the
collocation with 1711T and in the sane context; however, this form of
the colligation is also used, ironically, by Yahweh of a human (Job)
who over-reaches himself. Thirdly, the collocation with 1+ is used
(in Judges) in the sane way as that with • +0 1 ; however, this final
form of the colligation is used by one human being of another with
the, idiomatic, implication, because of the contexts of the
collocations with MinT and 1 1 0+, that the addressee has usurped
Yahweh's description, hence 'behave presumptuously'.
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26:04. 
-iron-a PVT!. 2/21 2/64 (P+C). Ezek. 30.24; Hosea 7.15.
The context of Ezek. 30.24 suggests that here the collocation
expresses strengthening of the bones and muscles of the arm (cf.
26:06,08):
1U10 P11.11T-1T X I nnw, ...522 7',0 mu-11—n 5nprm,
"Then I will STRENGTHEN THE ARMS of the king of Babylon...
but I will break Pharoah's arms" (NEB).
This seens to be true also at Hosea 7.15a:
011:711T 5 1Wrm I nno l 1 mi (retaining MT)
'I have trained (them), I have MADE THEIR ARMS STRONG'.
For the diction here, compare, as Wolff (1974b, in loc.), Job 4.3:
;MIR R101 0 1 1 1 1 M 1 :1 1 R10 1 MR.
The sane sense is found at Prov. 31.17 where yo l x is used for pTlm
in an Image of military origin:
N 1 R1171T YtT
	 171SR01 TlUM M111
She girdeth her loins with strength, and STRENGTHENETH HER ARMS"
(AV).
Hence, the collocation does not bear the idiomatic sense of
'encourage' attached to mi l /1 pT1m.
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Ve do not consider 2:11T P I TRN at Ezek. 30.25 to be a by-form of our
collocation, likening it instead to 19 p 9 TrIN (Zech. 14.13) and
1 9 0 9 p l Ymy (Isaiah 41.13), in both of which the verb has the sense
of 'hold, grasp'. This meaning makes excellent sense in the context
of Ezek. 30.25, where, having said that he will break the arns of
Pharoah but strengthen those of the Babylonian king, Yahweh now
promises to 'hold up' the arms of the latter while those of the former
dangle ('n) helplessly.
26:05. nvinr, -1 9 0 9 . 3/17 3/97 (S+C; S+C). Isaiah 62.8; Psalms 44.4;
98.1.
For the texts of Psalms 44.4 and 98.1b (where BHK's proposal would
renove the collocation), see 26:03. Isaiah 62.8a reads:
ITU ulnr:,	 n1.71
The Lord has sworn with raised RIGHT HAND AND nighty ARP (NEB).
The status of this expression as a collocation is uncertain. 	 In the
two Psalms
	
passages, 1 9 0 9 and 13117
	 is each,	 individually,
a syntactic subject of the third person singular verb N39W1N
(feminine) 1 and each of the two nouns is also attested independently
of the other as a subject of mu lWIN (see 26:03). Thus, in the two
Psalms texts, we suggest that the apparent function of the present
collocation as a 'compound-subject' of mi l tain be regarded as only a
surface-structure phenomenon representing in contracted form the deep-
structure presence of two tokens of u 9 W1N, each taking as subject a
different one of the two nouns.
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In these passages the (deep-structure) duplication of the idiom
1 5 0 5 /U117 nD5w11 has, presumably, an emphatic result (even though
the purpose of the duplication night have been more for reasons of
metre, traditional diction, etc.). Similarly, in the Isaiah passage
an emphatic message is conveyed; we night render:
'Yahweh has adjured himself MOST BINDINGLY'.
(The association of both upper limbs in the context of a particularly
solemn vow (cf. 40:22] is attested as well at Daniel 12.7a:
0713n 5 m: 1= 5 1 coou • -,x Vmaltul 15 5 a0 on5,
"[Me raised his RIGHT HAND AND his LEFT to heaven and swore by
him who lives for ever" [JB].)
In Isaiah, it seems possible that the emphatic meaning has been
divorced from the deep-structure combination of the nm5w1N
1 5 0 5 /5;117 idioms as a whole, and associated instead only with the
nouns (subjects) of these idioms. Thus, in Isaiah, 1 5 0 5 and UllT
is each used, at the level of deep-structure, to complete the phrase
'swear by ---'. But even in Isaiah, we nay not regard our collocation
as anything more than a surface phenomenon. 	 The non-'compound-noun'
status, or 'noun-phrase-independence', of each noun is indicated by
the explicit repetition of the preposition - had	 iT1 1 5 05 truly
coalesced into a 'compound-noun' we should have expected 115052
1T127-371111, 1T111-5711T1 1 5 0 1 2, or the like.
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Thus, the collocation appears to represent various stages along the
road to syntactic stabilizing of the word-pair roi - 1311T into an
'emphatic' idiom, encouraged by the association with 'emphatic'
contexts of the word-pair. The specific (idiomatic) association of
'collocational-bbnding' and emphatic context is also indirectly
attested by the lack of collocational-bonding and (consequent) lack of
emphatic context at Isaiah 63.12a:
1111XMIT WinT rTt	 70,10
"[lino at the RIGHT HAND of Moses
set to work with his glorious ARM" (JB).
26:06. E-3umuinT CrOn=2/n2W. 7/88 7/108	 ([S+EA+C]]-14P+0). Jer.
48.25; Ezek. 30.21,22,24; Psalms 10.15; 37.17; Job 38.15. 	 Cf. Job
31.22.
At Ezek. 30.21ff., in a rather brutal, extended, figure, Pharoah's
arms are portrayed as broken, so that he cannot wield a sword:
I nnzto	 MUlD ulnr-nx M1X-12
21M2 con, nprnti nwmW,	 pluP, frixon rn`,1 MW2M-X7 R111
"Man, I have BROKEN THE ARM of Pharoah king of Egypt. See, it
has not been bound up with dressings and bandage to give it
strength to wield a sword" (v. 21; NEB).
Here, clearly, the collocation expresses a loss of military power -
indeed, KB claims that in vv. 22 and 24 nlwinT bears the metonymic
value of 0 1 231,7 (in Daniel 11) 'armies'.
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At Jer. 48.25a the collocation, with singular noun and passive verb,
is a vivid metaphor of humiliation and/or military defeat (cf. Volff
1974a:67):
;712W1 121171 :via, flNUIll
"Mbab's horn is hacked off and his STRONG ARX IS BROKEN" (NEB).
(11p D/1 also appears at Lam 2.3, quoted at 40:04; compare Ull
1511T at 1 Samuel 2.31, regarded by ES]) as a symbol of humiliation
equivalent to 1111T 12w, though it might better be interpreted as a
symbol/index of fatal injury; note also LXI's apparent reading, am
'seed'.)
The passive form of our collocation also occurs at Job 38.15b,
nitan n701 21171,
where the presence of the adjective NO, probably means that the
Image is of
"BREAKING THE ARX raised to strike" (JB),
as a metaphor for stopping evil.
Even at Psalms 37.17, the collocation (passive) seems to occur again
as part of a longer metaphor:
:1:1 1 2-1	 111110 p l 7y, uoo-:lo
N1I 1 o l p l im /0101 n151:WIT ca l m, ninnT 1m
"The little the virtuous possesses
outweighs all the wealth of the wicked,
since THE ARXS the arms of the wicked ARE DOOMED TO BREAK,
and Yahweh will uphold the virtuous" (vv. 16-17; JB).
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The (metaphorical) point of the collocation here see ns to be that the
arms of the wicked man will break under the weight of his treasure.
Without his arns an evil man cannot even hold hinself up; but Yahweh
acts as a support (701D) to the righteous.
In all these four passages, then, the extended-metaphorical or
graphically descriptive environnents of the collocation prohibit us
from regarding it as in any way a i lexicalized s or 'institutionalized'
symbol or index.
At Psalns 10.15a no arm-breaking imagery is demanded by the context
and UlIT is probably simply metonymic of 'power':
Urn 111T 17.4
'BREAK THE POWER of wicked men'.
At Job 31.22 the (passive) collocation (with uinTx for 331nT) is
used as part of a fully literal account of the anatomical consequences
of evil-doing:
-awn mro l unTx1 n nom= ION:,
"[T]hen may my shoulder-blade be torn from my shoulder,
my ARM WRENCHED OUT of its socket" (NEB).
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
26:07. nlm , -olnr. 2/45 2/6639 (S+C; 9+A). Isaiah 	 51.9;	 53.1. Cf.
Psalms 44.24.
The imagery of Isaiah 51.9-10 utilizes the 'arm of Yahweh' in a vivid
hypostasis (cf. 111 1 -7 , as a "poetic figure for 'Holy Spirit' in
Kodern Hebrew - on the basis of Ezek. 37.1; ESD):
m n ot711: nin/ cip	 ,niuIfl	 D11T Tu- , w:, , n1u ,n125
:1 5 2n n,,ino 2M, nmlawr	 xi'm
rrrin :inn n o M , nylmal vm-nx xv71
M 1 ',1?1,2 1MV, 771 m l - I poDo raw,
"Awake, awake, put on your strength, 0 ARM OF THE LORD,
awake as you did long ago, in days gone by.
Vas it not you
who hacked the Rahab in pieces and ran the dragon through?
Vas it not you
who dried up the sea, the waters of the great abyss,
and made the ocean depths a path for the ransomed?" (NEB).
(The 'epizeuxis' or 'duplication', , 1175 , 1123, is characteristic of
the book of Isaiah - see Bullinger 1898:194f. where the same
phenomenon is noted at 6.3; 21.9; 26.3; 28.10; 40.1; 51.17; 52.1;
57.19.) The semantic intention, though, must be synecdochical -
Deutero-Isaiah's monotheism would hardly permit him to accept, at a
level other than that of the poetic, the independence of Yahweh's arm
from Yahweh himself.
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Nonetheless, Deutero-Isaiah uses the imagery of Yahweh's arm as a
symbol of Yahweh's effective kingship over the (historicized) forces
of chaos elsewhere (cf. 26:10,12), and it is likely that this picture
is present also at Isaiah 53.1b:
nrena2- l o '0 • lrf l 1,11T1;
'And THE ARM OF YAHWEH - to whom has it been revealed?'.
If so an irony is intended - Yahweh's 'arm', associated by the prophet
in his audience's mind with cosmic victory and the deliverance of
Israel (cf. 26:09) is to be made manifest in a way which overturns
traditional Israelite values ('For the wisdom of this world is
foolishness with God'), through weakness and humility and death. At
another level of meaning, in line with our interpretation of Isaiah
51.9 U117 here is also synecdochical: 'To whom has Yahweh revealed
HIMSELF?'. JB and NEB, by rendering 1,11T at Isaiah 53.1b with
"power", miss the relationship with the other Deutero-Isaianic
passages, especially 52.10a (lwir ulnr-nx mirt l Ito; see 26:12).
26:08. ,:2-7,o-nluinT. 2/21 2/133 (P+C; S+C; N+A). Ezek. 30.24,25.
Data restricted. No idiomaticity evidenced. 	 1112J11T here probably
has anatomical reference, although KB claims that the sense is
metonymic, 'armed forces' - see 26:04,06 (compare Modern Hebrew, where
1U1T refers to a 'branch' of the armed forces - i.e., army, navy, or
air-force; ESD).
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26:09. n l lu) C-3331-17. 14167 14/27 (S+[A+C]). Exodus 6.6; Deut. 4.34;
5.15; 7.19; 9.29; 11.2; 26.8; 1 Kings 8.42112 Chr. 6.32; 2 Kings
17.36; Jer. 27.5; 32.17; Ezek. 20.33,34; Psalms 136.12. Cf. Jer.
32.21.
The origins of the collocation are almost certainly in the tradition
of the exodus from Egypt (all passages, with the exception of Jer.
21.5; 27.5; 32.17; Ezek. 20.33f. refer to this; 1 Kings 8.42 probably
alludes to it - see below). Typical of the environments in which it
occurs is Deut. 4.34:
conmlami rumm no= 1 11 znpo	 mr! xim? m l mtl x nor! lx
muu-nwx	 mItrra conloml N 1 1o) D11T21 MPIT -1:1 M017,021
7 1 ) 1 53t, con= mz+n,x Mill
"Or did ever a god attempt to cone and take a nation for himself
away from another nation, with a challenge, and with signs,
portents, and wars, with a strong hand and Al OUTSTRETCHED All,
and with great deeds of terror, as the Lord your God did for you
in Egypt in the sight of you all?" (NEB).
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The frequency of the expression may be due to its inclusion in the
Israelite 'credo' or declaration of 'heilsgeschichtlich' events (Deut.
26.5-10; Gray [1977:225] thinks 1 Kings 8.42 implies that the
foreigner's introduction to Yahweh" was such a 'credo'), through which
it would have becone well-known. Possession of, or acting with, an
'outstretched arm' is one of the most frequently cited of Yahezks
'exodus characteristics'. In the exodus context, it is possible that
the expression developed a metonymic symbolism of 'powerful(ly)'
however, the fact that the collocation is always used in conjunction
with at least one other 'exodus characteristic', suggests that the
figure of an actual outstretched arm was, at least sometimes, evoked
by the collocation. The original figure might be of the divine hand
stretched out like, or with, a sword leading the column of captive
Israelites and pointing it to freedom - cf. 1 Chr. 21.16a:
mtnrin l -na m l iw, iii: NO17W 12,71 ...mill
Rashi at Deut. 7.19 clains the figure refers specifically to the sword
used to kill the Egyptian firstborn.
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The collocation is often associated with a more common formula, -ricm3
1pm. That both collocations were largely synonymous in their
symbolic values is indicated by the replacement by t11/2	 ' (with)
great power' of (1) 7,Trl 1 , at Deut. 9.29, (2) rrilo: 211T at
Exodus 32.11 and Neh. 1.10, and apparently (3) both collocations at
Deut. 4.37 (cf. v. 34, quoted previously). (Note also the equivalent
of our collocation in some ancient versions for the second ripT11 112
in MT of Exodus 6.1.) These data indicate that both collocations were
tending to lose their figurative value, being directly apprehended in
a bynibolic sense - 'powerful(ly)'. A similar sense, 'by force,
forcefully', attaches to both collocations in Modern Hebrew (see ESD).
Notice the typically idiomatic narrowing of implication in this
symbolic value of our expression - whereas the outstretched arm,
U11T, is protective and redemptive, the outstretched hand, 1%, of
Yahweh is always punitive or judgmental, as BDB points out (cf. Isaiah
9.11,16,20; Jer. 21.5 [see below]; for the 'hand' as punitive more
generally, see Bullinger 1898:879f.). (The association of ;7+10] I%
with punishment is itself 'idiomatic'. i rriNp 'the hand is [too/
short' is used in contexts not of punishment, but of salvation -
Isaiah 50.2; 59.1; cf. Hum. 11.23. N , 102 11T C113J7 [Isaiah 9.20]
has lost its original connotations in Modern Hebrew, where it means
'he is [still] able to' [see ESD].)
In Jeremiah and Ezekiel, the symbolic sense 'powerful(ly)' persists,
in contexts other than that of the first exodus. At Jer. 27.5a and
32.17, it is to Yahweh's nighty power, no longer in the exodus but in
creation, that the collocation refers:
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I DInTzi 5111.1 •, r7=z	 mixn-rx ynxn-nx	 Nnlx
rriNo)1
"I by my great power and OUTSTRETCHED ARK made the earth, man and
the animals" (27.5a; JB).
At Jer. 21.5 there is a clever blending of npul / N and n l io) 011T
which manages to convey an ominous message of condemnation for Israel
wrapped in traditional language of salvation:
1,1 111	 mormi	 NPT/ U11721 rnlun I l z mprx
"I myself will fight against you in burning rage and great fury,
with AN OUTSTRETCHED HAND and A STRONG AIM" (NEB).
At Ezek. 20.33f. no modification of the expression is made - the
cliched expression of redemption spells doom for Israel:
=IOW ROM:1 N N W, UllTM1 /7111 / 1 2 ...cmnx Irmorri
°I will bring you out... by my strong hand, my OUTSTRETCHED ARK
and outpoured wrath" (v. 34; NEB).
It is as though the prophets proclaim 'You have always let these
words flow comfortably over you. Now you will be forced to consider
what they really mean'. The 'mighty power' exercised by Yahweh in the
exodus is simply an aspect of that authority which can be made
manifest in which ever situation God so wishes. This is made
especially clear in the Ezekiel passage where the collocation links an
account of the original exodus with a description of the new one
(after 586): 'In D the hand and arm are instruments of divine
redemption, but here they are symbols of judgment. Yahweh will
exercise his kingship.— both as leader and as judge" (Wevers
1982:120).
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26:10. C-3T1U-1711T, 3/45 3/93 (S+C; S+EA+C1). 	 Isaiah 62.8; Psalms
89.11; Job 26.2. Cf Isaiah 51.9.
(BH1C proposes 7713 111171 for MT 72.111T, at Psalms 44.4.) The
collocation combines a symbolic object, 'arm', with its typical
metonymic value, 'strength'. For Isaiah 62:8a (where a Cairo genizah
fragment has itlip for MT 1Tu), see 26:05. A literal, albeit
mythological, description is conveyed at Psalms 89.11 where Yahweh's
'arm of strength' is associated with the cultic manifestation of his
kingship (cf. 26:07):
7 1 2 1 X PITO 7TU UllT: MN1 f,r7m gni mrx
"Thou didst crush the monster Rahab with a mortal blow
and scattered thy enemies with thy STRONG ARP' (NEB).
Ve have assumed the presence of our collocation at Job 26.2:
11J-X, U11T =WIN mm-x,, nnTD-mo
"What help you have given to the man without resource,
what deliverance you have brought to the POWERLESS!" (NEB).
However, the syntax of the last three words is uncertain. 	 If the
literal meaning is 'the arm of no-strength', then the collocation is
present and, as in NEB's interpretation, stands synecdochically for
the weak person to whom the arm belongs. But if the sense is 'the arm
of him who has no strength', then our collocation disappears - the
(ironic) image conveyed is of the comforters assisting in battle Job,
whose arms have grown weary from struggle.
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26:11. Ilimm- crmoln y . 3/66 3/274 (ES+Pl+C; S+A). Ezek. 30.21,24,25.
Data restricted. No idiomaticity evidenced - see 26:04,06,08.
26:12. -wIlp-uinT. 2/45 21137 (S+C; S+C). Isaiah 52.10; Psalms 98.1.
Compare 26:10 (and see the sane for the possibility of this
collocation at Isaiah 62.8; BHK would remove it at Psalms 98.1).
	 In
both instances Yahweh's 'holy arm' is his (mythological) instrument
for displaying cosmic power and maintaining cosmic order. See 26:03
for the text of Psalms 98.1b. Isaiah 52.10 has:
0 1 11.7- 17D N 2 1 :77 1W1p U117-19 mni rpm
12 + .77X noma l PX ynx- , cmx-in ixn,
"The Lord has bared his HOLY ARK in the sight of all nations,
and the whole world from end to end shall see the deliverance of
our Gad" (EEB).
Vhybray (1981:167f.) claims the figure here is of Yahweh "throwfing]
back the encumbering folds of the garment in order to be able to use
his sword".
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26:13. M I VVIAJW1=1:2;11T. 2/66	 2/259 (IS+Pl+C; [S+P]+A). Psalms
10.15; 37.17. Cf Job 38.15.
BDB regards vri at Psalms 10.15 as the abstract noun 'wickedness'
we have given the benefit of the doubt to ES and Mandelkern, in both
of which it is listed under the adjective 'wicked (person)'. 	 Both
instances occur in combination with nzw — see 26:06. In the first
passage 11317 is metonymic, 'power', in the second the plural noun is
used literally within a metaphorical description.
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28. p .117 (38)
RECAPITULATIONS: Exodus 4.7=4.7 (i.e., second occurrence in verse
recapitulates first) (37).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
28:01. -p I rr-rwx. 2/34 2/224 (S+C; S+C). Deut. 13.7; 28.54. Cf. Deut.
28.56
The passages from Deuteronomy are as follows;
7u, ix 17 1 17 rum lx 7nz-lx 7)m lx 7ox-im 7117x
'Your brother, your own mother's son, or your daughter or the
VIFE OF YOUR BOSON or yolir friend' (13.7a);
122 nmmi ipin num,
"[111th his brother, or the VIFE OF HIS BOSOM, or his own...
children" (28.54h; NEB).
Bosom, presumably, has a metonymic value of 'dear' (perhaps
'dearest' in a polygynous society), thus, JB, "the wife you cherish",
unless it is merely synecdochical - 'your wife'. That the collocation
as such is not idiomatic is indicated by the manipulation of the
initial component in Deut. 28.54ff. (pirrnwx	 followed by plr-w).
Rashi's gloss at Deut. 13.7, 17'in 11=1WM, seems to connect this
collocation with that of 28:06.
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28:02. 
-pry- R m l wm. 2/6 2/357 (S+C). Exodus 4.7=4.7; Psalms 79.12.
At Exodus 4.7, as in the preceding verse, p , m probably means 'fold'
of a garment (as BDB; KB; NEB):
lp , n-'m 1/ , zu N i "rp , r-x 71 ,
 :Am navi
17= 12W-12M1 nn1,1
[Be" said,] 'PUT your hand BACK INTO YOUR BOSOM.' HE PUT his
hand BACK INTO HIS BOSON and when he drew it out, there it was
restored, just like the rest of his flesh" (JB).
Cf., e.g., the use of • m 'mouth' for the top of a garment at Exodus
28.32 (see Dhorme 1923:85) and WM 'chest' as 'fold' at Neh. 5.13.
No special symbolism is attached to the action described, and the
collocation as a whole is not idionatic here.
As NEB's rendering indicates, at Psalms 79.12 our collocation is near
in meaning to variants with 770 (Jer. 32.18a) and 0, ,W (Isaiah
65.6b):
, ]7x • innm nwx mrinnn cp , m-,x 0 , 112.= 12 , 2DW, =MI
"As for the contempt our neighbours pour on thee, 0 Lord,
TURN IT BACK sevenfold ON THEIR OWN HEADS" (NEB).
Cf. Neh. 3.36a:
MWX1-7X mnonm mum
"Turn back their reproach upon their own heads" (NEB).
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Possibly the expression also alludes to the imagery of zvy-tnt 211,5/
(e.g., Deut. 4.39a; Lam. 3.21) 'recall, consider'. Thus, we might
render 'Make them remember their insult, and then pay them back for
it'. It is unclear whether the primary value of pin here is
'physical' ('chest') or (by metonymy) 'mental' (e.g., 'feelings').
Compare p l mm NW] (28:05) for p'in as the place where malediction is
borne (Psalms 89.51) and for the change in object, from concrete to
abstract, of the collocation's verb.
Perhaps the collocation is present in 'broken' form at Psalms 74.11
(Q):
ipin mn7.7.1 7:o l l 77 1 m I tun rTIV,
"Vlay dost thou HOLD BACK back thy hand,
why keep thy right hand within THY BOSOM?" (NEB; ignoring
Masoretic punctuation).
(Vhybray [1981:168] compares the image with that of Isaiah 52.10 - see
26:12.) Compare also Psalns 35.13b, where NEB's rendering interprets
pl m as synecdochical for the whole person of the supplicant:
zitun	 rr	 mni
When my prayer CAME BACK UNANSWERED" (EBB).
If -bn, is especially significant, a preferable translation might be:
'Even my praying turns against me'.
A synecdochical value for pin is also possible at Psalns 79.12 (see
above), without altering the symbolic meaning of the collocation,
'punish/remind', there.
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28:04. c-3p1r0 np7. 2/4 2/939 (S+[A+C]). 1 Kings 17.19; Prov.
	 17.23.
No idionaticity evidenced.
28:05. -p I rm xtol. 3/15 3/594 (S+C). Num. 11.12; Isaiah 40.11; Psalms
89.51.
At both Num. 11.12 and Isaiah 40.11, the collocation occurs within a
simile (introduced by :), and an overall context, of loving care:
1m 1 :77, 1 I mlx-mx rrm aum-,mrr
	 rrinn Imlxm
p2+11rn9 1T tu l
 nwn	 'NM N tM noxn-n:
"Am I their mother? Have I brought them into the world, and am I
called upon to CARRY THEN II MY BOSON, like a nurse with her
babies...?" (Num. 11.12; NEB);
w' i p rT: c l x,o 1,:p 1 1U1T2	 11753 MU17
"He is like a shepherd feeding his flock,
gathering lambs in his arms,
HOLDING THEN AGAINST HIS BREAST
and leading to their rest the mother ewes" (Isaiah 40.11; JB).
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pin night have anatomical or 'clothing' reference (cf. 28:02) - the
precise value of 2 in this expression is uncertain. For the
'nursing father' of Num. 11.12 and the 'shepherd' of Isaiah 40.11,
compare 28:06, noting especially 2 Samuel 12.3 for the second motif.
There is insufficient evidence to regard the collocation as a regular,
or i lexicalized', metaphor of care (contra Dhorne [1923:102,108]	 on
the basis of a semantically cognate Akkadian idiom of a king's
affection for his subjects). Contrast pNrs n I ta at Ruth 4.16, which
some claim to have symbolic value, referring to a "gesture of
adoption" (Gray 1967:423; cf. KB).
If Dhorme's claim about our collocation were correct, then we night
render Psalms 89.51,
tvou 0 4 m-1-5m I p I rm Inn 7 11= nmnr + 21X -07,
with
'Remember, Lord, how your servants were insulted
Even though I was KINDLY DISPOSED TO all the great nations'.
However, the context suggests a more likely symbolic meaning for the
collocation here of 'continue to recall' or 'bear a grudge against';
Its use has perhaps been influenced by moT in	 the parallel colon.
Thus, the second half should be rendered:
'As I bear in my heart (the bitter memory of) all the great
nations'.
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For the imagery and its significance, compare perhaps Exodus 28.29:
077.7- ,X 1XM2 12,-,D onwon win ,vga N - 1 2: PlOW-SX inn?: xunl
' I on	 inpV,
"Thus, when Aaron enters the Holy Place, he shall carry over his
heart in the breast-piece of judgement the names of the sons of
Israel, as a constant reminder before the Lord" (NEB).
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28:03. -plmm : I mam. 2/15 2/8 (S+C). 1 Kings 3.202.
28:06.	 rT :mu. 2/15 21198 (S+C). 2 Samuel 12.3; 1 Kings 1.2. Cf.
Micah 7.5.
(Data for 28:03, the causative [hiphil] version of 28:06, are
restricted to one verse.) The relevant passages, with NEB
equivalents, are:
1 n 22-MN1 IOU ,71r1 m l m l i mlp nux mop ruIR mw:m-mx 1 m tpm-i l x W1,1
22Wr ip l mmi NrWr 1=01 ,mxn 1r00 17rn
"[T]he poor man had nothing of his own except one little ewe
lamb. He reared it himself, and it grew up in his hone with his
own sons. It ate from his dish, drank from his cup and NESTLED
IN HIS ARMS; it was like a daughter to him" (2 Samuel 12.3);
R2M01ITIfl itlom 	 mloul m.n.117: mnu: TtT 1 2/X 1Wni
7'7,3N 1 21X, Or, mrp Irm rMDW1
"Let us find a young virgin for your majesty, to attend you and
take care of you; and let her LIE IN YOUR BOSOM, sir, and make
you warm" (1 Kings 1.2);
rpm: lmm lmuni mu l
 7nox,
	 :oto 1 22-nx mpnl ri mri p: mpn,
ipm: = I mam nom 122-rX1
"[Me got up in the middle of the night, took my baby from my
side while I, your servant, was asleep, and LAID IT IN HER BOSOM,
PUTting her dead child IN MINE" (1 Kings 3.20);
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ql,xm lmomn-,x 1,12 121oxn-hpx
:-rin-impn now 7p 5 m nmmwo
mnomm m'm mon mop rm mx tImlo lm-M
In l m l wlx ca N x 5m1x
"Trust no neighbour, put no confidence in your closest friend;
seal your lips even from the WIFE OF YOUR BOSOM.
For son maligns father,
daughter rebels against mother,
daughter-in-law against mother-in-law,
and a man's enemies are his own household" (Micah 7.5-6).
In the first three passages, therefore, the image conveyed by both
forms of our collocation is of a parent of one sex holding a child
(possibly an only child) of the opposite sex. plmm 'on the chest,
in the lap' seems to have quite a vague reference (cf. 1 Kings 3.20:
r immll!n:xo). That this parent-child imagery could be applied to a
relationship between sexual partners is indicated by 28:01 and,
significantly, in view of the use of our collocation at v. 3 of the
sane chapter, by 2 Samuel 12.8a:
7p 1 mm 7 1 2mx l wr-nx	 mInx1
"I gave you your master's.., wives to be your own" (NEB).
Compare, as BDB, Gen. 16.5. According to NEB (and JB; LID, this
second value is correct at Micah 7.5, as well. However, in view of
the reference of the following verse to parent-child antagonism, it is
likely that 7pN, nmmiw weans 'your young daughter'.
At 1 Kings 1.2, LXX interprets ip t mm as a synecdoche, Bet	 autou -
cf., e.g., Job 19.27b:
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Iprm	 17D
"XY heart failed ME" (NEB).
But if a more 'literal' figure is intended here, our evidence about
the collocations and their associated imagery suggests that it
possible that the standard interpretation of 1 Kings 1.1ff. be
revised, so that Abishag is seen not as a means of sexual stimulus for
the king but as a child-substitute to channel warmth (not lust) and
affection to the king in his old age. The concluding sentence of the
passage,
ni l X, 71,0N1
"[Mut the king had no intercourse with her (1 Kings 1.4b; JB),
can then be viewed not as an implication of David's impotence, but as
a statement of the honourable nature of his relationship with Abishag
('This was not a sexual relationship'), perhaps inserted
specifically to allay the suspicions of prurient readers/listeners.
At 1 Kings 1.2 and Micah 7.5, our collocation is to be regarded as a
'symbol', seeing that in neither passage is it associated, through
parallelism, etc., with a clear 'explanation' of its meaning. In line
with our interpretation of the various passages, we should claim that
the symbolic value of the gal collocation is 'be treated like
someone's own child' and of the hiphil collocation, 'treat a person as
one's child'. The nominalization in Micah yields a further symbol of
'child'. The contexts in which the forms of the collocation occur
suggest that in these symbols 'child' refers to an only child of sex
opposite to the parent's.
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(In the light of this understanding, it is possible that
(analseimenonJ els ton Aolpon at Luke 16.23 and John 13.23 implies
that Lazarus and Peter were accepted as 'sons' by, respectively,
Abraham and Jesus.)
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29. 711 (18)
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
29:01. 711 m3.10. 2/2 2/4 (S+A). Job 12.11; 34.3.
Both instances of the collocation occur within basically the sane
figure in Job:
iti-mvu l	 7n,
	
irri111.7o
"Does not the ear test what is spoken as the PALATE SAVOURS
food?" (12.11; NEB).
This seens to be more naturally introduced at Job 34.3 than at 12.11
(which is transposed with v. 10 by NEB).
As in 29:02, 7n is the organ of taste. Specifically, in both
instances of the collocation, 7n is presented as the organ which can
'evaluate' whether food is good or bad, just as, in the parallel, the
'ear' can judge (1nm) whether an argument is valid or not (cf., as
Lacau 1970:62, Arabic exponents of the root -pm meaning 'instruct'
and 'wisdom'). The complementary nature of intellectual and gustatory
judgment is also found in respect of the verb muO, which can be used
In the sense of 'discern' as well as 'taste' (cf. Psalns 34.9; Pray.
31.18). A similar range of meaning is expressed by the corresponding
noun - compare saveur and sagesse,	 both derived from sapor,
sapientia Macau 1970:62).
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29:02. 
-717,/-7n-bn pin. 2/5 2/11 (S+C). Prey. 24.13; Song 2.3. Cf.
Song 5.16.
Prov. 24.13b has:
pin ns,),
"[A]nd the honeycomb so SWEET UPON THE TONGUE" (NEB).
NEB's rendering of 7n as 'tongue' is justifiable 	 in view of the
frequency of the association of 7n with 11W5 (see 29:03), but we
prefer to render the collocation here as 'against your palate', the
image being that of a boy slowly savouring a piece of honeycomb.
NEB (and JB) render 7n as a metonymy, 'taste' at Song 2.3b:
rr pino l l no,	 qn7o7
"To sit in its shadow was my delight,
and its fruit was SWEET TO MT TASTE" (NEB).
However, a literal rendering, 'its/his fruit is sweet to my palate',
is also adequate. Alternatively, %Mn here is synecdochical for
From the notion of the palate as the organ that discerns sweetness
comes the rather odd figure at Song 5.16a, where the palate ("nearly =
mouth"; BDB - a sense shared by Arabic and Syriac cognates), or a
metonymic extension from it (ES]) notes a post-Biblical use of 7n	 as
'speech'), is presented as actually being 'sweet'	 or 'full of
sweetness':
VIZ= 17:1 M I NI= 171
"His WHISPERS ARE SWEETNESS, wholly desirable" (NEB).
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
29:03. 
-littr, uppml. 3/3 3/89 (S+C; S+C). Psalms 137.6;
Job 29.10; Lam. 4.4. Cf. Ezek. 3.26; Psalms 22.16; Job 6.30; 20.121.;
33 .2. -
The texts (all with NEB equivalents) in which the expression, or a
hiphil variant of it, occurs are as follows:
man	 717mux-mx
, m-arm Wn-mx Imn,
°If I forget you, 0 Jerusalem,
let my right hand wither away;
let my TONGUE CLING TO THE ROOF OF MY MOUTH
if I do not remember you " (Psalms 137:5-6a);
:Mr ,r0J 10 , M , rIZ1 1:0,02 in'ax mv-lw
75m/ mmrr7	 iw	 in112 M11,12-,1P
"[Men in authority broke off their talk
and put their hands to their lips;
the voices of the nobles died away,
and every in HELD HIS TONGUE" (Job 29.9-10);
Dr', 1 , X M-10 Mr, 1,XM	 X0X2 imm-,x pvi , 11w, pml
"The sucking infant's tongue
CLEAVES TO ITS PALATE from thirst;
young children beg for bread
but no one offers them a crumb" (Lam. 4.4);
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IT0',X21 7nn-,x p l mix 721W,
"I will FASTEN YOUR TONGUE TO THE ROOF OF YOUR MOUTH and you will
be unable to speak" (Ezek. 3.26a).
Oesterley (1959:547) believes that at Psalms 137.6, the collocation
refers to the worshipper's inability to offer spoken/sung worship , in
the sane way that n 2 1 0 1 =D • (for MT + 2 1 o 1 rnwp) 'my right hand
fails' in the previous verse expresses inability to play an instrument
in divine service. On this interpretation, then, the collocation has
a similar symbolic value to the one it has at Job 29.10.
However, if we retain MT and accept NEB's rendering of rmw in the
previous verse as 'wither away', what our collocation seems to convey
is a physical illness leading to immobilization of the tongue and
inability to use the palate. If 7n is read for rm at Psalms
22.16a (as BHK/S; NEB), this passage provides a further instance of
and 7m being associated in the description 	 of physiological
symptoms (here, specifically, shock). (Holna [1911:25]	 reports
Akkadian ikAu Aurri 'short-palated, short-throated' designating a
respiratory disorder, but see McCurley 1968:14: 	 %iglu... [is]	 not
part... of the body at all".) Of course, inability to move the tongue
Implies removal of the power of speech, but it . seems more likely
that the intended implication of the collocation here is as a sign
of physical distress. Compare, however, JB, which renders nzuj	 as
NEB, but translates our expression as "May I never speak again".
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A more certain 'sign-of-illness'
	 usage of the collocation is
evidenced at Lam. 4.4, where dryness of the mouth as a symptom of
malnutrition is expressed.	 7n night, in fact, mean 'throat' rather
than 'palate' here (cf. Arabic zalq, xulqunn; which Holna
[1911:25] glosses as 1 Gaunen', 'Kehle 1 ), or the role of the palate as
the organ of taste as well as that of speech (see Wolff 1974a:77)
night be reflected.
	 11W, is collocated with
	 7M, qua organ of
taste/discernment, at Job 6.30 and 20.12f.
At Job 29.10, however, the expression refers to the respectful silence
of local nobles. Thus, it has a similar symbolic value to qm crw
In, in the previous verse. The extended poetic/metaphorical context
suggests a rather vivid image, of the tongue suddenly stopping talking
and holding itself still as the speaker's attention is totally
occupied by the presence of Job.
Inability to speak is also conveyed by the causative version of our
collocation at Ezek. 3.26, where it contrasts with 7 1s-RX rurox in
v. 27. Note though, that we cannot speak of a 'symbol' here, merely
an 'association', as the meaning of the collocation is Immediately
'explained' (by m,x2).
Possibly there is an allusion to this Idiomatic use of the collocation
at Job 33.2:
I mr:	 lw, rro, , n 	 xl-mm
Now as I open my mouth,
and my tongue shapes words against my palate" (JB).
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Here the second colon recalls our collocation by phonetic contrast
(rriMi	 for rpyl), just as, in the	 preceding colon,	 ID	 •inrrryn
recalls it by phraseological contrast (see the preceding remarks on
Ezek. 3.26f.).
Thus, our evidence is that lite, 717 nr71 was quite strongly
associated with silence in Biblical, as in Nodern (see ESD), Hebrew,
although the poetic/'explanatory' contexts in which it occurs do not
allow us to claim that it was a symbol of silence (except, possibly,
at Psalns 137).	 But Lam. 4.4, at least, indicates that the
collocation, like the word-pair
	 - 11W, (Avishur	 1984:677f.),
could be applied to other contexts.
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40. vio l
 ( 139)
PARALLELS: 2 Kings 22.2112 Chi-. 34.2; Psalms 60.711108.7 (137).
RECAPITULATIONS: Exodus 29.22=Lev. 8.25 (136).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
40:01. - 1 1 o*. o./1 1 1:5 1 U Inx. 2/20 2/660 (S+A;	 S+[A+C]).
	 Zech.	 4.3;
2 Chr. 3.17. Cf. Judges 16.29.
Although the data are insufficient to make any claims about
'idionaticity', both instances of the collocation have a context of
tall objects and a sacred location:
rrmow-n, /MX1 M'AM 1 1 0 1 O 71X 11 07)i M111%T
"Linith two olive-trees standing by it, ONE ON THE RIGHT of the
bowl and another on the left" (Zech. 4.3; NEB);
,1X0W10 InX1 rO N O inx 72 1 171	 collourrnx mpl,
He erected the two pillars in front of the temple, ONE ON THE
RIGHT and one on the left" (2 Chr. 3.17a; HEM.
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40:02. -vio l -1 5 / nal l x 2/9 2/2 (=40:08). Judges 3.15; 20.16.
The texts from Judges, with NEB equivalents, are as follows:
15 5 0 5 -7 5 -WM W I X 1 2 1 6.10.1-12 xna-lm 71.-Tx-nx U l tD1O ON, N1N 1 O7N1
Illhe Lord... raised up a man to deliver them, Ehud son of Gera
the Beniamite, who was LEFT-HANDED" (3.15a);
15 5 0 5 -7 5 nUX nirm w l x P1X0
Wnl nnuto-bm	 27,17 MT-tin
"There were also seven hundred picked men..., LEFT-HANDED men,
who could sling a stone and not miss by a hair's-breadth"
(20.16).
Both KB and BDB relate 10X to an Arabic verb meaning 'bend'. The
root occurs just once elsewhere in Biblical Hebrew (except in a proper
name), at Psalms 69.16, where the context suggests a meaning near to
that of MOX 'block, close' (there is no need to emend, as BHK, to
MOX: the two items are semantically closely related roots each
deriving from an identical biliteral root plus a distinctive
'determiner' - cf., e.g., Driver 1950:340f.).
If we assume a connection with MOX, then, our collocation literally
means something like 'blocked of the right hand'. AV and NEB
interpret this as 'left-handed' (as in Modern Hebrew; see ESD), but
another tradition, represented by LII and Vulgate, interprets the
expression as 'ambidextrous' - cf., as KB, 1 Chr. 12.2:
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11:052o	 mcn , mxo :wpm coxmml im , m2 cromowol c , ) , o , o map ,pw,
They carried bows and could sling stones or shoot arrows with
the left hand or the right; they were Beniamites, kinsmen of
Saul" (NEB).
Gray (1967:263; cf. ibid.:384) thinks that the expression "night refer
to the training of boys for left-handed fighting, which was the more
effective since the shield was normally carried on the left arm". JB
uses "left-handed" in the first passage and "who could fight with both
bands" in the second. On either interpretation, the biblical writers
at both passages set up an ironic contrast between those who are
'blocked of the right hand' and those who are 'sons of the right hand'
(Beniaminites). (For the ironic nature of the Ehud saga, see Alter
1981:37ff.; Good 1981:33.) Whatever the precise interpretation,
clearly the conveyed sense of the collocation is symbolic (idiomatic),
for 'blocked of the right hand' can only indirectly mean 'left-handed'
or 'ambidextrous'.
40:03. -1 ,0 , /	 RU,W1N. 3/97 3/11 (S+C). Psalms 44.4; 98.1; Job
40.14. Cf Psalms 18.36; 20.7; 138.7.
For texts and interpretation, see 26:03. As shown there, this
collocation provides a 'bridge' between the less idiomatic member of
the colligation with 3511T and the more idiomatic one with I,.
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40:04. -1 1 o 1 m l um. 2/97 2/357 (S+C). Psalns 74.11; Lam 2.3.
Although many (e.g., BHK/S; JB; NEB) would re-position the athnach
(for NEB's rendering here, see 28:02 - Brockington does not note the
emendation, however), MT's punctuation has this collocation at Psalms
74.11 (Q):
M,D 7p 1 r7 mnpo
	
•/1 mlwn
m inly VITHDRAVEST THOU thy hand, even THY RIGHT HAND?
pluck it out of thy bosom" (AV).
Lam. 2.3 reads:
2. 1 1X 1 200 12 N 0 1 11MX 2Wri ,xnw l 	 nx N -072 Ula
2 1 20 n'mx mr, ORD mpw: n53:11
"In his anger he hacked down the horn of Israel's pride,
he WITHDREW HIS HELPING HAND when the enemy cane on;
and he blazed in Jacob like flaming fire
that rages far and wide" (NEB).
On the first occasion, and probably the second, 'withdrawing the hand'
is a 'live' metaphor of cessation of military activity. This is true
as well of 1‘ 2 1WN at Joshua 8.26 and Isaiah 14.27. However,
outside of a military context / 1 M l uM cones to mean simply 'refrain
from doing, stop'-. Ezek. 18.8; 20.22 (if original; cf. FEB); Lam.
2.8a:
53,mo II I mlurrx,
'He did not CEASE destroying'.
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40:05. -,1x0w01 —00 5 0 101n. 2/4 2/69 (S+A; 	 S+C; S+C). Exodus
14.22,29.
Data restricted. Exodus 14.29 is a repetition "in the manner of P"
(Driver 1909:30) of v. 22, which reads:
0,X0W01 1:11o l o non on, plon, mini: con 7ism ,xnw N - i'm ix:11
"[A]nd the Israelites went through the sea on the dry ground,
while the waters made A WALL FOR THEM TO RIGHT AID TO LEFT"
(NEB).
Our collocation, or at least its last two words,seens to share the
meristic value of 40:19; thus, "a wall all around us". Cf. 1 Samuel
25.16a, referring to David's nen, which KB3
 (s.v. nOM) appears
to claim, alludes to the Exodus passage:
mol l -pa n' 1 ,-mx 1: 11n: 1 1 n noln
"They were as good as a wall round us, night and day" (NEB).
If so, 11 5 ,33 'over, around us' is semantically parallel to 	 rtai
,1HOW1, a neristic value which also seems to be indicated by Nahum
3.8, with which BDB compares the Exodus passage:
11101n IVO ...N, Z I MO MIO
'Waters surrounded her, a wall of sea'.
40:06. -lio+ np: I n. 2/97 2/10 (S+C). Song 2.6; 8.3.
The collocation occurs in virtually identical verses:
prTrT 12 1 o l l 	 nmn 1,xow.
"His left arm was under my head, HIS RIGHT ARK WAS ROUND ME".
(Song 2.6; NEB).
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The figure conveyed here is, presunably, of a lover with one hand
around a girl's waist, and the other holding up her head to kiss her
(see Goulder 1986:62 for an alternative interpretation).
40:07. 1 1 0 1 0 EN7W0n. 4/7 4/248 (S+A; S+A). 1 Kings 7.49; 2
	 Chr.
4.6,7,8.
The collocation is literal, 'five on the right' (cf. 40:01), with
1+0+ used in a purely l locational' sense, and the context always of
temple furniture in the Solononic Temple.
40:08. —00+-1', . 9/97 9/1257 (S+C; S+C). Gen. 48.17; Judges 3.15;
7.20; 20.16; 2 Samuel 20.9; Jer. 22.24; Ezek. 39.3; Psalms 73.23;
121.5. Cf. Judges 5.26; Isaiah 48.13; Psalms 21.9; 26.10; 74.11;
80.18; 89.26; 138.7; 139.10.
The collocation is, presumably, a grannatically specific realization
of the common word-pair 11 - 1101 (see the references cited above;
cf. Avishur 1984:364f.; Boling 1960:233; Dahood 1967:44f.).
here can hardly signify 'right hand' - 'hand of the right hand' is
meaningless for practical purposes. Rather, within this collocation
1 1 01 bears its more primitive sense (thus, KB; ES])) of 'right side'
or 'right' (BDB). For 1 1 0 %
 as 'right side', note, perhaps, Psalms
91.7a:
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71 5 0 5 0 N22,1	 TTo ,D4
"A thousand nay fall at your side,
ten thousand close at hand" (NEB).
("TX here is, perhaps, specifically 'left
	
side' - cf. Dahood
1967:44f. on 1 5 as 'left hand' when 11, 5 0 5 ; in this respect, note
2 Samuel 20.9f., where Joab holds Amasa's beard by his right hand,
1 5 0 5 -7 5 , and stabs him with the sword in his left hand, Ti?)
That 1 5 0 5-7 5 and 1 5 0 5 , in its 'secondary' sense of 'right hand',
are equivalent is illustrated strikingly by Gen. 48.17-18:
:... 1 1 2ium un l , o l nmx wen- in Inico-1+ l i 2R niwi- I m 91:11
itaxn-M, 71 1 1:0 m l w 172N NT- 12 1 2X im-x,
"Vhen Joseph saw that his father was laying his right hand on
Ephraim's head, he was displeased.... He said, 'That is not
right, my father. This is the elder; lay your right hand on his
head.'" (NEB).
At first sight, the collocation appears as a simple synonym of iloi
'right hand'. There seems to be no clear and consistent semantic
motive for using the longer form for the shorter.	 However, it is
possible, though this is an argument ex silentio, that 1101/1 was
particularly favoured over 11p1, when no explicit contrast with
71x0w 'left (hand)' was present. Compare vv. 17f. of Genesis 48
(Just quoted) with vv. 13f. 1 5 0 5 -7 5 night be characterized, then,
as an optional 'allo-form' of 1 5 0 5 , the constraint on its use being
the negative one that no explicit, formal, contrast with 7,x0W be
present.
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Following this argument, we find the data to be fairly well
structured. Vhere there is a contrastive structure, between 'left
hand' and 'right hand', if one of the contrasting forms is
'contracted' (i.e., it lacks 1 9 ) then the other form must be
contracted; that is to say, 1 9 0 9 'right hand' never contrasts with
1 9 and ,1X0M 'left hand' never contrasts with
Where one of the forms is 'expanded' (i.e., / 9 is present), then the
other form mist be 'expanded' as well. This situation is evidenced at
two passages:
nInnuan ml 9 o 9 -1 1zi o l -rotim	 1p9rm,
"[They] grasped the torches in their left hands and the trumpets
in their right" (Judges 7.20a; NEB);
, I nx 7)ioi / 9 0 7 9 1m, 7,1xato / lo •nwp InInl,
N I will strike the bow from your left hand and dash the arrows
from your right hand" (Ezek. 39.3; FEB).
(Note that, atypically, ,1x0t0 precedes 1 9 0 9 here cf. 40:19.)
Where there is no contrastive structure, then the non-contrastive
forms may be, at random, contracted or expanded. This third situation
is the one evidenced by the nornal interchangeability of 1 1
 and -19
1 9 0 9 and of ,IN0M and ,ix0m-/ 9 (only at Judges 3.21). 	 Using	 a
pseudo-programming notation:
If CONTRAST
then
(( (1 9 0 9 if 171x0W) and (,1X0M if 1 9 0 9 )) and
(( 1 9 0 9-1 9 if ,1X0w-1 9 ) and (1X0w-1 9 if 1909-19)))
else
(( 1 9 0 9 or 1 9 0 1 -1 9 ) and
( 1X0ca or '71X0m-19)).
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If it could be proved that 1+0i developed the sense 'right hand'
specifically as a contraction of 1 1 0 1 -7 1 , this would demonstrate a
high level of 'idionaticity', or loss of descriptive function, for our
collocation. However, this process is not assured, and Judges 3.20
and Ezek. 39.3 both evidence an obvious 'compositionality' for the
expression. Thus, it is safer to conclude that, from a synchronic
perspective, 1 1 0i-1 1 is a literal, pleonastic, version of 1101.
40:09. -1 1 0 1 -1 1 0 1 . 2/97 2/95 (S+C; S+C). Psalms 144.8,11.
See 40:22 for texts. Data restricted, and BHK proposes deletion of
the second occurrence. A semantically redundant construction ('their
right hand is a right hand of...') used Betrd causa.
40:10. -1 1 0 1
 71 1 . 2/97 2/23 (S+C; S+C). Judges 3.16,21.
Data restricted. No idionaticity evidenced. Cf. 40:08,14.
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40:11. 
-1 1 V0, 2w 5 . 2/6 2/766 (S+C). 1 Kings 2.19; Psalms 110.1. Cf.
Psalms 61.8; 89.37.
The passages are as follows:
	
2W 5 1 17 111= 5 1 rumnron 7 ipor1 mpil	 7,on-,x umw-rm tom
12 5 0 5 ', 2W111 Tyon mx, xi= aw l , 1X22
"So Bathsheba went to King Solomon...; the king rose to meet her
and bowed before her; he then sat down on his throne; a seat was
brought for the mother of the king, and she SAT DOVI AT HIS RIGHT
HAND" (1 Kings 2.19; JB);
7 15an5 min 7i2'qt n n wx-lm	 zu;	 rtlnl mx)
The Lord said to my Lord, SIT THOU AT MY RIGHT HAND, until I
make thine enemies thy footstool" (Psalms 110.1; AV).
(The suggestion of Keel [1978:263] that in the second passage the
collocation means 'dwell at the south side of, i.e., in a palace to
the south of, the temple' should probably be discounted in view of the
clear meaning of the collocation in Kings and the evidence of Ezek.
16.46, where 1 1000, not 1 1 0 1,, is found after zW 1 'dwell'.) In
neither place does the collocation itself seem to be idiomatic,
although 1 1 0 1'; appears to symbolize/be associated with a place of
honour (cf. Psalms	 45.10 and,	 as KB3 ,	 Ephesians	 1.20).
Alternatively, or in conjunction with this interpretation,	 1501,
symbolizes assistance/protection (cf. Oesterley 1959:463):
1102 I UD= WWII, 11 5 2X 1 5 0 5 , 10175-52
For he stands AT THE poor man's RIGHT SIDE
to save him from his adversaries" (Psalms 109.31; FEB).
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40:12. 1 1RUW1 '00 i MO2. 3/13 3/107 (=40:19). Num.	 20.17;	 22.26;
Prov. 4.27. Cf. Exodus 15.12.
40:13. 'xical l l o % no. 9/13 9/161 (=40.19). Deut. 2.27; 5.32;
17.11,20; 28.14; Joshua 1.7; 23.6; 1 Samuel 6.12; 2 Kings 22.2112 Chr.
34.2.
In Numbers the collocation with 1U2 means '(not) turn right or
left'; at 20.17b, where the Samaritan version has 11D for MT 702,
75121 nmu2-nwx nu ,lxotal i N o l MO2 X5 7,2 7,174n 7nn
"We will keep to the king's highway; we will not TURN OFF TO
RIGHT OR LEFT until we have crossed your territory" (NEB),
the context is of proceeding in a straight line along an open road and
not deviating from it (or letting one's animals graze by it - Rash),
whereas at 22.26b the scene is of inability to progress because a road
Is blocked:
'71X0W1 •l o N nio:, 7-1-1-1 1 x	nu olpom 701711
[He] stood in a narrow place where there was no room to TURN
EITHER TO RIGHT OR LEFT" (NEB).
At Prov. 4.27, however, the deviation conveyed is moral:
1,10 7511 non 51xow1 rol-on-5x
"SWERVE NEITHER TO RIGHT NOR LEFT,
and keep clear of every evil thing" (NEB).
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As in 40:12, so in the collocation with ni p , a negative expression
(x7, ,X, I n,p,) always precedes, and the collocation develpos
from spatial deviation ([Rum. 20.170 Deut. 2.27; 1 Samuel 6.12) to
legal/moral transgression. The omission of any explicit object
deviated from at Prov. 4.27 (quoted above) night indicate that the
collocations were developing into specifically moral idioms (-W,
171X0W1 1 1 0 1 10/MO, meaning simply 'stay good'). 	 Note also 2 Samuel
2.19b, where 'he didn't turn to the right or to the left' is expressed
by XOWM-bPD1	 1W2-X,1 - the placing of	 Tnn between
ni.D2 and the prepositional phrase serves to emphasize the	 literal,
spatial, significance of .1W1 in this context. Primarily, however;
both collocations are idiomatic to the extent that they participate in
the merismus of 71X0W1 1 1 0 1
 'right and left' (40:19). The fact that
tliX0W1 roi is meristic ('any way at all') means that our
collocations are also pleonastic seeing that the semantic
specification of both MQ1 and ni p already implies 'direction' (to
'turn' means to turn in a given direction). This pleonastic function
of ,IXOW1 110'
	 in connection with nicirrw) is well illustrated by
its omission at Job 23.1lb:
OX-X,1 , nnow imn/
"I have followed his way and not turned from it" (NEB).
In Nodern Hebrew, the idiomatic value of the collocation with nip
has become more narked, meaning 'carry out instructions to the letter'
(1 , ',2)
 Ix=	 ni2p,7z xtlo; ES])).
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40:14. -1 1 0 1 /1 1 0 1 -1 10. 3/136 3/80 (S+C; S+[A+C]). 1	 Samuel 11.2;
Zech. 11.172.
No idionaticity evident. The collocation occurs each time in a figure
of the violent blinding of a person as a token of his/her utter
defeat.	 Compare, perhaps, 1 1 23	 at 2 Samuel 20.6.
	 1N01 here
Is 'right side' (cf. 40:08,10). 12 i U should perhaps be read for
1, 1 0 1 1'17 at Zech. 11.17b (see BHK/S).
40:15. -1101-'53 /023.4/8 4/434 (S+C). Zech. 3.1; Psalms 109.6; 	 1 Chr.
6.24; 2 Chr. 18.18. Cf. Psalms 109.31.
The relevant verses, with NEB equivalents, are as follows:
120W, 1201-17371J 10un1
"[V]ith the Adversary STANDING AT HIS RIGHT HARD to accuse hie
(Zech. 3.1b);
12 5 0+- 1;31 /aUi 1=1 OW1 i l ttu Iron
"They say, 'Put up sone rascal to denounce him,
an accuser to STAND AT HIS RIGHT SIDE." (Psalms 109.6);
1, 1 0 1 -'0 70331 nox
"Heman's colleague Asaph STOOD AT HIS RIGHT HARD"
(1 Chr. 6.24a);
1Cal 12 1 0 1 -n, a l iou c l own nu-t1 m,	 mtoll mln l -rx lnix,
"I saw the Lord seated on his throne, with all the host of heaven
IN ATTENDANCE ON HIS RIGHT and on his left" (2 Chr. 18.18b).
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In the first two passages, the collocation is associated with the
evil, accusatory, intent of '(a) Satan' - in the second passage it is
perhaps intended to contrast with the salvatory implications of /011
1 1 0' 1, at v. 31, quoted in 40:11. The 'idiom' here, though, is not
our collocation as such, but rather its sub-sequence -,1) 10D, which
pertains to Satan in particular (cf. 1 Chr. 21.1; see Williamson
1982:143f.), but is also used in other contexts - cf., as BDB (s.v.
70D, qal, 6.c), 2 Chr. 20.23; Daniel 8.25; 11.14. The sense of the
expression in these instances is 'stand up against (as an enemy)',
although in our two passages, a related, judicial, sense, comparable
to English stand against (in law) (cf. Judges 6.31), is, 	 perhaps,
better suited.
In Chronicles, the legal context and adversarial implication are
absent; neither does roi-,D convey, like ro ll, (see 40:11), any
connotation of 'in a place of highest honour' - the angels are
positioned both sides of Yahweh (2 Chr. 18.18; cf. 2 Kings 22.19), and
there is nothing to suggest that the levitical clan of Merari was less
favoured than that of Asaph, because the former stood left of the
latter (1 Chr. 6.24,29).
In sum, our collocation has fully literal reference in Chronicles;
elsewhere it has strong 'symbolic' associations, but these relate to
the sub-sequence 
- I'D 70U rather than to the collocation as a whole.
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40:16. 1 1 0 1
-p1W. 6/39 6/11 (S+C; S+A). Exodus 29.22=Lev. 8.25; Lev.
7.32,33; 8.26; 9.21; Hun. 18.18.
A P terminus technicus, the collocation refers to a part of the
sacrificial aninal reserved for the priests except when a priestly
sacrifice is involved - see loth 1977:72. It is idiomatic only to the
extent that it is specifically the hind thigh (ibid.; BDB) which is
signified.
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
40:17. -!IXOW/71XOW IX
	
- 1,C0/110,. 2/136 2/2 (S+[A+C]; S+[A+C]).
Gen. 24.49; 2 Samuel 2.21.
In both instances, this disjunctive collocation implies a choice
between turning one way or the other, in contrast to its more common
conjuctive partner (40:19) where the choice is simply between moving
In a straight line and deviating in whatever direction from that line:
11 , •N , )7x-nx =xi TrT0 , WU OZW , -DX nnul
Uow-,11 Ix	 •nmxi i5 i/iam
"Now tell ne if you will keep faith and truth with my master.
If not, say so, and I will turn ELSEWHERE" (Gen. 24.49; NEB);
minvnro /mx	 •T 	 Tmatio-,u ix 72 , :0 -737 77 mon nnzx 1, noxii
nic, ',mom rrmx-xi in,11-rx
"Abner said, 'Turn aside to RIGHT OR LEFT, tackle one of the
young man and win his belt for yourself.' But Asahel would not
abandon the pursuit" (2 Samuel 2.21; NEB).
At Gen. 24.49, the implication of the last clause night not be, as NEB
(and Rashi) interprets, geographical (hence, indexical), 'so that I
might go elswhere', seeing that as Rebecca clearly is the girl whom
Abraham's servant had been instructed to seek there would be no reason
for further searching. Rather, the clause night have an intellectual
(hence, symbolic) value, 'so that I can decide what to do'. The form
and sense of the clause would, thus, constitute a structural and
semantic parallel to the disjunction in the following verse:
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:10-1X Ul "1-0,X 1:1 ,21, X,
"[V]e can say nothing for or against" (LEB).
For the parallelism (in these verses, chiastic) rightllgood and
leftllbad, compare Gen. 48.14; Qoh. 10.2 (see Wolff 1974a:68), and
Jonah 4.11b, where both intellectual and ethical indecision night be
intended:
1,X0W, 1) 1 0 1 -1 1 2 37-t v- te, nwx
'Who don't know what's best to do'
(Bullinger [1898:608], however, claims the figure to be of "extreme
youth"; according to ESD, Modern Hebrew vnIxow, 1,401 iNm :J/1 W,
implies naivete).
At 2 Samuel 2.21, the use of the collocation implies that Asahel must
choose which way to turn, left or right, and this contrasts with the
conjunctive collocation at v. 19, where what is important is that
Asahel doesn't veer from his course at all, not the particular
direction that he might choose.
40:18. nrinT1 '0 01 . 3/97 3/17 (S+C; S+C). Isaiah 62.8; Psalms 44.4;
98.1. Cf. Isaiah 63.12.
=26:5.
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40:19. Notal 1 1 0 1 . 13/39 13/13 (S+A; S+A). Num. 20.17; 22.26; Deut.
2.27; 5.32; 17.11,20; 28.14; Joshua 1.7; 23.6; 1 Samuel 6.12; 2 Kings
22.2112 Chr. 34.2; Isaiah 54.3; Prov. 4.27. Cf. Exodus 14.22,29; 2
Samuel 2.19; 16.6; 1 Kings 22.19; Zech.12.6; Daniel 12.7; 2 Chr.
18.18.
The comparative data provided are of other conjunctions of '00 1
 and
'71X00, where additional material, possessive-pronominal 	 and/or
prepositional, cones between at least one of the nouns and the sign of
conjunction 1.	 The frequency of co-occurrence 	 (i.e.,	 not
specifically conjunctive structures) is striking - 1 1 0 1 , in about
30% of its occurrences, associates with ,inta,	 and	 ,1X0W
associates in 75% of its occurrences with 1 1 0 1 .	 The large number of
instances where the two items are joined by a conjunction seems to
reflect the claim of Avishur (1984:329ff.) that,
	 historically,
syndetic structures precede parallelism, etc. - the syndetic form (at
least) occurs in Ugaritic (UT 52:63f.). The tendency to perceive
resulting combinations as conveying 'stereotyped' meanings is
suggested by the Barked preference for one particular order of the
terms - 'left-right' occurs just four tines (Judges 7.20; Ezek. 39.3;
Song 2.6; 8.3); perceptual and psychological factors night have
originally affected the choice of order.	 Typically, as well, the
terns are used with directional ('right, south'; 'left, north') rather
than anatomical value.
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All but once, the collocation cones after rtWI or -no,	 both of
which express geographical or moral deviation (see 40:12,13).
	 Thus,
idiomatically, within this colligation 1 1 0 1 and ',Ina possess a
'directional' sense ('rightward', 'leftward'), which is morpho-
syntactically unmarked (by preposition or postposition). As already
stated (see 40:12,13), the colligation x0W1 i l o l
 noirlon Er7] is
superficially pleonastic, although an emphatic value might be
intended: 'You may turn neither right nor left'. If a genuine choice
of two directions were conveyed we should expect a disjunction (1x)
to link the two nouns, as at Gen. 24.49; 2 Samuel 2.21 (see 40:17).
Instead ,lxowi l l ai should be regarded as expressing a merisnus -
'anywhere, everywhere'. This is especially true when, as typically,
moral deviation is concerned, for in this context turning 'right' or
'left' can hardly be relevant. A nerismus, 'everywhere', also suits
the context of Isaiah 54.3 (which perhaps deliberately alludes to the
original exodus-tradition formula in which the collocation first
occurs):
1: 1 01 1 mow; a n nul wn ll cola iaral I lrion h.:1 1)=1 rfol—tn
"[F]or you will burst out TO RIGHT AND TO LEFT.
Your race will take possession of the nations,
and people the abandoned cities" (JB).
Here, however, specific direction, 'north and south', night be
intended (cf. Whybray 1981:185).
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Even when 1 , 0 ,
 and ,1X0to are combined with prepositions or other
material, their conjunction may still have a meristic value, 'all
around', although this is not demanded - cf. 2 Samuel 16.6; 1 Kings
22.19; Isaiah 9.19; Zech. 12.6; 2 Chr. 18.18. 	 See 40:5 for Exodus
14.22,29.
40:20. mln , -1 1 o , . 4/97 4/6639	 (S+C; 5+A).	 flab. 2.16;	 Psalms
118.15,162. Cf. Exodus 15.6; Psalms 77.11.
At Psalms 118.15b-16 the hypostasis seems to be used as poetic
variation for Yahweh himself, who is referred to in the immediately
preceding and following verses:
NWD MINi
rm: rlm , 	rozon rin,
YAHWEH'S RIGHT HAND is wreaking havoc,
YAHWEH'S RIGHT HAND is winning,
YAHWEH'S RIGHT HAHD is wreaking havoc!" (JB).
The passage is concerned with Yahweh's demonstration of his effective
kingship over the forces of chaos, particularly as instanced by the
Red Sea miracle - Exodus 15.2a is duplicated at v. 14 of this psalm,
and the structure of Psalms 118.15f. might be intended to reflect
Exodus 15.6:
...N1M , 75 , 0 1 ...N1N, 75,0,
(although repetition of phrases is perhaps just a stylistic quirk of
the author of this psalm; cf. Bullinger 1898:345). For a similar
poetic hypostasis of Yahweh's hand/arm in this context, see 26:07 on
Isaiah 51.10.
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At Hab. 2.16 the collocation again has literal, although not this time
hypostatic, value, as the place where the ni1 9 -oln is held:
MI 5 1 5 0 5 D1Z 7 1,D in ',num	 nnw
"[Y]ou too shall drink until you stagger.
The cup IN THE LORD'S RIGHT HAND is passed to you (NEB).
40:21. 110 5 W 5 -1 5 0 5 . 2/97 2/13 (S+C; S+A). 1 Samuel 23.19,24.
Data restricted.	 1105W5 is either a place-name, 'Jeshimon s , or
'wilderness'. 1 5 0 5
 here is 'south side'. BDB compares Psalns
89.13a, 1 5 zil lIng 'north and right, north and south', and points
out that the geographical sense derives from the 'standard'
orientation (northwards in European cultures) in Israel to the east.
Note that in Egypt, a different standard orientation was employed, so
him meant 'west' (Lacau 1970:118). At 1 Samuel 23.24,	 the use of
1 5 0 5-,X for 1 5 0 50 at v. 19 night be an instance of 'free
variation' (cf. English rtn1 the south of/south from) or night
reflect a conflation (or confusion) of two propositions, the first of
David and his men living south of Jeshinon, the second of the Ziphites
marching (12, 1 1 lo17 9 1) toward this position.
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40:22. npw-rao. 2/97 2/108 (S+C S+A). Psalms 144.8,11. Cf. Isaiah
44.20.
Data restricted.	 The collocation occurs twice in identical
environments:
npta	 prio%, M10-127 C11 % 0 10X
"[V]hose every word is false
and all their oaths are PERJURY" (Psalms 144.11; FEB).
(For the structure of the passage, cf. Psalms 26.10: MOT an%7%m-ntox
rrxfo mn I c % I.) BHK proposes deletion of the second occurrence, NEB
prefers to remove the first. For NEB's interpretation of the figure
as a by	 bol of perjury, compare Isaiah 62.8, quoted at 26:05.
Alternatively, the imagery may be of the clasping of (right) hands to
confirm an agreement - Keel (1978:96) compares 2 Kings 10.15, Ezek.
17.18, Prov. 6.1, and Ezra 10.19.
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41. 7n %
 (34)
RECAPITULATIONS: Gen 24.2=24.9; Exodus 25.31 =37.17 (32).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
4101. -7-0/7-0-',23
	 nam. 2/13 2/6 (Si[A+C]; SA4A+0). Judges
3.16; Psalns 45.4. Cf. Exodus 32.27; Judges 3.21; Song 3.8.
For details of the underlying, non-idiomatic, image, BDB draws
attention to 2 Samuel 20.8b (Q):
ilnunz 1 1 1170-'1; I'm= mn7 -oar 1 1 'n1 lwm, 1no nlam MX1%1
"Joab was wearing his tunic and over it a belt supporting a sword
in its scabbard" (NEB).
The form of the collocation, with m % Lo for -an, at Exodus	 32.27
indicates that the expression was amenable to compositional analysis.
BHK/S's proposal to read 7:, 4 for AT 7n % at Psalms 45.4 is
unnecessary despite the versional evidence - as a 'noun of inalienable
possession' 71 % does not seem to require a possesive-pronominal
suffix if the 'owner' of the thigh is co-referential with the subject
of the verb governing
	 (cf., e.g., Ezek. 21.17, quoted at 41:05).
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41:02.	 3/23 3/14 (P+C; S+C).	 Gen. 46.26; Exodus 1.5;
Judges 8.30.
The passages in which the expression occurs, with NEB equivalents, are
as follows:
W el2- 17/M	 Mr5D,-,22	 1W2 il i7O izn ,
	rxmn wmn-5m
wo m,toto
"The persons belonging to Jacob who cane to Egypt, all his DIRECT
DESCENDANTS, not counting the wives of his sons, were sixty-six
in all" (Gen. 46.26);
rr I n nal , 1 WD2 M , U2W ZrD , -71 , 	 ,r1,1
"There were seventy [Israelites who entered Egypt with Jacob]...
all told, all DIRECT DESCENDANTS of Jacob. Joseph was already in
Egypt" (Exodus 1.5);
1 , r! nlm, m , w:- 1 : imn , , u , 1:022 m l uzw iT 1U11,1
°Gideon had seventy sons, his OWN OFFSPRING, for he had many
wives" (Judges 8.30).
At Gen. 46.26 (P) the collocation refers, as a symbol or an index
(depending on the interpretation of the components - see below), of
children and subsequent descendants. It is equivalent to 0,22 in
the following verse. The sane sense is evidenced at Exodus 1.5 (also
P); in this respect ,X10 , - , 2: at v. 7 might have the precise value
of 'descendants of Jacob/Israel' (cf. Hyatt 1980:57).
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At Judges 8.30, the collocation is introduced as a description of the
type of children born to Gideon. NEB's "his own offspring" lacks
continuity with the other uses of the collocation, which clearly do
not refer only to immediate progeny; furthermore, it spoils the
contrast, on which the succeeding narrative depends, between the
seventy sons of Gideon's wives and the son of his concubine. We,
therefore, prefer to see in this use of the collocation a (folk-)legal
Implication of 'rightful, primary heirs', a status denied Abimelech -
the difference in lawful position of the two types of child is clear
from Judges 9.18:
Irox im 7,o 1 2x-nx 1n*L 'n171	 cl= 11
"Today you have.., butchered his seventy sons... and made
Abinelech, the son of his slave-girl, king" (NEB).
Possibly this same implication exists for the other instances of the
collocation; more likely, though, we see in this collocation an
example of a figure caught at two stages of its development - first,
'descendants', secondly, 'legitimate descendants'.
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Although the value(s) of the collocation as a whole is not in doubt,
its underlying componential meaning is less clear. At first glance,
the expressions couo-lroal	 (2 Chr. 32.21°) and 011M-N=XX
(Isaiah 48.19), both meaning, literally, 'those who cone out from your
bowels', seem to provide parallels. We night, on this basis, conclude
that BH speakers could sometimes assign the physiological functions of
childbirth to men. On this interpretation, a woman provides her
husband with a sort of surrogate 'thigh' or 'womb' (M I LIO) from which
children can 'cone out'. On the other hand, KIP claims that
M'qa:XX 'descendants' is a metaphorical use of a tern from plant
growth; if so, perhaps, our collocation involves imagery of the type
exemplified by 'stem of Jesse'.
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However, neither understanding takes sufficient account of evidence
for 711 as the male generative organ (see 41:06), or of the more
primitive morphology of our collocation (simple gal participle as
opposed to derived nouns). The syntax of 7-1 4—in: 1 suggests that
originally it meant not 'those who cone out of the "thigh"' (implying
either a 'transferred childbirth', already mentioned, or a sort of
'homunculus' notion of sperm - cf. Wolff 1974a:237), but rather
'outgoings of the "thigh"' (either copulatory emissions or 'erections'
of the penis to the sane end). Probably, this obscene background had
been largely forgotten by the time it was incorporated into the P and
DtrG narratives, although the large numbers of descendants with which
the collocation is always associated, implying extraordinary virility,
night echo the idiom's origins. (But the number seventy might have a
different symbolic function - on the calculation of this figure in the
P instances of the collocation, see von Rad 1972:403; a slightly
different interpretation is offered by Rashi, at Gen. 46.26. At
Judges 8.30 the number seventy is significant within the whole
narrative of Abinelech's fortunes; cf. Judges 9.2ff.)
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If the precise background of the collocation, and the specific meaning
of 71 1 had been forgotten, then it is possible that the collocations
based on couz were formed by analogy - if it was possible for a
child to cone out of its father's thigh (part of the leg, not penis),
then why could it could not also cone out of his 'bowels'.
(Xis)interpretation of the original collocation, yielding a sense more
properly belonging to 700 plxy.11, would have aided this process -
as night the desire to avoid the use of the still marginally obscene
7-1 1 (for possible evidence of which, see LIZ at Exodus 1.5: eks
Iako:L).
41:03. -7-o/7-1 1 -rin. 	4/30 4/76	 (S+C;	 S+[A+C]). Gen. 32.262,332.
Data restricted. The context here determines the meaning of rim to
be 'socket' (of the hip-joint) (KB); presumably, the bone is likened
to an arm with a half-closed palm (rip ) at the end of it.
	 Vesalius
uses r2.7 'eye' similarly, as in rin2N-1 1 D 'shoulder-blade socket'
(Hyrtl 1879:226). According to Rashi (at Gen. 32.26), rim refers to
the whole of the thigh-bone ( 1 signifying the external thigh), and
is so-called "because the flesh on it... has the form of the hollow
part of a pot-ladle (rim)" (for similar imagery, compare utn, rin	 at
1 Samuel 25.29: see Dhorne 1923:150). The distribution of the
collocation is too restricted for us to decide whether it was a figure
improvised by the author of the narrative, an established 'idiomatic'
figure, or a medical terminus technicus.
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41:04. -7-0-nD/m 33,2. 2/3 2/78 (S+C; S+C). Gen. 32.26,33.
Data restricted.	 Cf.	 41:03.	 For 2 2A2	 as a semantically
insignificant by-form of C-MID 151), see the lexica and GK 119k. An
adequate rendering of =3 here needs to highlight its frequently-
attested negative connotation, 'touch so as to harm'.
41:05. 7, 1 -,2;/tix psm. 2/4 2/7 (S+A). Jer. 31.19; Ezek. 21.17.
The relevant verses are:
7-1 1 -'11 1 11r02 '1 :071N I nrxi I nam Izitu
1 ,1:32 7M1r7 IPM5 12 i n2,2)-MA1 'irwm
"Yes, I turned away, but have since repented;
I understood, I BEAT MY BREAST.
I was deeply ashamed, covered with confusion;
yes, I still bore the disgrace of my youth" (Jer. 31.19; JB);
 1 1 213;2 MITO X I I 1 2 27X- 12	 Ti pur
ffi l m mnrr-"Nt Iniap
"Cry, man, and howl; for all this falls on my people, it falls on
Israel's princes who are delivered over to the sword and are
slain with my people. Therefore BEAT YOUR BREAST IN RENORSE"
(Ezek. 21.17; NEB).
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Probably the use of -,x for -t110 in the Ezekiel passage simply
reflects the interchangeability of the two prepositions, especially in
Ezekiel (see BHS at Ezek. 21, passim; more generally, see KB s.v. II
1,13, 8, 12). The collocation appears both times as a "token of
consternation" (BDB), although at Jer. 31.19 it is associated with, as
gestural re-inforcenent of, expressions and feelings of remorse,
whereas at Ezek. 21.17 the collocation seems rather to symbolize
distress, agitation, of a more general nature ("a sign of grief";
Vevers 1982:124). 'Beat the breast', the equivalent offered by JB and
NEB, is not entirely satisfactory as it is too closely connected to
'remorse' in European culture. 	 Gruber (1980:380ff.) notes two
Akkadian equivalents of the collocation.
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41:06. -711 nrn -7 1 mw. 2/2 2/3 (S+C; S+C). Gen. 24.2 =24.9; 47.29.
The collocation occurs in the following passages:
rrn 77'1 	 n-m l w 1W 	 'won 11T n m WT 17-,X 0112X noxll
• • • :... I nu)mm nl:mo 1 2m, r7WX rpn-W, 1WX ...M11 1 2 7olmwx,
nTn 121M-,17 1, UMW 1 1 1 1 ;7X MM1MX 71 1 MIR 17 1—rx lmun MW11
"Abraham said to his servant, who had been long in his service
and was in charge of all his possessions, 'PUT YOUR HARD UNDER MY
THIGH: I want you to swear by the Lord... that you will not take
a wife for my son from the women of the Canaanites.... So the
servant PUT HIS HAND UNDER HIS master Abraham's THIGH and swore
an oath in those terns" (Gen. 24.2-3,9; NEB);
1ri I• =0 	 X2-MX 1, n .LX 1 1 ric1 % , 1:m, x-ip •f i nlo, ,x7w l - m 4 1m77+1
X2-,X rox, iMM 1 1ZU r I wul I m7 1 rrn 77 1 x2-m l w 71)”52
1, =cu l l 1 , MUMUN 1MI X 1 1 :71272 n1,51,X 1mm novi	 :mlnwmm
"When Israel's time to die drew near he called his son Joseph and
said to him, 'If I enjoy your favour, PLACE YOUR HAND UNDER MY
THIGH AND PROMISE to be kind and good to me, do not bury me in
Egypt...."I will do as you say', he replied. 'Swear to me' he
insisted. So he swore to him" (Gen. 47. 29-31a; JB).
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The gesture described in this J expression shifts in significance from
being merely associated with taking an oath in the first passage ("put
his hand under his... thigh and swore") to symbolizing the oath itself
in the second ("So he swore") - the action of the collocation and the
imprecatory words function as gestural and linguistic equivalents of
one oath-making ceremony. The Syriac version, accepted by REB, has an
'explanation' ("that I may make you swear by Yahweh'), following the
last instance of the collocation. If AT is to be reconstructed on
this basis, then we have an association throughout, and the
collocation is never actually symbolic.
Ralul (1985) connects the collocation's figurative value with the
enigmatic prn., +-/M0 (Gen. 31.42,53), which he renders 'the thigh of
Isaac'. pr.V1-7Mn:
symbolizes the family and ancestral spirits of Isaac. In it is
reflected the custom of the oath by the thigh..., an oath to
which one had recourse when the continuity and cohesion of the
family were at stake. (Malul 1985:200)
Nalul might be right in positing this relationship, but it is not so
clear-cut as he implies. Our collocation has to do with,
specifically, (1) the wishes of a dying patriarch; (2) the future
relations of the patriarch's family with a foreign country.
	
Jacob's
pact with Laban (the context of prtv-imm) involves neither feature.
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Xalul believes that 711 here means 'penis' (cf. von Rad 1972:254:
see Fryner-Kensky 1984:20f. for • -1 1 referring to the fenale
genitalia at Hum. 5.21ff.; cf. also Song 7.2 and BRK/S's and KB's
emendation of •,:11 at Prov. 31.3b), although his claim that the
oath involved "touching the procreative organ" (ibid.) pays scant
regard to the preposition in our collocation. Rashi, too, seen s to
hold to this interpretation of 71 1 , but he supplies a different, and
perhaps superior, account of the symbolism implied:
As circumcision was the first connandment given to him and became
his only through much pain it was consequently dear to him and
therefore he selected this as the object upon which to take the
oath. (Bashi at Gen. 24.2)
Steiner (1985), who also accepts that the collocation means 'to touch
the penis', considers that its use at Gen. 47.29 concerns the
nanunission of Joseph and re-instatement within his father's kin-
group. Although other aspects of the narrative night be seen to
favour this interpretation, the different context of Gen. 24.2
suggests that a rather more general oath-binding force is effected by
or associated with the gesture described.
Whether we render 71+ 'thigh' or 'penis', the collocation should be
compared with other imprecatory expressions which refer to touching a
'vital' part of the body, like Akkadian napisbta lapa:tu 'touch the
throat' and tule saba:tu 'touch the breast' (see McCurley
1968:164f.).
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
41:07. -r0 1 -71 1 . 2/23 2/97 (S+C; S+C). Judges 3.16,21.
=40.10.
41:08. mipu l -71 1 . 3/23 3/350 (S+C; N+A). Gen. 32.26,33; Exodus 1.5.
No idionaticity evidenced, but see 41:02 for the special meaning of
71 1 at Exodus 1.5.
41:09. nra-7-1 1 . 2/23 2/255 (S+C S+A). Lev. 1.11; 2 Kings 16.14.
Rashi (at Lev. 1.11) indicates that the sane meaning of • 1 1	 is
involved as at 41:10:
.71.1 1 I LV, M2OX 17MTON 11' ,U 117X UMW,
"He shall slaughter it before the Lord at the north SIDE OF THE
ALTAR" (Lev. 1.11a; NEB);
• lnY r2TO1	 lnx
"[Mud put it on the north SIDE OF THIS ALTAR"
(2 Kings 16.14b; NEB).
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Note that both collocations refer to cultic furniture, and that even
outside of P a north or south direction is associated with the
collocation. At 2 Samuel 3.27a, LXX appears to have read 11=1-711p
(cf. BHK/S), with 7, 5 in the same sense, for MT nuto 7111-,x, but
no 'compass-directional' lexeme is associated with this passage.
41:10. imwo-7-1 1 . 4/23 4/88 (S+C; S+A).	 Exodus 40.22,24; Num.
3.29,35.
All four passages are from P. Here, as in 41:09, 7n+ has a
metonymic value (possibly a lexicalized metonymy) of 'side' (cf. Rashi
at Exodus 40.22; NcCurley 1968:220,234):
:17mns, ylro	 imwoN 7-1 1 ttu 7010 ',In IrMil-RX rri
rf:1) =01 71 1	 TIN01 rm) lulo	 P71201-17X MW11
▪He put the table in the Tent of the Presence on the north SIDE
OF THE TABERNACLE outside the Veil.... He set the lamp-stand in
the Tent of the Presence opposite the table at the south SIDE OF
THE TABERNACLE" (Exodus 40.22,24; NEB);
M)011 1MWO1 71 1	 1)n% nnp-1 2: nmmwo
▪The families of Kohath were stationed on the south, AT THE SIDE
OF THE TABERNACLE" (Num. 3.29; NEB);
M2DX 1211 4 1MWOM 71 1 %1
NIT] hey were stationed on the north, AT THE SIDE OF THE
TABERNACLE" (v. 35; NEB).
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Dhorne believes that the anatomical background ('thigh') has
influenced the usage of 7n ., in this derived sense, noting that the
direction associated with 71 1
 here is always north or south:
On se tourne la face A l'est 	 (M7P), la hanche gauche est
tournee vers le nord, la droite vers le sud. (Dhorme 1923:98)
The collocation itself is not idiomatic.
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44. ni l ,: (31)
RECAPITULATIONS: Exodus 29.13,22=Lev. 8.16,25 (29).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
44:01. nvon- lniz. 3/20 3/6 (S+c; P+A). Jer. 11.20; 17.10;
	 Psalms
7.10.
The expression occurs in the following passages (all with NEB
equivalents):
O'l Pl I t5O in:	 unw	 nim,
2 1 -1-nx 1 172 7 1 ,x I : ONO 7nop2 rTx-ix
"0 Lord of Hosts who art a righteous judge,
TESTING THE HEART and mind,
I have committed [111,2] my cause to thee;
let me see thy vengeance upon them" (Jer. 11.20);
111 4 'm rm	 npn rirT 1 I2x
I nnm 1 1 =-17z taiel rur71
"I, the Lord, search the mind
and TEST THE HEART,
requiting man for his conduct,
and as his deeds deserve" (Jer. 17.10Q);
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p l rIc 121nn1 pl uton un mr-roal
p l ru vrtim n1 1 '7:1 nlm, lrmi
"Let wicked men do no more harm,
establish the reign of righteousness,
THOU WHO EXAMINEST both HEART and mind, thou righteous God"
(Psalms 7.10).
At a	 compositional level, within the collocation prott:	 (and
associated Mt7) is metonymic of 	 'inner thoughts, 	 feelings' (even,
perhaps, 'conscience'; cf., as ESD, the Talmudic saying: lm nl l fm Inw
nun, 1FT3.1 nrm =le) 1=1 1 nrm ...crxm) - for the motif
represented, compare 1 Samuel 16.7. As in the word-pair 2,-nvonm,
the metonymic value of 2, is probably not clearly differentiated
from that of Ri l tIM. In respect of 772, we assume a lexicalized,
or 'dead', metaphor, 'test', not, as Keel (1978:184ff.), a 'live'
figure from metallurgy, 'assay' (for the metaphorical application of
metallugical terns to biblical soteriology, see Sawyer 1972:46).
The different immediate environments of the collocation nvonz 11712,
:51 nv1 7: 1111,n1 'rim, indicate that it was not a fixed
legal term. However, in all passages, the collocation is associated
with Yahweh in his role as 	 'judge' (WOW; cf.	 Psalms 7.12) or
'investigator' (r). Moreover, in the Jeremiah passages the
expression is closely associated with requital in particular. We find
this sane specific context for an equivalent Greek expression at
Revelation 2.23:
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hoti ego: eind lo ereuno:n nefrous kai kardias Aai do:so: hundn
hekasto: Aata ta erga humo:n
u [T]hat I am the searcher of men's hearts and thoughts, and that
I will reward each one of you according to his deeds" (NEB)
(cf. Bullinger 1898:568; this is the only New Testament instance of
nefroi 'kidneys'). Thus, there is some evidence that the
collocation with following 2,1 developed a particular idiomatic
association in Biblical Hebrew (although this cannot be confirmed from
the Old Testament itself).
44:02. 
-nvonm-Vnn. 2/11 2/35 (S+C; P+C). Deut. 32.14; Isaiah 34.6.
The passages are as follows:
:t5M-MD animul	 conm V,n-cx	 Mtl.f11 npz :MUM
non-nron z)u-mni mon nil,:
"[C]urds from the cattle, milk from the flock, with rich food of
the pastures, rams of Bashan's breed, and goats, RICH FOOD OF THE
wheat's EAR, and blood of the fermenting grape for drink"
(Deut. 32.14; JB);
mtmo coil= a l lm mno
"[T]he FAT OF rams' KIDNEYS, and the blood of lambs and goats"
(Isaiah 34.6ai NEB).
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At Deut. 32.14, NEB moves to before 0 1-0 ("lanbs' kidneys")
leaving Mu, Vyl (attested also at Psalns 81.17) the finest flour of
wheat". Thus, on NEB's understanding, our expression disappears as a
repeated collocation. If, like JB, we accept MT, mum /711,m 2,m
night mean 'the choicest of wheat' (cf. BDB and KB, which provide
other instances of V'm meaning 'best'), from the kidneys as the
richest neat (cf. JB), or 'the fat of the kernels of wheat' (cf.
Rashi), comparing the large size of the kernels or ears to that of
kidneys (but there is no further biblical evidence for =7-m 55m in
this sense). On either interpretation, our collocation, as a whole,
is not idiotic. At Isaiah 34.6, the expression is to be interpreted
literally.
44:03.	 /	 rflTT1. 5/5 5/5 (S+A;	 S+A; P+A). Lev.
3.4,10,15; 4.9; 7.4.
This P termdnus technicus is used in connection with the sacrifices
of 0 10%) M2T, nxwm, and OWX.	 It is found all five tines in
exactly the sane environment:
m 1= into nu
crolamm-'m -gm 11ci3 1711 1WX
RE13 i MM-723 /mmn-53i ninin-nx,
"[Hie shall remove...
the two kidneys
with the fat on them beside the haunches,
and the LONG LOBE OF THE LIVER VITH THE KIDNEYS" (NEB);
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"[T]he two kidneys,
the fat that is on them and on the loins,
the FATTY !ASS WHICH HE WILL REIOVE FRON THE LIVER AND KIDNEYS"
(JB).
JB's interpretation here rests on the close structural parallelism
between, on the one hand, :trr and rro l,m and m l 5cm	 and,	 on the
other hand, rrol l and 7= and ml I ttm - the -'17	 11DX	 1UX
construction of the first part matching the -,V
	 construction
of the second. JB assumes that the 7...,r7 of the first part is
connected, with both the following noun-expressions,	 'kidneys-and-
loins'; thus, in the second part,	 :rol l is connected with the
'liver-and-kidneys'.
NEB, however, regards rim*, as connected only to the first of the
following nouns, -Ten , and this position seems to be supported by
Exodus 29.13a,
11 1 '733	 m,mm-mx, m v,mm '1 11W PX1 71-n] mnn l m nxi,
and its 'recapitulation' at Lev. 8.16a
lrm,m-mx, mitimm I rw-ni 1:m1 rrim l nx1
"[T]he long lobe of the liver, and the two kidneys with their
fat" (NEB).
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Rashi went one stage further than NEB, and related inn ' , to neither
of the following nouns, that is, he considered three distinct
referents to be involved. He understands rnni n to mean 'lobe (of
the liver)', meaning the "midriff which parts the resiratory from the
digestive organs" (see Rashi on Lev. 3.4, n.2). Thus, pini, is
connected by Rashi with the liver at a semantic level, but not at a
formal level, in respect of our collocation or any other structure
wherein	 and 72= collocate - for example, he interprets 11117,
nmmn at Lev. 8.16 as the lobe besides some of the liver". 	 Within
our collocation Rashi renders -,1; both times as 'in addition to' (as
BDB, s.v.
	 II.4.c).
Whatever the precise significance of the collocation, the difficulty
in interpreting seems to arise not from any idiomatic specialization
of one or more of the lexical items involved, but from the compactness
of the syntax and the uncertainty of the reference of
44:04. nron-vm. 7/20 7/140 (P+C; P+A).	 Exodus 29.13,22=Lev.
8.16,25; Lev. 3.4,10,15; 4.9; 7.4.
The collocation appears in P as a standard, literal, description of a
part of sacrificial beasts ('7 1 x, =JD, TU, no).
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
44:05. c-3mti.1 17-3rro'n. 3/29 3/51 (P4[A+C]; S+[A+C]).
	 Jer. 11.20;
20.12; Psalms 26.2. Cf. Jer. 12.2f.; 17.10; Psalms 7.10; 73.21; Prov.
23.15f.
For Jer. 11.20, see 40:01. Jer. 20.12 replicates this almost exactly:
: 171 rTi	 nxn 1' 1 71, 1mm illxmu
•imn-nx in 1 ,1	 mla 7napn rprot
"0 Lord of Hosts, thou dost test the righteous,
and search the DEPTHS OF THE HEART;
to thee have I committed [ Inl] my cause,
let me see thee take vengeance on them" (NEB).
Psalms 26.2(Q) reads:
I ni l 'm monu 1 2021 ril1- 1 121M2
"Test me, 0 Lord, and try me;
put my HEART AND MIND to the proof" (NEB).
Both nouns within the collocation are effectively equivalent symbols
of 'thought, feeling' (cf. 44:01). 	 See McCurley 1968:43 for the
interchangeability of names of internal organs as a whole, and Dhorne
1923:131 for that of heart and kidneys, as symbols, in particular.
Possibly the duplication of these equivalent metonymies within the
collocation has a meristic-intensive, idiomatic, significance:
'(examine) all thoughts and passions', '(examine) thoroughly'.
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Awe- over, the expreeeion evidenctee an (idiomatic) aesociation with a
particular context. At Pray. 23.15f. it is enjoyment that is
localized at the heart and kidneys, and at Psalns 73.21, feelings of
distress, either psychological (NEB) or physical (JB) (Cf. Akkadian
kall:tu 'anger'; Holua 1911:82). 	 But at Jer. 12.2f. and 17.10, the
word-pair
	
- ni l tpm	 is, like the present	 collocation, found
within a legal context.	 Thus, our collocation constitutes a
syntactically-structured expression of the idionatic specialization of
this word-pair (equivalents of which are found, with literal
reference, in parallelism in Akkadian [Holna 1911:82], and in Ugaritic
in the mythological text UT 1001:3 in conjunctive form - see Avishur
1984:592; KB3 ). As suggested at 44:01,	 the present collocation
preceded by rim, represents a further level of specialization
(specialized association).
The association, as reflected in the word-pair, of heart and kidneys
seens to be due to the fact that both organs are hidden (cf. Dhorue
1923:131), or that they constitute the most vital parts of the body
(cf. Bola 1911:82 on Akkadian witchcraft texts), or that they exhibit
"natural paralleling" (Avishur 1984:599), or a mixture of all these.
It is, perhaps, the strength of collocational association of the word-
pair components which has led to their 'inflectional harmony'
('honoeoptoton' in Bullinger 1898:177) at Psalns 7.10 (see 44:01).
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46. elm (193)
PARALLELS: 2 Samuel 22.11IPsalns 18.1; 1 Kings 7.50112 Chr. 4.22;
1 Kings 8.22,38112 Chi-. 6.12,29; 2 Kings 18.21IIIsaiah 36.6; 2 Kings
19.2411Isaiah 37.25; 2 Kings 20.6IIIsaiah 38.6; 2 Kings 25.1411Jer.
52.18 (185).
RECAPITULATIONS: Exodus 9.29=9.33; 25.29=37.16; 29.24=Lev.
	 8.27;
Judges 8.6=8.15 (181).
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PRE-COLLOCATIONS
46:01. 
-qmo. D I W1M. 4/21 4/184 (S+C). Judges 	 6.14;	 1 Samuel 4.3;
2 Kings 16.72.
46:03. -qmo ,11/5 1g1. 8/21 8/204 (S+C). 2 Samuel 14.16; 19.10;
22.12 11Psalms 18.1; 2 Kings 20.61iIsaiah 38.6; Hab. 2.9; Ezra 8.31;
2 Chr. 32.11. Cf. Jer. 15.21; Micah 4.10; Prov. 6.3.
(The different frequencies reflect the more general fact that
typically 10 follows ', Ig rt but not U I W11T	 - see Sawyer	 1972:70f.)
Both collocations occur with following 2 I 1X	 - 1 Samuel 4.3;
- 2 Sam 19.10; 22.1; Ezra 8.31), as 	 does -elm2 'XI (Micah
4.10). The parallelism of 2 Samuel 19.10b indicates that WY, 2 is a
fourth synonymous verb within the collocation:
mir0,0 qmo 12111,0 X1N1 1) 1 :iX qmo	 Tnol
The king has SAVED US FROM OUR enemies and FREED US FROM THE
POWER OF the Philistines" (NEB).
O l n appears to be a fifth (see Psalms 71.4 and 2 Chr. 30.6 - note
also, as McCurley 1968:100, UT 3 Aqht rev. 13f: wyplrk... byd btlt
I'ntJ), and min (Jer. 15.21) a sixth:
co gno Elmo 7 1 =1 COD1 1 4 O 75N,Ii11
"I will DELIVER YOU FROM the wicked,
I will RESCUE YOU FROM the ruthless" (NEB).
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(For the differences amongst these and other verbs of salvation, see
Sawyer 1972, passim) The parallelism of Jer. 15.21 and Psalms 71.4
and the slight divergence in the parallel texts of 2 Samuel 22.1 and
Psalns 18.1,
E1M01 1 1 M 1 X-,Z rimo 1rx rrin l 	 mllm (2 Sam. 22.1b)
',1XW / 1 01	 Elmo inlx nirr l -,nzm mi l: (Psalms 18.1b),
demonstrates an equivalence within the collocation of clm and 11
(see also Exodus 18.10; Deut. 7.8). Thus we appear to have a
colligation of verbs of salvation with certain nouns denoting the
hand (see Dhorue 1923:149 for the interchangeability of niM0 and
1 1 0 in this context) - / 1 0 pnn (Lam. 5.8) is a seventh member of
the colligation. Except at 2 Kings 16.7 and Prov. 6.3, the 'saviour'
required by the colligation is God or God's agent - its use in the
first passage might, therefore, be a stylistic device to heighten the
portrayal of Ahaz's decadence or Tiglath-pileser's hubris:
mnx-7,o LI=	 rft,U	 mlmx,o TTN M,W11
'WW 1 7fo qmol
"Ahaz sent messengers to Tiglath-pileser... to say, '... Come and
SAVE ME FROM the king of Aram and FROM the king of Israel...
(NEB).
At Prov. 6.3a the implication of its use night be that if the young
man follows the advice provided he will be able to save himself
without having to rely on divine help:
/un-npm nms l z bn)11	 vox PXT nrn,
"[D]D this, my son, to EXTRICATE YOURSELF -
since you have put yourself IN THE POWER OF your neighbour" (JB).
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According to Sollamo (1979:303) elD0 has not attained the status of a
preposition equivalent to 10, but functions, like its more common
partner 7 1 0, as a semi-preposition - this opinion is based on the
LXX's tendency to utilize a noun corresponding to EIM/7 1 in rendering
the two prepositional phrases. The fact that in our collocation the
possessor of the 'hand' normally is a human being is evidence that
L1Z0// 1 0 has not gone as far down the path of becoming a	 preposition
as, say, - 1 50,. On the other hand, the absence of plural forms of
nniii gives some indication that the collocation was not intended to
vividly evoke a picture of a captive being dragged from a captor's
grip. We should expect that a semi-preposition might eventually
develop purely prepositional reference ('from'), but even at Hab.
2.9b, where, perhaps, if we reject NEB, no human captor is intended,
the English versions agree that elm0 has more than
	 merely
prepositional value:
un-rima,
"ETD] save yourself FROM THE GRASP OF wicked men" (NEB);
"[A]nd so evade the HAND OF misfortune" (JB);
"[T]hat he may be delivered FROM THE POWER OF evil" (AV).
Elsewhere, individual contexts have to be checked to determine when
riM0/1 1 0 is metonymic (and, to some degree,	 pleonastic) 'from the
control of' (cf. 46:36 on Judges 6.2,14), and when semi-prepositional,
'from (the hands of)'.
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The fact that in the colligation verbs can be exchanged indicates a
more or less literal interpretation of any constituent collocation,
and the manipulation and separation of components at Prov. 6.3, points
in the same direction. Thus, the colligation, is 'idiomatic' only to
the extent that in it elm0/1 1 0 bears a figurative (metonymic, semi-
prepositional) sense. Contrast the quite literal significance of, for
example, M I1 DM ,350 rip5 at Lev. 8.28.
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46:02. -1m/qm rmm. 4/102 4/485
	 (S-1[A+C)). 2 Kings	 11.12; Ezek.
21.19,22; 22.13. Cf. Ezek. 6.11.
Passages relevant to the discussion are:
7,11/ ri 	 nax l i qm-1: 1 1 ilnuz l i irr	 noll
"[A]nd they made him king, and annointed him; and they CLAPPED
THEIR HANDS, and said, God save the king" (2 Kings 11.12; AV);
imnti 5 n l m 171:3-1	 nx-nox, 71n: upni 70D: mmm
if 	 nz721 7.137M M1M2
"BEAT YOUR HANDS TOGETHER, stamp with your foot, bemoan your vile
abominations, people of Israel. Men will fall by sword, famine,
and pestilence" (Ezek. 6.11; NEB);
elZ 71 X:11 M1X—• 2 mrpt,
m I tv77 mnn	 VIR ,r1:111
"Son of man, prophesy and CLAP YOUR HANDS.
Let the sword be twice, three tines, as cruel,
the butcher's sword" (Ezek. 21.19; JB);
', Pan 'inm)11 I nm-'m I S: mmx Ilx-pll
"I too will CLAP MY HANDS TOGETHER and abate my anger"
(v. 22a; NEB);
n l ux lux Inz-
	 Inlmn 15N1
• Z1r2 1 1 N NOX 71:,/-b.701
"See, I STRIKE WITH MY CLENCHED FIST IN ANGER at your ill-gotten
gains and at the bloodshed within your walls" (Ezek. 22.13; NEB);
wra l no7x-tm WM)M 71LIXW-,D2 MOWT1 ',Al: 753711 1 % IMO WI
"Because you CLAPPED YOUR HANDS and stamped your feet, and
exulted over the land of Israel with single-minded scorn"
(Ezek. 25.6; NEB).
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Although in diction similar to Ezek. 25.6, the context of the
collocation with intervening 2 (cf. BDB, s.v. 111.4) at Ezek.
6.11 (see 46:09) hardly allows us to view it here (Ezek. 6.11), with
Vevers (1982:61), as a symbol, albeit ironic, of malicious Joy (as at
25.6). Rather it describes a gesture of distressed agitation. The
apparent application of the sane action to opposite emotional states
(cf. 46:09) exemplifies a sort of gestural Didd (for which, on a
linguistic plane, see Barr 1983:173ff.).
'Clap one's hands together' at Ezek. 21.19 seems to be linked either
to the following words as a gesture symbolizing command (to the sword)
or to the preceding words as a gestural 'Amen' to the words of
prophecy. The context of the collocation two verses on (see below)
does not clarify the matter.
At Ezek. 22.13 (and, probably, at 21.22) the collocation appears to be
symbolic/indexical of release of anger - cf. 46:16 on Hum. 24.10.
In Kings, the collocation describes congratulatory applause in the
context of a declaration of kingship - cf. 46:24 on Psalms 47.2.
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Thus, although each use of the collocation seems to be 'symbolic' or
'indexical' of a particular intent, there is no consistency to the
figure conveyed (as also in Xodern Hebrew; see ESD). We night compare
the variety of possible messages that can be transmitted or re-
inforced by clapping of the hands in our own culture (warning, anger,
pleasure, displeasure, congratulation, etc.); these exist alongside
more primary , physiological, functions of the act, such as making
oneself warm or releasing tension.
46:04.
	 Dv/. 3/6 3/45 (S+A; P+C). Jonah 3.8; Job 16.17; 1 Chr.
12.18. Cf. Isaiah 59.6; Psalns 58.3.
The verses in which the collocation occurs are as follows:
M1 4 n= nwx oarm-lai MU1N 17170 W 4 X =NI
"Let every man abandon his wicked ways and his HABITUAL VIOLENCE"
(Jonah 3.8b; NEB),
"[Alnd let everyone renounce his evil behaviour and the WICKED
THINGS HE HAS DONE" (idem; JB);
MDT 4 11.',E1 • 1 'I nD2 WLM-W, "PU
"[Ylet my HANDS WERE FREE FROX VIOLENCE and my prayer was
sincere" (Job 16.17; NEB),
"Not for any INJUSTICE IN MINE HANDS: also my prayer is pure"
(idem; AV);
M:1 1 1 11+171x VT,X X1 1 In= com-X,2
"[Mut if you cone to betray ne to my enemies, INNOCENT THOUGH I
AK OF ANY CRIME OF VIOLENCE, may the God of our fathers see and
judge" (1 Chr. 12.18b; NEB),
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"But if it is to betray me to my enemies, WHEN I HAVE DONE BO
WRONG, then may the God of our ancestors take note and give
judgement" (idem; JB).
In each instance, we prefer, at least in respect of the collocation,
the second translation given to that of NEB. 	 At Jonah 3.8, the
parallelism with rw, supports an 'immorality' rather than a
'violence' interpretation for the collocation, and the same is
suggested by v. 10a, where it is reported only that the Iinevites
ThT ImW
'abandoned their wicked ways" (NEB);
if M Ilra: mzn referred to something significantly different from
'evil' in general, then we should have expected a corresponding report
of its demise at v. 10. Again, at Job 16.17, the parallel colon,
which concerns absence of immoral thought, suggests, against NEB (and
JB), that mcd, refers correspondingly to immoral behaviour in
general, rather than violence in particular - for the parallelism of
(moral) action and thought, cf. 46:19 and Psalms 58.3 (see below).
This more general moral application seems to be appropriate too at
1 Chr. 12.18, where Li% has
kai ei tou paradounai Be this extbrois Bou ouk en ale:theta
xeiros
'But if to betray me to my enemies DECEITFULLY [lit., 'NOT IN
TRUTH OF HARD']'.
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(MS claims	 ale:theia	 replaces	 an	 original	 adlkia
'unrighteousness', supporting even more strongly a non-'violence'
interpretation for oom - in the 'original' LIZ text,	 then, the
clause containing the collocation would have agreed with MT in
referrring to David rather than the representatives of the southern
tribes.)
Psalms 58.3 is textually problematic,
11C,MR mm t i l DOI ynn littuon n'iu m,m-qx
but, assuming that rrniD
	 in the first colon means 'iniquities in
the heart, evil thoughts', then cC 1 1 1
 COM, in the second colon would
seem to mean, like C'i lmCC	 COM, 'evil actions', rather than,
specifically the violence that you have done" (NEB).
An expanded form of the collocation appears at Isaiah 59.6. Vv. 6b-7a
read:
:cnimmm czm fun,
	
writ=
M7 7n0 inno l l rdri l un, orr1,1,
"[T]heir works breed trouble
and their HANDS ARE BUSY WITH deeds of VIOLENCE.
They rush headlong into crime
in furious haste to shed innocent blood" (NEB).
Here, the collocation could refer to immorality of a general nature
or, as in NEB's (and JB's) understanding, to sins of violence in
particular, depending on which colon, the first or the fourth ' is
considered the more significant for its interpretation.
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On our understanding of the collocation, as referring to nisdeneanour
of a general kind rather than specifically to criminally violent
behaviour, the expression involves a weakening of the 'primary' sense
of OUR in Biblical Hebrew ('violence') - this weakened sense
('wrong') is also found outside the collocation.
Outside of the instances (including Isaiah 59.6) of our collocation,
when M follows owl, it has a clear	 'locational' value, 	 'inside'
(cf. Isaiah 60.18; Jer. 6.7; Amos 3.10; Psalms 58.3). 	 This suggests
that in the collocation the second component, m , + elmm, is itself
idiomatic in the sane way that it is in 46:01,03,15, etc. The
collocation as a whole night then convey an idionatic value of 'have
iniquity at one's control' (carrying with it, perhaps, an implication
of abuse of one's position of authority).
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46:05. in ,Nrim/- n mz-3P, N . 4/79 4/15 (S+C; P+[A+C]). Gen. 31.42; Haggai
1.11; Psalms 128.2; Job 10.3.
The collocation occurs in the following passages (all with NEB
equivalents):
rZ1 , 1 M l n,X rxn	 uNaN-rxi
"But God saw MY LABOUR and my hardships, and last night he
rebuked you" (Gen. 31.42b);
,U1 nrig, M-'701 wl-onn-,u1 lain- h,n31
 m , nrur"nui 	 ri xnpx1
conm 13 1 1 , -,m ,u, normn-,u1 mixn-ful nolxn vxin nwx
"SO I have proclaimed a drought against land and mountain,
against corn, new wine, and oil, and all that the ground yields,
against man and cattle and all the PRODUCTS OF MAN'S LABOUR"
(Haggai 1.11);
:lull 7 , nux fmmn N m 7 , n: U,A,
"You shall eat the FRUIT OF YOUR OWN LABOURS,
you shall be happy and you shall prosper" (Psalms 128.2);
p
	 cxon- , 2	 "1"! 210N
rpolm m , mwn mart,u1
"Dost thou find any advantage in oppression,
in spurning the FRUIT OF ALL THY LABOUR
and smiling on the policy of wicked men?" (Job 10.3).
At Gen 31.42 the parallelism indicates that ,rim is, as interpreted
by NEB, synecdochical for Jacob in his role as 'labourer'; thus, the
collocation as a whole here is non-idiomatic 'my labour' (as KB3;
contrast KB) - cf. Psalms 9.17:
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uton wpil 1 , nm ,um:
"the wicked man is trapped in HIS own devices" (NEB)
(reading up11 as niphal from Up , 	for NT's gal participle of
up)).
A synecdochical explanation of co , nm is possible in the other three
instances of the collocation, and NEB has chosen this option at Psalns
128.2 ("your... labours"). In the remaining two passages, it night be
that the collocation as a whole conveys a symbolic meaning of
'artefacts, handiwork', 'man-made objects' (cf. rt,i MIJUO at Qoh.
5.5 - see BDB, s.v. =1)0, b.1). Thus understood, at Haggai 1.11, we
see a progression from (inanimate) nature through animals (non-human
and human) to non-natural, constructed, objects.	 At Job 10.3, the
symbol is applied to God, anthropomorphically.
The collocation witnesses to an extension in reference of u , A , from
'labour' to 'results, fruits, of (hard) labour': see, e.g., Deut.
28.33 (Ii7nolx 5 1n); Jer. 20.5 (Iinp , ) - the sane process	 occurs
with 171,10, r151US, and - see Fohrer 1968:101f.; Bullinger
1898:549ff. Thus, for the collocational meaning BDB compares -,no
m ,, nm "earnings" (NEB) at Prov. 31.16.
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46:06. -rin-tnu p14 1 . 2/11 2/43 (S+C). Lev. 14.15,26.
Data restricted. Cf. 46:15. The expression occurs in variations of
7353 pvkregulations governing a cleansing ceremony. 	 For '	 meaning
'pour into (the cupped palm)', as distinct from 'pour over', compare,
as BDB (s.v. pto, 1), 2 Kings 4.4: a l ,z1—nz Pn11. Note that
here riz-,23 is used when liquid is contained directly in the cupped
hand, whereas at Num. 5.18 7 1 : is used to signify holding in the
hand of a container of liquid (see v. 17).
46:07. - t.tAn-riz 	iz nzn1 it mlpa- 17.1n.	 2/9	 2/2 (S+C; S+A;	 S+C;
S+C). Deut. 11.24; Joshua 1.3. Cf. Deut. 2.5; 11.25; Joshua 14.9.
The collocation has an indexical meaning of 'wherever one goes' being
a pleonastic version of a similar expression with ',Al alone (not
1-7M) at Joshua 14.9 which in turn is pleonastic and synecdochical
for 7:-7-17 ynxn (Deut. 1.36). A short version follows a long
one at Deut. 11.24f. In the context of the subjugation of Canaan, the
use of the verb 717 here perhaps carries undertones of the military
expression nup
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46:08. nielm, n11Z70. 2/4 2/3 (P+A; P+A). 1 Kings 7.501I2C. 4.22;
2 Kings 25.1411Jer. 52.18. Cf. 2 Kings 12.14.
The collocation occurs as part of an inventory of cultic equipment,
normally (except at 2 Kings 25.14) with nlpiTal intervening. No
idiomaticity is evident.
46:09. elm xnz. 2/26 2/4 (S+A). Isaiah 55.12; Psalms 98.8.
(The figure for Xna includes nno at Num 34.11.) Both instances of
the collocation occur as part of "a universal call to praise" (Gray
1979:67), and describe gestures associated with/symbolic of expression
of joy at Yahweh's activity in international events viewed as a facet
of His role in upholding the cosmic order:
11,21N M17=1 1n1/ Inzwz-lm
ep-ixrcii ;min	 nvn mm l 2n, 1nNo l niuzan, connn
"You shall indeed go out with joy
and be led forth in peace.
Before you mountains and hills shall break into cries of joy,
and all the trees of the wild shall CLAP THEIR HANDS"
(Isaiah 55.12; NEB);
:ni conn 77 1 qm-ixnz l
 ninn]
run once, n 1 = M1r11-1)V,
"Let the rivers CLAP THEIR HANDS,
let the rivers sing aloud together
before the Lord; for he cones
to judge the earth (Psalms 98.8-9a; NEB).
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note that the thematic correspondence is matched by one of poetic
diction with conN 'mountains' and 111 (root) 'shout praises'
occurring each time in the parallel colon.
At Ezek. 25.6 (see 46:02), 7 5 replaces ri2 in the collocation and
is associated with Schadenfreude rather than a more positive
rejoicing. Perhaps this negative value is, partly, a function of the
use in this passage, as claimed by BDB, of the piel of xn0 (but see
ES, KB, Kandelkern, GK 74e).
In Biblical Aramaic x10 occurs once, at
	
Daniel 4.32b, with 1 5
 in
the phrase
rrfl: xnz l 1 7 ', rfx xt!,1
"LN]o one may LAY HAND UPON him" (NEB)
- compare, as BDB, 7 5 2 5 10 (pael) 'hinder' attested outside Biblical
Aramaic.
Dhorne (1923:150) indicates that it is 92 specifically in the sense
of 'palm' which provides the rationale for its use in preference to
that of / 5 in collocations with verbs meaning 'strike' - "Lorsqu'on
bat des mains, ce sont les paumes qui se heurtent".
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46:10. mnD Xts 'io. 2/77 2/111 (S+C). Lev. 9.17; Psalms 129.7.
46:11. mrininp-X1'70. 2/102 2/38 (S+C; S+CA+C1). 1 Kings 17.12; Qoh.
4 .6.
(It is unclear which of 46:10 and 46:11 is the 'basic' form of the
collocation.) The relevant passages for both forms of the collocation,
with NEB equivalents are:
r:Tor-,22 nop l , r261.0 1DM X,Z 1 1 MILIM-VX
"He brought forward the grain-offering, TOOK A HANDFUL of it, and
burnt it on the altar" (Lev. 9.17a);
rm.= 1LW-02J01 7:2 r107' melD eta mM12 'in Al= 	 r	 IIM*1-11
As the Lord your God lives, I have no food to sustain ne except
A HANDFUL of flour in a jar and a little oil in a flask"
(1 Kings 17.12a);
:=1 ntio mini n122 1 1 :irD 11N1
nano 12:01 -11, 1p Inn eta X74
"Met them be like grass growing on the roof,
which withers before it can shoot,
which will never FILL A mower's HAND
nor yield an armful for the harvester" (Psalms 129.6-7);
min niuni 'an 0 1 2nr x,no nr2 nn WPin
"Better ONE HAND FULL and peace of mind, than both hands full and
toil that is chasing the wind" (Qoh. 4.6).
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Rashi, BDB, and	 relate the expression at Lev. 9.17a to -R1F0
yaw! 'a fist-full', also attested in connection with the flour
(n) of the grain-offering (1in30) at Lev. 5.111.	 and	 2.2	 (cf.
6.8):
TfTf	 117,3 N2awal rulfma 1:iap x'a MWa yapl
"[Mne of [them] shall scoop up A HANDFUL of the flour and oil
with all the frankincense" (NEB).
But, according to Roth (1977:79), ralp-X1',0 is a "stereotyped
technical expression", whereas rp-X1,0 is "a more general turn of
speech". That no specific, standard, measure was intended by
is indicated by the Psalms passage - grass can hardly be
quantified in the same way as flour!
The nominal form, 46:11, in Kings also seems to refer to an
indeterminate, albeit small, quantity of a substance, 	 nap, similar
to rr,10 in Leviticus. It is perhaps significant that in MT (but see
BHK/S at Lev. 9.17) qZ is always singular within the verbal and
nominal collocations - the sense (of the nominal collocation) seems to
be 'whatever can be grasped within a single hand', as an index of 'a
small amount'.
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This idiomatic interpretation is supported by the evidence of Qoh.
4.6, where the nominal collocation is in antithetic parallelism with
m ,, )sm-xl,o (Exodus 9.8; Lev. 16.12), the meaning of which, in this
passage at least, seems to be 'an unspecified amount able to be
contained in t. thus, indexically, 'a substantial amount'.
For the association of one hand with little and two hands with a lot,
compare m , L,orr7 'by fistfuls, in great abundance' at Gen. 41.47
(NcCurley 1968:236) with yolp-xinz 'a small amount', already noted.
Qoheleth night also intend a contrast between the type of substances
normally associated with each collocation - flour, lowly-valued, but
useful to one's survival, as opposed to crushed incense (Lev. 16.12)
or ashes (Exodus 9.8), sometimes valuable, but of little practical
use.
Note, finally, that the collocation of W71,7., with
	
rp,	 1M1m,	 and
rolp differs substantially in meaning from the well-known
collocation 1 ,
 RY , 0 (see )[cCurley 1968:152f. for this and related
idioms of 'commission' in BR and Akkadian, and Wallis 1981, which
includes analysis of a relevant Hittite text). At 2 Kings 9.24a,
17W7M 17 , el. 0 M11,1
"Jehu SEIZED his bow l' (NEB),
1 , NtlI O might, under the influence of our idiom, mean literally
'Jehu took a handful of bow', the expression arising because of the
very small area of the total bow that actually comes into contact with
the hand (however, KB claims the sense to be 'put the arrow upon the
bow').
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46:12. 
-,1,-E1D7 rvoo.	 2/2 2/5 (S+A; S+C; S+C).	 Gen. 8.9; Deut.
28.65. Cf. Joshua 3.13.
Indexical of . (not even) a stopping-place' in contexts of continuous
wandering - see 46:39.
46:13. -71 1 -mmim 2522. 2/3 2/78 (S+C; S+C). Gen. 32.26,33.
=41:04.
46:14. 
- 1 DD XtD1. 3/65 3/594 (P+C). Psalns 63.5; 119.48; Lam. 2.19.
Cf. Psalms 141.2; Lam. 3.41.
(There seems no good reason for interpreting the verb here as 'use,
activate' rather than 'raise' contra Reif 1983:241.) The collocation
definitely occurs in the following passages:
10M MX 70= 11 MM IM1MX 1M
"And so I bless thee all my life
and in thy name LIFT NY HANDS II PRAYER" (Psalms 63.5; NEB);
7 1 prim •untax, I fT2NX num 7 1 n1xo- sm 4mm-maxl
oI STRETCH OUT MY HANDS to your beloved connandnents,
I meditate on your statutes" (Psalms 119.48; JB);
P1X111-17: tom mu,: coolow 7 1 ,,,u	 71m2 l i ,x 4xla
oMUT UP THY HANDS toward him for the life of thy young
children that faint for hunger in the top of every street"
(IAnn. 2.19; AV).
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NT of Lam. 3.41,
VG= ,X-,X cOnZ-',X 12:2, ma2
'Let us LIFT our hearts to (OUR) HANDS to God in heaven',
is uncomfortable, although comprehensible (*Let us send the prayers in
our hearts to God, by lifting up our hands toward Him'), and NEB re-
vocalizes the first -1,x 'to' to mean 'not' (cf. Gruber 1980:41), to
yield another instance of our collocation and the following
translation:
"[net us LIFT UP our hearts, not OUR HANDS,
to God in heaven".
The collocation is associated with various prayerful contexts.
	
At
Psalms 63.5, it seems to refer to a gestural confirmation of praise
(117-12), although Gruber (1980:39) thinks adoration is symbolized
here (cf. v. 4a: COVIO 710r1 21W- 1 2 "Your love is better than life
itself"; JB). At Psalms 119.48 (which night be to some extent the
result of dittography of the previous verse), the action is again
associated with love, although NEB understands it as a symbol of
welcome ("I will welcome thy conmandnents"). At Lam. 2.19, the
gesture is symbolic of intercession (cf. Gruber 1980:40). If present
at Lam. 3.41 (see above), the collocation there would appear to
describe a ritual action symbolic of superficial penitential prayer
which contrasts with prayer from the 2.
	
At Psalms 141.2 the
nominalized form of the collocation has 'prayer' (ntsn) as a
parallel, serving as a symbol or at least a gestural confirmation of
this mental/linguistic activity:
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mnm-nno 1 mm mo •, 2o, nnwp , n'nn ilpn
"Let my prayer be like incense duly set before thee
and my RAISED HANDS like the evening sacrifice" (NEB).
The evidence we have leads us to believe that in all these instances,
except, perhaps, at Lam. 2.19, the collocation itself is not symbolic
but describes, in literal terns, an action that is symbolic. For the
somewhat ambiguous nature of the gestural symbol (intercession,
prayer, praise, 'fornalisn0), compare CO 3 7 ,
 Xtin, which also occurs
just three times in Biblical Hebrew (the collocation with singular
noun, normally symbolizing 'swear', is much more common - see, e.g.,
Ezek. 20, passim; cf. Dhorne 1923:145): it is associated at Lev.
9.22 with blessing (cf. post-biblical CO 3 07 Xtin 'give a blessing';
ESD), at Psalms 28.2 with supplication, and at Psalns 134.2 with
praising (cf. Gruber 1980:35).
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46:15. -el= ln:. 2/17 2/1921 (S+C). Judges 6.13; Jer. 12.7.
At Jer 12.7b,
N I Z I X Elpm	 inn2
"I have GIVEN my beloved INTO THE POWER OF her foes" (FEB),
the following co2iX points to a connection between this collocation
and 46:01,03. This relationship is of antonymy - 'deliverance unto'
as opposed to 'deliverance from'. Assuming MT (cf. BHK/S), Judges
6.13-14a clearly demonstrates this:
112n 4 1 NIn i 12= rumi ...11m/1 ...noxil
1 410 Elmo ,xnuo-nx RUW1N1	 NINi 1 % ,X 10+1
"Gideon said, '.... But now the Lord has cast us off and
DELIVERED US INTO THE POWER OF the Midianites.' The Lard turned
to him and said, '... Go... to FREE Israel FROM THE POWER OF the
Xidianites...." (NEB).
A similar contrast between //2 in] and 1 10 u lwin is found at Neh.
9.27. Note that at Judges 6.13, rpm 1n2 is not merely 'send-
prepositional', '(deliver) unto', for the expression is equivalent to
I': 1n2 at v. 1, and that T here has a specific metonymic value
of 'power, grip, control' is indicated by v. 2a:
',X1W 1 -'73J 1/0-1 1 Tun
'The HAND of Midian was (too) strong upon Israel'
(Ildian, here, presumably, is viewed eponymously).
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V]ienrim does	 have	 a	 completely	 literal	 (non-semi-
prepositional/metonymic) value, '(place in soneone's) hand(s)',
is used for 2 in the collocation (Gen. 40.11, 21; Hum. 5.18; 6.19 );
see Abramson 1971:13 for another example of -",0 indicating
'literalness'.
46:16. - , 02/17 ,, M2 pow/m.	 3/79	 3/8 (P+EA+C]). Num.	 24.10; Job
27.23; Lam 2.15.
Two distinct idions appear to be represented (cf. BDB). 	 At Num.
24.10a, the collocation describes a gestural re-inforcement of anger
or frustration (I I em Nnn) - contrast KB, which regards the
collocation here as describing here an "Abwehrgestus"):
i N mm-nx poo l , mu,m- ,x ph:km
At that Balak was very angry with Balaam (and] BEAT HIS HANDS
TOGETHER" (NEB).
Elsewhere, -"no 0 ,,M2 rom 'clap one's hands against' night,
colloquially, be rendered 'give a slow hand-clap to', functioning with
pnw (alliteration has perhaps affected the choice of word-pair) as a
symbol of contempt:
10p00 von pnw , 1 imoom lcom pow,
His downfall is GREETED WITH APPLAUSE,
and hissing meets him on every side" (Job 27.23; JB);
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w11 , no -,o own 10 , n , , lpnw 7,1 , noo -"Jo o , mo 7 , ,m 'pop
'All who pass your way CLAP THEIR RAIDS at the sight;
they whistle and shake their heads
over the daughter of Jerusalem" (Lam 2.15a; JB).
For the ambiguity of symbolism (anger, contempt), compare the variety
of meanings associated with mo rtZrt (46:02). If a variant with 1,
exists at Isaiah 2.6b, so that for IT
1P , MW , 0 , 121 ,7`,121
we read
1P , OW , 0 , 1:1 ,1,21
"[Mat CLAP foreigners BY THE HAND" (JB),
a further symbolic value is evidenced, for the meaning of the
collocation here would appear to be close to that of elm upn in
Proverbs (see 46:24), '(strike hands to) ratify an agreement'.
The text of Job 34.37 is uncertain - if limz is to be 'understood'
(as ellipsis; BDB) or supplied (by emendation; BHK) after
plop, 'amongst us he claps' (?), the collocation would appear to be a
gestural symbol of contempt (see Rowley 1980:223f.), contempt of court
specifically, perhaps (cf. JB).
At Jer 48.26b, we ought, perhaps, with LXI, read our collocation for
XT win oxIo poo "Moab will wallow in his vomit" (JB). Thus:
xil-oa pro', •rIrrl 1 , 0D 2X10 pool
'Xoab will CLAP HIS RAIDS IN GLEE,
but he too will be an object of laughter'.
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The contextual association (drunken joy) of the collocation is, again,
different from others we have seen.
46:17. - , mmt-rim MIL 2/141 2/2525 ([S+1:94-C). Prov. 10.4; 31.13.
The underlying figure in the two instances is, perhaps, the same. At
Prov. 31.13b,
yorm man,
'And she MAKES with gladness HER HANDS',
clearly means
'She gladly toils at her work'.
The idiom here seems to involve a similar semantic process to that
evidenced in 71 rrnwo (</i	 M,W; cf.	 Prov.	 31.19) and rmeno
(07 , nmx,o(*/ , 7X, [the nominal form has been revived in Modern
Hebrew]; see Greenstein 1979 for these and Akkadian parallels).
At Prov. 10.4,
man wxinr Ti mon-qm MWN WW1,
parallelism suggests that nu should be pointed as a feminine
participle (MT masculine). NEB does not (according to Brockington)
amend, but renders as though it has amended:
"Idle HANDS MAKE a man poor;
busy hands grow rich".
If thus amended, this second instance of our collocation disappears.
But if AT is accepted, and respected, the meaning of the first colon
seems to be
'A pauper is one who makes an idle hand',
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that is,
'A pauper is one who works idly'.
If a single collocation is indeed attested in both passages, the
extant evidence indicates that it needs to be accompanied by a
semantically adverbial expression (murk gladly, idly, etc.).
46:18. 
- l om W-10	 (Ono	 gal	 and	 piel). 9/65 9/64	 (P+C). Exodus
9.29=9.33;	 1 Kings 8.22112 Chr.	 6.12;	 1 Kings 8.38112	 Chr. 6.29;
Isaiah 1.15; Jer. 4.31; Psalms 44.21; Job 11.13; Ezra	 9.5; 2	 Chr.
6.13. Cf. 1 Kings 8.54; Psalms 88.10; Prov. 31.20.
The gal form of the collocation always occurs in the context of
prayer, usually intercessory, to the divine. Gruber (1980:31) thinks
that at Job 11.13 and Psalms 44.21 (see below), there is an additional
connotation of 'worship'. For the semantic range of the idiom compare
M IN712-,35 UnZ (10:05). Gruber (1980:36) claims that "plmm Win
'supplicate' is derived from a gesture of pleading that one's empty
hands be filled" (see also Keel 1978:322; cf. Gruber 1980:44 on now
V IM at Psalms 88.10); the same image viewed from a different
perspective seems to underlie the collocation with singular noun as a
gesture of almsgiving (Prov. 31.20). Keel (1978:312f.) suggests a
possibly "exorcistic" or 'numinous-averting' origin for the gesture,
In Egypt at least.
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In terns of its overall idiomatic status, the gesture described is
definitely symbolic of prayer/intercession (as indicated by the NEB
renderings accompanying the texts below), only at Psalms 44.21 and Job
11.13, for at these places there is no term for, or content of, prayer
stated in the imnediate environment (in other words, one has to
'guess' that the gesture does refer to prayer):
17 ',X5 11 ,07 W1M21 11 , rr,X mw llnww-mx
If we had forgotten the name of our God
and SPREAD OUR HANDS IN PRAYER to any other" (Psalms 44.21);
7OZ 1 17X HUMS, 725 rroimm rum-mx
"If only you had directed your heart rightly
and SPREAD OUT YOUR HANDS TO PRAY to him" (Job 11.13).
Probably, however, the use of the collocation at Exodus 9.29 should
also be regarded as symbolic in the sane way, for here 12,,M7 W1D
seems to function as a 'synonym' of -,X -ortml "intercede with" (WEB)
at the beginning of the previous verse:
mln , -,x , mm-rot trim -1 , Nm-nx lnxgz moo 1 ,17x non
mln , , im uln luo 1125-min ,
 x, "Timm 11,1n,
"Imes said, 'Vhen I leave the city I will SPREAD OMT IN lihNDS II
PRAYER to the Lord. The thunder shall cease, and there shall be
no more hail, so that you may know that the earth is the
Lord's.... '" (NEB).
Comparison with Exodus 8.25a yields further evidence of this synonymy:
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1T3r100 mnun nal nin l -,x I• nmn, 7ougn Xg l i 	 nnn num noxIn
"Noses answered, 'As soon as I leave you I will intercede with
the Lord. Tomorrow the swarns will depart from Pharoah.... In
(FEB).
Elsewhere, the symbolic value of the collocation is less clear and
we nay only infer a more general type of association between the
gesture described and prayerful activity. See 10:05 for this usage at
Ezra 9.5 and 1 Kings 8.54.
The collocation with piel verb occurs twice.
	
At Isaiah 1.15a, it
describes a gesture re-inforcing the R,ON of the parallel colon:
WOW N )lik ninon lmnn- 1 2 01 MDO 1 2n, 1:1 1 ,VX = 1 E17 =urinal
"When you LIFT YOUR HANDS OUTSPREAD IN PRAYER,
I will hide my eyes from you.
Though you offer countless prayers, I will not listen" (NEB).
Probably at Jer. 4.31a the expression describes a gesture of pleading
In distress (cf. Gruber 1980:29; KB: "imploring mercy"), although
hardly prayer; NEB (and JB?), however, see ns to interpret the
reference as a physiological index of pain:
n I mm unnmn mo I nn il lg-nm ,lp Nn i MMOM rrn% 1 R2OW n'inm ,lp iz
"I hear a sound as of a woman in labour,
the sharp cry of one bearing her first child.
It is Zion, gasping for breath,
CLENCHING HER FISTS" (NEB).
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According to Gruber (1980:41) 20 , 1 , w (piel) is the post-exilic
equivalent of 2 ,, O2 w
 (qal and piel), although it seems to have a
rather wider range of reference - at Isaiah 25.11 it has literal
reference to a swimming action, at Isaiah 65.2 it symbolizes Yahweh's
pleading to Israel, at Psalms 143.6 it symbolizes the worshipper's
longing for or adoration of Yahweh (cf. 2 ,, D2 XtD1, 46:14), and, with
intervening 2 (but not in versions), at Lam. 1.17 it symbolizes
distressed pleading (cf. Jer. 4.31).
46:19. - , nm 11 , p= ynn. 2/65 2/2 (S+A; P+C). Psalms 26.6; 73.13. Cf.
Gen. 20.5; Psalms 24.4; Job 9.30.
The collocation describes a gesture symbolic of innocence:
Mlni 712TO-PX 12:0X1 1 mm il , p2: ynnx
"I VASE NY HANDS IN INNOCENCE
to join in procession round thy altar, 0 Lord"
(Psalms 26.6; NEB);
, nz	 ynnx1 , mz, in , mr p,1-7x
*so it was all in vain that I kept my heart pure
and VASHED NT HANDS IN INNOCENCE" (Psalms 73.13; NEB).
(In Modern Hebrew the collocation has also acquired the negative sense
attached to English wash one's hands of something; see ES]).)
Oesterley (1959:193) notes the possibility of a connection with the
ablution ritual of Exodus 30.18ff. (but this relates to priests only).
However, the idiom is probably related, as BDB suggests, to the
ceremony of Deut. 21.6ff. (communal hand-washing after discovery of a
murder victim whose assailant is undetected; cf. Kosmala 1968:105).
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The collocation is 'nominalized' at Gen:- 20.5b,
tUT I nita ,D7 rpnml ,mm,-on2
"It was with a clear conscience and IN ALL INNOCENCE that I did
this" (NEB),
and Psalms 24.4a:
,W01 X1W, Xt02-X,	 zm,-nm, m ,, DD ,p2
u HE WHO HAS CLEAX HMS and a pure heart,
who has not set his mind on falsehood" (NEB).
The parallel with 2m,-mninz (cf. Psalms 73.13) each tine indicates
the 'abstract' nature of the cleansing expressed in the collocation
(cf. Job 17.9: p,/x1lcon,-nn(; note also Do , pn on 'clean,
innocent blood', i.e., blood belonging to a blameless person).
Possibly, 22,-MIT carries the implication of innocence of intent,
whereas im ,,mm-11 , pn implies innocence of action (see Rashi at Gen.
20.5; Oesterley 1959:187, "outwardly and inwardly of upright life";
Bullinger 1898:582).	 Nays 1969:119 and, apparently, KB see an
abbreviated reference to the collocation at Hosea 8.5b:
• pn 1,21 , X", ,no-717
'How long... ere they attain to innocency?" (AV).
A variant of OUT C0110OatiOU with 1122	 nmtn for 11 ,pn: ynn is
found at Job 9.30 (Q),
,S2 122 , P1D , TM1 V2W- , 02 inxannm-mx
'If I wash all over in snowy water,
and RINSE KY RAIDS WITH IBIOCENCE'.
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(There is also a 'noninalization' at Job 22.30, but text and
interpretation here is difficult - cf. 2 Samuel 22.211IPsalns 18.21.)
Our interpretation rejects the view that at Job 9.30 112, like
n I 112, means 'potash' (KB, NEB), a view which seems to disregard the
extant collocational evidence. The interpretation of 1ND in the
parallel colon as 'soapwort' reins possible, although less plausible
- 'soap' is, at least, no better a parallel for 'purity' than 'snow'!
46:20. -noi elo ow. 2/102 2/581 (S-14A+C]). Job 29.9; 40.32.
(Ye understand the suffix at Job 40.32, with Mandelkern, as singular,
not, as ES, plural.) At Job 40.32 the action described by the
collocation is symbolic of threat:
flour,x NO11,0 • 7T ID2
'If ever you LIFT YOUR HAND against him,
think of the struggle that awaits you, and let be' (NEB).
Compare, perhaps, 11,37 / 1 n l w at Job 9.33:
11 1 =1,11 1/ i nwi mlmio
"There is no arbiter between us,
to LAY HIS HAND on both" (JB).
Contrast the sane expression used as a figure of protection at Psalm's
139.5:
IT	 •,17 awn, imnx oip,
'Thou bast kept close guard before ne and behind
and hast SPREAD THY HARD over me' (NEB).
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For Job 29.9, where the gesture described (rm, Elm cow) is associated
with respectful silence, see 29:03, and compare similar expressions
with /5 at Judges 18.19; Micah 7.16; Job 21.5;
	
40.4 (see BOB s.v.
rn, 1.b).
46:21. -922 
-um ow. 4/17 4/6 (S+C; S+C). Judges 12.3; 1 Samuel
19.5; 28.21; Job 13.14. Cf. Psalms 119.109; Job 12.10.
The collocation is found in the following passages:
Con i l 11013	 122-,X N12UX1 1 M22 i Wn, nO l wx1	 721X-12 nXnx1
1 7 1 2 •lr,
"Vhen I saw that we were not to look for help from you, I TOOK MY
LIFE IN MY HANDS and marched against the Ammonites, and the Lord
delivered them into my power (Judges 12.3a; NEB);
n'71/1 rrulmn 1lN 1 wu+1 Inw,mn-nx 7 , 1 1=2 1w02-nX =11
Did he not TAKE HIS LIFE IN HIS HANDS when he killed the
Philistine, and the Lord won a great victory for Israel?*
(1 Samuel 19.5a; NEB);
5 .SZ2 5 WM2 Vwx, 7,p2 /nnoW mu= n'n 1 1 'm 10Xn1 1XO '121 -1 2 X1n1
117x nnm/ -twit 7 , 12/-nX UOWX1
"[She] saw that he was much disturbed, and she said to him, 'I
listened to what you said and I RIalitD MY LIFE to obey you....''
(1 Samuel 28.21; NEB);
, nm2 m i tax	 ,n2 , 1w2 xun?
"I put my flesh between my teeth
I TAKE MY LIFE IN MY HANDS" (Job 13.14; JB).
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Although the contexts of the first two passages night lead us to think
that the figure here is of diverting all one's energy (c02) into
one's hands in order to fight, the other contexts in which the
collocation occurs require the sense 'risk all, expose one's self to
mortal danger'. In none of its immediate environments is the
collocation connected, by, for example, parallelism, with a
clarification of its significance; hence, we nay assume that the
expression is actually a symbol of 'risk', rather than being connected
with this meaning in a more general, 'associative', way.
	
Compare
17W022unter Lebensgefahe (UP, s.v. to), 7) at Lam.. 5.9.
The subject of the verb is aways co-referential with the 'possessor'
of the WM) and qz.	 This, coupled with the fact that in certain
environments mim and 1:71	 function similarly (cf.,
	
e.g., OiWiln2
'pay attention', and the use of -,U as opposed to 2 to
designate a literal placing of something on or in the hands [see
46:15; cf. Exodus 29.24]), might permit us to explain the imagery of
the figure by reference to Lizz in) 'deliver into the power of'
(46:15) - our collocation could then have an underlying sense of
'deliver one's life into one's own keeping (instead of relying on
outside, including divine, protection)'.
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However, a different interpretation of the figure, which does not
exploit a metonymic interpretation of qz as 'control', might be
suggested by Job 13.14 where the parallelism perhaps implies that the
inage of an actual hand is intended. If so, WO2 night more properly
denote 'neck' (cf. Psalns 66.9, 12WM11111,21; Wolff 1974a:14f.) -
a 'soul' or 'life' can hardly be held in the hand! (But, according to
Gray [1967:340], at Judges 12.3 WO2 alludes to Jephtah's life-after-
death destroyed by his daughter's sacrifice. Cf. Job 12.10.)
The versional variants of MT at Psalms 119.109 perhaps indicate that
early translators were unaware of the idionatic meaning, 'risk', of
our collocation, or that they were unhappy with the worshipper's claim
to independence from God's control that its imagery implied:
+MI= x, /nnln, / I on I m pz Itom
"Every day I TAKE NY LIFE IN NY HANDS,
yet I never forget thy law" (IEB).
The contracted form of the collocation at this place indicates that
the use of the verb cow is not essential for the collocation to
convey its idionatic sense, and this is borne out by Nodern Hebrew
where the collocation with m I to exists alongside a variant with 703
(see ES])).
46:22.	
-nm-,33-nWN / Wa.	 6/7
	 6/144	 (S+A;	 S+C).
	 Lev.
14.16,17,18,27,28, 29.
Data restricted. No idionatic value.
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46:23. 
- 1 5an-niom nnn. 2/6 2/506 (P+C; P+C). 1 Kings 5.17; Mal.
3.21.
At Nal. 3.21a, the figure is a vivid metaphor of a conqueror treading
down enemies:
mm ,l'an mom nan 1DX 1 1 N i 1 Z O iNW1 cm=
N EYlou shall trample down the wicked, for they will be ashes
UNDER THE SOLES OF YOUR FEET".
At 1 Kings 5.17, however, 0 11 ,2,-nimm night simply be synecdochical
for the person of David (K, LXX) or Solomon (Q) and the collocation as
a whole an expansion of inmn 'under him, subordinate to him'.
Thus, FEB, which retains Kethibh:
1M221: 1WM MOR,ON 1 5M0 ...MP MW5 n ,m 11122, ',2 1 X, ...X 111
11 N102 nnn	 N1N,-PN 117
"[XV father David could not build a house in honour of the name
of the Lord his God, because he was surrounded by armed nations
until the Lord made them SUBJECT TO HD?.
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At first sight it appears that the images in both passages could have
been expressed equally well by 0 14711 nnn (e.g., Psalms 47.4).
However, although within the collocation ,an-Eln Elz is indeed often
semantically redundant (see 46:39), it is possible that in the present
collocation elm conveys a metonymic value of 'control' (cf.
46:03,15). Thus, in the figure that the collocation represents the
enemies would be not only oi l 'an MIR 'subjugated' but also rum
0+ 102 'under control' (cf. wil l nnn/. , Gen. 16.9). (It is
possible, of course, that no such distinction in symbolic significance
between 'under the feet' and 'under the hand' was originally perceived
- see KcCurley 1968:156f.) The collocation as a whole also has an
emphatic value, 'totally subjugated', characteristic of the use of
,ln-nm (see 46:39).
46:24. 
- I mmtelm 	 upn. 5/91 5/65 (upn I &	 II in ES) ([S+A)+EP+C]).
Nahum 3.19; Psalms 47.2; Pra y. 6.1; 17.18; 22.26. Cf. Job 17.3.
(Kany manuscripts read a singular construct fora at Pra y. 6.1b.) At
Nahum 3.19b the gesture described is either, like rim xrm (46:09),
symbolic of Schadenfieude (as KB,	 NEB), or, like co,om
(46:16), symbolic of contempt, over the fall of Babylon:
7 ,1,31 qm lupn WOW , vota 'm
"LAM who have heard of your fate CLAP THEIR HANDS IN JOY"
(NEB).
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At Psalns 47.2 the immediate context indicates that the collocation
describes a gestural re-infarcenent of royal acclamation (cf. nwr
rim, 46:02) or of rejoicing (as KB3), albeit of a rather artificial
nature given that defeated nations (v. 4) could hardly be expected to
genuinely enjoy this status:
M21 1,1p:	 113,irt e17-11:pn mloun-,m
°CLAP YOUR BARDS all you nations;
acclaim our God with shouts of joy" (IEB).
The use of m l oun- inm as subject here indicates a fair degree of
idionaticity as 'peoples', unless viewed 'eponymously' (cf. Caird
1980:135f.) as 'national representatives', do not have 'a hand' with
which to clap.
In Proverbs, as BDB paints out, the collocation describes a "gesture
ratifying a bargain, specif. pledging oneself to became surety... (all
II :12J)" - canpare 40:22. At Pray. 6.1 the gesture is merely
associated, as re-inforcenent, with a verbal transaction:
7 1 M2 11'5 nupn ri 112,33-mx i22
"Xy son, if thou be surety for thy friend,
if thou hast STRICKEN THY BAND with a stranger" (AV)
- it is only the linguistic action which is said to have legal
consequences:
1+0- I non rTT37in- 4 nox: num,
"Thou art snared with the words of thy mouth,
thou art taken with the wards of thy mouth" (v. 2; AV).
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Again at Prov. 17.18a,
qm upin 2,-11X7 MIX
"A man void of understanding striketh hands" (AV),
the gesture is not established as a symbol of a transaction, as it is
accompanied by an 'explanation' in the following colon,
inn 4 2m, M213J 211;
"[A]nd beconeth surety in the presence of his friend" (AV).
The sane seens to be true at Prov. 22.26 and, with i for Ep, at
Job 17.3 (where, probably, with BHK and KB, we should interpret upn,
as a gal rather than, as MT, niphal). Our interpretation of the
collocation in this context differs from that of NEB and JB (except at
Job 17.3), which consistently render it by expressions of the type
'give a guarantee'; thus, they see an 'idiom', where we find merely a
description of an accompanying gesture. We accept, though, that at
Proverbs 17.18 and 22.26 the use of a participial form night betoken
development of the collocation into a financial terminus technicus-
conpare Modern Hebrew rim-mppn 'hand-shaking, vow' (ESD). Possibly,
the full form of this (later) idiom was 5 elm/1 4 upil (cf. Prey. 6.1;
Job 17.3), thus formally distinct from the 'rejoicing' collocation,
without following preposition, at Nahum 3.19 and Psalms 47.2.
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
46:25. [- I ]milx[-,23-rimo/m. 6/37 6/251 (S+C; IS+A14413+0). 1 Samuel
4.3; 2 Samuel 19.10; 22.11IPsalms 18.1; Jer. 12.7; Micah 4.10; Ezra
8.31.
The collocation always follows a verb of deliverance from or to - see
46:01,0345. It occurs as well in variant for 	 with /5 replacing
n: and/or 1% replacing 2 1 1X. The 'enemy' signified is always of
Israel or individual Israelites or a righteous person (Job 6.23),
except at Jer. 44.30 (Pharoah's enemies), and what is delivered from
or to is always human (including corporate), except at Jer. 20.5
(precious artefacts) and Psalms 78.61 (lirmsn, referring to Israel
or, as NEB and Oesterley 1959:362, the ark), and, except, possibly, at
Psalms 31.9 and 107.2,
	 nxrz l ix always refers to an actual and
specific 'enemy'.
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The collocation as such does not appear to be idiomatic, although
within it as within 	 46:01,03,15, rimorz might sometimes	 be
idiomatically reduced in meaning into the status of a mere preposition
'to/from', rather than possessing a literal or a metonymic value of
'from/into the hand, power, of'. The appropriate value is usually
difficult to ascertain; for example, at 2 Samuel 22.1, our collocation
seems to be semantically indistinct from 0 1 2 1 1XO m l win at v. 4 and
vixo I LL.P.1 at v. 18. Both idiomatic and metonymic translations are
offered by FEB at 2 Samuel 19.10b (see 46:03). Occasionally, context
helps to decide the natter - thus, for instance at Ezra 8.31b, the
mention of the 'hand of God' makes it more likely that the 'enemy' was
perceived as having a real 'hand' with which to threaten the returning
Jews (cf. 46:15 on Judges 6.13f.):
znlx, milx mmo	 Ill'u mn I n 12iN,X-ill
°The hand of our God was upon us, and he saved us FROM ENEMY
ATTACK and from ambush on the way" (IEB).
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46:26. nnuop	 mx,o mmr ;ram nrx nm.	 12/26	 12/12	 (S+A).
Num. 7.14,20,26,32,38,44,50,56,62,68,74,80.
Data restricted. No idiomaticity is evidenced in the overall
collocation which states part of the gifts of altar-dedication
presented by each tribe, at least according to the fancy of the author
of Num. 7 - contrast Lev. 9, and see Roth 1968:63ff. NEB renders
"one saucer weighing ten gold shekels, full of incense",
although the difference in weight between this item and that of the
vessels that precede lends sone support to rendering nm here as
'ladle' - cf. Modern Hebrew mom 'spoon' (but see Kelso 1948:22,
where evidence against this view is presented). In the one
interpretation the point of netaphorical contact between nm and
'saucer' is the similarity of saucer and flattened palm in shape and
function; in the other, the metaphor is based on the positional
similarity of the hand at the bottom of the arm and the bottom of a
spoon at the end of its handle.
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46:27. ca l x-rp. 2/76 2/1333 (S+C; S+A). 2 Samuel 14.16;	 1 Kings
18.44.
At 1 Kings 18.44a, the expression has literal value within a simile of
smallness (cf. 46:11?):
W I X-E1MM n:up 222
"[A] cloud no bigger than a NAN'S HAND (NEB)
At 2 Samuel 14.16a elm has send-prepositional or metonymic value,
'from (the power of)' (see 46:03), and w I XN probably refers to the
01N-5X2 of v. 11:
nmo inox-nx ,XN, 7,011 U0W i 1M
"[F]or [the king] will listen, and he will save me from THE NAP
(NEB).
46:28. Nlm l-,X /	 W-19. 2/7 2/145 (P+C; N+A). Exodus 9.29=9.33;
Ezra 9.5.
See 46:18 and 10:05. In Exodus, the gesture is probably symbolic of
intercession; at Ezra 9.5, it is associated with intercessory prayer.
46:29.
	 -nminm—wt / -nm/ elm nmn.	 2/4 2/2 (46:02; S+[A+C]). Ezek.
21.19,22.
Data restricted. A gesture symbolic of command or assent is described
both tines, unless once the gesture is associated with anger (see
46:02).
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46:30. -Imc-,D], ni02. 2/14 2/74 (P+A; P+C). 	 2 Kings 25.1411Jer.
52.18; 2 Chr. 24.14.
No idionaticity is evident in this enumeration of cultic vessels.
el2 here bears the sane sense it has in 46:26.
46:31. c-3171 1 p,o, c-mrimm. 3/79 3/3 (P+[A+C]; 	 P+[A+C]). Exodus
25.29=37.16; Num. 4.7; Jer. 52.19.
No idionaticity evidenced. The expression is always found in lists of
cultic objects, specifically those connected with the colm-lnim
(lum. 4.7).
46:32.	 rricasrminw / 2117-nIOZ.	 2/2 2/34 (P+C;	 S+A; P+C; S+A).
Num. 7.84,86.
Data restricted. See 46:26.
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46:33. -1/1/0411N-nom. 3/65 3/274 (P4-C; P+EA+C]). 1
	 Samuel	 5.4;
2 Kings 9.35; Daniel 10.10.
The expression occurs in the following passages (all with NEB
equivalents):
rilm Inn vial tun,	 N1rti 11,x 1 2V, •nit 1 1 2m, 120, 1121 MlNI
:Timm 11/1
"Dagon had again fallen face downwards before the Ark of the
Lord, with his head and his two RAIDS lying broken off"
(1 Sanuel 5.4);
a l lin mom, 1 72nn, 11,271m-mx 1 m 	 Ixgo-x51 nnmp, lm,11
But when they went to bury her they found nothing of her but the
skull, the feet, and the PALMS OF THE HANDS" (2 Kings 9.35);
nim, 121:-,u 1 2:3 1 ],n, 12 NU12 /1-1/2N1
"Suddenly a hand grasped ne and pulled ne up on to my HANDS and
knees" (Daniel 10.10).
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In the last passage the collocation refers, literally, to the 'palms
of the hands' as, like C l i2-12, flat areas upon which the body rests.
But at 1 Sanuel 5.4 no2
 
seens to refer to each hand as a whole, not
to any one part of it (cf. NEB). If here means 'hand', it is
pleonastic ("the hands of the hands'); however, it night bear the
sense of 'arm' rather than 'hand' (thus, 'the hands of/upon the arms')
- the sane variation in reference is attested for the Akkadian cognate
idu (Dhorne 1923:138). At 2 Kings 9.35 the collocation night have
the sane meaning, although the parallelism with rr,: b,a could indicate
that m2 refers specifically to the skeletal structure of the hand -
cf. iin-m2 Imo 'comb of the palm of the hand, metacarpus' in later
medicine (Hyrtl 1879:196).
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46:34. 
-7, 1 /7-1 1 -qm. 	4/76 4/30 (S+C; S+[A+C]).	 Gen. 32.262,33 .
=41:3.
46:35. 1:712-9Z. 4/76 4/432 (S+C; S+A). Lev. 14.15,18,26,29.
Data restricted. Ho idiopaticity evident.
46:36. 1 1 /0-M,. 2/76 2/59 (S+C; S+A). Judges 6.13,14.
Data restricted. See 46:15. Sone LII miss. omit second occurrence.
Cf. li/O-i l
 (Judges 6.1f.; 8.22; 9.17).
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46:37. - 1270/-7,0-9=	 5/21 5/1075 (S+C; ES+11+C). 2 	 Kings
16.72; 20.6IIIsaiah 38.6; 2 Chr. 30.6; 32.11.
Always in the context of actual deliverance from a king, the
collocation is idiouatic only to the extent that in it emp is
sometimes reduced in meaning so that it becomes synonynous with -10
'from' (cf. 46:01,03,15,25). In fact, NEB renders mmo as a
metonymy, from the grip" only once, at 2 Chr. 32.11.
46:38. mrin-qm-,11. 2/11 2/274 (S+C; S+A). Gen. 40.11,21.
Data restricted. No idionaticity evident:
=no rim-in clwrnx 1nN/x1
n [P]ut the cup INTO PURDAH'S HAND" (NEB).
Possibly -,2 is used in deliberate preference to 2 to emphasize
the 'literalness' of the collocation (cf. 46:15; but note 4 7 12 2,2
at v. 11). Contrast muns-/ , (Gen. 41.35; Exodus 18.10; Deut. 7.8; 2
Kings 17.7) where 7 1 has a metonymic value.
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46:39. - 1 ,ani-'71-1/71,-nlont-92. 18/141 18/231 ([8+13]+C; LS-11A+C11+
[P+C]). Gen. 8.9; Deut. 2.5; 11.24; 28.35,56,65; Joshua 1.3; 3.13;
4.18; 2 Samuel 14.25; 1 Kings 5.17; Isaiah 1.6; 60.14; Ezek. 1.7;
43.7; Nal. 3.21; Job 2.7. Cf. 2 Kings 19.2411Isaiah 37.25; Ezek. 6.11.
At Gen. 8.9a,
m'an-rp7 171212 nvon rotgo-x,
'But the dove didn't find a resting-place for the SOLE OF HER
FOOT',
(assuming that ml2p is ilocationall, 'resting-place'), the
collocation seems to refer to the 'base', the splayed foot, of the
dove's leg. In view of the evidence of other passages (see below),
the collocation might have an 'intensive' value - 'nowhere to rest
even her foot'.
At Deut. 2.5a NEB renders
"1-92 -ma lu Mg1X0 M212 1MX-X, i 2 M2 1-12nn-,x
by
"Ulf) not provoke then; for I shall not give you any of their
land, not so much as a FOOT'S-breadth"
(cf. JB; KB). Rashi, however, finds a slightly different implication
for nn-rim-71/o:
"Even only treading with the feet".
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Whereas the interpretation of BBB and others assigns to
a pleonastic value (if possession of the land has already been denied,
it is unnecessary to prohibit ownership of a 'foot's-breadth' of it),
on Rashi's understanding the phrase relates to violation of territory
through use (marching though it) and, thus, adds distinct information
to the preceding prohibition on the ownership of territory -
incidentally, Rasbi's interpretation implies that the prohibition with
regard to Seir was stronger than that in respect of Moab (v. 9).
Clearly, though, on either interpretation the collocation with 7,/p
Is 'intensive', ensuring that a statement about territorial rights is
Clyb	 al clear - cf. Bullinger (1898:462) on oude be:mm paock .E;at Acts
7.5 as an instance of "epitasis... Addition or Conclusion by way of
emphasis"; the Greek expression here is the same as the LII rendering
at Deut. 2.5.
At Deut. 11.24a,
Irt n l mV, 12 m2,2,- elz "-yin max olpon-,m
(repeated almost verbatim at Joshua 1.3), the collocation appears to
be synecdochical:
'Wherever YOU tread is yours'.
As at Deut. 2.5, the collocation is associated with an 'intensive'
statement of territorial rights. In this use of the collocation, rim
is pleonastic whether it means 'foot' or 'sole' - where the leg treads
the foot must tread, where the foot treads the sole must tread too
(see 46:07).
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At Deut 28.56a the subordinate clause
71a, 22unrto rout-71,iin71-1-ep nnal-x, 'we
"[T]he won who has never even tried to put a FOOT to the
ground, so delicate and panpered she is" (WEB),
is a hyperbolic and ridiculing description of the 'delicate woman'
nvin - no equivalent description is associated with her nale
counterpart, two verses before. Given the contexts of 'over-
statement' wherein we have seen our collocation applied, it was
perhaps drawn quite naturally into this passage.
At v. 65a of Dent. 28,
t'an-r0, mllo it wann x5,
the collocation is probably pleonastic (finding no rest inplies
finding no place to rest), and has been introduced to intensify the
preceding statenent. Thus:
'You will find no rest; you will not even be able to stand still'
- Israel's search for rest will be as fruitless as it was for Hoah's
dove (see above).
At Joshua 3.13a,
1/1 1 n- 102 ...M I 1NDN 1 ,21 17102 rn
'As the SOLES OF TEE FEET of the priests touch the water',
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la% omits nimz, and this reading is supported by NT at 3.15 and 4.9
and also, perhaps, by the prepositional expression 
- 103 'in the
waters of' - 'legs' or 'feet' are more appropriately 'in' water than
'soles' which we night expect to be 'upon' () water, i.e.,
touching, but not submerged. MO2 night have been attracted into
this environment though association with the root 1112 (46:12).
	 If
the collocation is original here its use presumably intensifies the
magical/miraculous nature of the events described.	 Similar remarks
apply to Joshua 4.18.
IT of Isaiah 60.14a (if original; cf. Ill) has:
7 1=0-'2 7 1 ,11 moz-7u
'LAM who reviled you shall bow low at your FEET" (NEB).
The use of the collocation here is pleonastic and serves to intensify
the image of humiliation expressed (cf., as McCurley
1968:158,197:n.33, Esther 8.3, where Di N ,21 alone is used in a
similar, but not so 'emphatic', idiom); the choice of a "21--
collocation and its stylistic value reflect the influence of Isaiah
49.23a (see Vhybray 1981:25):
1:17'7 1 7 1 ,2, noul 7,	 ynx 050X
• They shall bow to the earth before you
and lick the dust from your feet" (NEB).
At Ezek. 1.7a em probably means 'foot, hoof' and 1,11 'leg' (JB,
NEB; in Nodern Hebrew, according to ESD, Eiz on its own can mean
'paw': cf. plant names 511711/2XT/T11X-q, 'goose/wolf/cat-pate):
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,113 '21 mnm	 nnwi 7a, oninn,
"[T]heir legs were straight and their HOOVES were like the HOOVES
of a calf" (IEB).
Here, then, the collocation has a full literal value without any
special stylistic connotations. But, in respect of its idiomatic
status, it is significant that Ezekiel apparently inflects the
collocation as a 'compound noun' (orro71-1-qm for expected -MOM
11/v721) - compare % 01.1m-eln
 at 2 Kings 19.2411Isaiah 37.25.
Ezek. 43.7a has:
12101 1101 % ,21 MOM mipo-nx,
	 mipo-nx
"[T]he place of my throne, the place where I set my FEET, where I
will dwell" (NEB).
Parallel to a place for sitting, % , 11 1110M mlpo here refers to a
place for standing - on this understanding the collocation might
contribute to a neristic expression 'the place wherein I conduct all
my affairs'. Vevers (1982:216), however,
	 seems to interpret cilpo
nlmz as Yahweh's 'footstool': "the combination of throne and
footstool... betrays the solemnity of Yahweh's transfer to the Temple
of the future". Whatever the precise interpretation of the passage,
in the collocation In-1-mm seems to be pleonastic for simple
1 721, and occurs within an 'emphatic' statement of purpose.
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The evidence we have outlined indicates, first, that .22 -1-eim is
frequently pleonastic in the referential information that it conveys
for '71, in isolation, and secondly, that the collocation often helps
to emphasize or intensify a particular message. This emphatic
function is reflected too _ . in the idiomatic meanings of
collocations 46:23 and 46:40, in which the present expression
participates. That the collocation is more or less 'idiomatic' is
indicated as well by the association of em with the meaning 'sale'
which is only (although, as we have seen, not always) found in this
specific collocation - contrast Isaiah 59.6f. and Ezek. 6.11 where
qm forms a different association with '21. Cilt Lev. 11.27 7M
1 1Mm-,23 means 'walking on their "hands", i.e., on all-fours, as
opposed to walking on the feet alone; the precise reference is not, in
our view, to 'soles' [KB] or 'palms' IBDB1.)
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46:40. 
-11pip-/V1 / -71 -1-riDO. 3/3
	 3/3	 (S+C; S-i-C;	 S+C).	 Deut.
28.35; 2 Samuel 14.25; Job 2.7 Q. Cf. Isaiah 1.6.
(KB3 compares Mari ishtu cuprireadl sha •rtim sha qaqqadim "von
Fussnagel bis zum Kopfhaar".) The collocation occurs in the following
passages (all with HEM equivalents):
epo	 xonn, 1=1:7-x, Not M I ptian ,171 	 fl 1 inc2 NWT , ;Dm'
7-rip iv, 1721
"May the Lord strike you on knee and leg with malignant boils for
which you will find no cure; THEY VILL - SPREAD FROM THE SOLE OF
YOUR FOOT TO THE CROWN 0F YOUR HEAD" (Deut. 28.35);
liplp /331 1,1,	 ixo	 ,x1c09-,M2 r10 9 -ca l x n 9 n-x, 01,m2x21
12 nirr-x,
w Ici one in all Israel was so greatly admired for his beauty as
Absalom; he was without flaw FROM THE CROWN OF HIS HEAD TO THE
SOLE OF HIS FOOT" (2 Samuel 14.25);
17plp /311 1,21 el3c. mn 1 , rumm 9 x—nx 7i1 nimi 9 :m Imo lowm houP91
And Satan left the Lord's presence, and he smote Job with
running sores FROM HEAD TO FOOT" (Job 2.70).
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The Deuteronomy and Job passages both have the collocation in the sane
longer sequence ...u, ilrum riDN. However,	 at Dent. 28.35 the
collocation is isolated from the rest of the sequence, although the
senantic/stylistic unity of the two parts of the sequence (cf. Tsunura
1983) is not brought out by HEB's rendering. Given that in Job the
collocation, within the longer sequence, has an obvious neristic
implication of 'all over' (cf. Abranson 1971:16), the Deuteronomy
passage witnesses to the beginning of a process of restriction of this
meristic value to the collocation independent of its occurrence within
the longer sequence. In the grammatical environment of the
Deuteronomy passage, where the collocation follows the verb of a
subordinate clause, its neristic value	 . is nost likely
adverbial: '(cannot be healed) at all'.
In Samuel the collocation is used to describe Absalom's perfection.
The neristic force of the collocation Call over') is similar to that
evidenced in the Job passage. Ye can speculate that a more original
form of the text here lacked the final 010 lm n Irrx, (perhaps the
result of dittography from no+ trix M 11-X, in the preceding half of
the verse) and that the collocation had the sane adverbial function
after 7= ', INV, (in view of "MO, this function is also intensive)
as it has after XD-IN I, at Dent. 28.35: '(there was none) to be so
utterly praised'.
At Isaiah 1.6a, a variant of our collocation with, perhaps netrl
causa, wX1 for ',pip, occurs:
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n l no nool M21711 ulo ono 12 rix wx,-/u, ,an-qmo
• FROX HEAD TO FOOT there is not a sound spot in you -
nothing but bruises and weals and raw wounds" (NEB).
Again, there is a neristic implication, 'nowhere at all', and the
immediately following clause recalls 010 12 mn-x, of the Samuel
passage. The sane form of the collocation is used, as noted by ES]),
in a very similar context (Israel under the inage of a disease-ridden
body) by Bialik in mun 1 , xn lox (1857):
WTl m,p 2 	 oom 7Z2 17X
wry-1u 521 MMO 01001 2P1
The similarity of diction between Job 2.7 and Deut. 28.35 and, to a
lesser degree, between Isaiah 1.6 and 2 Sanuel 14.25, indicates that
the collocation had relatively strong 'fornulaic' moorings. Perhaps
it originated within a curse fornula (see Deut. 28.35). Although we
have said that the collocation has a meristic value, the application
of the nerismus, except possibly at Deut 28.35, is always to the human
body, or society viewed under the inage of a body (at Deut. 28.35, the
collocation is closely associated with anatomical description); we
should require evidence that the collocation could man 'all over'
something other than the body for this idionatic value to be non-
trivial.
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If the expression is idiomatic, beyond any trivial neristic effect, it
Is so, perhaps, because of the intellectual background that its use
evokes, of sickness as the result of evil living or of curse.
Possible indirect evidence of this 'idiomaticity' is at Lev. 13.12,
where the possibility is stated of leprosy (nunx) covering the	 skin
of a victim 1 1 ,21 1221 1WX-10 'from his head to his feet'. In view of
the fact that this phrase occurs, like our collocation, in a context
of bodily disfigurement, P's phraseology night be deliberately
different from that of the collocation, in order not to evoke in
readers/listeners the forementioned 'intellectual background'
associated with the collocation - the leper's problem was nedical, not
moral!
Compare the 'distributional' merismus ('everybody' - as opposed to the
'spatial' merisnus, 'everywhere') of 22T1 Wel 'head and tail',
netaphorically, 'noble and ignoble', at Isaiah 9.13 and 19.15; WX1
Is collocated contrastively with 22i at Deut. 28.13,44.
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46:41. m in= -rim. 4/76 4/6 (S+C). Lev. 14.15,16,26,27.
Data restricted. No idionaticity evident.
46:42. ;70 1 0W/COOW	 W,O. 2/7 2/406 (P+C; P-I-A).
	 1	 Kings 8.22;
2 Chr. 6.13.
Data restricted (2 Chr. 6.13 is an expansion of the preceding verse's
incomplete duplication of 1 Kings 8.22). See 46:18.
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49. El= (67)
PARALLELS: 1 Kings 7.39112 Chr. 4.10;	 2 Kings 11.11211
2 Chr. 23.102 (64).
RECAPITULATIONS: 	 Exodus	 27.14,15;	 28.7,12,25,27=38.14,15;
39.4,7,18,20; Ezek. 12.6=7 (57).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
49:01. 
- 1 0nm l l m. 2/10 2/403 (P+C). Deut. 33.12; 1 Samuel 17.6.
At 1 Samuel 17.6 'between his shoulders' should, perhaps, be
interpreted as an 'idiom', 'behind him' (see Marcus 1978:113:n.14;
&Curley 1968:209). A more literal interpretation is also quite
plausible in the context:
1 1 2 numl 11/ 171 1 1 ,21- 1211 PW112 =co
'He had bronze greaves [reading plural] on his legs and a bronze
Javelin ACROSS HIS SHOULDERS" (JB).
(IEB's rendering of our collocation here as one of his weapons"
assumes a meaning of einz which is not clearly attested elsewhere in
Biblical Hebrew [see Barr 1983:329] and destroys the parallelism with
the preposition plus anatomical tern of the previous clause.)
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The interpretation of Deut 33.12 as a whole is difficult.	 XT of
v. 12b has:
1MW 1 , m , nm 1 .1 2.1 olirrin von elm
'Covering him all the time while he dwells between his
shoulders'.
On the basis of the Samuel passage, this could mean that Benjamin
dwells 'behind' God - a figure of protection. Assuming an 'idiomatic'
reading at Samuel (*behind him'), the collocation would, thus, have
evolved from expressing a 'live' metaphor of protection in Deuteronomy
to signifying little more than prepositional reference in Samuel.
It is possible, though, that the two instances of the collocation are
not so clearly related. Avishur (1980:131f.) finds the same
'protective' figure but relates it to an Egyptian (sculptured) image
of Horus, as a hawk, sitting at the neck of King Khafre and extending
a wing each side of Khafre's head - the sane comparison is not drawn,
however, by Keel (1978:190f.) in his discussion of biblical texts
illustrated by this artefact. Perhaps, the figure night be more aptly
related to images of hawk-headed Horus, with his arms around the
shoulders of Tut-loses III, demonstrating the use of weapons to the
Pharoah (see Keel 1978:354f.). On this 'Egyptian' interpretation of
the figure, the 'locational' reference of mi 3 O112 1 , 2 is 'in front',
rather than, as in Samuel, 'behind'.
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A different interpretation is obtained if we assune the possessive
suffix attached to mil= here to refer to Benjamin, rather than
God.	 Thus, according to BDB, the figure is of i's dwelling
between the shoulders of Benj." (cf. KB).	 Others prefer to
render linnm 'his slopes' (see Marcus 1978:114:n.14 and Rashi 	 in
loc.).
49:02. l o12 1 -q112-,X 012NC-12]- i 2. 2/2 2/13 (IRA; S+C;	 S+A). Joshua
15.8; 18.16.
No idionatic value beyond that of rin7 in the sense 'slope' (NEB),
'hill' (AcCurley 1968:216), or 'border' (see 49:08), and, of course,
the compound nane (a special kind of 'idiom') Iron- 12- 1 1. 	 rin2-5X
has the sane sense when it precedes 11 -1724	 In1 -11,	 T1,,	 -n12
nnn (Joshua 15.11; 18.12,13,19), and, with 	 -,U for -,X,
n-122 (Hm. 34.11 - cf. BDB: "the wt.-slopes E. 	 of the lake"; KB:
"slopes east the Gal. Sea").
49:03. n I 2N-Inm-M5 won. 2/2 2/248 (S+C; S+C; S+A). 1 Kings 7.392.
Data restricted. No idionaticity beyond that of 49:12. Contrast the
value of the preposition -"PU here, 'next to (a facade)', used of
ni2o "trolleys" (NEB), with that of ',X at 1 Kings 6.8, 'in (a
facade)', used of an entrance (nno).
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49:04. emm-nm. 2/17 2/5290 (S+C; S+A). Ezek. 29.7,18.
At Ezek. 29.18a rinm-5: has literal reference:
EVTD-,D1 min WX1-',D nx-,x n,-72 Mi= V2 I rmy x 11:111
nulno
"[Mang did Nebuchadrezzar... keep his army in the field against
Tyre, until every head was rubbed bare and EVERY SHOULDER chafed"
(IEB).
Chafed shoulders are the result of carrying loads" (levers 1982:162).
In view of the military associations of El= here, there seems no
good reason to and to em (in line with LU, as BDB, KB [but not
KB3], JB, levers 1982:161) at v. 7a (Q) of the same chapter:
eirr2-'72 Mrt, 171,721 ylln rip2	 worm
"[Mich splintered in the hand when they grasped you, and tore
their ARMPITS" (FEB)
- the implication of MT is that Egypt has caused damage to Israel's
military strength.
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49:05. 
-Linm/9=2/-7D/-,X (m02 gal & niphal). 6/26 6/626
(S+EA+M). NUM4 7.9; Isaiah 30.6; 46.7; 49.22; Ezek. 12.6 =7,12. Cf.
2 Chr. 35.3.
The passages in which the expression occurs are as follows:
lxv !In= mn7u wipm 1172:3- , m 1:72 x7 limp ,2271
He gave none to the Kohathites because the sevice laid upon them
was that of the holy things: these they had to CARRY THEMSELVES
ON THEIR SHOULDERS" (Hum 7.9; NEB);
222 mon: xwo
mmulx 0 , 7o2 num71 mr17 ,r7 winni riammin lmve ...Nplx, NIX rum
17 1 2n , X5 0:J-522
"Oracle on the beasts of the Hegeb.
Through the land of distress and anguish,...
they BEAR their riches ON donkeys' BACKS,
their treasures on camels' humps,
to a nation that is of no use to thee (Isaiah 30.6; JB);
linmn	 117=0 Eirm-71,
"[T]hey HOIST IT SHOULDER-HIGH and carry it hone;
they set it down on its base;
there it must stand, it cannot stir from its place*
(Isaiah 46.7a; 'BB);
, 22 12 , 1X Cl i ON- 1,X1 ,/, 0 , 12— 	 max M2M
mxcnn eum-72, 7 , n21 lx112 1 , 22 le02111
"How is the tine: I will beckon to the nations
and hoist a signal to the peoples,
and they shall bring your sons in their arms
and CARRY your daughters ON THEIR SHOULDERS" (Isaiah 49.22; IEB);
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- 12	 Ylxn-nx nxnn W71 ncmn 7 , :o x , xln NO= mon
X1	 fT	 7,nn2 nolo
▪When dusk falls TAKE your pack ON YOUR SHOULDER, before their
eyes, and carry it out, with your face covered so that you cannot
see the ground. I am making you a warning sign for the
Israelites" (Ezek. 12.6; NEB);
NO,U2	 cmlnm -num X,W2M1
"Their prince will SHOULDER his pack in the dusk" (v. 12a; NEB).
(The use of -,x for -ttg at Ezek. 12.12 is probably Just an
instance of lexical 'free variation' by Ezekiel (cf. 41:05], although
BEK notes sons support for amending to
The idiomatic value, if any, of the collocation is difficult to
assess. The fact that it is never followed by a possessive pronoun
indicates that Elnz-n; is not approaching the status of a 'semi-
preposition' ('upon'). But the consistent use of the singular form of
the noun perhaps indicates that the reference is not entirely literal
- a vivid image of carrying might be expected to use a plural/dual.
Nonetheless, the contexts in which the collocation occurs do refer to
the actual carrying of a physical load (although an intellectual
burden is sometimes also implied; see below).
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There is, perhaps, a clue to an idionatic implication in the fact that
those who are said to bear rinm-M5 always do so under some duress.
An apparent exception to this rule is Isaiah 46.7, but here the use of
the collocation might be ironic. Thus, just possibly, the collocation
conveyed not only a literal reference 'bear upon the shoulders', but
also had an implication of 'as an unwanted burden'.
It is noticeable as well that the expression with -7u is associated
with travelling to or from afar in Ezek. 12 and Isaiah 30 and 49.
Possibly, then, it was used as an index of preparation for travel as
well as a symbol of a burdensome task (perhaps with indexical and
symbolic values combining to signify an unwanted journey).
If the foregoing analysis is correct, then the use of emmz at NUM
7.9 (and 2 Chr. 35.3) could imply a negation of (part of) this
idionatic value of Einm-,17 n2: the bearing upon the shoulder of
objects holy to Yahweh is a task undertaken willingly, not out of
fear.
Stylistic considerations sometimes seem to have influenced the use of
the collocation. Thus, at Ezek. 12.12 the prince (VW') carries not
only a physical load (12 1 72, v. 4) but also a 'burdensome oracle'
(X00, v. 10) from God - compare MO at Isaiah 30.6.	 At Isaiah
49.22 elITD-71, W.W2 is, perhaps, in deliberate chiastic parallelism
with /1 Xt.75 ('raise the hand'
	 as a commanding or threatening
gesture).
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49:06. nnnio riam 1112. 2/2 2/1921 (S+A). Zech. 7.11; Neh. 9.29.
Both tines the collocation appears in contexts of refusing to listen
(see Couroyer 1981:225; XcCurley 1968:114):
MlOWO ll i ZMI mn % ) Tx, 11,10 EITTZ 12P 1 1 : N wpn, 1:xol1
'But they refused to listen, they TURNED THEIR BACKS ON ME IN
DEFIANCE, they stopped their ears and would not hear'
(Zech. 7.11; NEB);
lopm	 minly el= 12n 1 1 	71wowom1 7 1 17=7 luow-W71
=to W71
"[They] did not heed thy commandments; they sinned against thy
ordinances.... STUBBORNLY THEY TURNED AVAY in mulish obstinacy
and would not obey' (Neh. 9.29; NEB).
KB renders the expression 'turn a stubborn shoulder'. BDB sees the
underlying image as that of an animal refusing to accept the yoke (cf.
Clines 1984:197). The use on each occasion of an accompanying
anatomical figure (iTlx I l mmn,	 trlD nwpn) indicates that the
collocation was perceived as a 'live' metaphor of rebelliousness.
11th this collocation, contrast -E11122 1n2 'present the back' (where
the possessor of the 'back' and the subject of the verb are not co-
referential) with a metaphorical meaning of 'cause to retreat'
(XcCurley 1968:188).
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49:07.	 1:12.
	 3/10	 3/1921	 (ES+Pl+C).	 Exodus
28.25,27=39.18,20; 1 Kings 7.39.
No idionaticity evident, beyond that of 49:10,12.
49:08. -rinm-,x =J. 3/12 3/464 (S+C). Joshua 15.10; 18.18,19.
(LII's source-text appears to have lacked the collocation at Joshua
18.19.) The subject of the collocation is always '1:2, which takes
a number of verbs of movement other than 1=1, including 11 1 and
::0 (niphal) at Joshua 15.10 alone. The collocation as a whole is
not idiomatic, although rinz is used throughout in a well-attested
(lexicalized?) metaphorical sense of 'slope': "Les epaules de la
montagne seront... les êtages qu'il faut gravir pour atteindre le
sonnet" (Dhorme 1923:94). The image of the 'shoulder' of an object as
that portion of it which slopes outward and downward from its highest
and most central point of elevation also underlies the metaphorical
use of nrim as an architectural term (see 49:12).
	
Probably, EVIM
retains this sense at Joshua 18.18a:
1T11DX 11znu1-10 nilm-,x 1=1
"IT PASSES TO the northern side of THE SLOPE facing the Arabah"
(NEB).
But if IT is amended on the basis of LXI from rmnwr,lo to -n4m
1/21177, then nnm could bear here, as elsewhere, a weakened sense of
'edge' (regardless of elevation - cf. Dhorme 1923:94f.; the notion of
slopes as borders derives, presumably, from a period when settlements
were typically associated with 'tels').
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49:09. -nv-ionm-',U W. 2/3 2/581 (P+C). Exodus 28.12=39.7;
	 Judges
16.3.
Jo idionaticity evident, although, as Margalith (1987:68ff.) has
pointed out, the archaeological facts dictate that Judges 16,3
(SBMGOWS removal of the gates of Gaza) be understood as mythological
rather than historical description (Margalith sees a reflection of the
sane nyth at v. 29). For the neaning of mnrm at Exodus 28.12, see
49:10.
49:10. E-3n1/nco.	 3/14	 3/142	 (P+C;	 P+EA+C1).	 Exodus
28.7,12,27=39.20.
Data restricted. The expression refers to the 'shoulder-pieces'
(H10112: note that in Modern Hebrew the corresponding singular noun
Is given by ESD not as Ein2 but
	
as	 norm [Altpa:];	 cf. norm
[Irate:fa:] 'shoulder-strap') of the ephod or to the shoulders
(o l ionn, dual) of Aaron that wear then. Compare the use of nO in
the description of the ephod at Exodus 28.32 (see IcCurley 1968:222
for similar instances).
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
49:11.	 3/10 3/42 (P+C;	 S+A). Exodus 28.12,25,27=
39.7,18,20.
Data restricted.
	
No idionaticity evident, beyond morm as
'epaulets, shoulder-pieces'. See 49:10.
49:12. ir, z-rinD. 7/26 7/432 (S+C; S+A). 1 Kings 6.8; 7.39; 2 Kings
11.112 112 Chr. 23.102 ; Ezek. 47.1.
According to Haak (1983:277, as Dhorme 1923:95; McCurley 1968:220),
nr2 in architectural descriptions "refers to the portion of an
entrance or gate which extends from the edge of the opening outward
until the next corner". The frequency of rolz in this sense suggests
that it expresses a lexicalized, or 'dead', metaphor, 'side' (cf.
English wing [of a building], leg [of a chain). Cf. 49:02,08 for
a geographical lexicalized metaphor of nim. (Note also, as BDB,
nn: 'handle [NEB], undersetter [AU', at 1 Kings 7.30,34.) However,
according to Haak (1983:276), n n wreinm does not mean 'side, wing of
the house', but represents an idiom meaning "the facade of the main
entrance to the temple 'porch".
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49:13. n9]0., -rami rmm. 5143 5126 (S-1[A+C]). 1 Kings
	 6.8;	 7.39112
Chr. 4.10; 2 Kings 11.11112 Chr. 23.10; Ezek. 47.1,2.
(The parallelism of 1 Kings 7.39 and 2 Chr. 4.10 is not exact.) Ho
idionaticity evident - einm is employed here in a 'lexicalized
metaphor' as an architectural term (see 49:12); the expression
contrasts at 2 Kings 11.11112 Chr. 23.10 with R I ,XOWN irm.
49:14. ivnumic-3 -ww-rinp . 5/26 5/291	 (S+C; [S+[A+C]]+CP+Al). Ezek.
40.18,41, 442 ; 46.19.
The collocation is not idiomatic, although gnm represents a
lexicalized metaphor, 'side (of a gate)'; cf. 49:12.
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53. NV; (20)
PARALLELS: 1 Kings 22.24112 Chr. 18.23 (19).
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
53:01. 
- + 1 11,/ 1 11,c-,u3	 nml. 4/13 4/485	 US+Al-14P+C3). 1	 Kings
22.24112 Chr. 18.23; Micah 4.14; Psalms 3.8; Job 16.10.
The expression occurs in the following passages:
1223 NT- % X nox l l	 4rlann-'7uirr	 mll N2U2M-12 1N 1 P/Y Wlil
TtT1 -at, I rmo NIN1-1111
"Then Zedekiah son of Kenaanah cane up to Micaiah and STRUCK HIM
IN THE FACE: 'And how did the spirit of the Lord pass from ne to
speak to you [Inx]?' he said (1 Kings 22.24; NEB);
,x1Wi WOW nx	 12i W2W2 1: 1 ,33 ow nl go /1/a-r7 illann nnw
"Now gather thyself in troops, 0 daughter of troops: he hath laid
siege against us: they shall SMITE the Judge of Israel with a rod
UPON THE CHEEK" (Micah 4.14; AV);
nlzw M i UW, 1 2W 1 ff, izie",m-nx rtImm- im
'Thou dost STRIKE all my foes ACROSS THE FACE
and breakest the teeth of the wicked" (Psalms 3.8; NEB);
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11x,or1	 n 77 1 .,1 m5 IT 1iO1MM M •I D3 1 532 ',MD
"My enemies whet their eyes on me,
and open gaping jaws.
Their insults STRIKE LIKE SLAPS IN THE FACE,
and all set on me together" (Job 16.10; JB).
Marcus (1977:55) groups together as an idiom of humiliation all
instances of the collocation, for which he provides formal and
semantic cognates from other Semitic languages. However, at 1 Kings
22.24 the action described appears to be a symbol (almost an index) of
Zedekiah's indignation, rage, or frustration, rather than, primarily
at least, of Micaiah's humiliation. This interpretation also appears
the more likely at Psalms 3.8 in view of the parallel, although here
the collocation and its parallel night be indices of Yahweh's utter
defeat of the worshipper's enemies.
At Micah 4.14 the collocation probably is symbolic of the humiliation
of the king (WM1W) at the hands of invaders. But if it is the
besieged inhabitants of Jerusalem that constitute the subject of the
second colon (plural as opposed to singular in the first colon), then
possibly the collocation implies angry striking of the king by his
subjects.
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If at Job 16.10 ;701172 means "reproachfully' (AV)
	 then the
collocation there is almost certainly, as in JB's interpretation,
associated with (perhaps, symbolic of) humiliation (complementing the
first clause as a symbol of scorn - cf. KcCurley 1968:166). However,
if nnnnm means 'with a sword' or the like (see BHK; cf. REB), then
the figure is indexical of physical attack (cf. above on Psalms 3.8),
but applied metaphorically to social ostracization.
For the humiliation imagery, compare 53:03, and contrast Ugaritic hdy
lxm 'cut the face' (see Marcus 1977:57) as a mourning rite. An
'undertone' of the image might be present at Judges 15.16 (110m-111,2
u l x	 Inimn).
53:02. 
- I iiT72 a l mm 11T2. 2/2 2/2 (P+A; P+C). Ezek. 29.4; 38.4.
In LIZ, the collocation is omitted at Ezek. 38.4 (prophecy against
Gog); its presence in MT is a late addition based on Ezek. 29.4 (Q)
(Vevers 1982:202):
 r1TT171 numon	 rTrr	 fl11T	 n,2 conn Inn)
7nnxi
"I am going to PUT HOOKS THROUGH YOUR JAMS,
make your Nile fish stick to your scales,
and pull you out of your Riles" (JB).
The figure is of a captive nation (Egypt) symbolized as a beast led by
a rope connected to a hook or a thorn (KB) through its face (cf. Job
40.26), and night reflect actual Assyrian practice (Gray 1977:691). A
similar figure occurs at 2 Kings 19.28bIlIsaiah 37.29b:
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rom-nwxfl7 7 1pmc i 3cm, rnmum iano, 'inn I nn Inca,
"I will put a ring in your nose
and a hook in your lips
and I will take you back by the road
on which you have cone" (NEB).
See also Ezek. 19.4,9,
minxo ynx-tm M I= 11X2i1
"[A]nd they dragged him with hooks to the land of Egypt"
(v. 4b; IEB),
and, perhaps 2 Chi'. 33.11a,
:On= mw20-nx 1/:5A1
"[They] captured Manasseh with hooks" (JB).
For : 1112 in the collocation, cf. Deut. 15.17:
IT mum ugnorrnx
w [Y]ou are to take an awl and DRIVE IT THROUGH his ear" (JB).
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53:03. vin,/- 11w,/in, ln:.	 3/14 3/1921 (ES+Al+EP+[A+C]]).	 Deut.
18.3; Isaiah 50.6; Lam. 3.30.
At Deut. 18.3 (if original - KB reads m 1VNIN, though KB3
 merely
suggests it) D IIM, refers to the 'jowls' of a sacrificial 	 animal,
given to a priest.	 In the other two instances 1, O l in', 1n2 bears the
sense of 'offer one's face to'. Isaiah 50.6 reads:
l in,, m l mV, Inn:
pn, nia,mo I nn= x, 420
"I OFFERED my back to those who struck ne
XI CHEEKS to those who tore at my beard;
I did not cover my face
against insult and spittle" (JB).
Here, the parallelism with 12 'back'	 indicates that
the collocation describes in literal terns an action (offering the
face so that the beard could be renoved), albeit a stylized, cultic,
action (Sawyer 1972:43), the significance of which (see McCurley
1968:176f.) is clarified by its association with actions symbolic of
punishment (the preceding phrase) and of humiliation (the following
colon). The significance of the action described by the collocation
is similarly 'explained' by a following clause at Lam. 3.30:
NO1112 1.12w i JR,
"Let him TURN HIS CHEEK to the sniter
and endure full measure of abuse" (NEB).
Thus, in its idiomatic application, the collocation shares (a portion
of) the imagery of 53:01.
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
53:04. nion- 1 17,. 3/5 3/42 (S+C; S+A). Judges 15.15,162.
Data restricted. No idionaticity evident. KIP avers the use of the
collocation's referent as a "Yaffe b. Prindtiven".
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55. 11w, (117)
PRE-COLLOCATIONS
55:01. -11V, -171,/-711-,X cropml. 3/89 3/3 (S+C; S+C). Psalms 137.6;
Job 29.10; Lam 4.4.
=29:03.
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55:02. -1,w5 c1onm1/. 5/112 5/506 (S+[A+C]). Isaiah 32.4; Jer. 	 9.7;
Psalns 12.4; 37.30; Job 33.2.
For the text of Job 33.2 see 29:03. Elsewhere, the expression occurs
in the following passages:
:nnwpn cr.= 1 3Txl Q I N, 1 2im m l uon x,,
nirm 1m/5 1NOn mia,v Ilw,, mut, ' I v conrro2 zm,,
▪The eyes that can see will not be clouded [pointing as hophal],
and the ears that can hear will listen;
the anxious heart will understand and know,
and the MAI who stammers WILL at once SPEAK plain"
4saiah 32.3-4; NEB);
nn mono 1:121t0 ulnw yrt
1:nx crwi	 nz/i irrun-nx ml,to l'om
▪Their TONGUE is as an arrow shot out; it SPEAKETH deceit:
one speaketh peaceably to his neighbour with his nouth, but in
heart he layeth his wait" (Jer. 9.7 Q ; IN);
V,' 2,z nvINI nnw 1N331-1IX W i X in:/ 1 xlto
111'211 nnzno 11w, rrlpN1	 mni Fro+
▪One man lies to another:
they talk with smooth lip and double heart.
Jay the Lord nake an end of such smooth lips
and the TONGUE THAT TALKS so boastfully!" (Psalms 12.3-4; NEB);
1.90W0 nmnly 121W,1 MODR NIN i PI/g-IM
▪The mouth of the virtuous man murmurs wisdom
and his TONGUE SPEAKS what is right" (Psalms 37.30; JB).
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In the Isaiah passage NEB's assumption of a synecdoche in the final
colon, "the in who stunners", spoils the hypostatic imagery of the
previous clauses, which NEB itself accepts: "the eyes... will see',
etc. Cf. JB: "the tongue of stamnerers will speak clearly".
Similarly at Jer 9.7a, assuming NT, the image is hypostatic, of a
tongue acting like an arrow.
At Psalms 12.4 a synecdoche might be intended (Yahweh will 'cut off'
people having lips that flatter and possessing tongues that utter
proud things), and this interpretation is favoured by what seems to be
an instrumental (non-hypostatic) use of mnow in the previous verse:
'speaking with smooth lips' - this interpretation holds even if we
retain XT's punctuation against NEB's apparent, although unnoted in
Brockington, re-positioning of the athnach. Probably, though, the
image at v. 4 is of mutilation of lips and tongues viewed as
hypostatic agents, which is how they appear as well in the next verse:
11, 11/X IO 1)nx 12 I nsw 1 1 222 122W,, 110X /WX
'They said, 'Our tongue can win the day.
Words are our ally; who can muster us?" (NEB)
- compare the hypostasis of tongue and lips at Psalms 73.9 (see, e.g.,
Gray 1965:103,289 for evidence of similar imagery in the mythology of
Ugarit).
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The combination of and no as subjects of verbs of speaking at
Psalms 37.30 indicates a hypostatic image again, although in this
instance the presence of p l-rx in the preceding and following verses
suggests that a synecdochical figure (the tongue standing for the
righteous speaker) was also in the psalmist's mind - the combination
of metonymic and synecdochical images is included by Bullinger
(1898:609ff.) under "metalepsis" or "double metonymy" (cf. 55:18,19).
At Job 33.2a, the image with no is not hypostatic (R0 is patient
not agent of rin0); 11V, in the second colon, however, is
hypostatic ('my tongue speaks in my mouth'), as it is in the
collocation with pml for "WI to which this clause perhaps alludes
(see 29:03), although the imagery here is probably not vivid but
represents a stereotyped speech-opening formula, meaning 'I am ready
to speak'.
Except possibly, then, in the last passage discussed, the force of the
collocation as such is literal, with 11W7 viewed as (hypostasized)
agent or in synecdoche for a speaker.
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55:03. -11W, 1C1132N. 4/89 4/12 (S+C). Isaiah 59.3;
	 Psalms 35.28;
71.24; Job 27.4. Cf. Psalms 37.30; Prov. 8.7.
At Isaiah 59.3 11:0', is presented, like each of the three preceding
anatomical terns, as a hypostatic agent of iniquity:
rum mm l niumxxl 1:172 1 17X12 02 i MM ID
Narm 1,113 0:21W,	 oninnmw
"Your hands are stained with blood
and your fingers with crime;
your lips speak lies
and YOUR TONGUE UTTERS UTTERS INJUSTICE" (FEB).
The occurrence of phrases structurally similar to the collocation in
parallel cola at Job 27.4 (mow n-12 1 1 'the lip speaks') 	 and Psalms
71.24 (mOW M21-1 'the lip shouts for joy' in v. 23) requires again
'literal' (i.e., hypostatic) interpretations of our collocation in
these passages. Psalms 71.24a:
7npix M2NN 01 1 M-'7Z 121w,-102
"All the day long MY TONGUE SHALL TELL of thy righteousness"
(MB),
night be an "inexact quotation" (Oesterley 1959:333) of Psalms 35.28
(note also the similarity of Psalms 71.24b and 35.26a):
7tIrrn ol i rr in	 mann 121w1
"Then MY TONGUE WILL SHOUT your goodness
and sing your praises all day long" (JB)
(NEB renders 1 21W, as a synecdoche, "I", here).
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The parallelism of -1:+1 and N1I at Isaiah 59.3, Psalms 37.30, and
Job 27.4 indicates that the two verbs are, in this collocation,
effectively synonyms. The replacement in the collocation of llw, by
NO (Psalms 37.30) and 71 (Prov. 8.7), and the parallelism of
1105 and MMW (Isaiah 59.3; Job 27.4; cf. Prov. 8.7) indicates that
the meaning of 11w5 is, as in 55:02, simply that of an organ of
speech viewed, as we have seen, 'hypostatically'.
55:04.	 -11w,/,1w5 pi,mr. 2/112 2/7 (S+[A+C]). Psalms 	 5.10; Prov.
28.23. Cf. Psalms 12.3f; Prov. 6.24.
(KB3 suggests, plausibly, that the collocation should be restored at
Jer. 23.31b, where KT has:
10X1 , 1 M21w,
"[Mu concoct words of their own and then say, 'This is his very
word.'" JIM.)
PXIN is 'smooth' (Isaiah 41.7: timepr), figuratively, 'make
comfortable': thus, when applied to oneself, 'feel untroubled' (Psalms
36.3, followed by ',X). Compare
INU1-,U
'Who makes his neighbour feel (falsely) at ease' (Pray. 29.5a)
(but KB understands as an ellipsis of our collocation, as NEB: who
flatters his neighbour"). liw, prrn 'to smooth (with) the tongue'
specifies how the feeling of confortableness is caused, with 'tongue'
used netonymdcally for 'speech', and the collocation as a whole
meaning 'agree with, flatter', contrasted with mmin 'argue with' at
Prov. 28.23:
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llw, p 1 ,1100 XIto l in i nnx alx mID10
"Take a man to task and in the end [ 1 1 1mx] win more thanks
than the man with a flattering tongue" (NEB).
Compare nip,m inma	 (Psalms 12.4, quoted at
	 55:02)	 '(those
possessing) lips of smoothness', 'flatterers'.
	 A non-metonymic
equivalent of the collocation is o l nox p linal 'use smooth words'
(Prov. 2.16; 7.5).	 For the interchange of 11w,, NoW, and mNlox,
compare npu-nou/-11W5/- 1 -12//- i 1OX (cf. Bullinger 1898:546).
At this occurrence, then, the collocation, in participial form, is
'symbolic' ('one smoothing the tongue' can only indirectly signify
'flatterer'), but the idiomatic value here apparently pertains to a
colligation of nouns preceded by p l tinn rather than to this
collocation alone.
However, at Psalms 5.10, where an indicative form of the expression is
used, although the implied meaning of the collocation is the same,
'flatter', the collocation appears within a context of an extended,
vivid, metaphor, involving other parts of the body:
lip l ,n i o2101	 170--ap niln calp n1,22 V ID2 11X- 52
'Not a word from their lips [1iViD2] can be trusted,
deep within them lies ruin,
their throats are yawning graves;
THEY MAKE THEIR TONGUES SO SMOOTH" (JB).
(Is the use of the possessive pronoun here a further indication of
lack of 'idiomatization' or 'institutionalization' of the metaphor?)
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55:05. lio5-Ei31:m. 3/23 3/6 (ES+1:9+C; S+A).	 Exodus 4.10; Ezek.
3.5,6.
Tigay (1978) examines in detail the expression at Exodus 4.10 (JE),
DI OWNDO 121 ',ono 01 1 25X minzl co l x 	 irot I m mlni-,x NWO 1OX11
1 22X 11W7 1221 NO-122 1 2 712U-,X 712/ TRO
And Noses said unto the Lord, 0 my Lord, I am not eloquent,
neither heretofore, nor since thou hast spoken unto thy servant:
but I am slow of speech and OF A SLOW TONGUE (AV),
and its 'parallel', minim 'circumcized of lips', at Exodus
6.12,30 (P), concluding that a nedically-recognized speech infirmity
is conyeyed, although this cannot be specified further. As a medical
term, litc,-/22 could refer literally to an overweight tongue (or at
least what the physician/patient perceived to be an overweight
tongue), or idiotically to a condition the synptons of which were
believed to be consistent with the speech problems caused by an
overweight tongue.
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Tigay's exposition is rejected by JB and NEB which render each of
NM-122 and 112,-/22 by a term denoting ineloquence, not medical
infirmity; thus, the terns simply emphasize the message contained in
1 mm conm/ w l x ?e,. Clearly, interpretation of the last clause of
Exodus 4.10 depends in part on the exact significance of the
introductory +2 - for example, if +2 here is causal a 'medical'
interpretation (as Tigay) might be favoured ('I an not an eloquent
man, and never have been, because I suffer from speech defects*); if
+2 is adversative (AV) a non-medical interpretation becomes more
likely ('I am not an eloquent man, and never have been; rather, I have
always been a poor speaker'). JB and NEB do not render 4m
explicitly. This is true also of I.XX; furthermore, LIX's rendering of
our collocation by bradgglo:ssos 'slow-tongued', is of little use in
deciding on a medical or non-medical interpretation, as the expression
is a neologism (Toy
 1977:205).
If, on the non-medical interpretation, MO and ilw, still convey
their anatomical senses then the collocation 'heavy of tongue' as a
whole is an (indexical) idiom of 'poor speech'; on the other hand, the
constituents of the collocation nay be metonymic, 127 'difficult'
(see BDB; cf. English hard0, and llwinirm 'speech' - the
collocation would then represent in the Exodus passage, as apparently
In the Ezekiel one (see below), more a 'literal' conjunction of
independent metonymic values, 'hard of speech' (cf. 	 bard of
hearing), than an idiomatic coalescence. 	 On either view,
	 it is
possible here that the conjunction of NM and 1 • W, should	 be
regarded as yielding a neristic value, 'I an a poor speaker'.
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Ezek. 3.5-6a reads:
:rw n l m-7x ril7w rum ilw7 1 1=1 NOW I n:3 ou-7x x7 1m
mm l n2/ uourrm, -aux 11W i 7271 now ipou 0 1 2, m l ou-7x x7
You are not sent to people whose SPEECH IS thick and DIFFICULT,
but to Israelites. Ho; I an not sending you out to great nations
whose SPEECH IS so thick and so DIFFICULT that you cannot make
out what they say" (NEB).
Vaticanus omits the collocation in the first verse and the Syriac
versions in the second. Tigay (1978:58) classes the collocation here
with 11W, 117,2 in a similar passage at Isaiah 33.19 as an Israelite
reflection of the wide-spread conception amongst speakers of one
language that foreign speech consists of unintelligible stannering.
According to him:
[Du Ezekiel 3,.. "heavy" has been extended from a nedical
affliction which causes unintelligible speech to a netaphor for
speech which is unintelligible because of its foreignness. (Tigay
1978:58; cf. KB)
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But if Tigay's nedical interpretation of the Exodus passage is
rejected, then such a 'nedical to non-nedical' senantic transfer is
unnecessary (note, though, that Tigay finds a similar process in
respect of au, in the Isaiah 'parallel'), and the collocation in
Ezekiel is open to the sane two analyses that we outlined in respect
of a non-medical interpretation of Exodus 4.10. Probably the second,
less idiomatic, view is appropriate here - the persons mentioned at
Ezek. 3.5f. are 'unintelligible' because they are 'difficult of
language' (i.e., difficult to comprehend). In the context of
describing Ezekiel's mission, the expression might have been
deliberately used to associate this with the call of Moses.
Ye conclude, tentatively, then, that the collocation is an 'idiom',
similar to hard of hearing; in both instances the idionatic effect
Is probably yielded by the oddity of combining an expression of a
'physical' attribute (heavy, hard) with that of an 'abstract'
object (speaking, hearing). The Modern Hebrew expression (from
Agnon) /1-12m ('heavy of hand, unable to write'; ES])) is based on
this collocation (Shohet 1968:52).
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55:06. -lite,OC13 -2=. 4/6 4/5 (S+C; S+C). Esther 1.22;
	
3.12;
8.92.
According to Clines (1984:283), the formula in which the first three
instances of the expression occur is a piece of "hyperbole... intended
to display the super-efficiency of the Persian administrative
nachine". Each time the collocation is used of an imperial decree.
Thus, for example, Esther 1.22a:
On mu-U, nmil= mi/o,	 7,om n12 1 1ce",m-x minno r7,011
11,0,2
°Letters were sent to all the royal provinces, to every province
II ITS OWN SCRIPT and to every people II THEIR OWN LANGUAGE
(NEB).
11w,, as frequently,	 has the metonymic sense of 'language',
specifically spoken language (I12nm).	 The collocation	 is,
presumably, intended to cover the situation of a dispersed subject-
people, whose spoken language utilizes various writing systems. In
this longer form of the collocation writing-systems are distinguished
from spoken languages, the former being a characteristic of a
particular geo-political area (n2 11o), the latter of an ethnic
grouping (OO). However, in a contracted form of the collocation at
Esther 8.9b both writing-system and spoken language are ascribed to a
people (the Jews):
1:121W,71 cm= wilnlm-,x,
"[A]nd also for the Jews IN THEIR OWN SCRIPT AND LANGUAGE" (NEB).
This might indicate that the collocation was tending to become used as
an idiom meaning simply 'in such a way as to be understood by'.
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151=1 12/TM: has developed a different idiomatic sense in Modern
Hebrew of 'exactly as instructed' (ESD).
55:07.	 1to5/11W7-'7:. 3/26 3/5290 (S+C;	 ES+ADIP+CD.
	 Isaiah
45.23; 54.17; Zech. 8.23.
The two instances of the collocation in Deutero-Isaiah occur within,
broadly, juridical contexts. At Isaiah 45.23, 'tongue' night be
hypostatic, or intended as a synecdochical figure for people
confessing Yahweh (see 10:03-04). Again, at Isaiah 54.17a liw,
night be hypostatic if an image of the tongue as weapon, parallel to
I'D (cf. 55:08,12), is intended, netonynic for speech (cf. NEB), or
synecdochical for a speaker:
1 1, N tonn Qom, Tural pn ilw,-,m,	 x, 7 1 :3	 v7m-,n
"[B]ut now no weapon made to harm you shall prevail,
and you shall rebut EVERY CHARGE brought against you (NEB).
In view of Deutero-Isaiah's 'universalism', both these passages
perhaps also involve a netonymic application of 'tongue' as 'language'
(i.e., those spoken of in 110,-5M include foreigners) - thus,
assuming a synecdochical value for the collocation, we night render
rather ponderously as 'each person, Israelite or foreign'. This
netonynic value of 11W, as 'language' (and, secondarily, 'nation')
is to the fore at Zech. 8.23a:
m l lam ry lne, timo mimx nnual
'Ten men EACH SPEAKING A LANGUAGE of a foreign country'.
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For the primary and secondary metonymic values of 11W,, compare
Biblical Aramaic 11V71 nox MD (Daniel 3.4,7,29,31; 5.19;
	 6.26;
7.14).
55:08. -110, ,xnur, - , 2:c-ttn3', rim-x,.	 2/89 2/2 (P+C;	 I-i-A; S+C).
Exodus 11.7; Joshua 10.21.
The two relevant passages with NEB renderings are as follows:
:...m lnuo ynx	 n511 npux
rfonz-/o, W 1 XO, 12W5 2,2-T1M 1 X, 'ea+ 1 22 52,1
'NM I 1 1 21 0 1 1= 1 1 2 N1N 1 n,m , num lipin
"PI All Egypt will send up a great cry of anguish.... BUT AMONG
ALL ISRAEL NOT A DOG'S TONGUE SHALL BE SO MUCH AS SCRATCHED, no
man or beast be hurt. ['3 Thus you shall know that the Lord does
make a distinction between Egypt and Israel" (Exodus 11.6-7);
7X0-1/ 17112 MDO	 "Pea, 	 IT rft,mm
miNa: n/po	 N2M01-x Dun -7m imtail
w , x, ,xnw , i]m, yin -x,
"When Joshua and the Israelites had finished the work of
slaughter and all had been put to the sword... the whole army
rejoined Joshua [omitting mmon-m] at Makkedah in peace; NOT A
MAN [o . x for w,x,] OF THE ISRAELITES SUFFERED	 SO MUCH AS
SCRATCH ON HIS TONGUE" (Joshua 10.20-21).
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Rashi's interpretation (Exodus 11.7) of 11W, ynrr as 'whet the
tongue, complain, inveigh, against' is followed by BDB, KB, JB, and
AcCurley 1968:170f. - it assumes that the figure here is similar to
that of 55:12. But this meaning seems slightly out of context on both
occasions. Why inform us that no-one (no dog) has anything to say
against the Israelites when the Egyptians or the Amorites are dying?
If we assume an 'idiomatic' meaning here, perhaps it is that, in view
of the extreme nature of the slaughter on both occasions, there was no
one who dared even to speak, let alone to act, against the Israelites.
Ye believe that a superior interpretation, although along similar
lines, is provided by ESD, which claims that the expression means
'poke out and extend the tongue', hence, 'bark at' (nrii:22 lugwro.
'Sharpen the tongue', thus portrays, in a vivid and understandable
fashion, the way that a dog, when barking, forms its tongue into a
long, flat, pointed object protruding from the mouth. That the action
was considered a canine one is evidenced not only by the Exodus
passage but also by Judith 11.19. Thus, within the collocation we can
retain for ynrr the sane meaning, 'sharpen', it has elsewhere.
Moreover, this interpretation has the advantage that as 'bark' is an
activity confined to dogs then the superficial omission of a canine
subject in the second passage is unimportant - hearers/readers would
be able to 'fill in' this gap on the basis of their tacit knowledge of
Hebrew semantics (and, perhaps, also because of their familiarity with
the Exodus-saga).
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But, of course, in respect of the biblical passages the 'idiomaticiti'
of the collocation goes beyond the striking figure of 'sharpen the
tongue' meaning 'bark', for the literally stated fact that no dogs
barked (at the Israelites) is in both passages rather odd (this is not
true for Judith 11.19, where the collocation is associated, naturally,
with sheep - as we have already noted (Ch. 5, Sect. D),	 'contextual
oddity' is a frequent property of 'idioms'. Assuming the basic
validity of ESD's interpretation and of our inferences from it, we
should claim that the actual, symbolic, meaning of the idiom is that
'the peace (of the Israelites) was not disturbed'. This understanding
is consistent with the positioning of the collocation in both passages
immediately after, and contrasting with, a statement of grievous harm
to an enemy of Israel. Incidentally, the 'semantic restriction' of
barking to dogs, plus the context of Judith 11.19 indicates that in
this collocation 2,2 does mean 'dog' literally - no metaphorical
application to humans is intended (cf. Thomas 1960:414ff.).
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NEB's interpretation of ynn as 'scratch', and of the collocation as
signifying (lack of) harm does indeed fit the context of both
passages, but, although the image of a dog scratching its tongue is
understandable (cf. the typical association of dogs with 'lapping' -
Judges 7.5; 1 Kings 21.19; 22.38; Psalms 68.24), why, at Joshua 10.21,
should the 'tongue' of a person be considered a part of the body
especially easy to hurt in warfare? Moreover, the structural
similarity between each instance of the collocation, so that in the
second passage W I N 'man' corresponds as syntactic subject/semantic
patient (cf. Driver 1936:66,154) to 2'77 'dog' in the first passage,
is purchased at the price of emendation of MT at Joshua 10.21. In
contrast, on ESD's interpretation, as outlined, there is no need for
emendation, as the lack of a formal subject is not problematic -
W I N', of course, functions in this understanding as a restrictive
phrase, 'to anyone (of the Israelites)', and is, thus, equivalent to
1TO12 1;11 W I NO"; in the first passage.
55:09. 
-N121WV, -ninowo,. 2/3 2/98 (P+C; P+C). Gen. 10.20,31. 	 Cf.
Gen. 10.5.
Data restricted. The expression as such is not idiomatic, "by
families and languages" (NEB), although it involves a standard
metonymic extension of 'tongue' as 'language'.
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55:10. 
-11teni-'n -17, 1 o/n, lo. 2/8 2/7 (S+Iii+C]; S+C). 2 Samuel 23.2;
Psalms 139.4.
No idionaticity evidenced. The distinction between 2 and -,U
night be significant; at 2 Samuel 23.2 the words 'on' David's tongue
are the words of Yahweh which David utters, whereas at Psalms 139.4
the words 'in' the worshipper's mouth are unvoiced thoughts not yet
loosed by the tongue, but which God marvellously knows even before
they are uttered. On the basis of this collocation and 55:13, we
could perhaps claim evidence that in 'Hebrew psychology' thoughts are
passed 'into' (z) the tongue, then coded into words and held 'under'
(Nu!) the tongue, until the speaker is ready to release them when
the words pass 'onto' (-'723) his or her tongue.
55:11. 
—ow, nl)c 1 3-1. 2/89 2/8 (S+C). Isaiah 35.6; Psalms 51.16.
The collocation as such is not idiomatic. ;IOW replaces iltV, at
Psalms 71.23 and N1U, 111 at Psalms 119.172 (cf. Prov. 16.1?). In
view of the parallelism at Isaiah 35.6a 0,X 11W, 'dumb man's tongue'
is probably synecdochical for inx 'dumb man' rather than hypostatic
(as FEB, JB):
0,X 11W, ml MOD 17 1 232 Atk/ i TX
"Then shall the lane man leap like a deer,
and the TONGUE of the dumb SHOUT ALOUD" (NEB).
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NEB interprets 1 11V, as synecdochical for the worshipper at Psalms
51.16b,
7nplx 1 :1W, ilin
"[A]nd I WILL SING the praises of thy justice",
although it finds a hypostasis in the following verse:
• 11,1Tn 11'
[T] hat my mouth may proclaim thy praise* (v. 17b).
55:12. 
-11w, 12w. 2/89 2/7 (S+C). Psalms 64.4; 140.4.
The expression occurs in the following verses:
-10 n27 MYR 1211 221V, 21= 122W nUnt
"[V]ho SHARPEN THEIR TONGUES like swords,
and wing their cruel words with arrows [ mgm2 1/1 for 121/
Can* (Psalms 64.4; NEB);
iconnw nnn 21=27 non WR2-10: 221W5 122W
"THEIR TONGUES ARE SHARP as serpents' fangs;
on their lips is spiders' poison [repositioning athnachl•
(Psalms 140.4; NEB).
Typically, l]tu takes zin or yr as object, and
	 both occurrences
of our collocation compare the tongue to a sword or a serpent's
tongue, presumably in the shape of an arrow (Psalms 140.4). For the
simile, compare Psalms 57.5; 59.8. Thus, 'sharpen the tongue/speech'
is symbolic (because 'indirect'; cf. 55:04) for 'speak maliciously,
destructively'. Cf. 55:08.
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55:13. -11W, nnn. 4/89 4/506 (S+C). Psalns 10.7; 66.17; Job 20.12;
Song 4.11.
The following four passages contain the collocation:
lixl 'nu • ,1W, nmn 11 mono, wm in , m N'PX
His nouth is full of cursing and deceit and fraud:
UNDER HIS TONGUE is mischief and vanity" (Psalns 10.7; AV);
, 210 17 nnn mol11	 1,,x
"When I uttered my cry to him
and high praise was ON NY TONGUE" (Psalns 66.17; JB)
111W, nnn n:, ,n2 , N721 1 , M2 P,NON-OX
"Though evil tastes sweet in his mouth,
and he savours it, rolling it ROUND HIS TONGUE" (Job 20.12; NEB);
nnn rT1 oz1 m'm 7 , n11Tma moon nm:
Your lips drop sweetness like the honeycomb, my bride,
syrup and milk are UNDER YOUR TONGUE" (Song 4.11; NEB).
(At Psalns 66.17, HRH's reading, , X21W, nnno '[I shall be exalted]
from being underneath those who hate me', accepted by KB 3, would
renove the collocation.) Except in the fourth passage, the parallel
contains rn	 (see Avishur 1984:283,594f. for data on the high
frequency of NMI111W,), and what is held 'under the tongue' is an
abstract object. Thus, the collocation is not idiomatic, although it
reflects a 'physical' perception of abstract objects, i.e., words,
etc., evidenced as well in
N21 1221WY
'Our tongue LC full of praising' (Psalms 126.2)
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- compare English the words are on the tip of _my tongue. The image
that the collocation conveys seens to be of the tongue as an organ
either of restraint, holding back words until the speaker decides to
release them, or of taste, letting a person savour his or her thoughts
before expressing them in words (cf. NEB at Job 20.12). BDB's
interpretation "11W,1 I n, of sonething held there as a dainty
morsel, and ready, when needed, to be brought out" combines the
possibilities. BDB rightly compares nnw nnn (Psalns 140.4,	 quoted
at 55:12), which provides another example of the interchangeability of
IT 	 and lit.75 - cf. 55:04,19 and the use of bath terns in Biblical
Hebrew to mean 'language'.
At Song 4.11 the image is of the mouth containing sweet foods in a
metaphor of kissing. In Modern Hebrew 121W2 MIN VX71 02/ is a
metaphor for flattery (ESD).
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POST-COLLOCATIONS
55:14. MNT-11W,. 2/89 2/367 (S+C; S+A). Joshua 7.21,24.
Data restricted. The sense of the collocation is 'a tongue-shaped
object nade of gold' (1. e., a bar of gold forned in a tongue-shaped
mould - KB). (In the Middle Ages the expression developed an
additional sense of 'faultless, beautiful, speech'; ESD.) There is
sone Mesopotamian evidence for believing that the collocation as such
(rather than the word -11w, alone) is 'idionatie to the extent that
it refers to a quite specific shape and weight of object: "Man
sieht..., dass Goldbarren, jedenfalls neist eine Mine schwer, in
Zweistronlande in Form von Zungen hergestellt wurden" (Meissner
1903:152). Meissner also notes similar hand- (kappu) shaped
objects.
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55:15. 0 1 071-11W7. 2/89 2/40 (S+C; P-I-A). Prov. 12.18; 15.2.
No idiomaticity evident beyond the metonymic application of iw5 for
'speech' (cf. 55:04) - 'the words of wise people'. 	 Wolff (1974wa7)
claims that 11W5:"above all means true (II Sam. 23.2; Isa. 35.6) or
false speech (Pss. 5.9; 12.3; 109.2; Isa. 59.3; Prov. 6.17). The
antithetic parallelism at Prov. 12.18 is, perhaps, intended to recall
the symbolism of the 'sharp' tongue as a sword (cf. 55:12 and see
Avishur 1984:464):
Xmnp : l ona 1I	 nm nipnlon MO12 WI
"Gossip can be as sharp as a sword,
but the TONGUE OF THE VISE heals" (FEB).
Post-biblical Hebrew used the collocation in a special sense of
'language of (early) rabbinic literature' (i.e., the language of the
'wise men' who wrote this literature') to contrast with niln-lice,
'language of the Torah' (i.e., Biblical Hebrew) - see ESD.
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55.16. -0 1 /M i -11M,. 3/89 3/362 (S+C;
	 S+[A+C]). Joshua 15.5; 18.19;
Isaiah 11.15.
In Joshua the collocation occurs within geographical narratives. 	 At
first glance it represents the same category of figure as pl-rm
'lip of the sea, shore' (see, e.g., Gen. 2.17); however, with 
-11W7
mi it is not clear, as NcCurley (1968:215) points out, whether the
figure is 'of a tongue-shaped area of water which extends into dry land
beyond the regular shore-line, thus, a 'bay' (AV, JB) or an 'inlet'
(NEB), or of a tongue-shaped area of land which Juts out from the
regular shore-line into the sea:
"[Ma langue de la mer", quand 11 s'agit de la Xer Norte (Jos.
xv,5; xviii,19), n'est autre que la petite presqu i tle qui
avoisine a l'ouest l'embouchure du Jourdain. 	 Les Arabes la
designent encore sous le nom de lisfin "la langue“
	 et les
Hebreux pouvaient egalement l'appeler simplenent
	 liwn "la
langue" (Jos. xv,2). (Dhorme 1923:87)
ESD supports the first interpretation of mi-1105 for Xodern Hebrew,
which would render Dhorme's 'peninsula' sense by MDMi-11W7 'a tongue
of dry land'. The first interpretation ('bay, inlet') also gains
support from the collocation at Isaiah 11.15 if this refers to the
'Gulf of Suez' (cf. Dhorme 1923:87; JB; KB; BDB). However, AV and NEB
regard the reference here as being to an actual, albeit mythological,
tongue:
1T 	 minyo-mi liw, rpt mni iv-1nm
The Lord will divide the TONGUE OF THE Egyptian SEA
and wave his hand over the river" (v. 15a; NEB).
112:1-,U
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This view is supported by the frequent historicization of the watery
forces of chaos in the guise of Egypt (Isaiah 30.7; 51.9f.; Ezek.
29.3f.; 32.2; Psalms 87.4: see Gray 1979:164f.; Caird
1980:209f.,227f.; Booij 1987:19). If it is correct, then 04-11w, in
the sense of 'bay' (or, indeed, 'peninsula') would have to be regarded
as an idiomatic usage restricted to P.
55:17. cul OD-11W,M. 3/6 3/5 (S+C; S+A; S+A). 	 Esther 1.22;	 3.12;
Ieh. 13.24.
In Esther the collocation occurs in the sane context as 55:06. It is
idiomatic only to the extent that	 it
	
means (metonymically)
'language', and CU, 01, has distributive force, 'each people'. A
'non-distributive' version, 10D-11W= 'according to his national
language', occurs at Esther 1.22b.
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55:18. rron 11:0,. 2/23 2/15 (S+A; S+A). Psalms 120.2,3.	 Cf. Micah
6.12.
(As BDB and KB do not agree which instances belong to 1 4o, I
'slackness' and n l on II 'deceit' our figure, like that of ES, refers
to all occurrences of 1 4o1.) Data restricted. The immediate
repetition of the collocation is regarded by Bullinger (1898:242) as
an instance of the rhetorical device of 'epistrophe' ('like sentence-
endings) characteristic of 'Songs of degrees'. Construct equivalents
of this appositional collocation are 11ono-11W,	 (Psalms 52.6; cf.
Jer.	 9.7, quoted at 55:02) and n Nonn-llw, (Zeph.	 3.13);
	 a
predicative construction occurs at Micah 6.12b:
Ml 4M2 rrti:51 1:121W,1
N EAlnd their tongue is deceitful in their mouth" (AV)
(but LK% apparently reads 'Ion for nion here). At Psalms 120.2-3
within our collocation 11W, appears to be both metonynic, of speech,
and synecdochical, of the speaker:
:n 4 o,	 nma-nmwo 4 comn n' l xn 1T1r7+
n N on 11W,	 eov-no, 7), lni-no
''0 Lord,' I cried, 'save me from lying lips
and from the TONGUE OF SLANDER.'
Vhat has he in store for you, SLANDEROUS TONGUE?
What more has he for you?" (WEB).
It functions as a variant of the more common npw-11W, (55:19).
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55:19. npw-lin. 5/89 5/108 (S+C; S+A). Psalms 109.2;	 Pray. 6.17;
12.19; 21.6; 26.28. Cf. Jer. 9.2,4.
The collocation occurs in the following passages:
:npu 11n I nt inm,
1 21:20 MX= 11211
They have LIED TO MT FACE
and ringed me round with words of hate" (Psalms 109.2b-3a; NEB);
I N-cm =mu m l /i1 nma 11n R101 011+22
"[A) proud eye, a FALSE TONGUE,
hands that shed innocent blood" (Prov. 6.17; NEB);
nra) 11n rw l ,nx-iml /D, 11:1T nox-nnta
"Truth spoken stands firm for ever,
but LIES live only for a moment" (Prov. 12.19; NEB);
:110- N ono Er) tnm npu, 11= 1111XIX ,150
"To make a fortune with the help of a LYING TONGUE,
such the idle fantasy of those who look for death"
(Prov. 21.6; JB);
 TW3 p'm nm, I'm/ ?mai npw-lln
"The LYING TONGUE hates the truth,
the fawning mouth brings ruin" (Pra y. 28.26; JB).
If we accept NT (cf. }M/S) at Psalms 109.2b-3a, the parallel shows
110 to be simply metonymic of 'speech' (as NEB). At Prov. 6.17 our
collocation refers to one of seven 1112:7111; the last two of these are
clearly persons rather than characteristics, indicating that here
npw-lin might not involve just a metonymy, 'deceitful speech', but
also a synecdoche, 'liar':
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corpt i l z m+l-ro rrno, nrm lo o l zrm •IMI
"EA] false witness telling a pack of lies,
and one who stirs up quarrels between brothers (v. 19; NEB).
The presence of a hunan subject in the verses Immediately preceding
Prov. 26.28 suggestsa synecdoche5 'liar", there also. The contexts of
Prey. 12.19 and 21.6 are of less use in helping us to decide whether a
netonyny alone or a metonymy and a synecdoche is expressed.
The compositional, non-idiomatic, nature of the meaning of the
collocation itself is indicated by the use in it of MMW for 11tp,
to yield the sane meaning (Psalns 31.19; 120.2, quoted at 55:18; Prov.
10.18; 12.22; 17.7; cf. Isaiah 59.3, quoted at 55:03) and the
replacement of npui by synonym (see 55:18).
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CHAPTER 10
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
A. INITIAL TABULATION OF DATA
Excluding duplicate collocations, listed under two anatomical terms
(40:18=26:05, 41:07=40:10, 46:13=41:04, 46:34=41:03, 55:01=29:03), 151
collocations were analyzed, as recorded in Ch. 9. Data was input to a
BASIC program which we had written, and this was implemented on a
microcomputer. The data for each collocation consisted of six items
(1) the number pertaining to each collocation (in the form xx:yy),
(2-4) the frequencies of collocation, stable collocate, and unstable
collocate, (5) a value indicating whether or not the occurrences of
that collocation constituted 'restricted data', and (6) a value to
indicate whether the collocation was verbal or nominal (see below).
Collocations introduced by a verb are called verb-collocations, those
not introduced by a verb are called noun-collocations. Ye decided to
make this division and to conduct analysis of results on the basis of
it, because we felt that the collocations would be most easily
compared within a group of collocations of broadly similar structure.
In fact (see Sect. E), our analysis would probably have benefitted if
we had only selected structurally homogeneous material from the
outset.
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Below is a tabulation of all the nunerical data processed (Cols. 1-4)
and calculated (Cols. 5-12) by the computer. The 12 columns represent
the following information. (When, in Sects B-D, 'modified' sets of
statistics are supplied, the eleven items of data correspond to the
altered values of Cols. 2-12.)
Column 1: Item number;
Column 2: Frequency of collocation;
Column 3: Frequency of stable collocate;
Column 4: Frequency of unstable collocate;
Column 5: Transition-probability of stable collocate;
Column 6: Entropy of stable collocate;
Column 7: Redundancy of stable collocate;
Column 8: Transition-probability of unstable collocate;
Column 9: Entropy of unstable collocate;
Column 10: Redundancy of unstable collocate;
Column 11: Average of transition-probabilities;
Column 12: Average of redundancies.
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ITEM	 FR CU CL2	 P,CL1 H,CL1 R,CL1 P,CL2 H,CL2 R,CL2 AVP AVR
09:01 2 46 4602 0,043 4,524 18,104 0,000 11,168 8,218 0,022 13,161
09;02 4 26 12 0,154 2,700 42,549 0,333 1,585 55,789 0,244 49,169
09:03 4 20 785 0,200 2,322 46,276 0,005 7,617 20,797 0,103 33,537
09:04 4 14 37 0,286 1,807 52,530 0,108 3,209 38,392 0,197 45,461
09:05 3 46 111 0,065 3,939 28,695 0,027 5,209 23,327 0,046 26,011
09:06 11 72 103 0,153 2,710 56,069 0,107 3,227 51,738 0,130 53,903
09:07 2 7 2 0,286 1,807 35,621 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,643 67,810
09:08 6 17 201 0,353 1,503 63,241 0,030 5,066 33,786 0,191 48,513
10:01 2 3 2 0,667 0,585 63,093 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,833 81,546
10:02 2 10 241 0,200 2,322 30,103 0,008 6,913 12,638 0,104 21,370
10:03 4 11 5290 0,364 1,459 57,813 0,001 10,369 16,169 0,182 36,991
10:04 2 4 13 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,154 2,700 27,024 0,327 38,512
10:05 5 10 30 0,500 1,000 69,897 0,167 2,585 47,320 0,333 58,608
25;01 2 12 18 0,167 2,585 27,894 0,111 3,170 23,981 0,139 25,938
25:02 2 2 14 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,143 2,807 26,265 0,571 63,132
25;03 2 11 79 0,182 2,459 28,906 0,025 5,304 15,863 0,104 22,385
25:04 2 2 99 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,020 5,629 15,084 0,510 57,542
25:05 3 3 350 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,009 6,866 18,754 0,504 59,377
26:01 2 11 51 0,182 2,459 28,906 0,039 4,672 17,629 0,111 23,268
26:02 2 45 18 0,044 4,492 18,209 0,111 3,170 23,981 0,078 21,095
26:03 5 45 20 0,111 3,170 42,280 0,250 2,000 53,724 0,181 48,002
26:04 2 21 64 0,095 3,392 22,767 0,031 5,000 16,667 0,063 19,717
26:05 3 17 97 0,176 2,503 38,776 0,031 5,015 24,015 0,104 31,39/
26:06 7 88 108 0,080 3,652 43,461 0,065 3,948 41,560 0,072 42,..<1
26:07 2 45 6639 0,044 4,492 18,209 0,000 11,697 7,876 0,022 13,042
26:08 2 21 133 0,095 3,392 22,767 0,015 6,055 14,174 0,055 18,470
26:09 14 67 27 0,209 2,259 62,765 0,519 0,948 80,072 0,364 71,419
26:10 3 45 93 0,067 3,907 28,860 0,032 4,954 24,238 0,049 26,549
26:11 3 66 274 0,045 4,459 26,222 0,011 6,513 19,572 0,028 22,897
26:12 2 45 137 0,044 4,492 18,209 0,015 6,098 14,088 0,030 16,149
26:13 2 66 259 0,030 5,044 16,544 0,008 7,017 12,474 0,019 14,509
28;01 2 34 224 0,059 4,087 19,656 0,009 6,807 12,808 0,034 16,232
28:02 2 6 357 0,333 1,585 38,685 0,006 7,480 11,793 0,169 25,239
28:03 2 15 8 0,133 2,907 25,596 0,250 2,000 33,333 0,192 29,465
28:04 2 4 939 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,002 8,875 10,127 0,251 30,063
28:05 3 15 594 0,200 2,322 40,668 0,005 7,629 17,201 0,103 28,885
28:06 2 15 198 0,133 2,907 25,596 0,010 6,629 13,107 0,072 19,352
29;01 2 2 4 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,750 75,000
29:02 2 5 11 0,400 1,322 43,068 0,182 2,459 28,906 0,291 35,987
29:03 3 3 89 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,034 4,891 24,475 0,517 62,238
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40:01 2 20 660 0,100 3,322 23,138 0,003 8,366 10,677 0,052 16,907
40:02 2 9 2 0,222 2,170 31,546 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,611 65,773
40:03 3 97 11 0,031 5,015 24,015 0,273 1,874 45,816 0,152 34,915
40:04 2 97 357 0,021 5,600 15,152 0,006 7,480 11,793 0,013 13,472
40:05 2 4 69 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,029 5,109 16,371 0,264 33,185
40:06 2 97 10 0,021 5,600 15,152 0,200 2,322 30,103 0,110 22,627
40:07 4 7 248 0,571 0,807 71,241 0,016 5,954 25,144 0,294 48,193
40:08 9 97 1257 0,093 3,430 48,030 0,007 7,126 30,789 0,050 39,409
40:09 2 97 95 0,021 5,600 15,152 0,021 5,570 15,221 0,021 15,186
40:10 2 97 23 0,021 5,600 15,152 0,087 3,524 22,106 0,054 18,629
40:11 2 6 766 0,333 1,585 38,685 0,003 8,581 10,437 0,168 24,561
40:12 3 13 107 0,231 2,115 42,832 0,028 5,157 23,511 0,129 33,171
40:13 9 13 161 0,692 0,531 85,663 0,056 4,161 43,240 0,374 64,452
40:14 3 136 80 0,022 5,503 22,363 0,038 4,737 25,071 0,030 23,717
40:15 4 8 434 0,500 1,000 66,667 0,009 6,762 22,827 0,255 44,747
40:16 6 39 11 0,154 2,700 48,908 0,545 0,874 74,722 0,350 61,815
40:17 2 136 2 0,015 6,087 14,109 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,507 57,055
40:19 13 39 13 0,333 1,585 70,012 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,667 85,006
40:20 4 97 6639 0,041 4,600 30,303 0,001 10,697 15,752 0,021 23,028
40:21 2 97 13 0,021 5,600 15,152 0,154 2,700 27,024 0,087 21,088
40:22 2 97 108 0,021 5,600 15,152 0,019 5,755 14,804 0,020 14,978
41:01 2 13 6 0,154 2,700 27,024 0,333 1,585 38,685 0,244 32,855
41:02 3 23 13 0,130 2,939 35,038 0,231 2,115 42,832 0,181 38,935
41:03 4 30 76 0,133 2,907 40,759 0,053 4,248 32,011 0,093 36,385
41:04 2 3 78 0,667 0,585 63,093 0,026 5,285 15,910 0,346 39,501
41:05 2 4 7 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,286 1,807 35,621 0,393 42,810
41:06 2 2 3 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,667 0,585 63,093 0,833 81,546
41:08 3 23 350 0,130 2,939 35,038 0,009 6,866 18,754 0,070 26,896
41:09 2 23 255 0,087 3,524 22,106 0,008 6,994 12,509 0,047 17,308
41:10 4 23 88 0,174 2,524 44,213 0,045 4,459 30,962 0,110 37,588
44:01 3 20 6 0,150 2,737 36,673 0,500 1,000 61,315 0,325 48,994
44:02 2 11 35 0,182 2,459 28,906 0,057 4,129 19,496 0,119 24,201
44:03 5 5 5 1,000 0,000 100,000 1,000 0,000 100,000 1,000 100,000
44:04 7 20 140 0,350 1,515 64,956 0,050 4,322 39,378 0,200 52,167
44:05 3 29 51 0,103 3,273 32,626 0,059 4,087 27,942 0,081 30,284
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46:01 4 21 184 0,190 2,392 45,534 0,022 5,524 26,583 0,106 36,059
46:02 4 102 485 0,039 4,672 29,974 0,008 6,922 22,417 0,024 26,196
46:03 8 21 204 0,381 1,392 68,301 0,039 4,672 39,101 0,210 53,701
46:04 3 6 45 0,500 1,000 61,315 0,067 3,907 28,860 0,283 45,087
46:05 4 79 15 0,051 4,304 31,727 0,267 1,907 51,192 0,159 41,459
46:06 2 11 43 0,182 2,459 28,906 0,047 4,426 18,429 0,114 23,668
46:07 2 9 2 0,222 2,170 31,546 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,611 65,773
46:08 2 4 3 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,667 0,585 63,093 0,583 56,546
46:09 2 26 4 0,077 3,700 21,275 0,500 1,000 50,000 0,288 35,637
46:10 2 77 111 0,026 5,267 15,957 0,018 5,794 14,718 0,022 15,338
46:11 2 102 38 0,020 5,672 14,987 0,053 4,248 19,055 0,036 17,021
46:12 2 2 5 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,400 1,322 43,068 0,700 71,534
46:14 3 65 594 0,046 4,437 26,318 0,005 7,629 17,201 0,026 21,760
46:15 2 17 1921 0,118 3,087 24,465 0,001 9,908 9,168 0,059 16,816
46:16 3 79 8 0,038 4,719 25,143 0,375 1,415 52,832 0,206 38,988
46:17 2 141 2525 0,014 6,140 14,006 0,001 10,302 8,848 0,007 11,427
46:18 9 65 64 0,138 2,852 52,636 0,141 2,830 52,832 0,140 52,734
46:19 2 65 2 0,031 5,022 16,605 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,515 58,302
46:20 2 102 581 0,020 5,672 14,987 0,003 8,182 10,890 0,012 12,939
46:21 4 17 6 0,235 2087, 48,930 0,667 0,585 77,371 0,451 63,150
46:22 6 7 144 0,857 0,222 92,078 0,042 4,585 36,053 0,449 64,066
46:23 2 6 506 0,333 1,585 38,685 0,004 7,983 11,132 0,169 24,909
46:24 5 91 65 0,055 4,186 35,679 0,077 3,700 38,555 0,066 37,117
46:25 6 38 251 0,158 2,663 49,257 0,024 5,387 32,427 0,091 40,842
46:26 12 26 12 0,462 1,115 76,269 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,731 88,134
46:27 2 76 1333 0,026 5,248 16,005 0,002 9,380 9,633 0,014 12,819
46:28 2 7 145 0,286 1,807 35,621 0,014 6,180 13,928 0,150 24,774
46:29 2 4 2 0,500 1,000 50,000 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,750 75,000
46:30 2 14 74 0,143 2,807 26,265 0,027 5,209 16,104 0,085 21,185
46:31 3 79 3 0,038 4,719 25,143 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,519 62,572
46:32 2 2 34 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,059 4,087 19,656 0,529 59,828
46:33 3 65 274 0,046 4,437 26,318 0,011 6,513 19,572 0,029 22,945
46:35 4 76 432 0,053 4,248 32,011 0,009 6,755 22,844 0,031 27,428
46:36 2 76 59 0,026 5,248 16,005 0,034 4,883 16,999 0,030 16,502
46:37 5 21 1075 0,238 2,070 52,863 0,005 7,748 23,058 0,121 37,961
46:38 2 11 274 0,182 2,459 28,906 0,007 7,098 12,349 0,095 20,628
46:39 18 141 231 0,128 2,970 58,406 0,078 3,682 53,108 0,103 55,757
46:40 3 3 3 1,000 0,000 100,000 1,000 0,000 100,000 1,000 100,000
46:41 4 76 6 0,053 4,248 32,011 0,667 0,585 77,371 0,360 54,691
46:42 2 7 406 0,286 1,807 35,621 0,005 7,665 11,540 0,145 23,580
49;01 2 10 403 0,200 2,322 30,103 0,005 7,655 11,555 0,102 20,829
49:02 2 2 13 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,154 2,700 27,024 0,577 63,512
49:03 2 2 248 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,008 6,954 12,572 0,504 56,286
49:04 2 17 5290 0,118 3,087 24,465 0,000 11,369 8,085 0,059 16,275
49:05 6 26 626 0,231 2,115 54,994 0,010 6,705 27,825 0,120 41,410
49:06 2 2 1921 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,001 9,908 9,168 0,501 54,584
49:07 3 10 1921 0,300 1,737 47,712 0,002 9,323 14,531 0,151 31,121
49:08 3 12 464 0,250 2,000 44,211 0,006 7,273 17,893 0,128 31,052
49:09 2 3 581 0,667 0,585 63,093 0,003 8,182 10,890 0,335 36,992
49:10 3 14 142 0,214 2,222 41,629 0,021 5,565 22,168 0,118 31,899
49:11 3 10 42 0,300 1,737 47,712 0,071 3,807 29,393 0,186 38,553
49:12 7 26 432 0,269 1,893 59,725 0,016 5,948 32,066 0,143 45,896
49:13 5 43 26 0,116 3,104 42,791 0,192 2,379 49,398 0,154 46,094
49:14 5 26 291 0,192 2,379 49,398 0,017 5,863 28,369 0,105 38,883
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53:01 4 13 485 0,308 1,700 54,048 0,008 6,922 22,417 0,158 38,232
53:02 2 2 2 1,000 0,000 100,000 1,000 0,000 100,000 1,000 100,000
53:03 3 14 1921 0,214 2,222 41,629 0,002 9,323 14,531 0,108 28,080
53:04 3 5 42 0,600 0,737 68,261 0,071 3,807 29,393 0,336 48,827
55:02 5 112 506 0,045 4,485 34,109 0,010 6,661 25,848 0,027 29,979
55:03 4 89 12 0,045 4,476 30,885 0,333 1,585 55,789 0,189 43,337
55:04 2 112 7 0,018 5,807 14,690 0,286 1,807 35,621 0,152 25,155
55:05 3 23 6 0,130 2,939 35,038 0,500 1,000 61,315 0,315 48,176
55;06 4 6 5 0,667 0,585 77,371 0,800 0,322 86,135 0,733 81,753
55:07 3 26 5290 0,115 3,115 33,719 0,001 10,784 12,814 0,058 23,267
55:08 2 89 2 0,022 5,476 15,442 1,000 0,000 100,000 0,511 57,721
55:09 2 3 98 0,667 0,585 63,093 0,020 5,615 15,118 0,344 39,105
55;10 2 8 7 0,250 2,000 33,333 0,286 1,807 35,621 0,268 34,477
55;11 2 89 8 0,022 5,476 15,442 0,250 2,000 33,333 0,136 24,388
55:12 2 89 7 0,022 5,476 15,442 0,286 1,807 35,621 0,154 25,532
55:13 4 89 506 0,045 4,476 30,885 0,008 6,983 22,264 0,026 26,574
55:14 2 89 367 0,022 5,476 15,442 0,005 7,520 11,738 0,014 13,590
55:15 2 89 40 0,022 5,476 15,442 0,050 4,322 18,790 0,036 17,116
55:16 3 89 362 0,034 4,891 24,475 0,008 6,915 18,647 0,021 21,561
55:17 3 6 5 0,500 1,000 61,315 0,600 0,737 68,261 0,550 64,788
55:18 2 23 15 0,087 3,524 22,106 0,133 2,907 25,596 0,110 23,851
55:19 5 89 108 0,056 4,154 35,856 0,046 4,433 34,374 0,051 35,115
Our main interest, as we have made clear already, was in average
redundancy, itemized at column 12. Therefore, we instructed the
computer to split the foregoing data into groups, nominal and verbal
collocations, and to arrange the data in each group in descending
order of average redundancy, omitting from the tabulation any 'data-
restricted' items. We suspected, on general statistical grounds (see
Ch. 7, Sect. B), that as the number of instances of a collocation
declined, so also would the reliability of our asure. Thus, for
this first ordering, any item occurring only twice was omitted from
the tabulation.
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B. REDUNDANCY RESULTS
In view of the fact that the data had already been analyzed quite
thoroughly in Ch. 9, we decided to present our results in a simple
form, anenable to easy checking.
Each collocation is given in order of its position on column 12. The
first line of an entry consists of (a simplified form of) the
collocation with its identifying number, innediately preceded by an
unbracketted number, indicating its ranking on column 12 when all
itens of a frequency greater than two are taken into account. If the
*collocation occurs four or more tines, a bracketted number precedes
this figure (right at the beginning of the line) to indicate the
collocation's position when only collocations of a frequency greater
than three are included. As already mentioned, we expected that the
reliability of redundancy, or any other statistical phenomenon, as a
measure would diminish with a reduction in frequency of data, and the
dual ranking (greater than three, . greater than two) was introduced
to take some account of this. Itens of frequency greater than four
were too rare to justify further refinement of this procedure. The
last item on the first line is the average redundancy of the
collocation.
The second, and any subsequent, line of each entry is a very brief
note-form summery of the item's description in Ch. 9.
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At the end of this 'annotated tabulation' we provide sone preliminary
remarks about the ranking achieved and suggest same modifications of
data. This is prior to the conclusion proper in Sect. E.
1. VERB-COLLOCATIONS
(1) 1.	 40:13. ,,x0w,	 nw.	 64.452%
Pleonastic/emphatic expression containing independent merismus (110i
X0W1; 40:19). Retained as an idiom in Nodern Hebrew.
(2) 2.	 46:21. LI= wan ww.	 63.150%
Symbol containing independent metonymy or originally vivid metaphor.
Develops 'existential' variant ( I nD2 1=2) with same sense.
Retained, with variant, as idiom in Modern Hebrew.
3.	 29:03. ilw, 7m, r1752/.	 62.238%
Associated, as in Modern Hebrew, with silence; once, perhaps, symbolic
of same. Once symbolic/indexical of thirst.
(3) 4.	 10:05. 0,,D-12-,u munz.	 58.608%
Three times associated with intercession with human or divine figure;
twice (in consecutive verses) describes action with no such
association.
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(4) 5.	 46:03. rino	 53.701%
Contains independent metonymy/semi-preposition.
(5) 6.	 46:18. colmm wnn.	 52.734%
(Describes gesture) associated with/symbolic of prayer, usually
intercessory. Once, of anguished 'secular' pleading, or index of
pain.
(6) 7.	 26:03. 13711T 1, rtM 1 W1M.	 48.002%
Literal collocation (though UVIT metonymic?), developing
colligational variants, with idiomatic value derived from its cultic
background.
(7) 8.	 09:04. woo nY. I .	 45.461%
Always associated with a call to serve as prophet.
(8) 9.	 40:15. -11pi-,2,T.
	
44.747%
Unidiomatic, although containing an expression (- 1M 71W) associated
with military/judicial contexts.
(9) 10. 55:03. 11w5 nnaN.	 43.337%
Hypostatic/synecdochical value for 11W,.
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(10) 11. 26:06. win,' nmw.	 42.5117.
Usually employed as a non-lexicalized, 'vivid', metaphor.
(11) 12. 49:05.	 tan.	 41.4107.
With 2, literal; with other prepositions, possibly indexical and
symbolic.
13. 46:16. m ll om	 38.988%
(Describes a gesture) symbolic of/associated with anger/frustration
and contempt; also drunken joy (if emendation accepted).
(12) 14. 53:01. 1m, mmn.	 38.232%
(Describes action).- symbolic/indexical of anger, humiliation, assault.
(13) 15. 46:24. n2 um	 37.117%
Normally associated with, as gestural re-inforcement of, contract,
perhaps developing into (symbolic) terAdnus technicus4	 Also
symbolic of Schadenfreude, and associated with acclanation.
(14) 16. 46:01. rmo
	 36.059%
Equivalent to 46:03 (Item (6)).
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17. 40:03.
	 13,0, V; riu , W1n.
	
34.915%
A slightly more idiomatic version of 26:03 (Item 7).
(15) 18. 09:03. luMo
	 33.537%
A vivid, hence unidiomatic, metaphor of birth.
19. 40:12. 'imp,	 33.171%
Equivalent to 40:13 (Item 1).
20. 49:07. rinm-,1,	 31.121%
Literal.
21. 49:08. q172-',x 1253.	 31.052%
Literal; rin: in geographical sense.
(16) 22. 55:02.	 N12,/.	 29.979%
Hypostatic or synecdochical use of 11W7.
23. 28:05. p,112 Mtn.	 28.885%
Twice within simile, associated with concern; once symbolic of
remembering.
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24. 53:03. i 1173.
	
28.080%
Once literal (animal anatomy); twice associated with (with
accompanying 'explanation') humiliation.
(17) 25. 46:02. Elz NDN.	 26.196%
(Describes gesture). symbolic/indexical of anger, command/assent,
congratulation; also distress if rim3 ?MN is included.
26. 09:05. WM X, 1 0.	 26.011%
Twice, perhaps, symbolic of acquisition of greedy wealth, but probably
represents non-idiomatic coalescence of constituents each with
metonymic value.
27. 46:14. colsz	 21.760%
(Describes gesture) symbolic of/associated with praise/adoration,
love/welcome, intercession; also prayer (if m l imm-rxwo is included)
and superficial, worthless, prayer (if emendation accepted).
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In respect of the ranking of bracketted items (frequency four or
more), (1), (2), and (3) all possess a consistent 
symbolic/associative value. Item (4) is not idiomatic, although it
contains an idiomatic sub-sequence (but see below). Item (5) (win
2 NNM2) probably represents the same 'intercessory' idiom throughout,
and this is more certainly true if the two piel forms of the
collocation are omitted. The following set of statistics is then
yielded:
7 65 58 0.108 3.215 46.615 0.121 3.051 47.924 0.114 47.270%.
But a score of above 50% is restored if the qal noninalization at 1
Kings 8.54 is added:
8 65 58 0.123 3.022 49.814 0.138 2.858 51.212 0.131 50.513%.
Xore precise specification of data from the sub-50% group, yields
further 'idioms', scoring over 50%.
For example, for Item (7) ( 1222 nx , ), it is noticeable that one of
the instances of the collocation differs from the remaining three in
respect of not only its preposition (2 rather than 2), but also
the form of verb used (indicative rather than suffixed participle).
By removing this instance, we obtain a more structurally consistent
(hence, more likely to be idiomatic) group of data, and the following
statistics:
3 10 7 0.300 1.737 47.712 0.429 1.222 56.458 0.364 52.085%.
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Similarly, we can isolate an idiom in Item (11) (rinm-,:, Min), first
by removing the instance of the collocation with preposition 2,
secondly, by treating the one occurrence with preposition -,x as (an
error for) a further instance of -533, and thirdly, by subtracting
the one instance of this nodified form of the collocation in which
elnm is construct and, thus, cannot share the 'middle' or 'reflexive'
value of the four absolute instances 'lift onto one's own shoulders',
meaning (idiomatically) 'take on/be given an unwanted task'. This
yields the following figures:
4 4 626 1.000 0.000 100.000 0.006 7.290 21.528 0.503 60.764%.
After modification of these two items, then, the remaining itens
scoring under 50%, where they are idiomatic at all, do not maintain
their idionaticity in a consistent manner (they have more than one
distinct symbolic value) or they express vivid metaphors. Thus, the
50% mark appears to be something of a 'watershed'.
Further examination indicates that this claim holds true when data of
frequency three are added. A first exception appears to be Item 3
(11V, 7t, npal), which has two values, a symbolic and an indexical,
although the former ('be silent') predominates. Here again, though,
when the data are refined, the high score is found to be more
justified, seeing that the indexical value ('be thirsty') is
associated with the only instance of the collocation with
whereas the symbolic value is found both tines with (but cf. Ezek.
3.26). The amended set of values for this item is:
2 2 89 1.000 0.000 100.000 0.022 5.476 15.422 0.511 57.721%.
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On the other hand, Item 24, 	 In], appears to have a consistent
'idiomatic' association with 'humiliation/punishment', but only scores
28%. However, it can hardly be claimed that this expression is an
idiom, seeing that it is realized in substantially different surface-
structures, and there is no consistency to the inflectional form of
the second component. For more on the need of collocational structure
at both deep- and surface-levels, see part 2 of this section.
Rather more problematic is the large difference in redundancy values
of the apparently synonymous collocations, 1 (1) (51Rowl ino, no;
64%) and 19 (51ROM1 1 , 0 ,
 n02; 33%). . Even though it can be
plausibly argued that the idiomatic status of the first expression is
more assured, by virtue of its frequency, than that of the second, and
that a lower degree of collocational bonding in respect of the less
frequent collocation night be indicated by the use of the first two
components to represent a different grannatical structure (mu,
72 , 0 , ' you stretched out your hand'; Exodus 15.12), the difference in
redundancy scores still remains rather large.
A resolution of the difficulty is achieved if the collocations are
conflated, that is,
	 treated as part of a single, idiomatic,
colligation. By this procedure we obtain the following
	 statistics
for the colligation as a whole:
12 13 268 0.923 0.115 96.879 0.045 4.481 44.445 0.484 70.662%.
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Tie can deal somewhat similarly with the difference in redundancy-value
of Items 7 (6), 11111T 15 111 1 W1M (48%)	 and
	 17, 11 1 0 1 15	 rmlurin
(35%). The 'idiomatic' value of these collocations is distributed
over the colligational unit 17 1 /11 1 0 1 /11J11T 15 rfli 1W1M. Conflation
of the constituent collocations (omitting three non-surface-structure
occurrences of our two collocations and one 'recapitulated' occurrencE.
of the third) yields for the colligation as a whole the following
approximate statistics:
7 1385 20 0.005 7.628 26.902 0.350 1.515 64.956 0.178 45.929%.
This redundancy figure reflects more accurately the 'almost-idiomatic'
status of the colligation.
In addition to the theoretical difficulties caused by conflation, or
the assumption of colligations (see Sect. E), its application does not
always lead to the desired or predicted results. This is illustrated
in connection with a third 'colligational' unit amongst our data,
namely Items (4), qm0 5 1xN (54%), and (14), Elmo u l win (36%). It
could be argued that the 18% difference in scores is justified merely
because the more frequent 'variant' of an idiom is 'mere idiomatic'
(see above on Items 1 and 19). 	 It is also possible that a more
essential difference in idiomatic status is betokened.	 As Sawyer
points out (see the entries in Ch. 9), ', I vy	 typically occurs with
but this is not true of 11 1 W1N.	 Thus, it could be argued that
900 5 11M, but not Elmo uw,m, conceals two 'idiomatic sub-
sequences', not only the semi-preposition qmo, but also, perhaps, a
'phrasal verb', -10 5 1 1'1. Hence, the difference in rank.
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Such arguments, though, run counter to our intuitions that Item (4)
(and Item (14)) is less 'idiomatic' than the other collocations
scoring over 50%, and it would, in fact, seem more desirable to
conflate these two collocations (along with all other instances of
'verbs of salvation' plus -10 followed by rimr/i) into a
colligation to yield a redundancy figure for the colligation as a
whole. On the basis of the colligation's lack of idionaticity, we
should predict its value to be lower than 50%.
In fact, though, this prediction is not upheld. Assuming as data the
sum of the frequencies of all forms of the verbs 	 ,X1 (59), UW,
(265),
	 (95),	 (213), nim	 (63),	 u'm	 (27),	 and	 pno
(10), all occurrences of construct/suffixed forms of Elmo (23) and
/ , 1:1 (203), and all occurrences of the colligation (including those
where the prepositional phrase is dominated by one of the verbs only
at deep-structure, as well as 'recapitulated' and 'parallel'
occurrences), the following set of statistics for the colligation
emerges:
121 226 672 0.535 0.901 88.474 0.180 2.473 73.665 0.358 81.070%.
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2. NOUN-COLLOCATIONS
(1) 1.	 44:03. /71 , D-.71,jrrm.	 100.000%
Unidiomatic; technical term.
	
2.	 46:40. /p7p-ml,	 100.000%
Contextually-restricted nerismus, 'all over, utterly', possibly with
specific connotations derived from its formulaic origins. Includes
Item (6).
(2) 3.	 40:19. 1,1X0W1	 85.006%
Always (except possibly, once) meristic and pleonastic, 'in any way
whatsoever'.
(3) 4.	 55:06. liten1 mnmp .	 81.753%
Son evidence of idiomatic value, 'in an understandable way'.
Retained as an idiom, 'exactly as instructed', in Modern Hebrew.
(4) 5.	 26:09. Nilo] 1,11T.	 71.419%
(Descibes a gesture) associated with/symbolic of '(with) great power,
(by) force'; retained in Modern Hebrew.
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6. 55:17. Cari MU-11W5Z.	 64.788%
Unidiomatic; includes a distributional expression MU1 ON.
7. 46:31. 111 1 p101 n1M2.	 62.572%
Unidiomatic; contextually restricted.
(5) 8.	 40:16. lipv-plw.	 61.815%
Technical term, possibly with slight idiomatic specialization, 'Una
right thigh'.
9.	 25:05. T,T,
	 59.377%
Twice it refers, literally, to each of the conjoined referents; once
it appears as a 'compound-noun', symbolizing (meristically), like the
disjunctive collocation, 'hair'. Apears in three different surface
structures.
(6) 10. 46:39. '721-m2.	 55.757%
One sense ('sole') of first component is unique to this collocation.
The collocation is often pleonastic for the second component, and
usually associated with an 'emphatic' context. Some evidence that it
has become a 'compound-noun'.
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(7) 11. 09:06. lom-inm.	 53.903%
Indexical, 'child (of mother)', developing into symbolic, 'child (of
either parent)".
(8) 12. 44:04. ml,m-Inco. 	 52.167%
Unidiomatic; technical term.
(9) 13. 09:02. 102-11/n.	 49.169%
Collocation unidiomatic, though lw: is variously a live or a dead
('lexicalized 1 ) metaphor, 'mind'. One instance appears in what might
be a 'duplicate' passage.
14. 44:01. iro,m-mm.
	
48.994%
Strong association with requital in Jeremiah at least, also shared by
New Testament equivalent (with following
(10) 15. 09:08. DX-1020.	 48.513%
Three tines the expression is literal; elsewhere it could be a
pleonastic/emphatic version of lomo (and variants) in an indexical
sense of 'always'.
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(11) 16. 40:07. 11010 won.	 48.193%
Literal, but data restricted to 1 Kings 7112 Chr. 4 (details of First
Temple).
17. 55:05. 11w,-/22.
	 48.176%
Probably, idiomatic to the extent that 'hard of speaking' (with
metonymic values for both Hebrew components) is regarded as only
indirectly, or 'oddly', meaning 'unable to speak wall'. Frequency
just two if occurrences of Ezekiel 3.5f. conflated.
(12)18. 49:13. nl,p1 rinm.	 46.094%
Unidiomatic; TT:, architectural.
(13)19. 49:12. rpm-rim	 45.896%
Possibly, slight idiomatic specialization of collocational meaning
based on eV= as architectural term.
20. 46:04. plinn com.	 45.087%
Possibly m l inn is idiomatic, 'at one's control',	 with collocation
as a whole then, perhaps, meaning 'abuse a position of authority for
evil ends'. Note surface-structure-variations. 	 Frequency four if
V I M= Dort-,UM included.
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(14) 21. 46:05. 0 11 0n-0 1 2 4 .	 41.459%
Twice possibly, symbolic, 'handiwork, artefact', unless m N1 02 always
synecdochical.
(15)22. 46:25. 2 , ix-mzo.	 40.842%
Only idiomatic to the extent that qmo is 'semi-prepositional'.
(16) 23. 40:08.	 39.409%
Probably unidiomatic.
24. 41:02. 71,-,x1:1,.	 38.935%
Twice indexical, 'natural descendant(s)', developing specific symbolic
value of 'rightful heir(s)'.
(17)25. 49:14. nuw-Eirm.
	 38.883%
Architectural value for nrm (cf. Items (12)-(13)).
	 To a degree the
second component is pleonastic.
(18)26. 46:37. -rm-ripo.	 37.961%
For idiomaticity cf. Item (15).
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(19) 27. 41:10. inwp-711. 	 37.588%
(Lexicalized) metaphorical value for 7.
(20) 28. 10:03,	 36.991%
Tiz at least once synecdochical.
(21) 29. 55:19. npurilw.	 35.115%
11W, variously hypostatic, metonymic, synecdochical.
30. 26:05. ollT1 i l a l .	 31.396%
A word-pair perhaps developing into a syntactically-structured
collocation, through its association with 'emphatic' contexts.
31. 44:05. 2,1 111 1 ,z.	 30.284%
Conjunction of equivalent metonymies, always within a legal context,
possibly yielding a meristic-intensive value to the collocation as a
whole.
32. 41:08. z1r523 1 -7ni.	 26.896%
Unidiomatic.
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(22) 33. 55:13. ilw, rrir.
	 26.574%
A somewhat strange expression in that it can be applied to abstract
and concrete objects; nonetheless, unidiomatic.
34. 26:10. T1D-U117.
	
26.549%
Collocation is literal throughout with W11T having anatomical or
metonymic value. Emendation could yield one more or one less
instance.
35. 40:14. 1101-11U.
	
23.717%
Literal, although contextually restricted. Frequency Just two if two
instances at Zech. 11.17 are conflated.
36. 55:07. ilw,-,m.	 23.267%
11W, hypostatic, synecdochical, and/or metonymic.
(23) 37. 40:20. NIN1-1101. 	 23.028%
1 1 0 + hypostatic/instrumental.
38. 46:33. m l iii-nlmm.
	
22.945%
Various literal, anatomical, interpretations.
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39. 55:16. 01-11m5.	 21.561%
Netaphorical use of 11, although once a literal (mythological)
value might (also) be intended.
Of the eight items scoring above 50%, four, (2), (4), (6), (7), are
clearly 'idiomatic', although we might wish to specify the data more
precisely in order to reduce slightly sone of the figures. The
idiomaticity of Item (3) is less certain, but still passible.
Itens (1), (5), and (8) 'do not appear to be idiomatic in any
'materially adequate' sense. They are all expressions of P, and, at
best, night each be classed as a terminus technicus of the
sacrificial cult (the collocations never have human reference). The
eighteen instances of these three collocations are found in just 12
verses (excluding 'recapitulations') of the Pentateuch, all concerned
with the sane area of reference. They, are, thus, a form of
'restricted data', which it would be desirable to isolate during data-
selection, and, perhaps, subsequently omit for purposes of calculation
- see below, Sect. E.
Below 50%, the only item which night be regarded as idiomatic is (10),
MX-1020, which does seen to represent a special value not expressed
by its counterpart with pal. But this too scores just above the 50%
nark when the one instance with 2 for 0 is removed:
5 10 201 0.500 1.000 69.897 0.025 5.329 30.348 0.262 50.122%.
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Item (9), iwz- ,n7r, scores only just below 50% (49%), even though it
is, apparently, unidionatic. But if one of its occurrences is
regarded as occurring in a 'duplicate passage', its score reduces
significantly:
3 25 11 0.120 3.059 11.578 0.273 1.874 45.816 0.196 28.697%.
Somewhat similarly, if the immediately adjacent occurrences of non-
idiomatic items (11), (12), and (13) are conflated, each of these
collocations scores 40% or less.
When data of frequency three are included, the 'absolute-redundancy'
value of 100% for the idiomatic item, 2, and the over-50% score of
non-idiomatic item 7 (also (1) and (3)) are caused by the presence
within the collocation of one or more 'cranberry collocates' (see Ch.
5, Sect. F, 2). These 'cranberries' are of two kinds. The first
type, exemplified by Niplo in Item? is 'language-genuine', that is,
it represents an actual lexical item within the language, or at least
the available corpus. The second type, which is much mere frequent in
our data, is the 'analysis-created' cranberry, a uniquely occurring
combinatioa of lexenes, which usually have no status as lexical
items or lexicalized combinations within the language, but cone about
simply because of our decision to treat all collocations, of whatever
number of constituents, as combinations of two collocates. Any
collocation containing a cranberry of either type should be, and very
easily can be, marked out in the selection process, because it will
automatically obtain a value of over 50% redundancy (and over 0.5
transition-probability) and, thus, needs to be distinguished from
high-scoring Items which do not have this 'head-start'.
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Already, above in connection with 53:03, we have suggested that
identity of forms at deep-structure has to be matched on the surface,
if we are to be assured of a expression's 'idiomaticity'. This
requirement reflects the fact that for a particular sequence of words
to be 'idionatized' within a particular culture implies that speakers
have a strong sense of the collocation as a single, coalesced,
'lexical', or 'word-like, unit. Just as an individual lexeme tends
not to permit interruption by other lexical material, so we should
expect that the more 'idiomatic' a collocation, the less
'interruptable' its (surface) form. Thus, collocations that do not
appear in a consistent surface-structure form need to be narked out
during selection. For instance, neither Item 6, mU1 mu-110,m, as a
whole, nor the distributional expression 	 (M311-011; cf.	 GK 123c)
within it, represents an idiom, although it scores highly. 	 But the
collocation is expressed in two different forms, ill= cul
(Esther 3.12; 8.9) and On MU 11= (Ieh. 13.24). Taking only the
first form, the following set of statistics is yielded:
55:17 2 6 5 0.333 1.585 38.685 0.400 1.322 43.068 0.367 40.876%.
Ve can likewise reduce the rather high value of 49% for Item 14, in,:
N1 1 73, which has a variable surface-structure form despite its quite
strong contextual associations (leading eventually to the development,
with following 2,1 7 of an idiomatic value). If we eliminate the
interrupted (at surface-structure) instance of the item, a much lower
score is yielded:
2 20 6 0.100 3.322 23.138 0.333 1.585 38.685 0.217 30.912%.
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These values are similar to those obtained for the related item (31),
Vn, 11, 11,m (30.284%), indeed they are identical if the one instance
of the latter collocation with nouns in the construct state is
omitted. Again, this second collocation has too many surface
variations (reversal of elements and/or use of construct-state nouns)
to be properly regarded as a lexicalized collocational unit, even
though m,	 and	 iro'm form a	 significant,	 syntactically
unstructured, col locational association.
However, absence of surface-structure consistency is not a guarantee
of lack of 'non-idiom' status. A case in paint is that of Item 9,
• 71 um', which does appear to represent a genuine, meristic,
idiom, even though it occurs in different surface forms (and includes
a 'cranberry collocate'). In this instance, the idiomatic value of
the expression is also shared by its ('data-restricted') disjunctive
variant. Conflation of these two into a single colligation, c-jum,
-1pTilpr1pix, yields the following set of statistics:
5 5 449 1.000 0.000 100% 0.011 6.489 26.354 0.506 63.177%.
Similarly, the 45% score of Item 20 (0 1 ,0m2 Dort) reflects well the
'almost-idiomatic' status of the collocation, even though it is once
instanced in a divergent, relativized, surface-structure form.
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C. COMPARISON WITH TRANSITION-PROBABILITY RESULTS
In order to test our claim, in Ch. 7, Sect. B, that redundancy would
provide a better asure of stability, hence, idionaticity, than
transition-probability alone, we instructed the computer to tabulate
the data by column 11, average transition-probability.
The following lists the verb-collocations of frequency greater than
two ('restricted data' excluded). Bracketted numbers refer to the
positions of itens when only data of frequency four or greater are
taken into account.
1 29:03 11W, 71, .7/ 0.517
(1) 2 46:21 ep: Wo, ota 0.451
(2) 3 40.13 71X0W1	 1 1 0 1 na 0.374
(3) 4 10:05 miimnz-,D N121: 0.333
(4) 5 40:15 103J 0.255
(5) 6 46:03 elmo 7110 0.210
7 46:16 1211= pm) 0.206
(6) 8 09:04 1020 ngi 0.197
(7) 9 55:03 11W7 MM1N 0.189
(8) 10 26:03 11311T	 17 NU1W1N 0.181
(9) 11 53:01 111, ID1 0.158
12 40:03 12JO4	 17 NU1W11 0.152
13 49:07 rinz-71:	 ln2 0.151
(10) 14 46:18 MI1MM WiM 0.140
15
16
40:12
49:08
71X0W1	 1 1 0 1 NO,
Elnm-im
0.129
0.128
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(11) 17 49:05 ElnD-na NW2 0.120
18 53:03 1:72 0.108
(12) 19 46:01 rpo mlwin 0.106
(13) 20 09:03 lom0 XY.N 0.103
21 28:05 pimm XID2 0.103
(14) 22 26:06 311T 12W 0.072
(15) 23 46:24 Elz upn 0.066
24 09:05 lwm Wnlo 0.046
(16) 25 55:02 flt
	
n1m11 0.027
26 46:14 MIISZ	 Xt172 0.026
(17) 27 46:02 0.024
Although the tabulation of bracketted items (of frequency greater than
three) more or less agrees with that based on redundancy in its
placement of the top three and bottom two items, the first five
'idiomatic' items of the redundancy tabulation, appearing there within
a range of 12%, are here distributed over a 31% (.14-.45) range, with
Item (10) noticeably separated from its idiomatic partners by
substantially less idiomatic collocations.
When items of frequency three are included, note the high position of
unidiomatic Item 6 (Item 12 in the redundancy ranking). Beyond this,
no significant points of difference between the two tabulations arise.
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Below is a sinilarly- presented tabulation of noun-collocations
according to average transition-probability.
(1) 1 44:03 /2D-,D nnmi 1.000
2 46:40 7p7p-mr1 1711-qmo 1.000
(2) 3 55:06 11=1 MITZ7 0.733
(3) 4 40:19 '1=01
	 1 1 0 1 0.667
5 55:17 OU1 MV-11ten 0.550
6 46:31 mlp)o, mom 0.519
7 25:05 1PT1 WX1 0.504
(4) 8 26:09 171%12 V11T 0.364
(5) 9 40:16 ilml-plw 0.350
10 44:01 mi'nm-lmm 0.325
11 55:05 11V7-702 0.315
(6) 12 40:07 11010 Wan 0.294
13 46:04 011S:2 COff 0.283
(7) 14 09:02 lom-lini 0.244
_
(8) 15 44:04 two,m-Inta 0.200
(9) 16 09:08 0X-1U20 0.191
(10) 17 10:03 712-,M 0.182
18 41:02 711-1=11 0.181
(11) 19 46:05 011E1Z-33121 0.159
(12) 20 49:13 n1)01	 Evrm 0.154
(13) 21 49:12 mnm 0.143
.
(14) 22 09:06 lom-Ino 0.130
(15) 23 46:37 7,0-e120 0.121
(16) 24 4110 pe/0 71 1 0.110
(17) 25 49:14 -1350-q= 0.105
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26 26:05 131nT 1
	 l'O' 0.104
(18) 27 46:39 '71-1-rin 0.103
(19) 28 46:25 2,-01-01DO 0.091
29 44:05 2171 ril 'on 0.081
30 41:08 21pu,--r-rk 0.070
31 55:07 11L9,-,Z 0.058
(20) 32 55:19 -Mr 11 te7 0.051
(21) 33
34
40:08
26:10
1,p,-/,
T123-:3111'
0.050
0.049
35 40:14 l'0"1'33 0.030
36 46:33 Cr1,1,-ftln 0.029
(22) 37 55:13 11tO	 nnn 0.026
(23) 38 40:20 rflrf,-1,01 0.021
39 55:16 CO' 111V, 0.021
Again, overall, the tabulation for bracketted items appears similar to
that obtained by redundancy-analysis. However, there are some
noticeable divergences which tend to confirm our view, from comparison
of the tabulations in respect of verbs, that probability is a less
trustworthy witness to idionatic value than redundancy. Most striking
is the low position and score of Item (18) ((6) in redundancy
ranking). Note also the relatively low score of the indexical
collocation, Item (14) ((7) in redundancy ranking). The pattern of
divergence from the redundancy-tabulation is, in fact, rather similar
to that evidenced in the comparison of tabulations for verbs. Because
this form of tabulation does not appear to group together the 'must
idiomatic' collocations, there is no clear point of denarcation
between 'idiomatic' and 'non-idionatic' scores comparable to the 50%
redundancy score.
No additional points of significance are raised when the lower-
frequency collocations are included.
Thus, on the basis of the limited data examined, it does indeed appear
that (average) redundancy is a marginally better measure of
'idionaticity' than (average) transition-probability (but see the last
part of Sect. D, 2).
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At the end of this section are five computer-generated graphs, which
illustrate, in a fairly crude way, the degree of deviation of
tabulations by criteria other than redundancy from tabulation by
redundancy, of the seventeen verbal collocations occurring four or
more tines. The first graph illustrates this deviation in respect of
average transition-probability, which we have already discussed. The
four other graphs indicate the deviations of tabulation by,
respectively, transition-probability of stable collocate, redundancy
of stable collocate, transition-probability of unstable collocate, and
redundancy of unstable collocate.
In these graphs, the bisecting line x=y represents the ranking of
itens by average redundancy. The jagged line criss-crossing it
represents the ranking of itens according to a non-redundancy
criterion relative to the ranking by redundancy. Where the ranking of
items coincides exactly, the two lines meet. Thus, for example, as
can be seen from inspection of the the first table of this section and
the list of results in Sect. B, 1, the sixteenth- and seventeenth-
placed itens according to redundancy tabulation are placed in the sane
position by transition-probability tabulation, and this is reflected
In the merging of the two lines at the top right-hand corner of the
first graph. The first two items by redundancy-ranking are exchanged
In the ranking by transition-probability (2, 1), and this difference
Is indicated on the same graph by a slight 'peaking' and 'troughing'
of the transition-probability line around the redundancy line. The
sharp deviation of the item placed fifth by redundancy and tenth by
transition-probability is indicated by the low trough in the middle of
the graph. Etcetera.
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The other graphs can be read in similar fashion. It is clear, from
superimposition of the graphs, and observing the average depths of
troughs and heights of peaks, that of the five non-redundancy types of
tabulation, the one by average transition-probability most closely
approximates that by redundancy. And, in general, that the use of
transition-probability yields results similar to that of redundancy
is illustrated by the similarity of the graph of stable collocate
transition-probability to the graph of stable collocate redundancy and
of the graph of unstable collocate transition-probability to the graph
of unstable collocate redundancy.
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Deviation of Average transition-probability
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Deviation of Trans,-prob. of stable collocate
Deviation of Redundancy of stable collocate
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Deviation of trans.-prob, of unstable collocate
Deviation of Redundancy of unstable collocate
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D. ANALYSIS OF ITEMS OCCURRING ONLY TVICE
Below are two tables (each followed by brief comments) of verb- and
noun-collocations (with the exception of 'restricted data') occurring
only twice in the corpus. The tables are arranged according to
decreasing average redundancy, but ranking by, and score of, average
transition-probability is also noted.
1. VERB-COLLOCATIONS
NO.	 ITEM	 PROB. PROB. REDUND.
RANK SCORE	 SCORE
1 53:02 0i5r,2 mint/	 1111 1 1.000 100.000%
2 10:01 aliz-m-ttm m 1 17 1V71 2 0.833 81.546%
3 41:06 ri	 Rrn r l otO 3 0.833 81.546%
4 29:01 7r OW 4 0.750 75.000%
5 25:02 1PT-',D 5 0.571 63.132%
6 46:19 1251= l i nnz Yrr 6 0.515 58.302%
7 55:08 11W, ,x-04- 1 12 1, Y1r-x5 7 0.511 57.721%
8 49:06 ninla ram Igl 8 0.501 54.584%
9 41:05 71+-175.3 9 0.393 42.810%
10 10:04 112-17M Man: 11 0.327 38.512%
11 49:09 10 0.335 36.992%
12 46:09 eln Mr0 12 0.288 35.637%
13 41:01 714 -n, 21n -1111 14 0.244 32.855%
14 28:04 PIrp rp, 13 0.251 30.063%
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15
16
25:01
28:02
ipr n511
pin-,x m4tal
pg
15
0.139
0.169
25.938%
25.239%
17 55:04 ilw, pl,nrf 17 0.152 25.155%
18 46:28 mi+e12 W10 18 0.150 24.774%
19 40:11 1 1 0 1 ', MW't 16 0.168 24.561%
20 55:11 11W, 1121 20 0.136 24.388%
21 26:01 2211T2 ,X1 21 0.111 23.268%
22 40:06 l i a l npmln 22 0.110 22.627%
23 10:02 /,' 23 0.104 21.370%
24 26:04 111211T PT11 25 0.063 19.717%
25 28:06 P 1 12 =CD 24 0.072 19.352%
26 46:15 rimm 26 0.059 16.816%
27 46:10 Elm ;04m 27 0.022 15.338%
28 40:04 1 1 0 1 M1W1 28 0.013 13.472%
29 46:20 9M MW 29 0.012 12.939%
30 46:17 elm mu 30 0.007 11.427%
Of the eight collocations having over 50% redundancy (and over .5
transition-probability), all but two, Itens 1 and 4, consistently
(twice!) represent idiotic values. However, this result is not as
impressive as it at first seems seeing that nost of the items are nore
than three lexenes long and all of them contain a 'cranberry'
collocate (ensuring that they obtain the redundancy/probability
figure, stated).
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The inadequacy of our measure in respect of data occurring just twice
is indicated by the number of collocations scoring below 50% even
though we found them to be 'idiomatic' in the sane way bath times -
into this category cone Items 9, 10, 12, 25, and 27 (Items 18 and 19
both 'contain' idiomatic expressions, 2 1 02 WM and 110i'7).
Item 10, however, should probably be excluded from our list of
collocations as it occurs in two substantially different surface
forms.
Item 25, when conflated with its hiphil variant (a 'data-restricted'
item), still scores well under 50% (39%), even when the 'point of
transition' is taken to be between 2 2C 1 72WEN3 and -pin (41%).
The only way of obtaining a score of over 50% is by utilizing this
point of transition in conjunction with feminine and gender-neutral
forms of the verb (thus, m rrsci3mc3cr1J). This night be considered a
rather artificial procedure, but it does respect the biblical evidence
for the use of the collocation (always with female subject - this is
true as well of the variant without 2). It yields the following
statistics:
4 34 6 0.118 3.087 39.312 0.667 0.585 77.371 0.392 58.341%.
When Item 25, nm	 is conflated with elm-xla (see below, Item
19), a redundancy value of only 29% is obtained. Thus, assuming that
It is indeed 'idiomatic', this colligational unit is an exception to
the rule that idiomatic items of frequency greater than two have a
redundancy value of over 50%.
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2. NOUN-COLLOCATIONS
JO. ITEM PROB. PROB.
	 REDUID.
RANK SCORE SCORE
1 46:12 '2,-no, rmo 1 0.700 71.534%
2 09:07 iumm. o , oixn 2 0.643 67.810%
3 40:02 l'0"/' nO , X 3 0.611 65.773%
4 46:07 ',21-Elo im M2n1 Not clipo-'7m 4 0.611 65.773%
5 49:02 ,oivrrfilim-,x mirrim-xil 6 0.577 63.512%
6 40:17 ixotti	 ix	 1 , a , 7 0.507 57.055%
7 46:08 rinzi rrinoro 5 0.583 56.546%
8 29:02 Tr, pi= 8 0.291 35.987%
9 55:10 iit5,2 itn , o 9 0.268 34.477%
10 55:12 11W,
	 12W 11 0.154 25.532%
11 46:23 m,itnn-rim rim 10 0.169 24.909%
12 44:02 n41,,o-o'n 12 0.119 24.201%
13 25:03 irr-nxm 13 0.104 22.385%
14 46:30 12',21 /1102 15 0.085 21.185%
15 26:02 17111'71/1 16 0.078 21.095%
16 49:01 Mi'DIT2	 1'2 14 0.102 20.829%
17 41:09 rizro-71' 19 0.047 17.308%
18 55:15 0'02M-11W, 20 0.036 17.116%
19 46:11 9D-'xl,0 21 0.036 17.021%
20 40:01 1'0,0 IMX 18 0.052 16.907%
21 49:04 rInz-,Z 17 0.059 16.275%
22 28:01 P'rt-rtWX 22 0.034 16.232%
23 26:12 WilpniVIT 23 0.030 16.149%
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24 26:13 Inn-avinT 26 0.019 14.509%
25 09:01 102-1Z 24 0.022 13.161%
26 26:07 rvrt-mlnr 25 0.022 13.042%
27 46:27 UPX-9D 27 0.014 12.819%
Of the over-50% group, only Itens 1, 3, and 4, that is, under half the
items, night be regarded as idioms. All but Item 7 contains a
'cranberry' collocate (a 'language-genuine' one in the case of Item
3). More positively, there are only two expressions which we believe
to have consistent Idiomatic value in the sub-507. group, Items 10 and
19 (which forms part of an Idiomatic colligation; see above); Item 11
Is less definitely idiomatic.
Comparison of the relationship of ranking by average redundancy to
that by average transition-probability for the twice-occurring items
of data with the relationships seen in respect of data of frequency
three and data of frequency greater than three, helps us to refine our
conclusion, stated at the end of the previous section, that redundancy
provides a better measure than transition-probability of idionaticity.
Evamining the verb-collocations only, we see that this statenent
becones less true with decrease in data. For data of frequency four
or greater, just under 24% (4/17) of items have the sane position on
both rankings (see the first of the graphs preceding this section for
a diagrannatic representation of this); for data of frequency three
this rises to 60% (6/10), though on the basis of a very small total of
items; for data of frequency two, where the total number of items is
significantly increased, the proportion rises to 70% (21/30).
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Thus, we find not only that average redundancy reduces in value as a
measure of idiomaticity as data decrease, but also that its
superiority over average transition-probability diminishes likewise.
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E. FINAL CONCLUSIONS
The amount of usable data from analysis of which our results derive is
too low for any conclusion we draw to have any more than provisional
validity pending analysis of more, and better, data. Moreover, the
adequacy of our conclusions depends on our interpretation of the
idiomatic/non-idiomatic value of various expressions, which, because
of the nature of the corpus and the small amounts of data is always
open to question.
Nonetheless, it seems to us that the results provide grounds for
cautious optimism about the fundamental validity of the hypothesis'
that redundancy and idiomaticity are correlated in a useful way. In
particular, they suggest that redundancy can be used to isolate 
idioms. Let us first clarify how we distinguish 'non-idions' from
'idioms'.
'Hon-idions' fall into four categories of which only the last
significantly contrasts with 'idioms'.
The first category of 'non-idioms' comprises collocations which have a
fully literal and compositional value, and which contain no components
that are used 'figuratively' within the collocation (e.g., 40:20,
rrin ,- 1'0 , ; 46:33, co,,,-nimm).
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The second category is that of collocations which contain one or more
words that realize figurative processes (metonymy, synecdoche,
metaphor, etc.), even though the meaning of the collocation as a whole
is, intuitively, compositionally distributable over specific
components. Sometimes a semantic process is 'institutionalized' or
i lexicalized' in a particular word, so that the word becomes, in
effect, polysemous. This phenomenon is a reflection at the level of
the individual lexical item of the	 'lexicalization'	 or
'idionatization' of sequences of words at the collocational level.
But it must be emphasized that the two processes are distinct. In
respect of an idiomatic collocation the idiomaticity concerned is not
essentially a natter of words taking on irregular meanings, but of
the regular, predictable, semantic relations amongst words being
distorted and this distortion becoming less and less perceptible to
the native-speaker. A collocation can, thus, consist entirely of
'idiomatic' words, yet not of itself be idiomatic (e.g., 09:05, W,Ial
102; 55:05, 11:0,-/22).
The third category is of 'live metaphors', collocations that express
in vivid fashion non-lexicalized/-demythologized metaphors (e.g.,
09:03, 10Z0 no; 26:06, ullT n3W).
The final category of 'non-idions'	 is constituted by those
collocations that represent, as collocations, more than one idiomatic
value; they could be called 'multiple-idioms' 	 (e.g., 28:05, xo:
r 1 n2; 41:02, 7-0- q =1 1 ; 53:01, 'in', 1D1).
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What we have called 'idioms' differ from items in the final category
of 'non-idioms' in that they ('idioms') express a uniqueidiomatic
value. That is to say, any expression that WE have called an 'idiom'
is associated with just one idiomatic meaning. The expression does
not have to be always employed as an idiom, but when it is; it must
bear the alma idiomatic value (cf.	 10:05, co , mnm-,25	 unm).
'Idioms', as we have used the term, then, night be more accurately
described as 'most idiomatic, because uniquely idiomatic,
collocations'. They are 'most idiomatic' because, according to the
thoughts we outlined in Ch. 6, the mere 'demythologized' a
collocation, the less likely it is to represent more than one meaning.
Ability to yield more than one idiomatic meaning Implies that a
collocation is actively 'interpretable', and, thus, less idiomatic.
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The naJor claim, that redundancy functions as an 'idiom-isolating'
nechanism, is borne out by the following tables which show the
proportion of noun-, verb-, and combined noun- and verb-collocations
of various frequencies which constitute idioms in the over-50%
redundancy range and the under-50% redundancy range. The data
provided assunes acceptance of any nodifications recommended in Sects.
B and D, including creation of colligations. All collocations clained
as idions and/or having a redundancy of over 50% are shown. Where an
item has been nodified, its original value, or the original value of
its highest-scoring collocation in the case of a colligation, is shown
in brackets. Preceding each item of over-50% data are up to four
alphabetic symbols - Hon-idionatic; C: Contains cranberry
collocate; D: Distribution restricted in terns of range of text or
area of reference; S: Surface-structure inconsistent. Of these, we
regard the most significant to be 'C', which is also the nost
frequent, as any collocation containing a cranberry collocate "lust
score over 50%. Hence, figures for over-50% itens are split into
and 'All' (including non-C).
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VERB-COLLOCATIONS
FREQUENCY > 3
Above 50%
81.070% (53.701%)
70.662% (64.452%)
63.150%
60.764% (41.410%)
58.608%
58.341% (19.352%)
52.085% (45.461%)
50.513% (52.734%)
N.	 1	 46:03 ripo ,*(xl, etc.
	2	 4013 ,1X0W1 1 1 0 1 n0/102
	3	 46:21 elm: 002 OW
	
C. 4	 49:05 elnm-im,
	5	 10:05 m Ilmnz- In mrsm
	6	 28:06 p l im mlvarrizzw
	7	 09:04
	
8	 46:18 :V I M: 010
Non-C: 6/7 (86%) idioms
All:	 7/8 (88%) idiom
Below 50%
All: 1/10 (9%) idions (46:10,qz x1/1,10)
FREQUENCY = 3
No idions above or below 50%
4'72
FREQUENCY = 2
Above 50%
N. C.
C.
C.
N.C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
53:02 cri .tr,2 mInm	 in,
10:01 MN1212-,2 010 1V7rt
41:06 7-1 1 nrn ni
29:01 171 DUO
25:02	 1PT- 172 2312
46:19 o lN om 1op22 yrn
55:08 litn 'mnut 1-1 2z, ynr-x,
29:03 11W	 7r, runn
49:06 nnniD Inm	 1172
100.000%
81.546%
81.546%
75.000%
63.132%
58.302%
57.721%
57.721%
54.584%
(62.238%)
No non-C data
All: 7/9 (78%) idioms
Below 50%
All: 2/19 (11%) idioms (41:05, 711-n, pm 46:09, elm XMO)
ALL FREQUENCIES
Above 50%	 Non-C: 6/7 (86%) idioms
All: 14/17 (83%)
Below 50%	 All: 3/29 (10%)
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NOUN-COLLOCATIONS
FREQUENCY > 3
Above 50%
B.C.D. 1 44:03 1111 n77-,23 /22-= 100.000%
C. 2 40:19 ,lxow,	 iloi 85.006%
?.	 D. 3 55:06 lit=1 mrmm 81.753%
4 26:09 M i 101 2711T 71.419%
C.	 S.
N.	 D.
5
6
25:05 rriiix cor,
40:16 rol-plw
63.177%
61.815%
(59.377%)
7 46:39 55.757%
8 09:06	 11.5z-Inm 53.903%
N.	 D. 9 44:04 nil,m-Inw 52.167%
10 09:08 MX- 1020 50.122% (48.513%)
Non-C: 4/7 (57%) idions
All:	 6/10 (60%) idioms
No idioms below 50%
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FREQUENCY = 3
Above 50%
C.	 1	 46:40 Trip-7331 ,An-n=0	 100.000%
N.C.D.	 2	 46:31 171 1 Nol rrimm	 62.572%
No non-C data
All: 1/2 (50%) idions
No idioms below 50%
FREQUENCY = 2
Above 50%
C.	 1	 46:12 711-MV, mino	 71.534%
N.C.D.	 2	 09:07 1Wm2 Irvo1Xn	 67.810%
C.	 3	 40:02 1 1 0 1 -/ 1 1X	 65.773%
C.D.	 4	 46:07 1711-12 lm n7-11 num con-,z 65.773%
N.C.D.	 5	 49:02 1 012 i n-ritTM-'7X 012N-12-X 1 2 63.512%
N.C.	 6	 40:17 ,1XOW 1X 1 1 0 i 	57•055%
N. D.	 7	 46:08 nImp l nInoTo	 56.546%
Non-C: 0/1 (0%) idions
All:	 3/7 (43%) idions.
Below 50%
1/20 (5%) id1oms(46:230:01,21-n102 mut)
ALL FREQUENCIES
Above 50%	 Non-C: 4/8 (50%) idioms
All: 10/19 (53%) idioms
Below 50%	 All:	 1/44 (2%) idioms
VERB- AND NOUN-COLLOCATIONS COMBINED
Over 50%
FREQUENCY > 3	 Non-C: 10/14 (71%)
All:	 13/18 (72%)
FREQUENCY = 3	 All: 1/2 (50%)
FREQUENCY = 2	 Non-C: 0/1 (0%)
All: 10/16 (63%)
ALL FREQUENCIES	 Non-C: 10/15 (67%)
All:	 24/36 (67%)
Below 50%
ALL FREQUENCIES	 All: 4/73 (6%)
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These results indicate, then, the 'watershed' nature of the 50%
redundancy value, with 'idioms' being restricted largely to the over-
50% range and 'non-idioms' to the below-50% range.
Several other conclusions about the data selected and the resulting
statistics are suggested by the tables, and our analysis in the
preceding sections.
(1) The inclusion of data based on 'cranberry-collocates' does not
affect the overall proportion (two-thirds) of idioms in the over-50%
range, seeing that two-thirds (14/21) of C-narked items are themselves
Idioms. Because of this it would be foolish to eliminate cranberry-
based collocations at the data-selection stage, as we should thereby
lose many significant idioms, although in terns of comparing them with
non-C-narked items it would be desirable to develop means of assessing
the most relevant point(s) of transition within 'long' collocations -
these expand in such a way that whenever an item is added to a
collocation of n items in length, the number of possible points of
(one-way) transition within the new collocation rises by the sum of n
plus all lesser value positive integers; e.g., a five-item-collocation
has 4+3+2+1=10 more points of transition than a four-item-collocation.
(2) According to our data, only 1/9 'D-narked' items was an idiom.
Thus, use of data from a very restricted area of reference and/or a
very small portion of text is to be avoided. Formal methods, for
example, to test for identity of lexical fields, could be developed to
facilitate this.
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(3) Different surface-structure forns of the sane lexeme-sequence (or
'deep-structure collocation') should not be conflated. Although we
isolated only one 'S-marked' item in the over-50% range, which also
happened to be an idiom, incorrect conflation of (a) lexemic forms
(e.g., prepositions) and (b) morphological forms (e.g., absolute
and construct) had the (major) effect of demoting soma idioms (in
particular, 09:04 and 49:05) to below 50%.	 Moreover, use of only
surface-identical forms simplifies a purely formal 	 (including
computer-implementable) data-selection procedure.
(4)lore generally, elimination of all 'insecure data' of the IC'
'D', and 'S'-marked type, seems to produce (we may state it no more
strongly in view of the very few data) even better results in terms of
proportion of idioms in the over-50% range, namely 10/11 (91%);
elimination of just 'D' and 'S'-narked data would allow us to retain
most of the insecure-but-idiomatic, data, which is usually 'C-narked'.
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(5) Purely fornal selection of data is probably not adequate. Here
we have in mind that certain collocations have to be treated as parts
of colligations, if their idiotic value is to be recognized (by
achieving an over-50% redundancy value). Apart from appearing to run
contrary to the non-conflation principle outlined in (3), this feature
is problematic to our 'theory of idioms' (and to that of others as
well), inasmuch as we have based our, formal, theory on a generally
recognized feature of idioms, namely that they do not normally
tolerate synonym-substitution of components; thus, non-formal means
would seem to be required to distinguish between an idiomatic
colligation like ',KOJI l i 0 1 10/NW, (40:12,13) and a non-idiomatic
one like rinm-m, ln:/n2 (49:05,07). This is not certain,	 however,
and further analysis should be conducted to ascertain whether there
are any formal and statistical properties which identify idiomatic
colligations.
(6) The validity of redundancy as a measure of idiomaticity varies
with changes in frequency of data. The first, and in terns of the
Bible as a corpus (see below) probably the less significant, aspect of
this is that very high values are assigned to high-frequency data,
regardless of idionaticity; this was illustrated at Sect. B, 1 by our
analysis of the colligation based on 46:01, Elmo D 1 W1R. This fault
relates to a feature of redundancy already mentioned in Ch. 7, Sect.
B. The second, complementary, aspect concerns the fact that it is
apparently very difficult for low-frequency data to achieve high
(i.e., over 50%) redundancy values.
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Below is a simple tabulation of frequencies and redundancy values.
The statistics upon which it is based are those of unmodified data;
percentages are approximate.
Over 50%-redundancy 	 Under 50%-redundancy
VERB-COLLOCATIONS
Fr. > 5 3/6 (50%) 2/21 (10%)
Fr. = 5 1/6 (17%) 3/21 (14%)
Fr. = 4 1/6 (17%) 7/21 (33%)
Fr. = 3 1/6 (17%) 9/21 (43%)
NOUN-COLLOCATIONS
Fr. > 5 6/12 (50%) 4/27 (15%)
Fr. = 5 1/12 (8%) 4/27 (15%)
Fr. = 4 1/12 (8%) 7/27 (26%)
Fr. = 3 4/12 (33%) 12/27 (44%)
COXBINED RESULTS
Fr. > 5 9/18 (50%) 6/48 (13%)
Fr. = 5 2/18 (11%) 7/48 (15%)
Fr. = 4 2/18 (11%) 14/48 (29%)
Fr. = 3 5/18 (28%) 21/48 (44%)
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Although these figures show a marked correlation between (relatively)
very high frequencies and redundancy of greater than 50%, the
situation is not so clear in respect of middle- and low-frequency
items. However, of the five items of frequency three scoring over
50%, all but one contain a 'cranberry' collocate, and, thus, attain a
50% redundancy value automatically. 	 It seems then that if a
collocation can score lower than 50% and has a frequency of three,
it will almost certainly attain only this value, indicating a
greater correlation than the table shows of high or low frequency with
high or low redundancy.
This fact has to be noted as a possible vice of redundancy, as a
measure of idionaticity, in general.
Alternatively, we could say merely that the measure is invalid for
data of frequency lower than four. This would have significant,
negative, practical consequences for the analysis of Biblical Hebrew.
Because of the small size of the corpus, many collocations which were
doubtless felt as 'Idiomatic' by speakers of the language and have
been indicated as such by scholars, perhaps on the basis of
comparative Semitic, or later Hebrew, material, would have to be
omitted as potential data. This is a reflection of the more general
inadequacy of the Bible as a corpus for testing distributional
hypotheses (cf. Sawyer 1972:78).
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A third, more positive, resolution of the problem is to treat the
idiom-Isolating/measuring value of redundancy probabilistically rather
than absolutely; thus, it would be argued that the probability of a
correct association of high/low redundancy and high/low idionaticity
increases with a -rise in the frequency of the data analyzed. This
approach is consistent with the general statistical principle that
security of inference increases with expansion of data, but it implies
that in any given analysis redundancy may only be used to classify
idioms/non-idions within a specific frequency-range.
(7) Redundancy appears to be a 'better' measure of idionaticity than
simple transition-probability, but this superiority diminishes with a
reduction in frequency of data (see Sect. D).
Rising out of these conclusions are some suggestions for better-
'controlled' procedures to ascertain more fully the value of
redundancy in isolating idioms. Within any given redundancy-based
analysis, it would be desirable to use only data corresponding to (at
least) the following specifications. Selected items should (1) be
within a certain frequency-range; (2) have their tokens distributed
widely throughout the corpus; (3) consist of a specific number of
lexenes (to reduce and assess the effect of 'cranberry collocates');
(4) be structurally very similar - two nouns in construct
relationship, Verb + Noun (Object), or Verb + Noun (Subject), for
example (this would better facilitate, especially for a corpus of low-
frequency data, 'intuitive' agreement with or disagreement from the
ranking of data provided by redundancy).
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It is also to be stressed that redundancy is concerned with only one
aspect of the distributional structure of lexical data and for its
value to be nore definitively assessed additional significant factors
need to be evaluated; these include the mathenatical (im)probability
of association of a collocation's components (see Ch. 7, Sect. A, 2),
and the 'combinability' (see Ch. 5, Sect. D) of each component.
That redundancy is useful for isolating the most Idiomatic
collocations, mere useful, we believe, than any of the metrics
considered in Ch. 7, Sect. A, only goes a little way in
validating the hypothesis pursued from Ch. 4 onwards, that "the level
of idionaticity... of a collocation is reflected by the degree to
which that collocation is 'stable' or 'restricted" (Ch. 4, Sect. D) -
that is to say, that stability/restriction as measured by redundancy
actually provides a scale of idiomaticity.
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Logically, this is quite possible. Ve have claimed that the 'most
Idiomatic' item is a collocation which represents just one idiomatic
value, and it is clear, on the basis of the evidence outlined, that
this type of collocation tends to have a higher redundancy than a
collocation which expresses more than one idiomatic value. Thus, a
further ref inemement suggests that a collocation which expresses two
idiomatic meanings is more idiomatic, and has a higher redundancy,
than a collocation which has three idiomatic meanings, etc. But the
data of the present work are too few and 'uncontrolled' (see above) to
pursue the status in reality of this claim, and further tests are
required to provide more definite proof about the correspondence of
redundancy with number of idiomatic values. (Such tests presume some
unobjectionable way of 'counting meanings' - cf. Ch. 4, Sect. B.) In
extremely tentatative support of the 'scale of idiomaticity'
note, for example, the rankings of verb-collocations 46:18, win
cri • om (one idiomatic value for qal form) and 46:14, 2"02 M2 (at
least three idiomatic values); also 46:16, mi , mm pm (two idiomatic
values, rejecting emendation), 46:24, rim upn (three idiomatic
values), and 46:02, nm NWT (four idiomatic values, if variant with
Intervening 2 included).
Even if the more important 'scale of idiomaticity' claim is not
upheld, the 'idiom-Isolating' function of redundancy, assuming it is
validated in future tests, should be of substantial usefulness in the
study of ancient languages, for which, because of the paucity of our
'intuitions', we require as many guides as possible to the semantic
behaviour of expressions.
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Looked at from a broader perspective, our analysis has developed the
possibility of a significant connection between the information theory
measure, redundancy, and the linguistic phenomenon, idionaticity.
Inasmuch as it is deemed 'successful', the analysis serves to show, we
believe, that semantics can be conducted without having to rely on
'intuitions' of an analyst or native-informants - this could have very
positive implications for the rigorous semantic analysis of ancient
languages in particular. Specifically, our study dencnstrates that
collocational/distributional analysis can be 'formalized' in
connection with 'idioms' to yield measurable results of a practical
semantic significance. In our study, we have taken the notion of
'stability' to the extreme, by using it in connection with 'raw' data
and frequencies, but in future practice we should expect that analysts
utilizing our measure (assuming its validity is upheld) or a variation
of it would want to nix formal and semantic criteria, so that, for
example, the different semantic statuses of the tokens collocating
with an item, as synonyms, antonyms, etc., of one another, would be
taken into account.
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